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Foreword 

T his volume, No. 25 in the Federal Committee on Statistical Method
ology (FCSM)'s Working Paper series, is the written reco1d of Liu:: 

Data Editing Workshop and Exposition, held on March 22, 1996. 
at the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) Conference and Training Cencer. 
Thb conference was over a year in plannmg, by an Organizing Commit· 
tee that was an outgrowth of the FCSM's Subcommittee on Data Editing. 
From an initial plan of ten or 20 papers and computer software demon
strations, and perhaps 100 attendees, the registrations and submissions kept 
growing until the final program consisted of 44 oral presentations and 19 
software demonstrations on tiara editing, with over 500 conference at
tendees . This success is probably due to several causes, not the least of 
which were the many outstanding contributions by the authors whose work 
appears in this volume. Perhaps the high participation level also suggests 
that data editing has been an overlooked area in the work of Federal, state, 
and international statistical agencies, as well as private-sector organiza
tions. 

From the Stan it was our intention to plan and produce this confer
ence on as close to a zero budget as possible. Our holding this goal seemed 
to foster an atmosphere of cooperation in which contributions and offers 
of assistance C'Am~ forth from numerous sources 3Dd at the times they 
were most needed. From the early publicity provided by several agencies 
and collaborating organizations to the preparation by IRS of the works 
published in this volume, donations of lime and efl'on were most gener
ous. The BLS staff was truly outstanding in anticipating and handling the 
many physical arrangements for the Workshop. And the agencies listed 
as affiliations of the Organizing Committee members all contributed vary
ing degrees of staff time towards ensuring the success of this conference. 



Foreword (conrd) 

We began the planning of the Oat.a 
Editing Workshop and Exposition un
der the guicbnN" of the FCSM and its 

founding chairperson, Maria Elena 
Gonzalez. After an illness. Maria 
pllS"'d away carliu this year aod, while 
the FCSM continued its sponsorship of 
the conference and these Proceedings, 
Maria Gonzalez' departure is a deep 
personal and professional loss to all of 
us. Her career as a Federal govern
ment statistician spanned a quarter cen
tury, during which she made many con
tributions to improvins the quality of 

A Dedication in Memory of 
Maria Eteno Gonzar.z 

Federal (and international) statistics. She did this both directly and as an 
outstanding leader in bringing forth and leveraging the talents of others for 
the many valuable statistical projects and conferences that she initiated. The 
editors would like to dedicate this Proceedings volume to Maria Gonzalez' 
memory, as was done by the Organizing Committee for the conference itself. 

The next few pages contain the table of contents, followed by the con
ference concrihutinn< them<elvo.s. The conference program. including the list 
of sponsors and additional acknowledgments, is reproduced in an appendix. 
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David Pierce and Mark Pierzchala. Chairs 
Organizing Committee for the Data 
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Wendy Alvey and Bettye Jamerson, Editors 
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A Paradigm Shift for Data Editing 

Linda M . Ball, U.S. Bureau of the Census 

Abstract 

V iewed through the current paradigm. the survey process consists of 
collecting. editing, and summarizing survey data. We think of sur
vey data as the "stuff" that interviewers collect, the basic units of 

which are individual questionnaire items. On this view, pieces of data are 
either erroneous or nor erroneous, you can correct erroneous data, and data 
editing ic a manageable process for most surveys. 

The author proposes that we instead view the survey process as engi
neering and managing socio-economic infonnatlon $y.$tCm.$. ln this para
digm, a survey is an expression of a mental model about society. The basic 
units that make up the mental model are objects or concepts in the real world 
about which we wish to collect information. Our mental models fail to cap
ture fully the complexity of those objects and concepts. and a questionnaire 
fails to capture fully the complexity of our mental model. It is no surprise, 
then. that surveys yield unexpected results. which may or may not be erro
neous . 

When An edit dctccu an "'error," it often can't tell whc.ll1t;r lhill ·error· 
was simply an unexpected result or one of the host of errors in administer
ing the questionnaire and in data processing that occur regularly in the ad
ministmtion of surveys. If we write "b1 ut.e fvrcc. c:dilS• that ensure many 
errors are corrected. we may miss geuing feedback on the problems with 
the mental model underlying the survey. If we take a more hands off ap
proach, users complain that the data set has errors and is difficult to sum
marize and analyze. Is it. then.any surprise that we are usually not satisfied 
with the results we get from edits? 



Abstract (cont'd) 

We get a glimpse of the true complexity of the subject matter of a survey 
when we study the edits of a survey that bas been around for a long time. 

The longer a survey has been around, the more its edits evolve to reflect 
the complexity of the real world. For the same reason, questionnaire,s tend to 
become more complex over time. CATI/CAP! allowed us to climb to a new 
level of possible questionnaire complexity, ::m.d we immediately took advan
tage of it because we always knew that a paper questionnaire could not be 
designed to handle the complexity of the subject matter of most surveys. 

One way to address unexpected results is to prepare some edits in advance 
and use an interactive data analysis and editing process after data collection to 
examine unexpected results. But there is a limit to the desirnbi1ity of this be
cause of the volume of!abor intensive analysis that must be done, which inter
feres with the timeliness of data delivery that is so valuable to many data users 
a.nd increases costs. 

A better alternative may be to identify or develop a methodology for ap
proximating the mental model that underlie$ the survey using information en
gineering techniques. 

Information engineering is a family of modeling techniques specifically 
developed for information systems. First. one approximates the mental model 
using information engineering techniques. Then, he or she documents the link
cge betwoen the infonno.tion model and the questionnaire. Everyone 'vho works 
on or sponsors the survey helps to document the model and can propose changes 
to it. 

The information system model improves considerably over the question
naire and procedural edits. It provides a language for representing informa
tion and relationships (for example, entity relationship diagrams or object mod
els), allows better economy of expression. is more stable over time, is more 
manageable and maintainable, serves as survey documentation for data users, 
and serves as a basis for database design. Data relationships would replace the 
data edits of the cunent paradigm. 

By adopting an infonnation engineering paradigm, we have at our disposal 
many well-established, tried and tested methods for managing what we usually 
call survey data (what the author would call socio-economic information sys
tems). \Ve can take advantase of existing training, professions.I expertise, and 
software, and we can integrate the practice of survey statistics with other infor
mation technologies. 
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A Paradigm Shift for Data Editing 

Linda M . Bafl, U.S. Bureau of tM Census 

• II Introduction 

• 

A paradirm is 00

8 SCI of all inncc1rt'I fonns based on a single stem or theme~ according to the R""dom 
House D1ction3f)I. This paper proposes a new paradigm for data editing based on 1he central !Mme: 

data tdit = data relationship. 

Examples are provided tha1 illustrale how the infonna.tion that is nonnally described in tenns of "If/ 
THEN/ELSE" prn<l'li11,..1 logic. can also be reprei;ented in the form of a logicoJ d3t3 model (an ontity-relotion· 
ship diagram). (See Allen, C . Paul, 1991. for a definition .. ) 

The implicarinn( rhat chis paper dei;cribes as fo11owing from lhis centro.J theme arc the opinion of che 
author, and the reader is encouraged to come to her or his own c.onclusions about the implications. Ahhough 
1he implications may be a matter of opinion, the basic premise that the data relationships can be derived from 
current procerlnr;tl t".tlits and can be expres&ed tu: s logical data model in the form of an cntit1 .. relatio1lship 
diagram is demonstra1ed in this paper. 

For each example the fol lowing piece< of information are provided: 

0 Current Pa radigm 

0 

• List of Data Items: including a shon variable name forthe item. a longer more descriptive 
variable name, a 1extual description of the data item. the actual questionnaire text of the 

question it represents (if applicable), and the possible values the data item can have. 

• Flowchart or Pseudocode: depicting procedural edit logic. 

New Paradigm 

• Entity·Relationship Diagram: depicting a logical information structure that is more 1n· 
format he than in the current paradigm. 

Example 1 

The first example is taken from the labor force section of the Cuff•n< Population Surv•y. The data 
items from the survey that are used in this example are shown in Table I. 

Under the current paradigm the data strucrure has minimal complexity and the edits have a high 
degree of complexity. The edits of the hours-worked items from the labor force section of the CPS 
questionnaire, as illustrated in Table I and Figure I, take over 300 lines of pseudocode, which means 
some multiple of that number in FORTRAN code. This is a significantly large Set of logic to document and 
maintain. 

5 



Table 1.-Current Paradigm: List of CPS Labor Force Data Items 

Data Ittm 

I 
Oescriprioo QuesCion Text Val .. , 

Slion Na:M Long Name (ihpplicablc) 

QSTNUM QST!<UM Unique ideatifier for a Not applicable l·n wbt:re n =the number of 
a questionnaire quemonnaires in die survey 

OCCURNUM OCCUR.NUM Unique ideatifier for Not applicable l-n where n = the· number of persons 
a persioo about which inter\'iewed at ! panicular 

• 
tbc irucrviC\\u col· 
kol:u inlommion 

addl'C$$ (usually 16 or lc:u) 

WNIJM numbet_o(jobs Number of jobs held. Altogeiber, bow many 2•2jobs 
lost w<Ck jobs did you bo.vc? 3=3j.C. 

4=4 or more jobs 

llRUSLI usuaLJuunain Usual bours per '4'«k How many "°'1t$ per week 0..99-Numbero(houn 
at main job do you USUAU.Y ....t v-HOW"S vuy 

It )'OUr(rnainjob? By main 
job we mean tbe ooe at wbicb 
you usually • ·ork the most 
most bouts.ljob?] 

llRUSU uw.alJu>_od>cr Usual hours at other How ltW\)' hourt per wedc. o-99-numbcr of bouts 
jobs do you USUALLY wO<t< V9Hours 

at i-o<ber Got>sriob)? 

HRUSLT uwalhrLtoW Sum ofl!RUSLI and Not applicable 0-I 98=N1lln:ber of hours 
HRUSU. lfontyooco( Y=Houn vary 
them W a value. that 
value is stoml in HRUSLT. 

HRACT1 actual.brunai" Actual bouts at main (So fO< ? ) LAST 0.99-Nwnbcrofboun 
jobb$1w.dc dld WEEK. bow many hours did 

)W AcnJALLV worlt 

'' your (MA.INr )Job7 

HRACT2 actual.Jut_Olhei- Accual boun at odler LAST WEEK. bow 0.99=1'/umbcr of bours 
Job< las! week many boun; did you 

ACTUALLY work at 
your omer (jobs/job)? 

HRACTT aotualJnU<>W Swn ofl!RACTI Not applicable O..l9S-Numbcr" of hours 
mll!RACT2. It 
only one oftbc&e bas 
I fthx. \bai Val\IC is 
-.dml!RACTT. 

USFTPT ~ Uwal IWl·limolport· Noc applicabk I •Usually fUll time 
w.c """'- (d<rivod) 2•USU411y pan tlrn• • 

3•Starus Wlli:»own 

A8SRSN """"' R.ason fO< abscooc What WM the main J=On i..yolf 
&om wort last week.. telSOO you were absent 2aSlackwork/bu:s:incs 00Dd:i1ioos 

from work LAST 3cWaitina f'br a aew job tO begin 
WEEK? 4=Vaoatioolpenonal day• 

S=Own ilhlcssl'mjurylmcdfool problems 
6-Ch.ild care problems 
1-Qd>erlfamilytpcrsonal obliptioo 
SaMaiemity/patemity leave 
9=1.abor clisputc 

JO=\\'catbc:r affccccd job 
l l =Scflootitraining 
12-civic/miliwy duty 
13•.Does OOt wodc in iht business 
14"<ltbcf (specify) 

6 
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• A PAll.ADIOM SHlfT FOR DATA EDITINO 

Figure 1.-Current Paradigm: Flowchart Depicting Procedural Edit Logic 

' UM __ .. 

tlf•ltei~ IVI!~ 

ll'lftl)Otttd ""' ii ... 

10 

• 
IJle Ull.al_h!$ ~- (28) 
to il!lpLU .::cua1_m. .... 

No 

Y• 

.. ... __ ........... __ -~--... -
.. 

KEY 

No 

Y• 

'-~~~~:::==~~~·= .... ~~ .. :--::__Jlt============================:'....~~~~_) - .. 
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In con1ras1. the diagram in Fi cure 2. along with supporting information in Table 2. conveys most. if not 
all, of the infonnation that is represented by the nowchart in Figure I. but in a more concise manner From 
the entity-relationship diagram in Figure 2, one can get the following information about CPS data items: 

+ An EMPLOYED ADULT is uniquely identified by !heir qstnum and occumum. 

• Numbcr_of_jobs is an auributc ofEMPLOYEDADULT. 

+ A sinRle EMPLOYED ADULT has one and only one MAIN F.MPI .OYMF.'.T•nd • singl• instance 
of MAIN EMPLOYMENT is had by one and only employed adult 

+ An EMPLOYED ADULT has uro or one OTHER EMPLOYMENT and a single occurrence of 

OTHER EMPLOYMENT is had by one and only one E.\.lPLOYED ADULT. 

• A signle instance of MAIN E.\.lPLOYMENT is uniquely identified by qsmum and occumum. 

• Usual_hrs_main, usual_hrs_total. and usual_ftpt_siarus are attributes of MAIN EMPLOYMEN"I 

+ AT WORK LAST WEEK is a subtype of MAIN EMPLOYMENJ: 

+ AT WORK LAST WEEK [main employment] is uniquely identified by qsmum and occumum. 

• Actual_hrs_main and ac1ual_hrs_1otal are arrribuies or AT WORK LAST WEEK [main 
cmploymenr]. 

+ ABSENT LAST WEEK is a subtype of MAIN EMPLOYMENL 

• ABSENT LAST WEEK [main employment] is uniquely identified by qsmum and occumum. 

• Reason is an auribu1e or ABSENT LAST WEEK [main employment). 

II Example 2 

Ex.ample 2 is taken from the Demographics section of the Current Population Survey Questionnaire. 
Because or !he complexity and length of the CPS demographic edit only an excerp1 is shown below in 
Figure 3. The cxcerp1 shown pcrfonns only one of many functions within the complete edit. but the example 
provides a feel for what kind of logic is necessary to edit !he data under the current paradigm. What makes 
this section of !he survey worth including as an example is the many relationships that exist among data 

• 

items. They are more complex than those that inherently exist in the CPS Labor Force data shown in • 
EXAMPLE I. 

8 



• 
Figure 1.-New Paradigm: Entity-Relationship Diagram of CPS Labor Force Information 

EMPLOYED ADULT 
· Keot o ... 
Qllnlll 

• occumuM 
· N-.Yl>ata 
number_ofJoba 

HAS ;: 

--- ---~1 r- ---------------
I 
I MAIN EMPLOYMENT 

I · Koy Doto 

I q1tnum 
OTHER EMPLOYMENT 

I occurnum 

I • Mtrrftty Dlltl 
· KoyO.to 

I uaual_hra_maln qstnum 

I u1ual_hr1_total oc:curnum 

I 
· Non-Koy Doto 

I -- -- uau•l_hr•_oth•r 
actual_hra_ottt1r 

I &U I "YPI 

I au TYPE 
I ~-

I AT WORK LAST WEEK 
~ -I -ic.vo ... 

ABSENT LAST WEEK I qatnum 

I occurnum 
· Koy Olla 

I · Non--K• )' 0 1'8 
q1tnum 

I actuaLhra_maln 
occurnuM 

I actuaLhra_total · Non-tc.v 0•11 

I 
raa1oa 

[ __________________ __ __ ~ 

KEY 
• 

IENTtrY 

I 
ftflADONSH• !ENTITY 

I 
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Table 2.-Current Paradigm: List of CPS Demograpblc Da ta II ems 

Daialtem Oc$criptlon Question Text 
Values (irapplicable) 

QSTNUM Unique ickncifier for a No< awlicabl• 1-n where o • the nwnbcr of 
quest.IOD.D&ift qu•:sr.onn.1~ in the su:rv.y. 

• 
OCCURNUM Unique odcnnficr for a p<nOD No< applial>le 1 .. a v.~ a• the Dumber of 

about which the mtaV..- perslOdS tntcrviewed Ai I particular 
oollffll ~n.fom"l"-tion ..iw ... (...Wly 16 or lcss) 

• 
AOE Derived ftom date orbirlh Noi eppllcable 1-99 

RRP Rcl4tionsb.ip ro Reference How arc you related I •Reference Person With Other 
Person: Reln.tlonship to the to (ref<reoc• penon)? Relatives in Household 
first houschokl member 2• Rererence Per.ion With No Olher 
mentioned by the respoodc:nl. R..e&..th·•" in Houu'hold 
who 1s the owner or renter of 3'-Spowc 
the sampje unit '4oC!illd 

~ild 
6-hi<m 
7•BrotbtdSister 
8-c>cber Relanv• 
9-F .. ier Cluld 

10-l\oorelative orRefmnce Person 
With Own Relarives in Household 

I l•Pa.nner/Roommatc 
12=-Nonrel.ative ofRtference Person with 

No Own Relarivcs in Household 
J 3•NOQl'Cladvc of Re-fcreocc Pcrsoo· 

Unlaiown Own RW!ives 

SPOUSE Spouae U... Nmnber: LiDe En11<r lllle number of l·'l'Jelule-
Olllllbcrorthe.,.._ •• _ ..,....or(fiU name) O=No ooe iD bouRhold -
for- ""'11l><n .. 11ose ASK IFNECESSARY 
spouaelsabowcholdmember 

PARENT Parent Une Number: Une Enter line number of 1·99-Line number 
number of \he penon"s pOrent porenr of[fill name] 0-No one in household 
foe bouseho!d members whose - ASK IF 
peren1 Ls a household member NECESSARY 

MAR!Tt Muual StaOll Ale )'OU DOW married, l•Manied, spowe pttsent 
wido-..ed, dlvon:ed, 2•1'Umed, ,..,..,. ab•a>t • 
scponledocaever J-w.-...s 
manW7 4=Divwoed 

~ 
6-N<V<f maniod 

FAMNUM Famdy Nu.mher. F..v:h r•mily Not•~eable 1.90 

unit "ithin the houxbold is 
.,.;anod a a<quentW number 

FAMREL Family RelationsMp: Each family No< applicable O=Not a family member 
unit within the howohold bas a l•R<femta1ptr10n 
,., ...... _ Otheninthe 2=Spouse 
llmily ualt att &ISlpied • code 3-Cbild 
illdM'lriq their relltiomllip to 4-<lchor rdalm 
thefamilyrefermcc pmoo 
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Figure 3.-Current Paradigm: Edit Pseudocode Excerpt 

Description: If the reference person is married with their spouse present in the household, then this should be reflected 
consistently in the following items: RRP (Relationship to reference person); SPOUSE (Line number of spouse); MARJTL 
(Marital Status) 

Pseudocode: 
Do for each household: 
If (person with RRP ="reference person with relatives") bas SPOUSE> 0 
Then Do: 

• lr((J>en;<>n with SPOUSE= LINENO of(pcr.son with RRP ="'reference per.;on \vidJ relatives-)) basRRP = 
"spouse of reference person" 

Then: 
• Set SPOUSE of (person with RRP = "spouse of reference person") = LINENO of (person with RRP = 

"reference person with relatives'') 
Else: 

If SPOUSE of (person with LINENO = SPOUSE of (person with RRP = "reference person with 
relatives")) tben 

• Set RRP of (person with LINBNO = SPOUSE of (person with RRP = "reference person with relatives) = 
uspouse of reference person" 

Else: 
• Set SPOUSE of (person with R.RP = "reference person with relatives") = blank 
• If MARJTL of (person with RRP ="reference person with relatives) = "married, spouse present" 

Then: 
• allocate a value for MARl1L that is one of the "unmarried" categories. 

Endif 
• Set MARITL of (person with RRP = ··spouse of reference person'') c "married, spouse present" 
• Set MARITL of (person with RRP ="reference person with relatives")= "married. spouse present" 

Again, as in EXAMPLE 1, wider the current paradigm the data siructure has minimal complexity and the 
edits have a high degree of complexity, but under the new paradigm, the logical data structure is more complex 
and informative The following information is expressed in the entitity-relationship diagram in Figure 4: 

• A HOUSEHOLD is uniquely identified by qsmum. 
• A HOUSEHOLD contains one or many HOUSEHOLD MEMBERS, and a HOUSEHOLD MEMBER 

is contained by one and only one HOUSEHOLD. 
• A HOUSEHOLD MEMBER is uniquely identified by qsmum and occwnum. 
• Age is an attribute of HOUSEHOLD MEMBER . 
• ADULT and CHILD are subtypes of HOUSEHOLD MEMBER. 
• SPOUSE and FAMILY REFERENCE PERSON are subtypes of ADULT. 
• ADULT, CHILD, SPOUSE, AND FAMILY REFER.ENCE PERSON are each wiiquely identified by 

qsmum and occurnum . 
• Rrp_parent and ntaritaLStatus are attributes of ADULT. 
• Rrp_grcbild/other is an attribute of CHILD. 
• Rrp_derived is an attribute of SPOUSE. 
• Rrp_selfi'grchild/sib/other is an attribute of FAMILY REFERENCE PERSON. 
• A SPOUSE is married to one and only one FAMILY REFERENCE PERSON, which is uniquely identi

fied by qsmum, occwnurn,and ftul\.fttpers_occwnum whereSPOUSE.fam_refjiers_occwnum =FAM
ILY REFERENCE PERSON.occumum; and a FAMILY REFERERNCE PERSON is married to zero or 
one SPOUSE. 
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Figure 4.-New Paradigm: Entity-Relationship Diagram of CPS Demographic 
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• A CHILD is the cbild of one and only one FAMILY REFER.ENCE PERSON which is uniquely iden

tified by qsmwn, occumwn, and fanuefi>ers_occumwnwhereCHILD.faou'efpers_occumum=FAM
rLY REFERENCE PERSON.occumwn; and a FAMILY REFERENCE PERSON is parent of zero, 
one, or many CHILDREN. 

• A CHILD is the child of zero or one SPOUSE which is uniquely identified by qsmwn, occumwn, and 
parent2s_occwnum where CHILD.parenl2Loccumwn = SPOUSE.occumwn; and a SPOUSE is the 
potent of zero, one, or many CHILDREN. 

II Problems With the Current Paradigm 

If the central theme of the new paradigm is expressed as data edit = data relationship, then the central 
theme of the current paradigm would have to be expressed as: 

data edit =logical procus for changing a data item. 

From an operatiooal. perspective, llK:..:""' twu di:>tiDCl <ypcs of edits. 

Type I allocates or imputes missing data and outliers and inconsistencies that the edit authors know about 
V' io1 to daui collectiuu """""'"'of their knowledge of what DCCded to be edited In prevlous survey iterations, 
i.e. previous iterations of either the survey in question or another similar survey. 

TyJ>" 2 allucai;:s ur imputes uew values for unexpected rcsultS. These are outliers or Inconsistencies that 
the edit authors do not know about until they or someone else examines the edited data from the survey. The 
real world socio-economic concepts about which we collect information. are more complex than the assump
tions conveyed by a questionnaire (especially in the paper questionnaire environment). Jt is no surprise then 
that we get unexpected results. For example, until recently CPS did not allow same-sex married couples in its 
data. Our assumptions t0ld us that if we found this io the dataSet it was probably a data collection or keying 
e1rvr. TI1c ali1 checked for Uris and edited the dalll IO disallow It. Recently It was decided to allow same-sex 
married couples in CPS data. Our mental model changed based oo our infoonatioo about society, and this 
change was reflected eventually in the CPS questionnaire and edits. A dttficulty with post-<lata-collection 
c:Uii. i> 11.,t we don°1 always know whether we arc changing a uue outllcrorcorrcct:lng an error tllal OCCWTCd 
in any of the survey's operational processes leading up tO the editS. 

It is the Type 2 ediis that consume the most resources during the time when survey operations staff are 
aying t0 meet deadlines for delivery of dalll IO the survey sponsor. These unexpected results can originate 
from any point in any of the processes from questionnaire design through reformatting of data. 

If we write edits that ensure all outliers are eliminated, we may miss getting feedback on the problems 
with the survey design or various operational procedures. If we take a more hands off approach, users com
plain that tho data set has e1TOfS aJ.)J is difficult tv sw1unu.rizc unc.1 analyze . 

The current paradigm leads tO excess complexity i.n the edit process. To get a glimpse of the true complex
ity oflhc aubjcct mattcrofa survey, one should >tudy ll1e edilSufa survey tlia1 bltll b<xu in upcradon fora long 
time. Because the longer a survey has been in operation, the more of the true complexity of the real world has 
been incorporated into the edits. For the same reason. questionnaires tend to become more complex over time. 
CATl/CAPI has allowed us to climb tO a new level of possible questionnaire complexity, and we immediately 
took advantage of it because we always knew that a paper questionnaire could not be designed tO handle the 
uue complexity of the subject matter of most surveys. 
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To illustrate this tendency toward complexity, compare the CPS paper questionnaire that was in use 
prior to 1994 to the electronic version used since 1994. The paper questionnaire plus control card filled 
about I S-20 pages of condensed print. The elec.tronic version fills hundreds of pages and has many more 
logical paths than the paper questionnaire. 

Data-edits-as-procedures work well when they are attached to a data collection process that has been 
repeated a number of times without change. However, ifa survey is annual or every~ years and lbe survey 
design changes significantly each time, software maintenance side effects dominate and the edits can be 
unmanageable. or at least very expensive to manage (Pressman, 1992). 

In other words there are two competing forces acting upon the manageability of edits, One tends to • 
increase manageability over time, the other tends to decrease manageability over time. In the long run, even 
in surveys that don't change for a while, software maintenance side effects eventually take over because in 
the long run changes to a survey design always become necessary. These side effects are: 

• Edits are often complex and difficU!t to understand and document.. 
• Any change to the questionnaire causes changes in the edits because of the very high degree of 

dependence between them. 
• Changes to the edits are often poorly documented because they are developed in a huny after data 

collection has ended. 
• The accumulation of additions to the original edit design over time causes added complexity in the 

logic. 
• People who understand the edits leave and newly hired people have a long learning curve and poor 

documentation to follow. 
• Changes to one part of the edits may cause another part to work incorrectly. 

Under the current paradigm, there is a tradeoffbetween usability of data and timeliness of data. If you 
accept the premise that a survey will yield unexpected results every time you implement a new or revised 
questionnaire or operational procedure, then you must conclude that data must be inspected and adjusted 
after data collection in order to provide the data usability that sponsors and end users require. Therefore you 
ntight conclude that you can have some edits prepared in advance but need an interactive data analysis and 
editing process after data collection to deal with unexpected results. Currently, there is a great desire for 
increased timeliness, but there is also a minimum standard for usability of data files that cannot be sacri
ficed. 

II A New Paradigm: Implications of the Central Theme 

• Decrused Time Between Dara Colleclion 01td Dara Delivuy.--Tbis could be achieved by 

• capturiiig data relationships as data is entered during the interview, or immediately after the 
interview, while the interviewer still bas access to ii; and 

• giving other participants in the survey process, no matter where they are physically located, 
immediate access (with appropriate confidentiality constraints) to that data and stored data rela
tionships (Hammer and Champy, 1993). 
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• Iru:reaud Maintainability.--Sepaiate technology maintenance from data administration. It is com

mon wisdom within the sortwarc engineering field that the information in a system tends to be more 
stable over umc than the processes in a system. Processes tend 10 be more recbnology dependent than 
information. Shirting some or the complexity or a survey from its component processes to its compo
nent infonnation structures should make the operation as a whole inherently more maintainable. 

• Mort Accurate and Up-t&-date Documenlalion for Uurs.-A logical data model, once developed 
could be used !IOI only by the survey developers, but also by data users. 

II Difficulties 

In addition to the beneficial implications listed abo,•e, it must be stated that there would most likely be 
difficulties 1n implementing a sur\'ey based on this new paradigm. Firstl)\ it would most cenainly take more 
lead development time the first time ll is tried for any given survey. Survey content expens would have to 
cun"' tugcthcr on a logical model or the data collected by the surve)' 

Secondly. there may be organizational problems involving the role or interviewers, the technology skills 
uf survey staft, and the necessity of many organ1zat1onal units coming together on a strategy for survey 
operations that emphasizes the joint development and sharing of complex datasets. 
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Chapter 

The New View on Editing 

Leopold Granquist, S tatistks Sweden 

Abstract 

An international new view on editing has grown during the last five
ten years ou t of the resu) t.s of resea1ch 011 e.d iting carried out by 
eminent statistical agencies. The research shows that editing is expensive 

(20-40 percent of the budget cost), inefficient (the impact on quality negligible), 
hiding dotA collccrion problems, but that nt:w str4tegic:::s and methods may lower the 
cost substantially for the producer as well as for the respondent and in the long run 
increase the quality of data. The main point is gradually moving from c leaning up 
the data to identifying and collecti ng data on error sources, problem areas and 
error causes IO get a basis for measures to prevent errors 10 arise in the data collec
tion and processing. Thus, the editing process should produce data on the collec
tion and processing. so cal leJ para<.Jau1. for a continuous improvement of the whole 
survey vehicle. Th is Total Quality Management (TQM) view on editing should im
ply lower cost and increased quality when checks are co-ordinated with the re
sponse and collection p1vcc» anu adapted to 1he respondent abi li ty to provide data. 

High quality cannot be accomplished by introducing as many and tight checks 
as possible and augmenting the number of follow ups with the repondents, but 
through careful design and testing of the set of edits, and fitting the checks cup. 
rently to the data to be scrutinised. New types of edits and strategies should be used 
to focus I.he editing to those serious errors, which can be identified by editing. An 
imponant feature is to classify edits into critical and query edits. The critical edits 
shall be used to detect and remove fatal errors, that is those errors which the 
«liting pfOCC» h11> 10 remove rrom data. The query edits should be concentrated 
on those suspicious data, which when containing errors. may have a substantial 
impact on the estimates. The re.contacts to respondents have to be limited as much 
... p<>»iblc, but when considered necessary. the contact should be used not only to 
find better data but to get intelligence of causes of errors, error sources and respon
dent problems of providing accurate data. The new technology with more and more 
powerful personal compu1ers plays an imponant role for using new more efficient 
editing methods, as graphical editing; new strategies, as data entry editing and 
moving the editing closer to the data source in CAI and CASI modes of data col
lection. It is stressed that it is not an issue of translating old methods to a new technol
ogy. but to re-engineer the whole editing process under a new view on editing. 
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The New View on Editing 

Leopold Granq_uist, Statistks Sweden 

II lntroduotlon 

It may be claimed that a new international common view on editing has grown the last five • ten 
years and become establ ished through papers presented a11he ISi conferences in Cairo 1991 (Linacre, 
1991) and Florence 1993 (Lepp and Linacre, 1993; Silva and Bianchini, 1993; among others), the lnte~ 
national Conference on Establishment Surveys at Buffalo 1993 (Granquist. 1995 and Pierzchala. 1995), 
the Intemauonal Conference on Survey Measurement and Process Quality al Bristol 1995 (Granquist and 
Kovar, 1996). and at the annual Work Sessions on Statistical Data Editing organized by United Nations 
Statistical Commission and Economic Commission for Europe (ECE, 1994 and ECE, 1996). 

The emphasis of the editing task is moving from just c leaning up the data. though still a necessary 
operation. to identifying and collecting data on errors, problem areas, and error causes to provide a basis 
for a continuous improvement of the whole survey vehicle. This Total Quality Management (TQM) view 
on editing implies lower cost for the producer, less respondent burden, and increased quality as checks 
are integrated and co-ordinated with the response and collection process and adapted to the respondent 
abi lity to provide accurate data. 

This change in the editing process has been embraced by some statistical agencies when it was 
recognized that the heavy cost of editing cannot be justified by quality improvements as measured by 
numerous evaluation and other studies on editing. Some facts: 

0 &liting accounts for a subsutntial part of the total survey budgets. The monetary costs (hardware, 
software, salary and field costs) amount to 20-40 percent of the survey budget (Granquist,1984; 
Federal Commi ttee on Statistical Methodology. 1990: anti naennn e1 al. 1994, among others). Fur
thermore, there are costs related to lost opportunities, response burden and associated bad will, 
costs related to losses in timeliness (e.g., the machine editing of the World Fertility Survey delayed 
the publication of the results by about one year, Pullum ct al., 1986). and indirect c,osts related to 
undue confidence in data quality and respondent reporting capacity and 10 using employees in inap
propriate tasks (Granquist and Kovar, 1996). 

D The ever ongoing rationalization of the editing process has not yet caused the process to be less 
costly or more efficient. The gains have been invested in attempts to rai se the quality by applying 
more checlr:~ Anti to selecting more forms for manuol review and follow· up (Pierzchala, 1995). 
resulting in only marginal improvement or more likely in overediting. There are even some ex
amples that editing can be counter productive (Linacrc and Trewin. 1989: Corby, 1984; Corby, 
1986). Funhermnre. so~ important error types cannot even be touched by editing {Pullum ct 4f.. 
1986; Christianson and Tortora. 1995) or are impossible to identify by traditional error checks 
(Werking et al., 1988). Thus, editing is far less important for quality than survey managers believe. 
and high quality cannot be guaranteed by just adding more checks and augmenting the number of 
recontacts. On the contrary, such an approach may be counter productive and, worse of all , impose 
an undue confidence in the quality of the survey in the survey managers, in particular if editing is 
hiding problem areas instead or highlighting them. 
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0 Ounng the last five years new kinds of editing methods have been developed.They are termed macro
editing, selective editing or significant editing. Numerous studies and experiences of these methods 
indicate that the manual verifying work can be reduced by 50 percent or more without atrecting the 
estimates (Granquist and Kovar, 1996). By removing unnecessary edits. relaxing the bounds of the 
remaining query edits by applying a method suggested in Hidiroglou-Bcrthelot (1986). and using a 
score function for identifying records for manual review developed by Latouche and Berthelot (1992), 
l!ngmom ( 1995) succeeded in decreasing the manual review of a well-edited survey by 86 percent 
without significant consequences on the quality. The success of this research illustrates how impor
tant 1t is to design the set of query edilS meticulously. 

0 The technological development has made it possible LO move the editing closer to the datn source, 
preferable while the respondent is still available. It opens the possibilities of getting more accurate 
data from the respondent, intelligence of what dam are received and of the problems the respondent 
experiencies in delivering the requested data, comments concerning ans-.ers. and opponunities of 
conducting experiments. Jn general. CAI and CASI modes of data collection otrerexcellent PoSSibilitties 
of gening data on error sources. problem areas and the reporting capacity among the respondents. 

II T he R o le o f Editing 

Definitions of data editing vary widely. Here editing is defined as the procedure for idenufying. by 
mean> of edit rules, and for adjusting. manually or automatically, errors resulting from data collection or 
data processing (Granquist and Kovar, 1996). 

An absolute and fundamental requirement on editing has always been. and should be. 10 identify outli
ers and those errors in individual data. which are recognizable as such 10 a user with access to individual 
data records, but without knowledge of the panicular unit. Edits aimed at identifying such data, that is data 
which cenalnly arc erroneous we call tatal edits and the process to ensure validity and consistency of 
individual data records is termed micro-editing (Granquist and Kovar. 1996). However, in surveys with 
quantitative data there might be errors, ahhough not fatal. which significantly affect the estimates. Hence, 
query edits. that is edits pointing 10 suspicious data items, have to be added to the editing process. 

As early as in the sixties, it was recognized that removing errors was not the most important aspect of 
editing, Pritz.ker et al. (1965) claim that ii is more important 10 identify error sources or problem areas of the 
survey. Gra.nquist (1984) agrees and says that the goals of editing should be threefold: To provide informa
tion about the quality of the data, 10 provide the basics for the (future) improvement of the survc:,: and 10 

• 

• 

tidy up the data. • 

II Editing - A H istoric R eview 

The low efficiency of editing processes in general is basically due 10 the survey managers ambition to 
ollocotc almoot all resources lO the third objective, c leaning up the data, especially 10 idenuty1ng errors by 

query edits. An explanation may be found in the following brief historical background. 

Before the advent or computers. editing of individual forms was performed by large groups of clerks, 
often without any secondary school education. Though ingenious practices sometimes were developed, 
only simple checks could be undertaken . Editing was inconsistent not only between individual clerks but 
also over time for the same person. Only a small fraction of oil errors could be detected. The advent of 
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computers was recognized by survey designers and managers as a means of reviewing all records by con· 
sistently applying even sophisticated checks requiring computational power 10 detect most of the errors in 
data that could not be found by means of manual review. The focus of both the methodological work and in 
particular the applications was on the possibi lities of enhancing the checks and of applying automated 
imputation rules in order to rationalize the process, Naus ( 1975). Nordbotten ( 1963) was the theoretical 
bas is for the checks and imputation ru les used in the cumbersome main frame automated systems devel
o~d in the late si"tie.s a.nd the seventjes. lmplicilly the proccs:i was governed IJy th.: parddigm:Thc more 
checks and recontacts with the respondents the bener the resulting quality. The early systems produced 
thousands of error messages that had to be manual! examined, by referring back to the original forms and 
in more complicated cases to the respondents themselves. Changes wc1t: c:nlcred in batch and edited once 
again by the computer. Many records passed the comput.er three or four times and sometimes records were 
reviewed by different persons each time they were flagged. Occasionally cycles of 18 could occur (Souchet 
1991 ). 

The research and de•elopmem work became focused on rationalizing the EDP departments work of 
providing tho sur .. cy managers with applicatio n p1ug,an1) and on developing generalized software.A melh· 
odology for generalized editing and imputation systems was developed by Felleg1 and Hoh ( l 976), imple
mented for editing of categorical data (e.g .. CAN-EDIT, AERO, DIA), and for quantitative data (e.g., 
SPEER and GEIS) ECE ( 1994). These sy•te11o> ore well >uhed ror remo,·lng ratal errors, def med as data 
that do not meet certain requirements . 

The great break in nationalizing the vu.H.;t:.)S came as a direct consequence of the PC rcvolullon an the 
eighties. when editing could be performed on-line on personal computers. at the data entry stage·· data 
entry heads-up ··during the interview, and by the respondent in CASI modes of data collection. Bethlehem 
et al. (1989) describe in detail the gains in on-line data entry editing on micros or minis as compared to 
main frame processing systems, and on the basis of their findings Statistics Netherlands developed the 
world-renowned system BLAISE. The process was substantially sueamlined. but the gains were often 
used to allow the edi101.) to process more records and to make more contacts wuh respondents to resolve 
encountered problems (Pierichala, 1995). The paradigm •• the more checks and contacts the beuer the 
quality·· was still cons idered valid. However, some evaluations carried out around 1990 said something 
else. that later on was cu11uVorcuecJ in numerous evaluation and other studies on eduing methods: l 0 to 15 
percent of the biggest changes made in the editing of economic items contribute to around 90 percent or 
the total change; 5 to IO percent of lhe biggest changes bring the estimate within I percent of the final 
global estimate; only 20 to 30 percent of the recontacts result in changed values; the quality improvements 
are marginal, none or even negative; many types of serious systematic errors cannot be identified by edit
ing (Granquist and Kovar, 1996; Werking and Clayton. 1988; Christianson and Tortora, 1995; Li nacre and 
Trewin. 1989; among others) . 

II Why Over-Editing Occurred 

The main reason why editing processes remained inefficient is that processes seldom were evalu· 
ated, nor were indicators or other per formoncc mc,asurc.) produced. I nitially the: approach seemed lO be 
successful. Errors. even serious errors were detected. Ambitious survey managers and designers thus 
continued to see editing as an outstanding tool to achieve high-quality data, and relied upon that editing to 
fix any mistakes committed in earlier phases of the data collection and processing (including the survey 
and in particular the questionnaire design). Results from evaluations of editing processes contradicting 
this view were not considered applicable to their surveys. They Still believed that investing in more checks 
and recontacts would be beneficial for the quality. Bur editing can be harmful to the qual ity, e.g., delaying 
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lhe publishing of the results: causing bias when only certain types of errors are detected. for example !hose 
which move the estimates in a specific direction: inserting errors. when the reviewer manipulate data to 
pass the edits, so called creative editing Gran<juis1 (1995). which -also may give a wrong impression about 1hc 
reporting capacily of 1he respondentS: in1roducing errors by mis1alcC$ occurring in the recontael process. 

II Corner Stone of the New View 

We have already es1ablished, 1hat the primary and basic requirement on cdi1ing is 10 identify outliers 
and to remove fn1al errors from individual data for which tradi1ional edi1ing is well suited. Howevec it is 
the second type of edi1s. 1hc query edits. that are responsible for 1he high costs of editing, and accordingly 
the subject of this paper. 

Careful Design and Evaluation of the Set of Query Edits 

The design of the entire set of query edits is of panicular imponance in iiening an acceptable cost/ 
benefi1 ou1come of edi1ing (Granquis1, 1995). The edi1s have 10 be co-ordina1cd for related ilems and adap1ed 
10 the data 10 be edi1ed. Probable measures for improving current processes arc relaxing bounds by replac
ing subjec1ively set limi1s by bounds based on s1atis1ics from 1he da1a lo be edi1cd. and removini edi1s 
which in general only produce unnecessary flags. It should be noled !hat !here is a substantial dependence 
between edilS and errors for related i1ems. Furthennore. 1he edi1s have be 1aige1ed on the specific error 
1ypes of the survey, no1 on possible errors. 

The propcr1ies of the edits have 10 be controlled continuously for example by examining data of the 
outcome of cdils. II is an absolute requirement on any ediling sys1em to produce s1a1istics on error nags, 
changes related 10 edils and reasons for impu1a1ion, elc . 

Focus on Influential Item Values and Records 

The edits and/or the system should have built-in prioritizing rules to focus lhe review on the suspicious 
data items or records that have most innuence on the es1ima1es A leading principle in most of the me1hods 
sugges1ed in Granquist (1991) is: begin with the most devia1ing values and stop verifying when es1imates 
no longer arc changed. 

Another way of prioritizing the reconlacts is to u1ilize score functions. as suggested by Latouche and 
Berlhelot (Im) or Lawrence and Mc Davin (1994). The idea is: to run lhe edits as decided by lhe subjec1 
matter expens, assign a score to every record with at leas1 one nagged i1em according 10 lhe weigh1 of the 
record, the po1en1ial impact of the suspicious item value, and 1he importance of the nagged item: and f 
review only !hose records, which get a score exceeding a threshold value, determined in advance on basis 
of historical experience. When fa1al edils arc included. then records containing fatal e1Tor< have to he h•ndl~.d 
automatically in cases where lhe score of that edit does not guarantee that lhe lhreshold value is exceeded. 

Numerous studies indicate tha1 applying any of 1hese methods will yield • retiuerion of the manual 
review work by 50 percent or more wi1hout any significant impac1 on quality (Granquist and Kovat 1996). 
In an cxperimenial study, Engstrom (1995) uses all the methods and eliminates 84 percent of the current 
review work.. 

Focus on Response Problems end Error Causes 

The main aim of recontacting respondents should be to collect intelligence of respondent problems, 
error causes and reponing capacity. 11 is essential to look upstream to reduce errors in survey data, ra1her 
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than to attempt to c lean up single cases at the end. It is fundamental for the data quality that respondent 
data are of high quality. It means that the respondent in business surveys has to: understand exactly the 
question and underlying definitions; have data available in his information system: understand dilfer
ences in definilions between the survey and his information system. and in case of laige differences be 
able to give an acceptable estimate. Accordingly, to provide accurate data the survey design has to be 
adapted to the respondenrs possibilities and conditions. Editing has to highlight respondent problems 
and reporting capaciiy, 11u1 hide them. This can be accomplished by changing the locus of the recontact 
process from ascertaining whether a suspicious value 1s wrong and finding a more accurate value, to 
acquiring knowledge of respondent problems and causes of errors. Thus. editing can be used to advan
t;:ige 1n $ha1pe11iug ::.u1vc;::y concepts and definitions and in improving the survey vehicle design. 

CASI modes of data collection offer an excellent tool for furnishing intelligence about the re· 
sponse process and the accuracy of delivered data. provided that: edits and error messages are designed 
to help the respondent in understanding what data we want from bim or her; possible error causes. 
definitions and other information needed for answering each particular item are prompted; the respon
Jc::nl caa.n easily give comments to answers or explain why he or she cannot answer the question: warn
ings like did you include or exclude this and that component. Furthermore, experiments can be built in 
to get statistics on respondent behaviour. Wee ks ( 1992) gives a detailed description of the possibilities. 

II The New View on Editing 

Editing should be integrated with, but subordinated to, collection, processing and estimation. A 
main task is to provide a basis for designing measures to prevent errors. 

Editing should be considered a pan of the total quality improvement process, not the whole quality 
process. Editing alone cannot detect all errors. and definitely not correct all mistakes committed in 
survey design, data collection, and processing. 

The paradigm -- the more (and tighter) c hecks and recontactS, the better the quality -- is not valid. 

The entire set of the query edits should be designed meticulously, be focused on errors innuencing 
the esumates, and be wgeted on existing error types which can be identified by editS. The effects of the 
edits should be continuously evaluated by analysis of performance measures and 01her diagnostics, which 
the process shoud be designed to produce. 

Editing has the following roles in priority order: 

0 Identify and collect data on problem areas, and error causes in data collection and processing, 
p1o<lu~i11g thc basics for the (f\Jrurc) improvement ot the survey vehicle 

CJ Provide information about the qunliry of the da1a 
CJ ldentofy and handle concrete important errors and outliers in individual data. 

Besides itS basic role to eliminate fatal errors in data. editing should highlight, not conceal. serious 
problems in 1he survey vehicle. The focus should be on the cause of an error. not on the particular error 
per se. 
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Data Editing at the National Center 
for Health Statistics 

/(enneth W. Harris, Nat ional Center for Health S tatistics 

1 Abstract 

Chapter 

Data ed iting can be defined as the procedures designed and used 
for detecting erroneous and/or questionable survey data with 
the goa I of correcting as much of the erroneous data as pos

sible, usually prior to data imputation and summary procedures. This 
paper dcscl'ibcs 111u11y of the daca editing procedures used for selected 
data systems at the National Center for Health Statistics (NCHS), the 
Federal agency responsible for the collection and dissemination of the 
nation's vital and health statistics. 
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Data Editing at the National Center 
for Health Statistics 

Ketmeth W. Harris, N ational Center for Healt h S tatistics 

II Background 

The Na1ional Genier for Heahh S1a1is1ics (NCHS) is 1he Federal agency responsible for 1he collec-
1ion and dissemina1ion of lhe na1ion's vi1al and heahh s1a1istics. To carry ou1 its mission. NCHS conduc1s 
a wide range of annual. periodic, and longi1udinal sample surveys and admmis1ers 1he na1ional vi1al sta1is
tics registration systems. These sample surveys and registration sys1ems form four families of daia sys
lems: vi1al event regisiration sys1ems, popula1ion based surveys, provider based surveys. and followup/ 
followback surveys. 

Much of wha1 happens to 1he data covered by 1hese data systems, from collection 1hrough publica
tion, depends on the family 10 which 1hey belong. Al most sleps along the way, various ac1ivities and 
opera1ions are implemented wi1h 1he goal of making lhe data as accurate as possible. These activi1ies and 
operations are generally ca1egorized under the rubric, "da1a editing." In the 1990 Sia1istical Policy Work
ing Paper 18: Data Editing in Federal Sta1is1ica/Agencies, [I) daia edi1ing is defined as: 

Procedure(s) designed and used for de1ec1ing erroneous and/or questionable survey data (survey 
response data or identifica1ion type da1a) with the goal of correcting (manually and/or via e lectronic m"•ns) 
as much of the erroneous data (not necessarily all of the questioned data) as possible, usually prior to data 
imputation and summary procedures. [However, this report includes data imputation procedures.) 

As will be shown in this report, data editing procedures vary greatly between NCHS data systems. 

Twenty-four data systems are included in this report (see Table I). For each data system, summary 
descriplions of NCHS data edilrng practices are provided in the following 11 areas: 

Environment in Which Survey Takes Place 
Data Processing Environment and Dispersion of the Work 
Audit Trail 
Micro-. Macro-. and Statistical Editing 
Prioritizing of Edits 
imputation Procedures 
Editing and Imputation Standards 
Com of Edi1ing 
Role of Subject Mat~r Spccialis1s 
Measures of Variation 
Current and Future Research. 
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Table 1.--NCRS Data Systems Included in this Report 

Regis tration Systems (8) 

Monality (MRS) 
Fct&I Mortality (FMRS) 
Abonion (ARS) 
:-latality (NRS) 
Maniage (MRO) 
Divorce (DRS) 
Current Monality Sample (CMS) 
Linked Birth and Infant Death Data Set (LBlDDS) 

Population Based Surveys (3) 

National Health Interview Survey (NHIS) 
National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES) 
National Survey or Family Growth (NSFG) 

Provider Based Su rveys (7) 

National Hospita l Discharge Survey (NHDS) 
National Survey of Ambulatory Surgery (NSAS) 
National Ambulatory Medical Care Survey (NAMCS) 
National Hospital Ambulatory Medical Care Survey (NHAMCS) 
National Nursing Home Survey (NNHS) 
National Home and Hospice Care Survey (NHHCS) 
National Health Provider Inventory (NHPI) 

f"ollowup/Followba ck Surveys (6) 

National Maternal and Infant Health Survey (NMIHS) 
1991 Longitudinal Followup (LF) to the NMIHS 
National Monahty Followback Su rvey (NMFS) 
National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (Cycle 1) Epidemiologic Followup Study(NHEFS) 
Longitudinal Study of Aging (LSOA) 
National Nursing Home Survey Followup (NNHSF) 
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Within each or these areas. data editing practices are grouped according to the type of data system, 
i.e., vital event rcgisira1ion systems, population based surveys. provider based surveys, and followup/ 
followback surveys. 

II Environment In Which Survey Takes Place 

Registration Systems 

The vital event reg1stra11on systems cover six vital events: mortality. fetal mortality, induced termi
nation of pregnancy (abortion), natality, marriage and divorce. For each of these systems, data are ob
tained from certificates and reports filed in state registration offices and registration offices of selected 
cities and other areas. Coverage for each rcgis1ra1ion system is limited 10 its prescribed reg1s1ra1ion area 
(RA). The oldest regis1ra1ion areas, mortality, fetal mortality. and natality. have been complete since 
1933 These thret are n11ition:al data £y.£tems; i.e., they cover the CDlirc United St4te5. The 1narriagc RA 
started in 1957 wich 30 s1a1es and reached its current coverage of 42 states plus selected areas in 1986. 
The Divorce RA started in 1958 with 14 states and by 1986 had expanded 10 31 states plus selected areas 
[7 .~J The Abortion RA ctaned 1n 1077 with five su.ues and roached it.s current e-ovcrage of 14 ~tale:, iu 
1987. 

Mortality (approximately 2,000,000 nnnunl events), fetal mortality (60,000) and natality (4,000,000) 
registration are required by all slates; registration completeness for the mortality and natality systems 
exceeds 99 percent. The Abortion RA collects information on approximately 300,000 abortions per year, 
about 22 percent of the annual U.S. total. (Because of budgetary constraints, NCHS has nol processed 
abortion data s ince 1993) . The Marriage RA, excluding Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands, covers 
approximately 8 1 percent (785,000) of U.S. marriages. The Divorce RA, excluding the Virgin Islands, 
accounts f'or 49 percent (280,000) or the nnnual U.S. divorce count. 

In addition to these six registration systems, two other data systems. the Current Mortality Sample 
(CMS) and the Linked Birth and Infant Death Data Set, are based ou da1a ublained from the Monallty 
and Natality Registration Systems. The CMS is a 10 percent systematic sample taken from the regular 
mortality file on a monthly (month of death) basis. The CMS covers the 50 states. the District of 
Columbia and New York City: it includes 17 .000-20,000 deaths per month. The Linked Birth and Infant 
Death Data Sci. which also covers the 50 smes. the District of Columbia and New York City, links the 
more detailed informauon from the birth certificate with the information from the death certificate for 
each of the approximately 40,000 infants who dies before his/her first birthday. 

Population Based Surveys 

Three of the Center's data systems arc classified as population based surveys. They are the Na
tional Health Interview Survey, National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey. and the National 
Survey of Fllmily Crowth. The de•igns of thc>e >urveys are based on stratified mullistage samples of 
households. where the household is defined as the basic sample unit. Based on established criteria, a 
person (one or more) in the sample household is selected as the ultimate sample unit, i.e., lhe unit of 
analysis. 
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National Health Interview Survey (NHIS) 

The NHIS is a continuing nationwide sample survey in which data are collected on the incidence of 
acute illness and injuries. the prevalence of chronic conditions and impairments. the extent of disabilit:,1 
the uti lization of health care services. and other health related topics. Generally, personal interviews are 
completed in 47,000 households for about 123 .000 sample persons. 

National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES) 

The NHANES obtains nauonally representative information on the health and nutritional status of 
the American population through a combination of personal interviews (mostly in the respondent's home) 
and detailed physical examinations. These examinations are conducted in specially equ ipped mobile 
e.amination centers (MEC) that travel around the country. The last survey, NHANES Ill. the sixth in the 
cycle of health e><amination surveys conducted since 1%0 (4). collected data on topics such as high blood 
pressure, blood cholesterol. infectious diseases. diabetes, HIV infection, blood lead levels, allergies, 
osteoporosis, and other nutritional status measures. 

The NHANES Ill [SJ, conducted over two 3 year phases. 1988-91 and 199 1-94, covered the U.S. 
civilian. noninstLtullonal population aged 2 months and oldec Each phase constituted a national sample 
of about 20.000 persons, with an expected interview compleuon rate of 85-90 percent and a response rate 
of about 7S-80 percent for the medical examination. More than 78 percent of the persons selected for the 
19~~·!11 phase panicipated in 1he medical examination. Selected subpopulations. children(< 5 years). 
older persons (60+), Black Americans and Mexican Americans, were oversampled. 

National Survey of Family Growth (NSFG) 

The Center's third population based survey, theNSFG, is a periodic nationally representative house
hold survey of women of reproductive age (15-44 years). The survey, first conducted in 1973 (6), col
lects data on fertility and infertility. family planning, and rela1ed aspects of maternal and infant health. 
The 1988 survey, the fourth in the cycle (7), selected 10,000 eligible sample households from the frame 
of households that par1icipated in 1he NHIS between 198S th rough 1987. A total of 8,450 women were 
interviewed in person, in their own homes. by trained female interviewers. 

Provider Based Surveys 

Seven NCHS data systems form 1he family of provider based surveys, collectively called the Na-
tional Heahh Care Survey (NHCS). Included here are the National Hospital Dischaige Survey(NHDS). • 
National Survey of Ambulatory Surgery (NSAS), National Ambulatory Medical Care Survey (NAMCS), 
National Hospital Ambulatory Medical Care Survey (NHAM CS), National Nursine Home Survey (NNHS). 
National Home and Hospice Care Survey (NHHCS). and the National Health Provider Inventory (NHPI). 
Whereas population based surveys use the household as the basic sample unit, provider based surveys use 
the med ical provider (physician. hospital. nursing home, etc.) as the basic sample unit. The pr1wirl.r 
furnishes information on samples of provider/patient contacts, e.g., office visits, hospital stays. nursing 
home stays. etc. 

Samples for these surveys range in size from the approximately 475 emcigency rooms in the 
NHAMCS to the 87 .000 facilities covered by 1he NHPI. 
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Followup/Followback Surveys 

Six of the NCHS data sys1ems included in 1his repon are classified as Followup/Followback su~ 
veys. They are: 

National Maternal and Infant Health Survey (NMIHS) 
1991 Longitudinal Followup (LF) to 1he Na1ional Maternal and Infant Hcahh Survey 
National Monality Followback Survey (NMFS) 
Na1ional Heahh and Nu1ri1ion Examina1ion Survey Epidemioloi:ic Followup Study (l\HEFS) 
Longi1udinal S1udy of Aging (LSOA) 
Na11onal l\urs1ng Home Survey Followup (NNHSF) . 

Sample sizes range from 7.500 10 26,000 persons. 

II Data Procosslng Environment and Dispersion of the Work 

There are many similari1ies in 1he data processing ac1ivi1ies employed by NCHS offices for their 
respeclive da1a sys1ems. This is especially true for data systems within 1he same "family of surveys." 
For example. registra1ion areas provide NCHS with coded and edi1ed compu1er 1apes or microfilm cop· 
ies of vi1al even1 cenifica1es which are convened 10 uniform codes and subjected 10 machine edits. The 
other surveys use t:API (Compu1er Assisted Personal Interview). preliminary hand edits. machine edits. 
e1c. There arc, however, a number of procedures tha1 cross "family survey" lines that are gaining grealer 
usage wi1h the rapid advances made in survey 1echnology. Of panicular interes1 10 NCHS is "source 
poin1 dnta editing" (SPDE). This refers to edi1ing survey daia by any means of access to ei1her the 
interviewer (or other da1a collector), the respondent, or records with in a limited time following 1he 
original interview or daia collection. The 1ime limi1 renec1s the period within which 1he persons in· 
volved can reasonably be expeclcd 10 remember details of 1he specific in1erview o~ in the case of data 
collec1cd from records, a 1ime within which 1here is reasonable expectation tha1 lhere has been no change 
10 the records which would affec1 the data collected. Thus, daia comple1ion and accuracy are much more 
likely 10 rcsull when source point data edi1ing is used. 

Audi1 Trail - This 1erm refers to a process of main1aining, either by paper or electronicall); an 
accounting of all changes of sample or survey data i1em values and 1he reasons for 1hose changes. The 
level of effort varies by da1a systems; some arc manual, while others are au1omatcd. 

II Micro-, Macro-, and Statistical Editing 

n.;. •e<:tion describes three 1ypes or editing processes. The following definitions are used in this 
section. 

O Mlcro-edlting.-Ed111ng done a1 lhe record or ques1ionnaire level. 

0 Macro-~ltlng.--Edi1ing 10 dctec1 individual errors by checking on aggregated data or by 
applying checks 10 lhe comple1e set of records. 

0 Sutlstlcal edlting.--Editing based on statis1ical analysis of respondent data. It may incorpora1c 
cross-record checks, as well as historical data. 
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Micro-, macro, and stuistical editing for the eight registration systems arc all very similat Auto
mated edits are designed to (I) assure code validity for each variable and (2) verify codes or code com
binations which are considered either impossible or unlikely occurrences. 

For each of the other three types of data systems, most or all of the following procedures are used: 

0 Extensive machine micro-editing. 

0 Where appropriate, comparison of current estimates with previous years. 

0 Assuring reasonableness of record counts. sampling rates. etc. 

0 Checking ranges. skip panerns. consistency of data from different sources. 

0 Checking medical data for compatibi lity with age and/or sex. 

II Priority of Edits 

None of the registration systems gives special priority to any item in the editing procedure<. The 
other data systems prioritize their edits based on: 

0 ldentifiers needed to link data files. 

0 Questionnaire items used to weight sample data to national estimates. 

0 Medical data incompatible with demographic data. 

II Imputation Procedures 

Imputation is defined as a process for entering a value for a specific data item where the response 
is missing or unusable. 

Registratio n Sys t ems 

Except for Abonion Registration, which does not impute for missing items, imputation procedures 
among registration systems apply primarily to demographic item~. Tn Mortality ttgittration. imputation 
procedures arc done by machine, which checks for invalid codes. The following variables are subject to 
imputation procedures: age, sex . date of death, marital status of decedent. race of decedent. and educa
tion of decedent. 

Missing natality data that are imputed include child's race, sex. date of binh, and plurality. Data 
imputed for the mother include race, age, marital status and residence. Imputation is done by machine. 
either on the basis of a previous record with similar information for other items on the record (e.g., 
mother's age imputed on the basis of a previous record with the same race and total-binh order), or on 
the basis of other information on the cenificate (e.g., marital status on the basis of mother's and father's 
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names, or lack of name). The Ulpe documentation includes nags to indicate when impumion was per· 
formed. 

Finally, marriage and divorce data imputation are limited to month of marriage (or divorce) and 
age of bride and/or groom (marriage only). Hot deck and cold deck imputation procedures are used. In 
hot deck imputation, a missing data item is assigned the value from a preceding record in the same 
>urvey having similar (defined) charactensucs. In cold deck imputation. a missing data item is assigned 
Lhe value from a similar record in a previous similar survey. 

Population Based Surveys 

Imputation procedures for the Center's other surveys differ from those used by the Registration 
Systems. In the case of the NHIS, unit nonresponse (missing sample cases) is imputed by inflating the 
sample case weight by the reciprocal of the response rate at the final stage of sample selection, or by a 
poststratification adjustment based on independent estimates or the population size in 60 age-race-sex 
categories. 

Item non-response (missing question answers) is imputed, where possible, by inferring a certain 
or probable value from ex1s11ng information for the respondent. For example, in the NHIS, a missing 
"husband's age" (or •date of birih") is assigned the value of "wife's age + 2 years.• 

In the NHAN~. the calculation of sample weights addresses the unit nonresponse aspects of the 
survey except for special cases. 

Jn the NSFO, the sample weights adjust for unit nonresponse. Imputation of missing items in the 
NSFO was carried out by the contractOL For the most pan. a hot-deck procedure was used to impute 
mossing values. 

Provider Based Su rveys 

The provider based surveys have established imputation procedures for three types of nonresponse: 
unit nonresponse, record nonresponse, and item nonresponse. Unit nonresponse is imputed by inflating 
the sample weight of similar responding units. Record nonresponse is imputed by inflating the sample 
weight of similar responding cases to account for the missing cases. Item nonresponse is imputed by 
inferring a certain or probable value from existing respondent information . 

Followup/Follow b ack Surveys 

Four of the followback surveys, the LSOA, the NMFS, NHEFS, and the NNHSP. did not impute 
any data, although missing data items wen~ fi lled in by using logical relationships as described in the 
above example. Unknown or inconsistent data were coded as "unknown.• The other two used "hot 
deck" procedures. 

II Editing and Imputation Standards 

For each of iu registration systems, NCHS monitors the quality of demographic and medical data on 
tapes received from the states by independent verification of a sample of records of data entry errors. ln 
addition, there is verification of coding at the state level before NCHS receives the data. All other 
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systems employ error tolerance standards established for interviewer performance (if applicable), and 
enforced by editing and telephone reinterviews. Error tolerance standards are al so established for cod
ing and keying of data. and are enforced by sample verification. 

II Costs of Editing 

The costs of ed iting are very difficult to determine, though some surveys and data systems appear 
to have a better handle on this than others. 

None of the eight registration systems could provide an estimate of their editing costs. All other 
systems estimated their data editing costs between 10-30 percent of total survey costs. 

II Role of Subject Matter Specialists 

For all surveys and data systems, the primary role of subject matter specialists is to write edit 
specifications. from which edit programs are prepared; to review results of edit runs and to adjudicate 
failure5 in coll:aboration with progr3mmers. Their secondary role is to compare :nandard sets of csti· 
mates with historical series to iden1i fy anomalies. ln addition, they also consult with survey design 
staff on field edits. 

II Measures of Variation 

0 No sampling error for 100 percenl registration sys1ems: however eslimatcs of variation are com
puted for vital events <20. 

0 Mamage and divorce data tables lis1 sampling errors by area expressed as a percent of the area 
total. 

0 Ocher surveys produce estimnces of sampling (but no1 non-sampling) errors. 

• Selected surveys present estimates based on assumptions regarding the probability dis
lribution of the sampling error. 

II Current and Future Research 

There are several ongoing rc.sco.rch Activities and a number of other.s are being COll$ide1eJ fur lln: 
future. Resource constraints, both money and personnel. are the major limiting factors. The following 
represent programmatic changes in data collection, data processing/editing, data analysis, etc., that will 
occur or be investigated in futun: ycon. Aside from these spcc.ific:s, howevc1. pc:rhaps the:: bigge.)t 
change. one which is well underway now, and cuts across all surveys, is the shift from paper and pencil 
data collection to computerized data collection. This shift m&kes it more difficult to omit data items, to 
enter inconsistent or impossible data, etc. 

0 lmplemenmion of e lectronic birth and death certificates by the states. 
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0 Implementation of the Super MICAR (Monality Medical Indexing. Classification, and Re
trieval) system by all States. The intent of Super MICAR is to allow data entry operators to 
enter cause-of-death information as it is literally reponcd on the death certificate. Under the 
current MICAR system, cause of death information must be entered using abbreviations or 
standardized nonmeclature (Harris et al .. 1993). Implementation of Super MlCAR is essential 
to 3 succcs.sful clccrronic. death c.cnificau: ~y~leln~ 

0 Determination of optimum imputation techniques (single and multiple procedures) and their 
•pplicabihty tu NHANES. 

0 Evaluation of automated data collection methodology for lhe NHDS. 

0 Feasibility of developing an automated system for coding and classifying medical entities us
ing the ICD-10. 

0 Feasibility of developing an automated system for data correction and creation of an audit Hail 
(Fol lowback surveys). 

II Summary 

Data editing practices a1 NCHS are quite extensive. Unfortunately, detailed descriptions of these 
practices for this report were precluded because of space limitations . Howeve~ some summary find
ings on NCHS data editing practices arc provided below and in Table 2. 

D Among NCHS data systems. the cost of data editing is the least documented variable. Only 
t1ve data systems provided dollar and other resource costs of their data editing procedures. 
Most of the other data systems offered "guestimates" of 10-20 percent of total survey costs, 
with a few "guestimating" as high as 30 percent of total survey costs. 

D About sixty percent of the Center's data systems collect data on an on-going basis throughout 
the year and publish dntn on an annual basis. 

0 Two-thirds of the Center's data systems report item non-response rates under 5 percent. 

0 One third of the Center's data systems use Computer-assisted telephone interviewing (CATI) as 
their primary or secondary data collection method. 

D One·half of the Center's data systems release micro-data with identifiable imputed dara items; 
another one-quarter release micro-data without identifying imputed data items. 

0 Vinually all NCHS data systems have rules establishing minimum standards of reliability that 
must be met in order to disseminate data. 

D Slightly more than one-third of the Center's data systems monitor analysts/clerks in their data 
editing procedures; three-fourths monitor their automated editing procedures. Howeve~ only 
three data systems formally evaluate their data editing systems. 
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Table 2.--Frequency of Selected Data Editing Practices Among NCHS Data Systems 

Yes No NNOK 

I. Data dissemination limited by confidentiality (privacy) 
restrictions? 24 

2. Does data system release microdata ( respondent level data)? 19 s 

3. Are imputed items identified? 13 11 

4. For aggregated data. is infonnation provided on percentage of 
a panicular item which has been imputed? 5 16 l 

5. Are there minimum standards for reliability of disseminated 
data? 21 I 2 

6. Is information available on the cost of data editing? 5 19 

7. Are there procedures for monitoring editors. clerks, analysts. etc.? 9 14 I 

8. Are there procedures for monhoring automated editing 
procedures? 18 4 2 

9. Is there an audit trail (i.e .. a record ke~r) fnr <nm-. or all data 
editing transaction? 21 2 I 

10. Are performance stoti~tic~ mAintAineti in nrder to evaluate the-
data editing system? 3 21 

11. Has any analysis been done on the effect or data editing on 
estimates produced? 5 19 

12. Is survey data editing information released? 15 9 

13. Is validation editing performed? 22 2 

14. ls macro-editing used? 17 7 • 
15 Are any Olher data editing techniques: perfonned? 6 17 I 
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Chapter 

DISCRETE: A Fellegi-Holt Edit System 
for Demographic Data 

William E. Winkler and Thomas F. Petkunas, 
U. ,<;, Ru"au of thL C~nsus 

Abstract 

This document provides background on the workings and an application 
of the DISCRETE edit system. The system is a prototype whose pur
pose is to demonstrate the viability of new Operations Research (OR) algo· 

rithms for edit generation and error localization. While the OR algorithms are 
wnuen m n general fashion that could be used in a variety of systems, the i/o, data 
structure, and imputation sections of the code are written in a survey-specific fash· 
ion . The source code cannot easily be ported to a variety of computer systems and 
is not easy to maintain. The first two sections consist of a description of the basic 
edit system and an example showing specific details of the input and output files 
used by the software. The final section is a summary. 
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DISCRETE: A Fellegi-Holt Edit System 
for Demographic Data 

Willia m E . Wlnkln- and Thomas F. Pdlansas, 
U. S. Bu~au of the Census 

II Description of the DISCRETE Edit System 

The following subsec1ions describe aspec1s of the DISCRETE edit sys1em. 

Purpose, Model , and History 

The DISCRETE edi1 sys1em is designed for general edits of discre1e data. The system utilizes the 
Fellegi·Holl (FH) model of edi1ing. Source code for DISCRETE was wri uen by 1he author (\\Inkier. 
1995a) and is based on theory and computational algorithms from Fellegi and Holt (1976) and Wink ler 
(I 995b) . 

Software and Computer Systems 

The software consis1s of two programs, gened.for and edit.for. The software is wri11en in FOR· 
TRAN and is not easily portable. With some work. the software run• on !RM-PCs ondcr DOS and 
UNIX worksta1ions. The programs run in batch mode and the interface is.character-based. 

The first program • .1tened.for. aenerates the class of implicit edit< 1h.r a.re necessary for the error 
localization problem. The error localization problem consists of determining the minimum number of 
fields to impute so that an edit-failing record will sa1isfy all edits. It uses as input a file of explicit 
edits that have been defined by an analyst. As output. it produces the file of implicit editS that are 
logically derived from the explicit edits and also checks the logical consistency of the entire set of 
edits. The class of implicit edits that are generated arc 5()-called maximal implicit editS. The class of 
originally defined explicit edits plus the class of maximal implicit editS is known 10 be sutficient for 
solving the error localiza1ion problem (Garfinkel, Kunnathu~ and Liepins. 1986, hereafter. GKL) and 
known to be a subse1 of the class originally defined by Fellegi and Holt. The method of generating the 
maximal implicit edits 1s due to Winkler (1995h) and r~placcs an earlier method of GKL. Th GKL 
edit-generation algorithm has a driver algorithm for traversing nodes in a tree and an algorithm for 
generating new implici1 editS at each node in the 1rce. The nodes are the locations a1 which new 
implicit edits can be 1,enerared. The Wink"ler a1gnrirhm has a different driver algorithm fot traversing 
the nodes in the trees. an in-between algorithm tha1 determines the subsc1 of edits that arc sent to the 
implicit-edit-generation algorithm. and an edit-gcncra1ion algorithm similar 10 the one of GKL. 

The second program, edit. for. performs error localization (i.e .. determines the minimal number of 
fields to impute for a record fai ling edi1s) and then does imputa1ion. The inpu1 files consist of the set 
of implicit edits produced by gcned.for and 1hc data file being edited. The error locali2ation algorithm 
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(Winkler, I 995b) is significantly faster than an error locali zation due to GKL because it first uses a 
greedy algorithm and then, if necessary, uses a culling plane algorithm. Error-localization by OKI.. is 
via a pure cutting plane argument which is orders of magnitude slower than the greedy algorithm e"en 
with moderate size problems. While greedy a lgorithms can yield suboptimal solutions with general 
problems, greedy algorithms typically yield optimal solutions with edit problems. Cutting-plane aigu
ments are generally known to be the most effective for solving integer programming problems (Nemhauser 
and Wolsey, 1988). Another difference between Winkler ( 1995a) and GKL is that the number of edits 
passed to the error localization stage grows at a somewhat slower exponential rate under Winkler ( 1995b) 
than under GKL The slower exponential growth is due to a more precise characterization of the im
plicit edits needed for error localization (Winkler, I 995b). As computation in integer programming is 
known to grow faster than the product of the exponential of the number of edits and the exponential of 
the number of variables associated with the edits, the new error localization procedure shou ld be much 
faster in practice. The imputation module of edit.for currently delineates the set of values for the 
minimal set of variables needing to be changed so that a ll edits are satisfied. In applications of the 
DISCRETE edit system, the imputation methodology currently consists of analyst-defined if-then-else 
rules of substitution . The substitutions for edit-failing data satisfy the edit rules and are very survey 
specific . Although general substitution rules within the restraints imposed by the Fellegi-Holt theory 
could be developed, they often would not be as acceptable to subject-mailer specialists as the survey· 
specific rules. The advantage of the general substitution ru les is that they would greatly speed the 
implementation on new surveys because analysts would not have to spend as much time defining edit 
rules and substitution rules. 

The outputs from the second program consist of summary statistics, the file of edited (i.e., containing 
imputes) data, and a file giving details of each record that was changed. The details consist of the fai led edits, 
the minimum fields to impute, and other information related to specific data records. 

Documentation 

The only documentation associated with the DISCRETE edit system is Winkler ( I 995a). The docu· 
mcntation is minimal and only describes how to compile and run the software on the example included 
with it. 

Limitations 

As computation grows exponentially as the number of variables and the number of value-states of 
variables increase, large systems of edits may be slow. At present, we do not know the the larges size 
the system will handle. The system, which has i/o modules based on an earlier system that utilized 
algorithms of GKL, does not easily recompile and run. A large number of include fi les must be modi
fied and initial values of some data structures that describe the data are hard-coded. 

As the software is an early prototype version, insufficient time has been spent on debugging source 
code. While the OR portions of the source code run perfectly on a variety of test decks. it may fai l in 
cenain data situations that have yet to be encountered. Because the i/o ponions of the code are survey· 
specific, they are very difficult to pon to new surveys because the size and initial values of several of 
the. data structures need to be hardcoded in the include files. 
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Strengths 

The DISCRETE system deals with completely general edits of disaete data. If the FORTRAN include 
files (see above) can be properly changed, then the software is straightforward to apply in all situations. 
Checking the logical consistency of the set of edits (via gened.for) does not require test data. Error localita· 
tion (via edit.for) should be far faster than under previously written FH systems for discrete data. 

Maintenance of DISCRETE Code 

As it is presently wrnte n, DISCRETE code is not sufficiently well organized and documented so 
that it can be maintained. Hundreds of lines of code associated with i/o and data structures are s urvey· 
specific. 

Future Work on DISCRETE 

The UlSC.:K.ETE system will be improved with general i/o modules. more efficient algorithms for 
determining the acceptable value-states of the set of crror-Jocaliud variables, and an indexing method 
for tracking the set of imputes for each set of edit failures. The optimization loops of the error-localiza. 
11on code may also be improved . The advantage of the indexing method is that it will make the code 
more easily uscablc on large surveys such as censuses because many of the optimization loops associ· 
ated with error localization will only be used once. A loop in the future code will produce a string ha~.d 
on the set of failing edits. perforrn a binary tree search on previously computed strings associated with 
edit failures, find the index and set of error- localized fields if the index exists, and. if the index does not 
exist in the existing trablc, perform optimization and add the appropriate erro~Jocalized fields for the 
new index . The main overhead of the indexing method is a sorting algorithm that periodically rebal· 
ances the binary tree after a certain number of updates. 

II Example 

Tiae example basically shows what the inputs and outputs from running the two programs of the DIS· 
CRETE system look like. The first program generates all the implicit edits that are needed for e rror 
localization and checks the logical cons istency of the entire edit system. An edit system is inconsistent 
when no data records can satisfy all edits. The second program uses the entire set of implicit edits that 
arc produced by the fim program and edits data records. For each edit-failing record. it determines the 
minimum number of fields (variable values) to change to make the record consistent. 

Implicit Edit Generation 

The nm program, gcncd.for, takes a set of explicit edits and generaics a set of logically derived 
edits. The edits are generated by the procedure of FH and consist of the s mallest set needed for error 
localization. Two tasks must be performed. The first is to create an input file of explicit edits. The edits 
arc generally created by subject-mailer analysts who are familiar with the survey: An example is given 
in Table I. There arc S edits involving 6 fields (variables). The kth variables takes values I. .... nk, 
where the number of values nk must be coded in a parameter file. A record fails the first edit if variable I 
takes values I or 2, variable 4 takes values I or 2, and variable S takes value I. Variables 2 and 3 may take any 
values in edit I. 
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Table !.··Example of Explicit 
Edit Input File 

Explici1 edi1 # I: 3 entering tield(s} 
VARI 2 response(s}: I 2 
VAR4 2 response(s): I 2 
VARS I resPOnse(s): I 

• 
Explicit edi1 I l; 4 entering ficld(s) 

VAR2 2 w..ponsc(s): 3 4 
VAKJ I responsc(s}: 2 
VARS I rcsponsc(s}: 2 
VAR6 2 response($): I 2 

Explieil edil fl 3: 3 entering ticld(s) 
VAR3 I response(<): I 
VAR4 ? rP<ronsc(<l' 2 3 
VAR6 3 responsc(s): 2 3 4 

Explicil edit Ii 4: 2 cnlcring field(s) 
VAR2 2 response(s): I 2 
VAR4 2 response(<}: I 3 

Cxpllcit edit* 5: 3entenng l1eld(s) 
VARI 2 response(s): 2 3 
VAR3 l rcsponse(s}: 2 
VAR6 I response(s}: I 

Table 2 .··Example of Selected Implicit Edlts from 
Output File 

6 VAR3 VAR4 VARS VAR6 
l 0 0 0 

I 

7 VAR3 VAR4 VARS VAR6 
I 0 I 0 

2 I 

. 8 VAR4 VARS VAR6 
l I I 

9 VAR) VAR4 VAR6 
I 0 0 

10 VARl VAR4 VAR5 VAR6 
l I I l 
3 2 

II VAR2 VAR3 VAR6 
0 0 I 
I 2 

3 
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The second task is tO change a parameter Statement at the beginning or !he program and recompile the 
program. 1lle statement has the form 

PARAi\1ETER (MXEDS=20.MXS!ZE=8.NDATPT=8.NEXP:5,NFLDS=6). 

MXEDS is the upper bound on the storage for the number or edits. MXSIZE is lhe maximum number or 
value, lh•I ""Y variable can assume. NUAfl'f is the sum or the number or values lhal all the variables 
assume. NE.XP is the number or expl icit edus. NFLDS is the number or variables (Tuble 2). 

The example or this secuon as a modified version or the example or GKL. The modification consist· 
ing or permuting the variables as follows: I -> 3, 2 -> 4, 3 -> 5. 4 ·> 6, 5 -> I , and 6 ·> 2. The 
DISCRETE sortware generates all 13 implicit edits whereas the GKL sortware generate 12 or the 13 
implicit edits. With an example using actual survey data and 24 explicit edits, the DISCRETE sortware 
generates all 7 implicit edits whereas the GKL software generates 6 of 7. The reason that the GKL 
software does not generate all implicit is due to the manner in which the tree of nodes is traversed. The 
OKL software traverses the tree of nodes according to their theory. 

Error Locallzation 

The main edit program, edit.for. takes 1wo inputs. The first is the set of implicit edits produced by 
gened.for. The second input is the file being edited. A FORTRAN FORMAT s1a1emen1 that describes 
the locauons ot the input variables in the second file must be modified. A large parameter statement that 
controls the amount of storage needed by the program is not described because of its length. Eventual!)( 
the parameter statement will have to be described in comments. 

Two output files are produced. The first consists of summary statistics. The second (see Tables 3 
and 4) contains detai ls of the edits, blank fields, and possible imputations for each edit-failin11 record. 
The ed11 code presently only delineates acceptable value.s for the fields designated during error localiza· 
lion. The actual imputed values could be determined via statistical modelling by analysts. The imputa· 
lion could be wrinen into a subroutine 1hat would be inserted at the end of error localiuuion. 

In a typical applica1ion, 1he revised values (Tables 3 and 4) would not be left blank but would be imputed 
according to rules developed by analysis ramiliar with the specific set of survey data. 

II Application 

A prototype application of the DISCRETE edit was developed for the New York City Housing and 
Vacancy Survey (NYC-HVS). This prototype was used to edit ten of the primary fields on the question· 
nai1c. Data collected via the NYC·HVS are used to determine rent control regulations for New York 
City. The variables that we used an edits were: TENURE. PUBLIC HOUSING?. TYPE OF CON
STRUCTION (TOC) , TOC CODE, YEAR MOVED, YEAR BUILT, YEAR ACQUIRED, CO-OP OR 
CONDO, RENT AMOUNT, and 0WN1'R OCCUPIED. With previous edits, these fields were edited 
sequentially, s11tning with the TENURE field. The TENURE field reportS whether the occupant of the 
dwelling is 

CJ the owner, 
CJ pays rent, or 
CJ lives there rent free. 
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Table 3.··First £xample of Edil-Famng Record In M.Un Output from EDIT.FOR 

Record # I ( I) IO: 1001 

Implicit edit If I f•ilcd. 
I. VARI 2 
4. VAR4 
S. VARS 

lmphc1t edit# 5 failed: 
I. VARI 2 
3. VAR3 2 
6. VAR6 

Implicit edit# 6 failed: 
3. VAR3 : 2 

4. VAR4 

5. VARS 
6. VAR6 

Deleted fields: 

6. VAR6 S. VARS 

The weight of the solution is 2.1 100 

imputation candidates for field 6. VAR6 
3.3 
4.4 

imputation candidates for field S. VARS 
2.2 

Field names Reported 
--·--

VARI 2. 2 
VAR2 4 . 4 
VAR3 2.2 
VAR4 I. I 

•VAK~ I. 1 
0 VAR6 I. I 
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Revised 

2.2 
4.4 
2.2 
I. I 

·I. 
-1. 

Failed 
Weights &lits 

I.JOO 2 
1.090 u 
1.080 2 
1.070 2 
1.060 2 
1.050 2 



Table 4.-Second Example of Ed it-Failing Record in Main Output from EDIT.FOR 

Record # 2 ( 2) ID: 1002 

lmphcic edit I 
I. VARI 

I filled: 
: 2 

4. VAR4 : I 
S. VARS : I 

lmpllcn edit# 4 failed· 
2. VAR2 I 
4. VAR4 · I 

lmplicn edot # S failed: 
I.VARI : 2 
3. VAR3 : 2 
6. VAR6 : I 

lmpllcl1 OOil # o faoloa. 
3. VAR) 2 
4. VAR4 I 
S. VARS : I 
6. VAR6 : I 

lmplich edit # 7 foiled: 
2. VAR2 : I 
3. VAR3 : 2 
5. VARS : I 
6. VAR6 : I 

Implicit cdil # 16 railed: 
I.VARI :2 
2. VAR2 I 
5. VARS : I 

Deleted ricld). 

S. VARS 6. VAR6 

The weight of the solution is 3.1800 

impu1ation candidates for field S. VARS 
2.2 

impuWion candidates for field 6. VAR6 
2. 2 • 
3.3 
4.4 

impu1ation candid&ICI ror field 4. VAR4 
2.2 

4. VAR4 

F'ield names Reported Revised 
---· 

VARI 2. 2 2.2 
VAR2 I. I I. I 
VAR3 2. 2 2. 2 

"VAR4 I. I · I. 
• VARS I. I ·I . 
•VAR6 I. I · I. 
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1.090 3 
1.080 3 
1.070 3 
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A sequential ed it. implies an edit based on if-then-else rules. The advantage of sequential edits is that 
they are often easily implemented. A principal disadvantage is that they are not easily checked for 
logical consistency. Another disadvantage is that there has to be a initial field from which the remain
ing fields will be edited. The TENURE field was the initial field for the Annual Housing Survey 
(AHS). The initial field is never edited in the sequential edit application but can be using a Fellegi
Holt rnode1. 

The prototype edit considers all fields simultaneously. The TENURE field was edited in the same 
1 11a.1111~r u:-, the othc::r nine: Cic::IUs. It would be a c.:orrecl assumption that most respondents are aware or 

• their living arrangement, making TENURE a very reliably reported field. Therefore, TENURE did 
hold a higher weight. However, there are other circumstances that would cause it to be incorrect. It 
still needed to be ed ited. 

• 

., 

The ex plicit edits needed for the DISCRETE prototype were developed from the edits of the prior 
set of sequential edits. Only che 24 edics chac exclusively included che ten fields were considered. 
Because of the existing sequential ed its, the explicit edits needed for the prototype DISCRETE edit 
were developed with very minimal support from the subject-matter special ists. These 24 edits were 
run chrough the edit generator, gened.for, and 8 implicit edits were computed. The edit generator 
reduced the number of explicit edits to 23, because it decermined that one of the explicit edits was 
redundant. There was now a total of 31 edits for the ten data items. 

The DISCRETE prototype produced edited data that were only slightly c leaner than the sequential 
edit because the data for theAHS were quite clean . The AHS is a long-term survey in which responses 
are obtained by experienced enumerators rather than via mai l responses. The resu lts of the prototype 
edit were similar to those of the previous sequential edit, except for one striking difference. Using the 
prototype edit. the TENURE field was in conflict with other fields more often than the subject-matter 
staff had anticipated. 

A second prototype was developed for the Survey of Work Experience of Young Women. This 
prototype showed the power of the DISCRETE system because 11 allowed the edotmg of a large number 
of data items involving a very complicated skip panern. No edits had previously been developed for 
these items because of the complicated nature of the edit situation. The core data items consisted of 
WORKING STATUS, HOURS/WEEK, HOURS/WEEK CHECK-ITEM, OFF TIME, OVERTIME, and 
CURRENT LABOR FORCE GROUP. Overall, this prototype was developed for 24 data items. Using 
previous edit systems, these data items were not edited because of their complex relationships and skip 
panerns. However, these skip panerns were incorporated into the prototype as explicit edits. This 
turned out to be a surprising advantage. of the simultaneous edit. Working with subject-maner staff, 42 
explicit edits were developed for the 24 data items. The edit generator computed an additional 40 
implicit edits for a total ot ~2 edits. Because of the use of the method of data collection used for this 
survey, the data were very clean. However, the results of this prototype were not as important as was 
the fact that the prototype was able to edit relationships that were previously considered too c.omplex. 

II Summary 

The DISCRETE system is a Fellegi-Holt edit system for general edits of discrete data. It is a 
prototype system that is written in FORTRAN. As currently written, it is not maintainable and not 
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easily portable. Due to new theoretical/algorilhmic characterizations (Winkler, I 995b), the system 
should be more generally applicable than any currently existing system. Although no speed tests have 
been done, the software should be approximately as fast as other currently existing edit systems. 
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• 

Generalized Edit and Imputation System 
for Numeric Data 

foel B issom1ette, Statistics Canada 

Abstract 

S tatistics Canada's Generalized Edit and Imputation System (GEIS} serves the 
needs of the professional statistician, and can be used to satisfy the edit and 
imputaiion rcquiremenls of primarily quan1ita1ive surveys. For the editing 

phase, it checks the consistency of edit rules and produces many summary rnbles 
based on survey data, which help 10 derermine the edi1 rules 10 apply: ii also uses 
advanced li near programming techniques to flag the fields to be imputed, according 
to the edit rules . Ourlier detection is also available. 

For 1he imputation phase, a choice of three methods is offered. Deterministic 
imputation identifies fields for which there is only one possible value that allows the 
record to pass the original edits. Donor imputation replaces the values in erTor by 
imputing those from the valid nearest-neighbour record that is most similar 10 the 
record in erTOr. Imputation estimators provide impuiation for individual fields us
ing a variety of estimators: ratio, curTCnt and historical means. and historical values 
with or without rrend adjustments. • 
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2 
Chapter 

The New SPEER Edit System 

William E. Winkler and Lisa R . Draper, 
U.S. Bureau of the Census 

Abstract 

T his paper describes the methodology. the workings. and an applica
tion of the SPEER (Structured Programs for Economic Editing and 
Referrals) edit system. 

The original SPEER. developed by Brian Greenberg. is a Fellegi
Hoh syslem for editing ratios of economic data and has been u,:,i:U vn 
some of the largest U.S. economic surveys. The advantages of Fellegi
Holt systems are 

0 they check the logical consistency of an edit system prior to the 
receipt of data. 

0 the main logic resides in reusable mathematical algorithms with 
control by easily maintained input tables, and 

0 wuh one pass against an edit-failing record. the minimal number 
of fields are changed to values such that the entire record satis
fies all edits. 

The current SPEER system consists of entirely new FORTRAN source 
code and computational algorithms, is exceedingly fast, and is ponable 
across all known computer systems. Merely by changing a parameter 
file consisting of input and output filenames and input FORI'RAN for
mat statements, SPEER can be run against entirely different surveys. 
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The New SPEER Edit System 

William E. Winkler and Lisa R. Draper 
U. S. B ureau of the Census 

Description of the SPEER Edit System 

The following subseccions describe aspects of the SPEER edit syscem . 

Purpose, Model, and History 

The SPEER edit system is designed for ratio edits of concinuous economic data. The system utilizes 
the Fellegi-Hoh model of editing. The first version of SPEER was written by Brian Greenberg (Greenberg 
and Surdi. I 984: Greenberg and Petkunas. 1990) and the current version was written by William Winkler 
( I 995). The computat ional algorithms. much of the imputation methodology, and the source code in the 
current version is new. 

Software and Comp uter Systems 

The software consists of two programs, gb3.for and spr3.for. The software is written in portable 
FORTRAN which should recompile on a variety of computers. It currently runs on IBM PCs under DOS. 
Windows, or OS/2, DEC VAXes under VMS, DEC Alpha under Windows NT, UNISYS, and a variety of 
UNIX workstations . The programs run in batch mode and the incerface is character-based. 

The first program, gb3.for, generates the entire set of edit bounds. The main input is a file containing 
at least three lines. The first line is the name of the input file of explicit edits, the second is the name of 
the output file of implicit edits. and the third is the name of the output summary file. If a fourth line is 
present, it consists of the FORTRAN FORMAT for the input file of explicit edits. If a file of variable 
names, BNAMES.DAT, is present. then the variable names in it are used; otherwise, default names of the 
form VRnnn are used where nnn can range as high as 999. After the main input is read, the inputs and 
outputs are the usual ones associated with edit-generation programs. The most important input is the file 
of explicit edits that have been defined by an analyst. This input must be in a fixed format that is 
specified in the program documentation. As output, gb3.for produces the file of implicit edits that are 
logically derived from the explicit edits and also checks the logical consistency of the entire set of edits. 
With appropriate test data, an auxilliary program 0-MASO (also in FORTRAN) can help an analyst 
determine the lower and upper bounds on the ratios that are in the set of explicit ediL<. The appropriate 
test data might consist of prior year's edited data or (a subset of) the current year's data. 

The second program. spr3.for. performs error localization (i.e .. determine< the minimal numher of 
fields to impute for a record fai ling edits) and then does imputation. The main input is a control file with 
at least five lines. The five lines are ( I ) the name of the input file being edited, (2) the name of the file 
containing implicit edits, (3) the name of the output, (4) the FORTRAN format of the quantitative data in 
the file being edited, and (5) the number of variables (fields) being edited. Five additional lines are also 
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read in. They are (6) the name of the file containing implicit edits, (7) the name of the file containing 
variable names. (8) the nnme of the file of beta coefficients, (9) the file of weights, and ( I 0) optional 
FORTRAN FORMAT for file of explicit edits. The first six Imes are mandatory. If the last five lines or 
the associated files do not exist. then defaults are used. The weights affect which fields are imputed. 
The variables with lower weights are imputed before those with higher weights. After the control file 
is read. the input files consist of the set of implicit edits produced by gb3.fo' the data file being edited. 
and a S<;t uf "beta" values associated with rauos. The beta values are determined a priori using an 
appropriate test deck and consist of regression coefficients under the model y = 8 x. There can be as 
ma.ny coefficients as there are implicit edits. The imputation methodology consists of first determining 
u11 irnputailon range for a variable so thac edits are satisfied. Wichin the range. the first choice of 
imputation uses a reported variable that is not being imputed and the corresponding "beta" coelficient. 
After the first choice. a hierarchy of defaults based on the imputation range is selected. Regression 
imputation os only used when the appropriate beta coefficient is available and the variable being im
puted is assoc iated with a variable that is reported. By the Fellegi-Holt theory, any values of fields 
chosen in the imputation range necessari ly yield complete multivariate records that satisfy all edits. 

The outputs from the second program consist of summary statistics, the file of edited (i.e .. contain· 
ing imputes) data, and a file giving details of each record that was changed. The details consists of the 
rauca edits. the minimum fields to impute. and the imputation methodology that was utilized for each 
field. 

Documen1ation 

Three documents describe the overall SPEER methodology and capabilities. They are Greenberg 
and Surdi ( 1994), Greenberg and Petkunas (1990), and Greenberg, Draper. and Petkunas ( 1990). The 
documents do not describe details of the algorithms or how to create and run the system for specific data 
bases. New computational algorithms (Winkler. 1995) eliminate much of the redundant computation of 
earlier versions of the SPEER system. Major restructuring of the computer code makes the system 
much easier to apply in new situations because on ly one FORTRAN FORMAT statement describing 
locations of input fields in the file being edited must be changed. Winkler (1994) describes how to 
develop and run a SPEER system. 

Documentation related to the details of the software and how to run the software has been created 
for the first time (Winkler, 1995). The main documentation consists of instructions on how to run the 
example that is included on the disk with the software. Each program has internal documentation (i n 
comments at the end) describing the nature and structure of the inputs and the outputs. The internal 
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documentation should be sufficient to allow all but the most naive users to apply the software in a .. 
variety of situations. The new source code is more easily understood because of its modular structure. 
Jn most applications it is unlikely that source code (with the possible excepuon of two parameter~ that 
determine that amount of allocated storage) will need modification. 

Limitations 

SPEER only deals with ratio edits. For a new user, the file of explicit edits may not be very easy to 
develop. A statistical package should be used to determine those variables that are linearly related and 
the associated regression ("beta") coefficients. The regression model is y = 6 x. Those "beta" coeffi· 
cients that are placed in an external file are used for the default imputations. If "beta" coeficients are 
not available for two variables that are associated via a ratio edit. then the default imputation is based on 
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allowable range that satisfies the edits. The best impulations require survey-specific modifications in 
which the imputation module is replaced by special code. 

The main ou1put from spr3.for is a large print file that contains details of the failed edits, the error 
localization, and the imputations that were made. The program spr3.for does not produce an ou1pu1 file 
that has the same FORMAT A.S the main input file being edited and lhat has appropriate quantitative 
data (missing or edil-deletes) replaced by imputations. This is not done due to the difficulty in wri1ing 
necessary generalized i/o routines, documenting 1he routines, and getting users to understand how to 
carry and output additional infornlation frorn the inlJul file 1ha1 d~s 1101 pia:ss through SPEER edits. 
The program spr3.for does produce an ou1put file EDIT.OUT that contains all the quantitative data 
fields that pass through the edits and that contains the newly imputed values. It is output in a fixed 
format and could be merged in with the original data that passes through the edits because it corre
sponds on a line-by-line basis. 

The prog.nuu spr3.for Uues not impute values for variables in connected sets in which all values are 
blank . A set of variables is connected if they are connected via ratio edits. Connected sets form a 
natural partition of the entire set of variables being edited. If all variables in a connected set are 
1nissing, then imputalion cannot be based on ratios and must be delermlned v ia default procedures that 
might possibly be based on data from a prior time period. 

Strengths 

The software is very easy to apply because only one format statement describing the locations and 
sizes of the quantitative being edited needs to be changed (Winkler, 1995). In situations where storage 
does not exceed the default storage of the program, the FORTRAN format statement can be read in 
from an external file. Thus, the software does not need to be recompiled when it is used on different 
data files. While the software will handle a moderately large number of variables (200+), the present 
computational algorithms, with suitable modification, could allow it to handle more than 2.000 vari
ables . The software is fast. For instance. to generate 272 pairs of implicit edit bounds in each of 546 
industrial categories ror the Census of Manufactures requires only 35 seconds on a Sparcstation 20. 
Because ratio edits are basically simple, algorithms and associated source code are quite straightfor
ward to follow or modify. For most situations, source code should not need any mainlenance or modi
fication. All core edit algorithms are in debugged code that is reusable. Checking the logical consis
tency of the set of edits (via gb3.for) does not require test data. Default imputations are quite straight
forward to set up. A new software program cmpbeta3.for will compute the "beta" coeffic ients for all 
pairs of variables (fields) that are associated via the ratio edits that are explicitly defined. The program 
cmpbeta3 is approximately 50 times as fast as commercial software because it contains no diagnostics 
or special features. 

II Developing and Running A SPEER Edit System 

This section provides an overview of how to create and run the SPEER edit system. It describes 
some of the non-SPEER components that must be used in addition to the SPEER components. It also 
gives the type of personnel that are useful as an edit team developing a system. 
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Developing an Edit System Using SPEER 

There are 1hree facets to the development: 

0 analysis of the data using statistical and other packages. 
0 development of a pre-edit •ystem. and 
0 development of a SPEER system. If data from a prior time period are not available. then data 

obtained during the collection can be used. 

S1age I proceeds wi1h a varic1y of s1eps. The analyst would begin by running various tabula1ions on 
the da1a to determine means. variances. ranges. and Olher values. Next the analyst would run a regres
sion package to determine which continuous variables are linearly related and 10 get a variety of diag
noslics. The pairs of variables that are linearly related and the associated "beta•· coelficien1s from the 
regression need to be stored. When dala from a prior time period is available, then analysts often have 
much of this information otreody. 

Stage 2 consists of preliminary edits that often do not require sophisticated rules. These can involve 
checking whether a State code takes a valu~ within a M:t of correct values. a vanablc takes a value in a 
specified range, and a group of variables adds to a desired sum. 

Stage 3 b<lgins with determining the edit bounds for ratios. To factlttate Ille process. WC have a 
software tool, 0-MASO. developed by David Paletz. that delineates potential bounds and a variety of 
diagnos1ics. The analysts can then quickly determi ne bounds. SPEER software consists of two compo
nents. The first. gb3.for. generates the logically implied edit bounds and checks the consistency of the 
entire edit system. It does not require test data. The second component coasisu of the SPEER edit, 
spr3.for. 11 determines edit failures , the minimum number of fields (variables) that must be changed so 
that the record •Qtisfics edit>, ond then uoc• imputation. The fi rst program only needs the set of cxplici1 
edit bounds as input. The second program needs the set of implicit edit bounds from the fim program. 
1he set of "beta" coefficients from the regressions, and the da1a file that is being edited. A new program 
cmpbo103.for wi ll compute the "l>etu" wcfTlcicms for all pairs of variables that are connected via ratio 
edits. The program requires the file of explicit ratio editS, the main file being edited, the FORTRAN 
format of the quantitative data in the file being edited. and the number of variables (fields) being edited. 
It computes be1a coefficients for all pairs of variables that can be associated via implicit ratio edits. 

Maintenance of SPEER Code 

The code may not require any maintenance. If larger data structures are needed. then the two 
parameters at the beginning of the code should be changed and the program recompiled. If the imputa
tion module i• change<I or a new one Is developed, then updating merely involves substituting the new 
subrou1ine for the old. 

The code io very modular and contains much mtcmal documentation. In panicula~ comments a1 the 
end of the code give details related 10 running the programs. 

Other Maintenance of a SPEER System 

The analyst must document how the "beta" coefficients from the regressions are obtained. The 
program cmpbeta3.for can quickly produce the set of "beta" coefficients. 
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Edit Team 

An edit team is most usefu I when it consists or at least one individual in each of the following 
categories: methodologist. analyst, and programmer. Development or an edit system is primarily a 
programming project once subject-matter and analytic needs are identified. The methodologist could be 
an economist, demographer, or statistici:an who is f:amili:11r with lhe Fellegi-Hoh thtory Anrt can facilitate 
the programming or the system. The methodologist can provide an important focal point ir the mcthod
ologist can make sure that programmers are given knowledgable information about system require· 
mcnts o.nd understands dets.ils of programming such a.show long it talc:es programm!'r~ '" tlevelop new: 
difficult skills . The analyst is a subject-mauer specialist who is familiar with the induStries for which 
data are being edited. Orten analysts and programmers have worked together successfully on other 
projects. Teams often stan slowly because of the time needed 10 develop common terminology and 
communication ski lls. Once team members are working closely togethet however, final products are 
often better because individuals arc stimulated by detailed knowledge provided by other team members. 

II Example 

The example basically shows what the inputs and outputs from running the two programs or the 
SPEER system look like. The first program generates all the implied edits that are needed for error 
localization and t..:h~ck) lite: 1v~i..:a l coo sisteocy of the entire edit :.y$tem. An edit system is inconsistent 
when no data records can satisfy all edits. The second program uses the entire set of edits that are 
produced by the first program and edits data records. For each edit-failing record, it determines the 
minimum number of fields (variable values) 10 change to make the record consistent. 

Implicit Edit Generation 

The first program, gb3.for, takes a set of explicit edits and generates a set of logically derived edits. 
The edits consist of the lower and upper bounds on the ratios of the pairs or variables. TWo tasks must 
be performed. The firsl is lO create H.n input fi)c. u( C:Aplicil ntliO bounds. The bounds Ate generally 
created by subject-matter analysts who are ramihar with the survey. An example is given in Table I . 
The eight fields of the input file are: form number, edit-within-form-number, variable number of nu
merator. variable number of denominator, lower bound on ratio, upper bound on ratio, on intermediate 
value between the lower and upper bounds, and the four-character names or the variables. The form 
number describes the industry to which the edit refers. With U.S. Bureau of the Census surveys. the 
same form may be sent to all companies over a broad range or industrial classification categories. Sepa
rate ratio bounds need to be developed for each industrial classification. 

Table 1.··Example of Explicit Ratio Bound Input File 

110 I 1 2 .0212400 .0711125 .0369900 EMPl/APR2 
110 2 2 3 1.5369120 6.8853623 3.2590401 APR2JQPRJ 
110 3 3 2 .1670480 .5273000 .3068400 QPR3/APR2 
110 4 4 2 .0202880 .2717625 .0929800 FBR4/APR3 
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The second field refers 10 the edit numbet h is primarily for the benefit of the analysts and is not 
used by gb3.for. The next two fields are the variable numbers of the fields in the ratio and the following 
two are the lower and upper bounds created by the analysts. The final two fields are not used by gb3.for 
but can be used by the analyst. The next-to-last field is possibly an average or median value that the 
analyst enters in the input file. The las1 field is a character representation 1ha1 helps the analyst remem
ber the variables. For instance, QPR3 might refer to "quarterly payroll" andAPR2 might refer to "an
nual payroll." 

The second rnsk is only needed if default storage allocations are not sufficient. The task requires 
changing a parameter statement at the beginning of rh~ progr2m •nd recompiling the prop-am. The 
sl8lement has the form 

PARAMETER (BFLD=45). 

BFLD refers to the upper bound on the number of variables (here 45) being ratio edited. The number of 
variables being edited is assumed to be 1he same in every industry if more 1han one industry is edited. 
For the example, the output file primarily c(lnl•ins the ratio bounds (implicit edits) for the •i1. pairs or 
the four variables. 

Error Localization 

The main edit program, spr3.for, takes three inputs. The first is the set of implicit edil ratios pro
duced by ,Rb3.for. The second is a sr.r of "beta"' coefficient$ th~u o.rc created by a rcgrcs:i.ivn package that 

the analyst has used. The third input is the file being edited . A FORTRAN FORMAT statement that 
describes 1he locations of the input variables in 1he third file mus1 be modified and placed in an external 
file. A parameter statement at the beginning of the program 

PARAMETER(BFLP=45,BCAT=3,NCENVL=BFLD,NFLA0Soo9,N_FLG=IOO, 
+ NEDIT=BFLD•(BFLn-1 )n.MATSIZ~BFLD) 

must also be changed. BFLD and BCAT are upper bounds on the amount of storage 1ha1 is allocated. 
NFLAGS and N_FLG are uprer bound• on storage for errors for a single rccouJ. In many situations, the 
default values of these parameters will be sufficient. If they are not, then parameter values will need to 
be increased and the program must be recompiled. Comments at the end of the source code give many 
details of selling up and running the program. 

Two output files are produced . The first consists of summary statistics. The second (see Table 2) 
contains details of the edits, blank fields, and imputations for each edit-fai ling record. The output shows 
what edit has failed, the minimum number of fields that must be imputed, the imputation method that 
wa.s adopted, and the revised and reported values of the record. 

The program spr3.for is set up so that a more sophisticated imputation can easily be substituted for " 
the existing one. Basically, analysts would have lo do more modelling and determine a hierarchy of 
imputa1ion~ 1h~t would be coded in a subroutine. The impulativ11 subroutine wou ld be added to the code 
and the eight lines associated with the existing (default) imputation would be replaced by a call to the 
subroutine. Documentation in the code clearly shows where 1he substitution should be made and what 
data mus1 be passed 10 and from the imputation subroutine. 
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Tablt l.··Example or Edit-Failing Record in Main Output fiom SPR3.FOR 

Record# I 
Failed edits: 

1.8964540 < APR l I QPR3 < 5.9863030 

Deleted fields: 3. QPR3 
Imputa1ion range for QPR3 : Lo = 3.3410 

QPR3 impu1cd using QPR3 I EMPI ratio 

Fields 

EMPI 
APR2 
QPR3 
FBR4 

Record II 5 
!'ailed cdhs: 

Revised 
----------
1.000 

20.000 
5.7 14 
3.000 

Reported 
----·------· 

1.000 
20.000 
13.000 
3.000 

.0402807 < EMPI I QPR3 < 
J.8964540 < APR2 I QPR3 < 

.4257010 
5.9863030 

Dele1ed fields: 3. QPR3 
lmpuuition range for QPR3: Lo= 6.68 19 

QPR3 imputed using QPR3 I EMPI ra1io 

Fields 

EMPl 
APR2 

II Application 

Revised 

2.000 
40.000 

Reported 

2.000 
40.000 

Up= 10.5460 

Lower Upper 

.425 1.422 
14.062 34.207 
1141 10.546 
.406 5.435 

Up= 2 1.0920 

Lower 

.830 
28.124 

Upper 

2.84S 
68.415 

SPEER is currcn1ly being used in two laige interactive applications. These applications are the 
Annual Survey of Manufactures and the Census of Manufactures and Mineral lndus1ries. The applied 
sys1em, na!"Cd LRPIES (Lale Receipts Processing and lnterac1ive Edit System), is used primarily for 
ha<ic tlata entry and ediring. editing of late receipts, and processing cstablishmcni adds. The current 
version has features that facilitate analysis' review and correc1ion of data records. Analysis in Washing· 

, ion can now enter and correct late receip1s 1ha1 a.rrive after 1he central data processing cemer in 
Jefff'!rsonviHe. Indiana. hu shut down. Previously, late d:uo. were entered but generally left unedited. 
Analysts can also perform addi1onal review of the non-la1e. data that were previously edited at the 
Jeffersonville location. 

The SPEER applica1ion (LRPIES) involves the laiges1 U.S. surveys of industry and manufacturing. 
As much analyst review of data is needed, cus1om software modifica1ions tha1 provide assisiance and 
review capabili1y have been added. The modifications are specific to Digital VAXes and the laige 
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screen display capabilities of the types of VAX terminals in use. Records that have failed edits and that 
require imputation to make them consistent with the set of edits can be retrieved and processed interac· 
tively. For each edit· failing record, a number of values are displayed that faci li uue the analysts' review 
and correction. The values are current values, a prior time period's corresponding values if available, 
suggested impute values, and ranges in which values can be imputed that are consistent with the set of 
edits. Analysts .. possibly after a call-back - have the capability of enterine a nae 1ho1 c•11<es an edit· 
failing value to be accepted. The custom code in LRPIES associated with the interactive edits is the 
majority of the code. The main SPEER subroutines merely need to be called and do not need to be 
modified. 

The LRPIES application needs edit parameters and information for 546 SIC (Standard Industrial 
Classification) codes. The main edit parameters are the lower and upper bounds associated with the 
ratios being edited. Bounds from a prior year are often used as the starting point in producing the bounds 
for the current year's edits. Edit bounds and information can vary substantially across SIC codes . The 
s~cific raramerer<1; Anti informa1ion are the implicit edits for 1he current year :ind the prior ye31; the 
industry average value. and the beta coefficients obtained from regressing one of the variables (fields) in 
a ratio against the other variable. While the basic SPEER imputation me1ely uses a regression imputa
••nn , th~ LR PIES application U51!t a hi~rarchy or imputations based on the exi stence of prior dat:.~ The 
exact types of imputations and the hierarchy are determined by analysts familiar with the data. 

II Summary 

The SPEER system is a Fellegi-Holl edit system for ratios of linearly related data. It is written in 
portable FORTRAN, easily applied. and very fast. Applications of SPEER include some of the laigest 
U. S. economic surveys. 
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Electronic Data Interchange for 
Statistical Data Collection 

Wouter / . Keller and W. F. H . Ypma, Statistics Netlu:rlands 

Abstract 

T hts paper gives a brief description of some of the information
technological developments within Statistics Netherlands. After an 
overview of the effects on the production process, it focuses on one 

aspect, Electronic Data Interchange (EDI). Among the many projects cur
rently running at Statistics Netherlands, "Pilot 2" is described . Thi s con
cern• ClOI on the: financial accounts of enterprises. We will focus on the 
role of the meta-information as a tool to control the process. We will see 
how technology changes this role and generoLes new possibilities to enhance 
the effccli veuc:s:i of the mcta·informauoo . 
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II Introduction 

Electronic Data Interchange for 
Statistical Data Collection 

Wouter f . Keller and W. F. H . Ypma 
Statist ics Netherlands 

Siatistics Netherlands is at present under the inOuence of several developments. As everywhere 
else, it no longer operates as an untouchable organisation of civil servants. Efficiency and market
orientation are the key-words now. We need to produce at lower costs. Funhermore. we need to lower 
the costs we inOict upon our suppliers of data. The outcome should be a product that, although not 
actually sold on a market, our clients eventually want. 

Furthermore, we are confronted with new developments in Information Technology (IT). They 
will give us the opportunities to construct the necessary tools to meet the new demands. 

In a situation like this, (NSI) needs to make the right strategic choices. 

II Demand Pull 

The production process is, on the one hand, inOuenced by the growing demands of our clients and 
respondents. 

There is a strong political demand for a decrease in the respondent burden, as a pan of alleviating 
the administrative burden of enterprises. Statistics Netherlands sends out 1.25 million questionnaires 
to enterprises and other institutions per annum. Large and medium-sized enterprises may receive as 
many as 50 questionnaires per year, including repetitive monthly and quarterly surveys. In panicu
lar. larger companies in manufacturing are subjected to many (about 20) different types of surveys. 
The conclusion is clear: Statistics Netherlands has "to fight the form-filling burden." 

Budgets are shrinking, so there is a demand for higher efficiency and higher productivity. 

Concerning our output, we see a demand for a higher user-friendliness. One particular aspect is 
a demand to improve the coherence of all of the information we offer. Another aspect is that our 
client.« will want to he ah le to U$:e the new mr..tiia TT ha$: '" nffer. 
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II Technology Push 

On the other hand. we are bleued wilh information-technological developments or the technology 
push. 

In the rtrst place. 1he~e rl~velopm~nts give us new technical poss ibilities. the means to COO.SlJ"UCl 

new tools for our production process. We see large improvements in the possibilities of data process
ing data storage and data transmission. The lauer aspect will probably have the most striking inOu
ence on our work: the cnmmunication of data between our respondents and the NSJ on the one hauU 
and the communication of data between the NSI and its clients on the othct 

ln the second place. these new developments create their own demand. The new technology will 
be used anywhere. Our suppliers of data will use it. Our clients will use it. They will no longer be 
satisfied 10 communicare wirh us in the old way •• rhat is. on paper. Our suppl iers produce rheir dara 
by electronic mt:ans and will want to use those mcon:; to deliver those data directly lu us in order to 
minimise their own cosu. Our clients process our data by electronic means. They will demand to be 
able to select and receive those data with the tools that IT has to offer. 

These rwo factors lead to the conc lusion that rhe NS! will have to make rhose strategic choices in 
its production process thar make rhe besr use of rhe possibilities IT has to offer. 

II Strategic Choices 

New demands and new tools will affect all the aspects of our production process. To describe 
rhem, let us first discern, within this production process. three stages. The input phase is where the 
data are collected in contact with the respondc111>. In the 1hrough-puc phase these data are processed 
ro produce rhe information with the characteristics we are acrually looking fot In the ourput phase this 
informarion is offered to and disseminated among our clienrs. 

Let us begin with the input side •• the collecting of data ·- stan with data collection among indi
viduals and households . Ir is not saying 100 much when we state that a major step forward has already 
been taken at Sraristics Netherlands. We have introduced all kinds of Computer-Aided lnrerviewing 
(CAI) and developed BLAISE to do so. (Needless to say, BLAISE does more than develop and present 
electronic questionnaires.) The gains of these developments were mainly in terms of an increase in 
productiviry or efficiency. The number of staff needed for coding, dara entry and checking decreased 
dramaticall y. This effic iency also shows itself in the much fasrcr production of resulrs. There is 
greater efficiency of the production process, itself, but. also. in the statistical sphere, where improve
ments are atill pos•ible: new way> ur interviewing: CASI. computer-aided self-interviewing, and. nor 
directly a matter of IT, more efficient sample designs. Much more, however, is still to be done in 
rhe field of collecting data among enterprises. The demands here are stronger. Response burden 
has become an issue. It i> the driving fac1or behind our s1rateg1c choices here. When we see ar the 
same time that almost everywhere automation and IT has invaded the bookkeeping systems of the 
respondents involved. it is clear what our cask for the nearby future will be: 1he "Edi-ficarion" of 1he 
collection of informarion from enterprises by the NS!. Whar CAI is for inrerviewing among house
holds, EDI (electronic data interchange) will be for data collecrion among enterprises. Later in rhis 
paper we will go deeper into EDI with enterprises. 
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In the 1hrough-pu1 phase, we are looking for more efficienc ways of processing our data. Of course, 
CAI and EDI make much of the editing superfluous. Less errors will be made. Still, we expect much 
from more efficienc or rational ways 10 handle the edicing process. Here data processing is che key. The 
choice will be that we will no longer edic each individual record. It should be possible to use the 
computer co find the worse errors and help to correct them. At the same cime, che compucer can prevent 
us from spending time and money on correcting unimportant errors. The gains here are primarily 
produc1ivi1y gains. 

Finally. in che outpuc phase. the new developmencs probably 1ie1 the most a1tention from che public. 
We see the new media by which informacion can be presented to its users. Paper publications may 
cominue to play their role, but especially the more professional user will want 10 select and receive his 
data by electronic means. Statistics Netherlands is producing or developing both data on CD-ROM and 
data on lntemec. 

More imponant and maybe more difficuh is the way data shou ld he pre.c;:P.nted \\•ith tho.c;:e new media. 
The amount of information will be much la!Jler than we had in our paper publications. Thus, the 
managemenc of the meta-information becomes crucial. For this purpose. Scatistics Netherlands is 
developing STATLINE. This should lead to a dataha.<e inten<len fnr the en<l-user.< that should eive 
access 10 "all" our daca. As cou ld be expecced, scrucruring chose data is che main problem. Ac the same 
time, we are confronced with a Jack of coherence due to Jacking s1a1is1ical coordination. Still . we aim 
at a fi rst complete version of STATI-TNF. hy the heginnine of 1997 

STATLINE is incended to play a key role in the dissemination process of our data. The scrategic 
choice has been made thac we aim for a Structure. wherein all publicacions and all !here dissemination 
of data goes chrough STATLINE. 

II Restructuring the Production Process 

lo the previous section we described the Strategic choices we made regarding the different phases of 
our produccion process. Those choices go further chan jusc the developmenl of a new tool. They will 
affect the structure of che production process, itself. One should be prepared 10 take those consequences, 
as well. 

The present or the "old" way the production process is structured is a long the Jines of the individual 
statistics. For each statistic -- an end product -- a new questionnaire is designed, respondents are se
lected, data are processed, and a publication is produced. Especially on the input side this is inelfi
cient. 

In che new situalion -- we are calking about more chan 10 years from now - especially the daca 
collection will be re-ordered . No longer che demand for informacion buc che supply - the available 
actual data sets -- will dictate the organisation there-; the sources. Each source will be tapped once 
and completely for any possible use within the NS!. The collection is technically and concepcually 
adapted 10 that source. (In che remaining seccions of this paper, we will give some indication regarding 
che nature of those sources.) 
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Having collected rhe dara. we may have 10 transla1e 1hem to s1atis1ically sui1able concepts. imegrale 
1hem. and we will have 10 dis1ribu1e 1hem among users. They may be inside the NSI - e .g., 1he integra
tive sys1ems like 1he Na1ional Accounts -- or outside rhe NSI. This means 1ha1 somewhere 1hose da1a 
will have 10 come together for dis1ribu1ion. 

For lhe input side rhi s can be illusrrated as follows: 

Process : old vs. new (2000+) 

N:N 

T 

0--0 
Adm. Quest 
Reg. 

Stat. 

M:l:N 

Adm. 
Reg. 

. 
0 

Stat. 

On 1he lef1 we see 1he old situation. with a separate produc1ion line for each individual statistic. 
On the righ1 is rhe future si1ua1ion. There. all rhe possible sources contribute to a central database of 
relevant infonnn1ion From rh at datQbaJe the actual statistics. are produced by combining the relc.vant 
information. It is evident that in order 10 combine informa1ion one should be certain that the characte~ 
istics of that information are such that combination makes sense. Those characreristics are specified in 
the meta-information. 

II Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) 

From now on we will focus on EDI with enterprises and institutions. 

An NSI collecLS data 10 produce statistical output. What needs to be done is making a uanslarion 
from the data of the respondent 10 the data of 1he output. This is done in several s1eps. The first step 
may be left to tho respondent. If so. it leads to a cenaio 1e:)pun~ burden. 

The firsi step or the 1ransla1ion involves !WO parts. Fim there is the conceptual translation, !he 
mapping of the concepts of rhe source, 1hc administrative concepts on rhe concepts to be delivered to 
1he NSI. This is rhe mos1 difficult pan. No1 only do business records differ from statisiical informa
tion. bur they 11.lso differ among 1hemselves. The second pan of the 1ransla1ion is a 1echnical one. We 
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would like to receive data in a suitable technical form; especial ly so that we and our respondents 
avoid data entry. 

JI Modes of EDI 

Electronic data interchange will be one of the strategic tools to meet the challenge of lowering the • 
response burden and improving our productivity. In every individual case, we should decide whether to 
use it and in what mode. 

We will describe several modes of EDI and judge them by their effect upon the response burden. Of 
each possibility we will indicate the nature of the translation and, especially. who is going to make it. 
We concentrate on the conceptual translation. 

EDI on Centrally Kept Registers 

Here. we do not approach the individual respondent at all. We are dealing with centrally kept infor· 
matton on individual units. collected for other purp0ses than statistics and yet of interest to the stacisti· 
coan. In itself, this kind of data collection creates no response burden. 

There are, however. disadvanta~es. The most important is that there is very limited choice as to the 
conceptual contents of the data the NS! receives. Jn other words, one cannot ask for much translation 
towards s tatistical concepts. That will have to be done by the NS!, itself. 

The second problem is closely connected and is that of units and populations. Herc, also. one 
cannot but accept what the regi ster keeper is able to supply. If the units he uses do not comply with the 
statistical units there is a problem. The same i.s true regarding rhe cla~~ificatinn nf thnw.; uni1~. How 
can we connect the register population to our total statistical population? 

A third problem reaards the sampling Strategy. If the rcgi<tcr rmwitles II< with ycorly tl•t• on, ler 
us say, 70 percent of a populat,ion we formerly used to describe with a rotating sample of 1 out of 5, 
then what should our strategy be regarding the remaining 30 percent? In the Netherlands there are 
several examples of usable registers. There are centrally kepi registers of enterprises with the Cham
bers of Commerce. The tape of these registers feeds our own register of statistical units. Statistical 
data can also be had from fiscal (company tax. value-added tax or VAT) or social security sources. Jn 
several cases (Chambers of Commerce, company tax and VAT), the possibilities are used or being re· 
searched. • 

Commercial Bookkeeping Bureau 

A related option is tapping the information from the Commercial Bookkeeping Bureau. They keep 
th~ records on financial infor·mation or regardins the wages of tometimes a laige numMr of individual 
enterprises. This possibility also is anractive because of the large number of respondents involved 
with only one link. Furthermore, these service bureaus will be capable of providing us with more 
information than, e.g .• the fiscal records contain. A disadvantage is that these service bureaus 
probably will charge their clients for answering the questions of the NS!. Not every c lient will be 
prepared to pay. 
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• 
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While these bureaus often hold much of the information the NS! needs, there are two possibili
ties regarding the question of who will make the translation. The answer is a matter of cost benefit 
analysis. There is an example at Statistics Netherlands of one bureau that does the bookkeeping of 40 
percent of the enterprises in one particular branch. In 1ha1 case, ii is profitable for the NS! 10 make the 
necessary translo.tion. In other cases, we propose to provide software by which the bu1cau itM::,lf, u1ak.~ 

the necessary translation. 

EDI on Individual Reapondents 

When the above described options are not available, we will have to approach the individual re
spondent. In doing so. we should be aware of the fact that sometimes we will have to discern within 
one statistical unit, often an enterprise, several sets of adm inistrative records. We wi ll see that we 
wi ll have to approach these subsets separately and in a different manner. Within commercial enter
prises, we find the fina.neial 1ecords, the lv~i:slical in(umnuion (foreign trade. SlOCkS), and lhe records 
on wages and employment. Especially the financial records and those on wages are strictly separated 
in the Dutch situation. 

Here we classify by the translator of the information. 

One of our EDI projects -- EFLO -- works along these lines. It deals with the data from the 
Dutch municipalities. They deliver a set of records directly tapped from their own complete set of 
records. The translation is done at Statistics Netherlands. The advantages in terms of respondents' 
burden are evident. Although extra work by the NSI is needed. this extra work can be seen as an 
in•es1me11t, d~P""'Jin8 on the stability of the translatlon scheme. It is expected that this form ot 
EDI will lead to an improvement of productivity once the translation schemes are completed. It is 
important that we are dealing with a limited number (600) of respondents. 

Tht Respondmt Translat11 to a Standard Record 

Here, a standard record of information is defined. The standardisation relates to both the 
conceptual and the technical aspects. To produce the record, writing the software is left to the 
respondent. Working with a standard record is not always possible. It can only be done when the 
infonnation is already standardised among respondents to a certain degree. Funhcrmore, to make a 
standard record possible, the NS! sometimes may have to mo"e towards the concepts of the 
respondent. In that case. a larger part of the total translation to the final statistical output bas to 
be done by the NS!. 

Especially when the standard record is available in the bookkeeping software the respondent 
uses and regularly updates, this mOde of eu1 has a clearly favourable effect on the respondents' burden. 

There are two examples . One is IRIS. the EDI on INTRA-EC trade. The standard record devel
oped here is implemented in over 40 software systems available on the Dutch market, after cenifica
tion by Statistics Netherlands. The EGUSES project is the other example. It concerns wage informa-
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tion. That subset or company records is highly regulated in the Netherlands, making it possible to 
define a standard record. 

Tht Rtspondtnt Translatts ·- No Standard Record 

Still. a very large pan or the information we are looking ror is left OU!. The respondent has it in a 
form that conceptually and technically differs from what the NSI wantS and from what other respon
dents have. 

0 Paper Quutionnaires.-This clearly is no form of EDI. We mention it as a possibility to be 
complete and 10 emphasise the point that, here, the respondent does all the translating by himsel f 
and each time has to do it all over again. 

0 Electronic Quesl.ionnaires.--Although strictly speaking at most partial EDI, this method proves 
very successful wi1h IRIS, lhe software on lNTRA-EC trade. (IRIS works with a <tandarcl "''nrd, 
as well as wi1h data en1ry.) By providing extra help functions and the possibilities or adapting 
the questionnaire 10 lhe individual respondent, it also helps to lower the response burden. 

0 "Full " £ 0 1.--The last possibility is that the NS! provides the sof1ware by which lhc respondenl 
can set up a translation scheme for both the technical and the conceptual translation. Once sci 
up, and in so far as no chanaes occur. lhe scheme can be used lo produce data tn hr. (!~livered 
to lhe NSI. The example here is EDI -- Pilot 2. directed at the financial records and described in 
1he nexl section. 

Before we go into that, we give a summary of the characteristics of the several possibilities 
or EDI on individual enterprises: 

{Sub)sets 
of records 

Translator 

Out put of 
Respondent 

II EDI -- Pilot 2 

Financial 
Wages 
Logis:tic5' 
All records 

NS! 
Respondent 

Not translated data 
Standard record 
Non•'Standard record 
Data ~ntry: 

electronic questionnaire 
paper questionnaire 

We will now describe 1he project EDI - Pilot 2, directed at the financial records of individual 
enterprises as an ex.ample. It shows 1he problems one has to face. While describing Pilot 2, we can 
refer to 1he scheme in 1he previous sec1ion. 
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f, ITTRQKIC Pt.TA l f::TE!tCHANQ! 

Pilot 2 is directed towards individual financial accounts. In the Dutch situation these arc only a 
part of the accounts or an enterprise. Specifically, the accounts on wages and employment are ex
cluded. This is not a choice voluntarily made by Statistics Netherlands, bu1 one forced upon us by the 
way the bookkeeping systems are organised in our coun1ry. Leaving out detailed questions on wages, 
we combine within Pilot 2 all the questions that are put to the financial accounts. The result is the 
combined questionnaire. 

The contents or the combined questionnaire are dictated by what is available in the financ1aJ ac
counts. Regulated as our sociely may be. 1he financial accounts m~y <iiv.,ige strongly in int•rnal 
organ1sa1ion and in the concep1s used. In the first place this means that we will have to adapt our 
quesuons towards the possibili1ies of the automated system of the enterprises. This may imply more 
sta1is1ical work for 1he NS! 10 reach 1he same outpu1. If one wants more, it will probably be necessary 
10 ask for additional information to be given explicitly by the respondent; that involves data·entl): ln 
the second place. the diversity of respondents means tha1 a unique translation scheme will have to be 
set up and maintained for each re<pnntt~n1 

Financial accounts also differ in their technical layout. A large number of bookkeeping software 
systems is in use. There is nn ~1antl11 rtt "-C.nrtt for information to bl! selected electronically from the 
software and it is not expccled 1hat ii will be possible 10 define one within the nea.r furure. As the main 
goal of Pilo1 2 was 1he lessening of 1he responden1s' burden. ii was decided that 1he amounl of data
entry was to be minimi1~ti 

Thal means thal some ingenuity was needed to create the automated link we were looking foe 
This is done by using 1he reports or printouts of the soflware system. Instead of printing them, they 
are sent to a file, a printfilc, to be read by the translato~ the main part of 1he software module that 
will run on the respondents' computers: it is now being developed as part of Pilot 2. The layout of the 
reports. and thu~ of 1ht: print(ilt-s. is fairly stable. The respondent communicaces this layout to the 
translator. He defines rows and columns within the report. Subsequently, he tells the translator how to 
manipulate the rows and columns in order to transform the information in the report to the stati slical 
in(ormatinn a(ktd for by the combined questionnaire. The resulting records ate sent over to Stat is· 
tics Netherlands. 

The Translator 

Oisco<Jnls: 254 
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We see then the two pans of the translation scheme. The first part lays down the layout of the 

printfiles to make the technical transformation. The second part defines the conceptual transformation 
of the information to be found on the printfile towards the statistical information asked for on the 
combined questionnaire. 

Tht- final ques:tion is who will make that translation scheme. One of the princlples of Pilot 2 
is that "the respondent translates.· This means that the respondent himself has to set up the transla
tion scheme. This, of course, makes it less respondent-friendly. It seemed. however. impossible to set 
up those translation 1che-mu :u Sw.tistics Netherlands. It is clear that this 1s not an e11.sy cask for the 
respondent. On the one hand, this means that a strong help-desk and a fairly laige field service is 
needed; and. on the other hand, this means that even with Pilot 2 we will not yet reach the ultimate 
user-friendliness of EDI. 

We expect the translation scheme to be fairly s table or. in other words, that technical and concep
tual changes will not be too frequent. In .subsequent years. the translator c:,ao use lhe tal1.:uUy uva.ilable 
translation scheme to produce the statistical information. Answering the combined questionnaire then 
becomes a matter of minutes instead of hours and can be handled by a less qualified employee. That is 
what m:akes the concept anractive and the initial invc.s1n1Cnt wo11.hwhile tu the. n:>pundcnt. 

Scope of Pilot 2 

As said. Pilot 2 is directed towards the financial accounts. The principle is that all the informa
tion that is tapped from the financial accounts by any statistic of Statistics Netherlands will go through 
Pilot 2 if automated retrieval of that information is possible. In practice, this means that several large 
statistics will switch completely to EDI. For industry, our main target. we find : 

a Monthly :u.atistics on 1otal tul'nove1 

0 Monthly statistics on foreign trade, by product 
0 Quanerly statiSlics on turnover by product 
0 Yearly statistics 011 ~rus~ invi::stmcnl 
0 Yearly Statistics on the production process 
O Yearly statistics on the financial processes, inc. balance sheets. 

The participation of foreign trade is a pilot within the pilot. Not only does Statistics Netherlands 
already have a successful EDI on this area in IRIS. but also the possibilities of getting enough 
foreign trade data, when aiming primarily at the financial accounts, still have to be researched. 

Some questions in the above-mentioned statistics are dropped -- e.g .. the questions on quantities 
of em:rgy used in the producllon statistics. They cannot be addressed by this form ol EUI. Probably 
a separate paper questionnaire on this subject will be sent. 

On 1hc other hand, some questions originating from other statistics·· mainly a imed at other sub
jects and accounts (e.g., the labour and wage accounts) -- are included, because the answers arc typi
cally to be found within the financial accounts of the enterprise. 

The domain of EDI consists of those commercial enterprises that have set up financial accounts by 
means of computer software that satisfies cenain technical specifications. In practice, this means 
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that we direct ourselves towards the profit sector within industry, trade, and services. We start with 
industry. because there the gains in terms of lessening the respondents' burden will be the hugest. 
Individual smaller enterprises arc not included. because their bookkeeping and automation capacities 
are expected to be too low. lo view or the relative smAll amount of information asked here, more is 
expected from centrally-kept records (VAT, corporate taX)and from bookkeeping bureaus which often 
keep books for hundreds of smaller enterprises. The very large enterprises arc also excluded. Because 
of their complexity, they need an individual approach; of course, in the end, also by means of EDI but 
then "tailor made." 

Regarding the number of respondents participating in this kind of EDI. we should mention that m 
Pilot I. 12 respondents panicipated and still do. Pilot 2 will start with a field test next March aimed at 
20 respondents. Staning September 1996, we aim at laigcr numbers. By the end of 1996. Pilot 2 
should handle several hundred respondents. Pilot 2 will also be used to approach the bookkeeping 
bureaus. That will lead to larger numbers of statistical units described with one EDI-link. If EDI ·· 
Pilot 2 is successful, we will, following Pilot 2, in 1997 aim at 25.000 units to be approached with 
this instrument, part ly through the bookkeeping bureaus. 

The revenue of Pilot 2, if successful, will primarily be a relief of the respondents' burden. Produc· 
tivity gains will not be that laige. ln the first place, all kinds of activities remain . Not every respondent 
will participate, data will still have to be checked, etc. Secondly, new activuies arise in the form of a 
growing help-desk and a field-service that will not only have to cope with bookkeepine problems but 
also with tcchn ical automation problems. 

Controlling Pilot 2 -- The Meta-System 

Eventually. Statistics Netherlands aims 10 reach several thousands respondents. This. of course. 
will require a control system to deal with the production of the appropriate questionnaire. sending 
it to the respondent.checking the (1imcly?) response, checking and storing the incoming data, and con· 
trolling possible feedback. etc. This means that a lot of information -- meta-information -- on the re
spondents has to be kept updated. 

Ano1her pan of the meta-information deals with the contents or the combined questionnaire. As 
an example we will focus on tha1 part. 

In order to construct 1hc combined questionnaire. we need to coordinate the approach of the difcr· 
ent statistics aimed at the financial records among each other and, also. with the bookkeeping prac
tices of the respondents. Of course, the latter already happened before, but with EDI it will become 
more explicit. This needed some negotiation. It is clear 1ha1 with EDI up and running, much of the 
former autonomy of the individual s1atistics. especially regarding their qllestionnaire, disappea.rs. 

The module containing the translator gives us better opportunities for supplying meta-information 
to the respondent than before. There arc the usual on-line h•lp-functions. By means of hypertext the 
explanations arc linked . For the help-desk and for the field service probably a more detailed system of 
help-functions and explanations will be set up. The system not only contains cross-linkages, but also 
simple computational rules so that. for instance, totals can be compu1ed. 
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To that end, a set of variables was laid down in a database, with names, questions texts, expla
nations and. if necessary, computational relations with other variables. From this database. variables, 
question-texts, explanations, etc .. are selected and combined to construct questionnaires. 

Respondenrs are classified into clusters by s ize, branch of activity, and type of financial records 
kept. Sometimes sale. rccord5 arc kept by the e11tc:rprise, itself. but the yearly baJance sheets are set up j' 
by a bookkeeping bureau. For that smistical unit, 1he total of the information needed will have to be 
collected by two different questionnaires directed towards two different reporting units. Each clus1cr 
gets its own combined que5cionnai1e. 

II The Changing Role of Meta-Information 

In this way, a large set of me1a-infonna1ion on concepts emerges. This meta-information controls 
the proccS> of da1a collection. A question aimed a1 the financial records can only gel 1here through 
the central da1abase of variables. When en1ering the variable, the relation with the rest of the contents 
will have to be made clear. II has to fi1 in. 

In 1he first place. we now see that the character of meta-information has changed. In most of the 
literature we of1en find meta-informa1ion as a mere descriptive piece of information, only available 
if the stadstlclan has round the lime 10 set 11 up, mostly after he has produced his statis1ics, for the 
benefit of the user. If later on 1he statistician diverges from his earlier meta-information, there is 
nothing to stop him and no1hing 1ha1 guarantees that the mela·infonnation will be adap1ed . 

Herc, we find a piece of meta-information that has to be set up before the production process 
starts. The statistician canno1 but use the meta-information sys1em. The meta-information has become 
a iool In 1he production process. rrom being descriptive it has come to be prescriptive. Earlier we saw 
the same thing happening with data collection among households through BLAISE. 

This, ho,,.ever, has runher reaching consequences. We can now go back 10 the first sections of this 
paper. There we spoke of the extra demands pu1 to Statistics Netherlands. One of 1hem was less 
respondents' burden. Thal was the first goal of EDI ·· Pilot 2. But we also sec here how 1hc technology 
push gives us some opportunities to answer ano1her demand·· namely, that for more coherence. It goes 
without saying that the way EDI is implemented, here, will lead to a laiger extent of statistical 
(conceptual) coordination. We mentioned the power of the meta-sys1em and we also see that within 
EDI a number of statistics are combined that were earlier produced in scpara1e, independent processes. 
II is also worth noling that this growth in statistical coordination is not reached by an increase in central 
directives. but as a side-product of the tools used in the production process. We do not think that all 
the problems of the coherence of our end-producl •• that is, all the problems of statis1ical coordination 
•• can be solved by devising the proper tool. We do think, however, that further improvements can 
be made in 1his field by applying the possibilities of the technology push in the right way. • 
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PEROS (Personalized Electronic Reporting 
Questionnaire System) 

fanet Sear, Statistics Canada 

Abstract 

I n an effort to reduce response burden and data capture and edit costs, the 
Retail Trade Section of S1a1istics Canada has developed a Windows
based, diskette version of their Annual Chain and Department Store Survey 

Questionnaire. The system allows respondents to down load information di 
rectly onto diskettes from their own spreadsheets or databases (record layout is 
prc-•pccificd by 1he Rct•il Trndc Seciion). Interactive edits are built into the 
system alerting respondents to possible problems. Respondents can enter com
ments explaining unusual circumstances, helping to reduce the need for post
collcctio11 (ulluw·up. 

A pilot test was conducted in 1994 and met with very positive response. 
The number of companies using PERQS was expanded for the 1995 survey 
reference year. 

Ms. Sear discussed PERQS in relationship to many of the topics that arc 
listed under Productivity: Systems Development; and Oiganiiational and Man
agement Issues. She also discussed the results of the pilot test- As well. a 
,.urking version or PERQS will be demonstrated as a software exhibit. 
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PERQS (Personalized Electronic Reporting 
Questionnaire System) 

Tann Sear. Statistics Canada 

II Int roduction 

Response burden hllS long been a major concern of Statistics Canada and its survey respondents. At 
the same time, statistical agencies face demands from users for increasingly detailed data (e.g., by geog
raphy. by industry, and by commodity). The challenge faced is to find innovative ways of balancing 
these contradictory aoals. 

The use of administrative data records is one solution 10 this dilemma. but so, too. is the use of 
electronic dala collec1ion. As computer 1ec:hnnlngy evolves and s:pri!ads throughout the business com 
munity, opportunities arise to reduce response burden and still collect detailed information. 

II PEROS 

One such effort in the direction of electron ic data collection has been the development by the Retail 
Trade Section of S ta1is1ics Canada. of a WINDOWS based electronic questionnaire for its annual retail 
trade survey. Known as PERQS (Personalized Electronic Reporting Questionnaire System), this collec
tion vehicle offers a number of features designed 10 help reduce respondents'effons while still collecting 
cft:r;ii led information. 

Features 

PERQS is a WINDOWS based FOXPRO application. It provides an electronic questionnaire with 
interactive editing and import and expon features. Developed by Statistics Canada. PERQS is otrered at 
no cost to respondents of the survey. Each interested respondent is sent a sci of diskettes (two .. systems .. 
diskettes and one .. data .. diskenc). To aid in questionnaire completion and allow for year.over-year 
editing, non-imputed company specific information is pre-loaded onto the "data" diskette. All outgoing 
and incoming data are encrypted as well as password protected. On-line Help is provided as well as a 
user guide and a 1-800 Help Linc telephone numbeL 

Annua l Ret ell Trade Survey 

The Retail Trade Section of Statistics Canada conduct.s an annual survey of retail trade in Canada.At 
the company level, rCJopo11dc11t~ arc asked to repon some basic revenue and expense. items; cost ot goods 
sold; class of customer; and kind of business ( .. Pan A" of the questionnaire). A provincial breakdown of 
operating revenue ; salaries. wages and benefits; and cost of goods sold is also requested. In addition, all 
retail chains (I] and depanment stores are required to complete a location-based supplement ("Pan B .. ). 
For tach location. they are requested to repon operating revenue, noor area, distribution of sales by class 
of customer. industrial c lassification (SIC code). address, and host department store and/or shopping 
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center name. As a consequence, companies with a large number of locations are subject to an onerous 
response burden. In the past, they have been willing to complete the questionnaire, mainly because they 
a.re users of the data and find the detai l provided very useful. 

Because of the heavy response burden imposed by this survey and because it was strongly suspected 
that most of the requested location data was already beina stored electronically. it w•• d•oin•d rh•r 1hi< 
survey was a perfect trial application for an electronic questionnaire. 

De velopment 

Development of PERQS began in the fall of 1994. The primary goal was to explore the possibilities 
of e lectron ic reporting as a means of reducing response burden. Improved quality, timeliness and per
haps response rates were also anticipated. The potential for reduced costs was also a longer-term consid
eration. 

The approach was to start modestly (a pilot test of 25 large chain and department stores) and expand 
slowly if successful. Development took place within Industry Division led by a survey manager and a 
systems analyst and proarammer. 

For the pilot. a list of potential participants was drawn and each company was called and questioned 
as co wil1ingness: to panicira1e nr At lt"..A~I to have a demonstralion of the system before daciding.Twenty
five of the first 27 companies called agreed to either a demonstration or to have the diskenes sent 
directly to them. The two that did not participate did not have WINDOWS. Initially there was some 
confusion as to what exactly a diskeue questionnaire was. (a picture, or in this case a demonstration, was 
worth a thousand word$). Before seeing the demonstration, some company contacts, with minimal com
puter experience, expressed concern as to the possible complexity of the system. Their managers, on the 
01hcr hand. were quite ~ag,tr t C'I participate. Some r-e1pondents also expressed concern u to whether the 
system would be accessing their data files directly. Some stated that it was about time that Statistics 
Canada developed such a product! 

Pilot Outcome 

In the end, all 25 companies (representing over 25 percent of the total number of chain and depart
ment store locations operating in Canada) agreed to partic ipate in the pilot. Their reaction was very 
positive. All participants commented on a reduced workload and found the interactive edits a helpful 
feature. All found PERQS to be very user friendly. Some even stated that it was a lot of fun! Completed 
diskettes were returned by 23 of the 25 participants. One company went bankrupt during the collection 
period, the other changed ownership and was going through a restructuring. All PERQS reporters ex
pttss~d tM desire to continue with diskette reporting. 

The one-on-one contact with respondents brought about by PERQS promotion, provided some ben
tfiC'ia1 results;. In a number of cas.&s, the meetings resulted in contact with a higher level cmp1oy~ than 
would otherwise happen with a paper questionnaire. Clarification of survey concepts occurred; market
ing opportunities arose: goodwill was generated. Managers and their staff' were appreciative of our 
concern about response burden and efl'orts to try and reduce it. One manager stated that it was the first 
time they had ever met with Statistics Canada and ended up with less work to do. They asked if they 
would be able to report electronically for other surveys for Statistics Canada as well as other government 
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departments). They acknowledged seeing cost benefits for themselves as well as Statistics Canada . One 
company expressed the strong desire to send the equivalent of one electronic report containing all gov
ernment required data. 

Respondents v.ere encouraged to panicipate in the future development of PERQS. They were asked 
to suggest changes or improvements. 

More Features 

One of the most popular features ol' PERQS is the ability to impon location data directly into PERQS 
from a choice of spreadsheets or database files. The record layout of the import file is pre-specified by 
Statistics Canada. If the respondent does not already store their location data in a spreadsheet or data
base file. PERQS will create one for them in the required record layout and containing all of the location 
information (except for operating revenue) as PERQS "knows" it at the time of file creation. This file 
can then be "exported" from PERQS: updated with current period information; and then imported back 
into PEK\,/.S to complete the location part of the survey. Respondents are not forced to enter values for 
cells that require no change. blanks are defaulted to whatever data PERQS currently has stored. Respon
dents, if they so desire, can maintain this spreadsheet throughout the year making any necessary updates 
as they occur. As the respondent moves through PERQS answering the questions, PERQS will pre-fill 
(link) any related unanswered questions with data from completed (saved) questions. For example, for 
chain and department stores, PERQS will calculate provincial totals of operating revenue using the 
location data (from "Pan B") and pre-fill the appropriate "Part A" question. Interactive edits (intcr
year and inter-field) are included in the system. alerting respondents to possible problems and allowing 
them to immediately correct any "errors" or enter comments or explanations . Data capture errors and 
costs arc thereby reduced as well as the need for post-collection follow-ups. 

Features which would benefit the respondent (filters, soning options, etc.) were also incorporated 
into PERQS to give the respondent funher incenti\'C to use the system. 

Phase ll 

The number of companies using PERQS for the annual retai l 1rade survey was greatly increased for 
the 1995 reference year. Participation by retail chains was expanded to 185 companies (representing 
over 60 percent of the total number of chain and depanment store locations). As well, PERQS was 
offered to a test group of huge "independent" retailers (2). PERQS "participation rates (3)" were sig
nificantly different between the two groups. Appro:<imately 85 percent of contacted chain and dcpan
ment store organizations were willing and able to try electronic reporting. In contrast, 55 percent of 
contacted independents ended up being sent a PERQS package. The unavailabil ity of WINDOWS, or 
even a computer, was a significant factor in the independent 11roup. Thirty percent of those independents 
who said they were interested in trying an e lectronic questionnaire did not have WINDOWS and there
fore had to be excluded from using PERQS. 

For the most pan. PERQS has so far been offered to large companies. We expect that the PERQS 
"participation rate" will diminish as the size and complexity of the companies diminishes. It is, how
ever, the large, complex companies that will benefit the most from oar electronic questionnaire and it is 
they that contribute the most to our retail estimates. 
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Electronic Trans m issio n 

Currently. ii is thought that the sending and receiving of diskenes will outpace the transmission of 
electronic files (via a modem or the Internet). at leas1 for the next few years. When asked if they would 
want to repon electronically. some panicipantS in the pilot said they might consider it but that a modem, 
although one exis1s somewhere in !he company, was not readi ly available to the person completing PERQS. 
Some asked 1f we would consider buying them a modem if we wanted the data iransmitted electronically. 
At the time of the pi lot. the Internet was s1ill quite new 10 most respondents. Many were concerned abou1 
security issues associated with sending confidential data. 

II Future Plans and Considerations 

Because of 1he success of our pi101. the use of elecironic rcponing for other surveys is being imple
menied. As well, for some very large enierprises, the possibility of collec1ing consolida1ed information 
is being examined. 

II Conclusion 

Electronic questionnaires arc a viable option in data collection. The invesiment in development wilt 
yield multiple benefits (improved respondent relations: reduced capture and coltecrion co<t<). A ~rt•in 
number of lessons learnt are worth pointing out. Whatever application is developed to meet survey needs 
should be very user friendly. It should be simple and, from the respondent's perspective. it should not 
appear to be intimidating. Although instructions should be provided, i1 should no1 be assumed tha1 1he 
responden1 will take 1he.1ime to read 1hem. The compu1er li1eracy of the respondenl should not be over
estimated . Some respondents wilt be very knowledgeable. in fact some may be too knowledgeable. A 
significan1 ponion, however. will have limi1ed compuier experience. 

In today's market place, as companies moggie to reduce costs 10 stay competitive, they arc challeng
ing data collectors with finding more efficient means of gathering inform>tion Many. or at least 1he 
largest, are discovering the cost saving tools that modern 1echnology has to offer. As respondents. as 
well as c lients. become aware of what is possible electronically, they increasingly demand that staiistical 
agencies accommodate their desire and ability to use modem developments in information technology to 
provide and receive data in a less cosily and time consuming mannet 

In an era where it is not only the private sector which must find ways to reduce costs, today's ad
vances in informa1ion technology provide vehicles which the public sector can also utilize in its efons 
to reduce spending. Demand for 1he use of modem informa1ion collec1ion technology will come both 
from outside as well as within 1he public <ecror . 

II Footnotes 

[I J Companies operating four or more retail locations within the same kind of business. 

(2) Companies operating less than four retail locations. 

[3 ] The number of contacted companies willing and able to use PERQS, divided by the total number 
contacted as to PERQS panicipation. • 
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Electronic Data Collection: The Virginia 
Uniform Reporting System 

Anne Rhodes and K ishau Smith 
Virginia Commonwealth University 

Peter Goldstein, Nl·STAR Data Systems 

Abstract 

T he Virginia Commonweahh Universily Survey Research Laboratory has 
implemented a system to collect data from organizations in Virginia 
who serve clientS wich HIV andfor AIDS. This data, which includes 

demographic characceristics and information on services provided 10 c lients. 
is used for decision making at lhe local, state and federal level. In an elTon 10 

improve reporting time and data quality, a system of automaced data enlry and 
error checking has been designed. This system allows for "real time" trans
mission or data and correction of errors. Providers fax forms in after a client 
encounter to a central computer where the form is checked against a database 
quality assurance program. The database application produces a data verifi
cacion repon, which also details any errors found, and which is automatically 
faxed back to the provider sice. Providers check the data, correct any errors. 
and fax lhe repon back to the central computer. Improvements have been 
found in the quality of the data and in response time from providers. This 
type of system has applications in survey work where there is a need for data 
confirmation and corrections from respondents. 
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II Background 

Electronic Data Collection: The Virginia 
Uniform Reporting System 

Anne Rhodes and Kishau Smith 
Virgin ia C nmmnn"'uilth University 

Peter Goldstein, NI-STAR Data Systems 

In 1991. Virginia began receiving Title II funds from the Ryan White Care Act to provide services to 
HIV affected and infected individuals. The Virginia Department of Health subcontracted with the Vir
ginia Commonwealth Univcrsily Survey Re~l!Arch J_aboratory to manage the collection of c lient level 
data from providers receiving Title 11 funds. This data collection. the Virginia Uniform Reporting Sys
tem. is modeled after Federal reporting gu idelines and consists of demographic and medical chanicteP. 
istics of clients. as well as the type.( anti numh"'r of services provided . Service providers rcpotl on ea.ch 
client who is served with Title II funding. These data are unduplicated at the provider, regional, and 
state levels to provide quarterly and annual data on numbers of clients and services provided. 

At the Federal level. Title II funds are administered by the Health Resources ServicesAdministra· 
tion (HRSA) of the Department of Health and Human Resources. HRSA currently does not requ ire 
quarterly client.level d:UA rt"rorting from Title fl providers, but does require 30 ;innual count of services 
and clients. In 1994, HRSA awarded a number of contracts to demonstrate the usefulness of c lient level 
data for the evaluation of HIV/AIDS service programs. Virginia was one of seven sites to receive this 
contract. '<'lhich cn lleti frrr t'l~C'tronic data collection from all .service providers over a three yea.r period. 
This electronic data collecuon was to replace the old system of paper form submission that had been 
used in Virginia from 1991 10 1994. The next section describes the old system and the problems that 
were encountered with it. 

II Uniform Reporting System Prior to 1995 

Under the previous system data collection was done quarterly in five regions of Virginia. Each 
resion h:u: its own con.sonium reprcscnuitivc who mana.gc$ fund allocation a.ud u.)ttge fur all pruviderl> In 
the region. Providers filled out their forms and mailed them to the consortium representative at the end 
of each quarter. The consortium representative had the responsibility to do initial error checking on the 
form• and cend them on the Survey Research Laboratory (SRL). 

Once forms were received at the SRL data entry was completed and a report was generated detailing 
errors found in ahe forms. This report was sent back to the consortium representatives who forwarded 
them to the providers. The process of sending forms. processing. and report writing generally took 
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about 4 to 6 six weeks 10 complete. As a result, providers were being asked to correct data forms that 
1hey had filled out 2 months ago. This led to very few corrections being made and a high rate of 
"unknown," or blank, data in the system. 

Another problem with the old system was that it was resource intensive, both for providers and 
personnel at the SRL. Providers often filled out all forms at the end of the quaner. with some providers 
•ubmitting 500 or more fo<rn>. Al 1hc SRL. all n:ccived forms had to be Jogged. data entered. and error 
repons typed. With approximately 60 providers submiuing forms from around the state. data entry and 
repon.ing time was considerable. 

II The Faxable Forms System: Concept 

In 1994. the Vi rgini a Department of Heahh. in conjunction with the SRL, received funding from 
HRSA to switch the Title II data reponing to an elecironic system over a three year period. Where 
feasible. providers were given the option ot using computer software to enter client intakes and encoun
ters. Where providers could not or did not want to use computer software. a new type or electronic 
submission was implemented. 

The faxable forms system was designed to allow for real-time data collection and feedback. Pro
viders fill out the data reponing forms immediately following a client contact and fax them lo a dedi
catea computer at the SKL. This computer system reads the forms. checks for errors and immediately 
generates a report back to the provider, detailing all data received and asking for corrections on any 
errors. The provider checks the report, makes any necessary corrections and faxes the report back 10 the 
SRL computer, where ii is automatically printed out. SRL personnel make any corrections 10 the data
base and file the report. 

This system significantly decreases the amount of personnel time needed to check and enter the 
data forms. It also allows providers to check and correct data immediately following a client visit, when 
the client file should still be easily accessible. Also. this system makes data reponing for the provider 
more manageable as it docs not require the provider to take a laige amount of time at the end of the 
quarter to fill out all the forms for the previous three months. 

II Design of the System 

The faxable forms system was designed by the SRL. with assistance from NI-STAR Data Systems, 
who did the initial programming and editing or the system. The system uses a scanning software pro
gram, Teleform. in conjuncuon v.ith a FoxPro system. which does extensive error checkin& and houses 
the final dataset. 

Teleform is used to design and print all data reponing forms. The forms are keyed to each provider 
so that when forms are faxed in. Teleform recognizes the provider number by a box in the upper left 
hand comer of the form. Teleform interprets each form, recognizing the type of form and exporting the 
data from the form into a FoxPro database file. 

The FoxPro system reads in the database file and runs an error checking program which looks for 
missing or inconsistent data. FoxPro saves the data to a database and writes the errors to another data-
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base, which is merged with the confirmation report form. This form is generated by Teleform and auto
matically faxed out the provider. The FoxPro system incorporates a data entry modu le which SRL per
sonnel use to make corrections in the database. 

Other features of the system include: 

0 a log report printed by FoxPro every day, listing a ll forms received and any errors on those 
forms; 

0 a fax log wh ich details each fax seni and any problems with fax transmission ; 

0 a Teleform Verifier log which stores an image of each form received along with the status of 
the form; and 

0 an exception report generated by FoxPro wh ich list all outstanding errors for each providet 

II Implementation and Results 

This system was implemented with providers in the Central Virginia region in 1995. Approximately 
15 providers began using the faxable forms in April 1995. SRL personnel did on-site training at each 
provider site, demonstrating how to fill out the forms, fax them in, and interpret and return the confirma
tion report. 

This initial test of the system was successful. Some minor c hanges were made to the system, but 
providers indicated overwhelming approval for the real-time error checking and reporting. Some pro
viders who had older fax machines could not fax their forms in, as the forms became too distorted in the 
machine. These providers mailed their forms to the SRL, where they were scanned in and reports were 
faxed back to the providers. This type of submission, while not ideal. still allows for better. and more 
timely. data confirmation than under the old system. 

The system was implemented statewide in 1996. Currently, approximately half of the providers are 
using faxable forms, with the rest using computer software. Improvements in the quality of the data 
have been dramatic over the first twelve months of the project. The number of outstanding errors has 
decreased by about 50 percent and providers have indicated that they feel more responsible for the data 
as they are constantly receiving feedback on it. 

II Additional Considerations 

The quality of the data reporting forms at the provider site has become an issue. Forms must be 
clean copies which maintain the exact state of the original or Teleform will be unable to read them. SRL 
personnel have had to retrain some providers who continually submitted forms that were not clean. 

As the system has gone statewide, the number of forms being received on a daily basis has increased 
to the point where the system needs to be expanded to more than one computet Currently, the system is 
being converted to work on a network so that maintenance of the system can be performed on a computer 
separate from the one where forms are received, checked, and reports faxed out. 
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While personnel time is decreasing on the paper management side of the project, there has been 
increased staff time in the development and maintenance of the system. This is expected to decrease as 
the system becomes more automated over time. Plans for future automation include an automatic quanerly 
repon to providers. which summarizes the number of clienlS seen and services provided. It is expected 
that this type of data feedback will increase data quality by providing organizations with data that can be 
used for program planning and evaluation. As they begin to utilize the data in this manner. they will have • 
a greater stake in producing accurate and timely repons. • 
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Toward A Unified System of Editing 
International Data 

Glen Ferri and Tom Ondra, U.S. Bureau of the Census 

Abstract 

C ONCOR is the editing component of the Integrated Microcompu1er 
Processing System (IMPS). This module was originally a stand·alone 
procedural language used 10 identify and/or correct invalid or incon· 

sistent information. The microcomputer provided a DOS-based platform to 
integrate al l the majoriasks of survey and census data processmg which IMPS 
accomplished. CONCOR and CENTRY. the IMPS data eniry modu le, have 
been combined 10 provide interactive editing. IMPS and CONCOR are being 
redesigned 10 run under Windows. CONCOR wil l move from a procedural 
language used by programmers 1oward an edil specifier used by subjecl mai
ler spccialisis. What parts are to be carried over from the old version and 
what parts need to be re-engineered? 

The survey questionnaire diskeue is designed from data en1ry into 18 tables 
containing Federal obligations by intramural and extramural performers. by 
fields of science and engineering. and by geographic distribution. • 
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Data Editing Software for NSF Surveys 

Richard f . Benncf. M . Marge Machen, and Ronald L . Meeks, 
National Scienee Foundation 

Abstract 

The National Science Foundation (NSF) uses automated data entry pro
grams to collect research and development (R&D) data for its annual 
national surveys. Three of these programs are the topic of this paper: 

0 academic expenditures program used to collect data for the Academic 
Science aud E1111i11cering R&D Expenditures Survey, 

0 FSS program used to collect data for the Federal Support to Universities, 
Colleges, and Nonprofit Ins11tu11ons !Survey, and 

0 FEDFUNDS program used to collect data from the Federal Funds for 
R&D Survey. 

This presentation will describe each of these studies and demonstrate how 
each data entry program is suited to itS users. 
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Data Editing Software for NSF Surveys 

Riehnnl f . Benno/, M . Marge Mm:hen, and Ronald L. M eeks, 
N ational Scienu: Foundation 

' The National Science Foundation's (NSF) Division of Science Resources Studies (SRS) bas a mission 

• 

to produce and disseminate high quality data and analyses related to science, engineering. and technolog)l 
SRS is responsible for conducting surveys on a wide variety of areas. Three of those surveys that are 
outlined below are managed in SRS' Research and Development Statistics Program. 

NSF uses automated data entry programs to collect research and development (R&D) data for its 
annual national ~urveys. Three of these programs are the topic of this paper: 

0 AS~ program used to collect data for the Academic Science and Engineering R&D Expenditures 
Survey: 

0 FSS program used to collect data for the Federal Support to Universities, Colleges. and Nonprofit 
Institutions Survey:and 

0 FEDFUNOS program used to collect data from the Federal Funds for R&O Survey. 

II ASQ 

The Academic R&D Expenditures Automatic Snrv•y Questionnaire (ASQ) is a user.friendly. PC. 
based program that requires at least 384K of RAM. The ASQ program provides help at all points of data 
entry and allows the userto make choices by selecting menus. Automatic editing will check the ASQ for 
arithmetic errors or inconsistencies: and. such problems wiU be pointed out to the respondent. Respondents 
have the opponunity to manually correct them or allow the ASQ to total automatically. The program 
allows the user to enter data in any order and docs not have to be completed at the same time. This 
feature allows the user to compile inforrnatton at different 1imes. When the data have been entered for 
any item. the user will be asked whether they wish to edit or not. When all data have been en1ered and 
edited. the user is prompted to select the trend checking option for comparing the previous year's data 
with current year's da1a tn itlt>nrify major inertase$ or declines. AJI data are stored back on the ASQ 
diskette as they arc entered. 

The ASQ rmgnm will lei the user print oul a fac£imila of the ins.titution·s questionnaire rcspons~. 
both for the current and previous years. 

The most recently completed survey collected data from over 500 institutions of higher education in 
the United States and Outlying Areas and 18 university-affiliated Federally Funded Research and 
Development Centers (FFRDCs). 
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II FSS 

FSS includes a PC-based program (written in Visual Basic ror DOS) used as the survey instrument 
by many agencies in reporting its data. Since the program requires at least 490K of conventional 
memory, SM of RAM, and about 2M of hard disk space. it must be loaded on the PCs hard disk in order 
to work. That's because there are 6.538 specific institutions eligible to provide data for in FSS, and each 
institution's name, code, and geographic location are stored in FSS. The program also has the capability 
of adding new institutions. A "CHKMEM" software feature. which allows the program to check the 
hardware to see if expanded memory is running, has a "soft-boot" program which all ows the participant 
to run the FSS program without having to reconfigure the hardware. FSS is a user-friendly, menu· 
driven program with extensive built-in instructions for users. 

The data collected from Federal agencies includes: 

D total program support of both science and enginccrina (S&E) and non-science and engineerina 
(non-S&E) activities to academic institutions; 

0 total S&E support to FFRDCs administered by academic institutions: and 

0 R&O and R&D plant support to nonprofit insmutions and FFRDCs administered by nonprofit 
institutions. 

The contractor has held a series of annual hands-on respondent workshops on FSS in which 
participants were generally enthusiastic about working with the FSS PC survey disk. FSS contains data 
edit checks. a function to search for an institution by name or institutional code. a convenient lookup 
capability for field of science and engineering detail (respondents do not have to search through a hard 
copy of science and engineering taxonomy). and a function for data trend analysi• An "Import• feature 
of the FSS PC survey disk allows agencies wi1b a laige volume of data downloaded in an already· 
formatted database to import !hat data directly into the FSS PC survey database. The data are completely 
edited during !he import procedure. Respondents can prin1 n111 •summary report which displays the 
total obligations of each 1ype of instirution with field of science and e ngineering totals, a detailed report 
by individual institution. and a trend report which lists individual institutions which have a laige increase/ 
decrease in obligations between the current and prior fiscal yeat The prior year totals can also be 
displayed in summary and detailed reports. 

II FEDFUNDS 

FF.OFUNOS is a user-fri~ndly, menu-driven system that cetn be used on any IBM compatible 
microcomputer. The entire program is written in visual basic and uses "forms" to oiganize and group 
like data for display on the monitor. The entire program isstorcd on a diskette to allow survey respondents 
to enter and edit data dittetly from their micTocomputcrs. The program contains 47 "'forms• that arc 
displayed separately (each is a separate screen). The FEDFUNDS program displays a "form• containing 
data items form a particular questionnaire table and allows the user to enter or modify the data on 
display. Combined. the "forms" contain all of the data items to be maintained by the survey. 

This disk based system is also equipped with extensive built-in instructions and help facilities to 
aid the user in completing the approximately 2,000 data fields and narrative statements. Recent elforts 
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to make the sysiem more efficient included redesigning the data entry questionnaire program to build in 
more internal data checks (e.g .• within table and cross table checks, 1rend analysis function). When the 
program finds discrepancies during data checking, an error message is displayed and identifies the 
exact items in question for the prompt auention of the respondent. Further advances incorporated in 

the data entry program include automatic totals of fields wilhout respondent's intuvention. The program 
also allows the respondent lo combine data f'rom several $0Urces into a consolidated agency report . 

The survey questionnaire diskette is designed for data entry into 18 tables containing Federal 
obligations by intramural and extramural performers. by fields of science and engineering. and by 
geographic d1s1ribut1on. The respondents are instructed to complete the tables in order to a"oid table 
checking errors. since, for example, the detailed data requested on one table must add to the aggregated 
data on another table. 

The respondent also has the option to run a trend report that will produce a list of all "large" 
differences in data from the prior survey submission and the current survey input. 

The participants at the latest NSF data entry demonstration workshop for FEDFUNDS users were 
enthusiastic about working with the FEDFUNDS program. Several commented on the auton1atic totali 11K 
of subtotals and grand totals and asked if this feature could be further enhanced by eliminating the need 
for the survey respondent to move through the subtotal and grand total fields (currently a user must 
move the cursor to Q totol fie ld before the program completes the automatic total). The 1esvv11Ll1:11l:s fc;lt 
that since these amounis are already computed, then they should appear as the detailed level is entered. 
Also, it may soon be possible to transmit the FEDFUNDS program electronically to respondents. 
Respondents can now electronically send completed survey results via Internet. 

II Additional Information 

For more information about the three data entry programs (and the surveys associated wilh them) 
descr ibed above, plcb>c cunt•ct 1he appropri ate author on (703) 306- 1772 or via Internet at 
mmach•n@nsf.gov, rb.nnof@nsf.gov. or rme.ks@nsf.gov. • 
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Automated Record Linkage and Editing: 
Essential Supporting Components in 
Data Capture Process 

Olivia Blum and Eliahu Ben -Moshe, 
Central Bureau of S tadstlcs, Israel 

Abstract 

T he data capture process of che Israeli 1995 Census of population and 
housing is based on an optical character recognition (OCR) technology. 
The data capture system has been designed and developed while bear· 

ing in mind short run targets and long-run goals. The shon-run targets are 
concerned with the data capture itself. These include getting an accurate and 
reliable file in a relatively shon period of time: dccrea.sing the subjc~tivc:. 
human component in census data capture; and simplifying control and quality 
assurance processes. The long-run goals address future needs and uses. These 
include shifting from microediting to mac:rocdicing,, to avoid overcditing and 
to make editing more efficient; allowing for reprocessing the data staning with 
the raw, inpuc data file; and linking census records with previous census files 
and administracive records. The use of macrocditing and the abi licy 10 recurn to 
a basic file permit recreacion of the main census file on a different basis, as 
fucure needs become clear. An accurate and reliable file. with the exact values 
given by the respondents, is also necessary for reprocessing. The search for 
adduional support for !he daca capture process was motivated by these con
cerns and the limitations of OCR. 

Although automatic processes are embedded in an OCR system. it lacks as 
a substitute for a human eye-brain mechanism in two main respects. First, the 
mathematical function uMXI in the 1cco3niLio11 proct:ss duc;s not specify the whole 
scope of handwriting styles. As n result, the reliability of the OCR values varies. 

Second, enumerators' errors hamper the au1oma1ic definition of the process 
units. Correcting these errors invol ves altering values in ways beyond the OCR 
capabilities. Record linkage has been incorporated into the data capture pro
cess as external support for OCR in determining values in the questionnaires' 
fields. This benefits the data capture process and enhances the final file. 
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II From an Optical Reader to an Optical Data-Capture System 

In spite of the visible merits of the optical character recognition (OCR) faci li ty, it is not a foll 
substitute for a human eye-brain mechanism. Moreover, the system has been developed under restricted 
budget; thus, the full potential capabilities have not been rea.Jiz.ed. 

Consequently. supporting components have been added to the optical reader to transform it into an 
optical data captuTe system. T hese components have come to spccificly address the following limitn .. 
lions of the optical reader : 

0 The recognition process does not cover the whole scope of hand-wrinen styles. Therefore, the 
reliability of the OCR-suggested values is variable. mean ing that relying on the OCR as the 
on ly source of identification can be error prone. 

ln order to utilize the process and channel resources to where they are needed, each OCR value 
is accompanie.d by a status, indicating its level of confidence (Super-Sure, Sure, Doubt or Fail). 
These statuses determine the nature of the treatmem needed in the following stage. 

0 The census processing units are records of an individual, an household. or an enumeration area 
(EA). A record is defined once 111s exclusive, exhaustive and unique, meaning that it contains 
ALL the data of only ONE unit and that there are no duplicate records. 

The need to define a record arises when the enumerator's fields on the questionnaire carry 
'"rong va1ucs. Hence, defining a processing unit implies altering values in the enumerator's 

fields. This task is beyond the capabi li ties of the OCR. 

0 The optical reader has been designed to identify bar codes, preprinted numbers, handwritten 
numbers and marks (Xs). Because of the limited potential market for recognition of Hebrew 
letters -- and, therefore, high development costs -- the OCR does not include alphabetic charac
ter recognition. 

These limitations. along with the requirement to have a raw fi le, dictate a non-conventional data 
capture process (see next page). 

This process has several unique interrelated features: 

0 Each component in the process supports and relies on adjacent components. 

0 There are no homogeneous stages, in a sense that each one includes operations that traditionally 
belong to other stages. For example. throughout key e.ntry proc.edure. edit checks .are performt.tl 

and the individual processing units are defined by an automatic record linkage with the popula
tion register. Both tasks are traditionally editing operations. but, in this instance, they support 
the key entry stage. 

0 In addition to the intertwined stages, the population register of Israel has been added to serve as 
an external support throughout the process. 
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AUTOMATED RECORD L lNKA(i6 AND EDJTINO 
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0 The definition uf editing during rhe daia capture process is altered altogether; the.conventional 
ediring tasks in which data are changed, deleted or added are postponed and take place in the 
central computer, on a macro level. Editing within the data capture process consists of three 
U.!)~ignments: 

• Correcting enumerators' errors, in order to define those processing units that have nol been 
defined automatically. 

• Corroborating or correcting values in respondents' fields, when captu red values fal l out of an 
expected range or when they produce logical contradictions; and 

• Coding residual, open categories. where answers are in nnr nprically recognized, alphoberie 
characters. 

The descriprion of the data capture system is beyond rhe <cnpr. of thi • paper; howeve~ a description 
of the now of data throughout rhe process is needed. The first step in transferring 1he wrinen paper into 
a magnetic medium is done in the scanning module. It is nor a sheer scanning procedure bur also 
includes Fonn Drop Off (FOO). where all preprinted non-unique texts. numbers and graphics are re
moved from 1he image of 1he questionnaire; Optical Character Recognilion (OCR), which is perfonned 
on marks and numbers wrinen on the questionnaire, compression of !he data and inserting it into the 
database. At this point, the paper questionnaire is repacked and stored. 
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In the key-entry module, the system looks for two sources of identification in order to confirm a 
field' s value. The four available sources in the order of application are: OCR. the Population Register 
(PR), ht key-entry. and 2nd key-entry. The Israeli PR contains data on nearly all Israeli c1t1zc:ns and 
permanent residents (over 95 percent of the population). Here it serves to corroborate the OCR sug
gested values of variables included in both records, PR and census. By so doing, human intervention is 
reduced s1gn1t1cantly, since even doubtful values that are usually directed to a relatively Intensive key
entry process can skip this step altogether. It also serves as an independent source for defining an 
individual record ; once a census record is linked to the PR. it is considered as a defined reference 
record . This operation is taking place throughout the data capture process: m the key-entry and editing 
stages. before each round within each stage. and after it (key-entry is performed in, at most, two rounds 
while editing can be performed in up to four rounds). 

The editing module deals with non-conventional tasks. while it omitS the traditionally defined ed
iting tasks. The editors correct errors in enumerators' fields in order to complete the definition of 
processing units that have not been defined automatically. They also correct or validate values assigned 
1n previous stages. It should be noted that no editing, in itS traditional form, is performed. As was 
explained at the beginning of the paper. respondents' answers are not changed. even if logical contra
dictions are embedded in them. 

A parallel activity to the editing step is codln&. There are three types of coding in the syslem: 
addresses, occupation. and economic activity. The last two are followed by a quality control process. 

At the end of the data entry process, an ASCII file is formed and sent to the main frame, and the 
images of the questionnaires of each enumeration area. along with the ASCII values of the fields. are 
saved on an optical disk. 

II Conc luding Remarks 

The data capture system of the 1995 Israeli census staned in February 1996 and will be completed 
in August 1996. Although data capture is still in process. there are rwo imponant points to note: 

0 The questionnaires of 1.6 million households are captured by 123 workers. They are expected to 
complete the task in less than 140 working days. 

0 The current error rate in the raw data file, as measured by the out-going quality checks, is 0.558 
percent. The permissible error rate is I percent. 

The reduction of human involvement in the data capture process and the high quality of the raw data 
file are the outcome of careful planning, using the advantages offered by the technological improve
menu, :avoiding or solving prob1emc lhat have plagued the traditional data capture proce£s. and antici· 
pating -- and, therefore, giving solutions for -- the new system-related problems. • 
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Editing and Imputation Research for the 
2001 Census in the United Kingdom 

/a11 Thomas and David Thorogood, 
Office f or Natlo11al Statistics, United Kingdom 

Abstract 

The United Kingdom Census Offices are working on a development 
programme for the 200 I Census. This paper outlines the research being 
undertake n on editing and impum.ion as pan of this programme. 

New methodological and technical developments are being investigated 
to see if they offer improvements over previous systems. These include the 
possible application of neural computing to imputation, and the use of 
generalised editing software 10 create editing rules. Research will also address 
the extent to which editing and imputation processes can be integrated to 
reduce the occurrence of inconsistencies caused by imputation. The impact 
on the eduing and imputation systems of possible changes to other aspects of 
the census procedure will also be considered. 
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Editing and Imputation Research for the 
2001 Census in the United Kingdom 

fan Thomas and David Thorogood, 
Office for National S tatisfi&s, United KingdQm 

II Introduction 

The three UK Census Offices are working on a development programme for the next decennial 
population census in 2001. The Census Offices are: 

0 the Office for National Sta1is1ics (ONS) in England and Wales; 
0 General Register Office for Scotland; and 
0 Nonhern lrelAntl ~IAli(li<"s and Rt'search Agency. 

The same editing and impu1a1ion systems will be used in both England and Wales, and Scotland. 
Northern Ire land mny atinrt ttiffrrtnt processing syscems. 

The census has 1radi1ionally used a system of enumera1or delivery and collection of forms to/from 
households. The possibility of asking respondents 10 return completed forms by post will be examined 
in a census lest in 1997. Changes such as 1hese may mean 1ha1 different demands are made on the 
editing and imputation systems. 

As in any data collection exercise census data wi ll contain errors. "Tidying up" the data helps to 
c heck the validity of the entry, and ease computer processing. Edi1ing is performed on the raw data 
whiC"h is rec~ived from the public. This will contain missing 3nswers., answers which a.re inconsistent 
with others on the form, or coded answers which are outside of a pre-defined range. 

Imputation aims to fill in gaps in data caused by missing an.swers and items rejected as invalid or 
inconsistent by edit checks . 

The roles of editing and imputation systems are closely linked. In the 1991 Census, cenain im· 
puled items were inconsistent. Checks will be incorporated into the imputation process for 2001 10 

avoid this. Re-ed111ng the da1a after imputation is problematic as this may lead to "looping• with data 
r-~pe.atedly failins the post-impuunion edit. The option of closely integrating edit a.nd imputation pro· 
cessing will be investigated as this may offer an efficient way of ensuring consistency. 

II Editing 

Policy 

Editing should be considered an integral pan of the data collection process. In addition 10 the role 
of fixing errors. editing can also play a valuable pan in gathering intelligence about the census process. 
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Eorr1so AND IMPUTATION RmEARCH 1N THE U. K 

The overall editing (and imputation) policy is 10 make the minimum number of changes to the database, 
whilst ensuring that 111s complete and error free (as defined). 

A review has taken place of the smistical and operational requirements for editing systems and 
processes for 2001. The main findings were: 

O the methods chosen need 10 be practical and statistically sound. Editing must not cause boas 
or distonion in the data; 

Cl 1he methods must allow pre-de1errnined Data Quality levels 10 be met; 

O the processes need to provide a complete, consistent, comprehensive, valid dataset. 

There arc a number of stages at which editing can take place 11.ithin the overall process. These arc: 

:l clerical editing by manual scrutiny of the forms; 

n At thr: ni:u" Caprure Stage (in the proces,ins office). wirh simple stand alone chocks built into 
the Data Capture software; 

n at 1he Coding stage, when cercain decisions ma.y need to be made. for example, preference.$ 
where two answers are given to a question but only one is allowed; 

0 a Posl Capture/Coding main edit process to carry out checks within records and between 
records. and ensure consistency of the database; and 

0 within or post-impuuuion checking to ensure that the imputation process has not ~rcatcd 
inconsistencies. 

In summary. errors are: 

0 invalid (0111 of rang•): relatively simple for any data capture system to spot: 

0 missing data: i.e .• no answer given. A missing code needs to be supplied to identify such 
cases. again at data capture; and 

0 inco1Uistu1 data: i.e .. answers to questions that conflict with one 01bet These can be: 

de.finite such as a I year old married pc1son. 
less definite such as a 15 year old married person; or 
d oubtful such as a 60 year old student. 

Inconsistencies can occur: 

Cl wltbln records (of the type described above); 

Cl between person records In the same household •• for example, relationship to person I 
ticked as husband or wife, but person I having ticked single: or 
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::J between households -- for example. ir there are 1wo households within one building. one 
licks use of bath as shared, and the other ricks use of bath as exclusive . 

Editing Options 

The edit options being considered for 2001 fall under the following main beadings. 

1991 "&Iii Matricu" Approach 

In the 1991 Census, 1he edit system checked the validil)' of data and performed sequence and 
structure checks. Invalid. missing and inconsis1en1 items were identified for the imputation process. 
The editing process filled in a few missing items. The edit matrices were constructed so as to consider 
every possible combination of values for relevant items and 10 give the action, (if any) required should 
that combination arise. by male int the l~a(;t number of changes. 

Simplified 1991 Edit Matrices 

An assessment of the 1991 approach is underway to identify areas of excessive complex ity that can 
be simplified. In 1991, it was found that missing items are usually genuinely missing and so could go 
straiaht to imputation (prnvitll nz I\ quality check takes place to ensure. that there a.re no quality assurance 

problems. for example, wi1h software). Only inconsistencies need to be handled at editing stage. 

Stand Alo11t Edits at Data Capture 

Within record checks are being defined which could be carried out al 1he data capture stage. There 
is a school of rhought which ~ays 1hat the sooner errors are d6tected and eliminated the bcttcc Jlow
ever, it may prove more effective to eliminate all inconsistencies as one main process. 

lnleractiv~ F.diling 

Simple logic and data valida1ion edit checks could talce place via clerical intervention, using soft
ware packages to load the main database with correct values. 

Fastpath Editing 

After capture editing could be carried out on "closed" questions (those covered by tick box an
swers) onl)". This would produce an earlier panial database. The "hard 10 code" questions such as 
occupation could follow later. Such .in 11pprottch would only be adopted if lhere w~ ca clear customer 
requiremenl for information on cettain "easy to process" questions. 

Selective editing prioritises '"hich fields should be edited and then applies edits to those priority 
fields only. 

The selective editing approach is 10 calculate a score for each field with one or more detected 
errors. If the score is low it is expected that correction would have liule impact on the resulting edits. 
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Gtrttralistd Editing Rules 

Specific software, designed and developed to generate editing rules is available. Generalised soft
ware systems have great advanta&es when compared with ad hoc applications: they ob,·iously reduce 
application costs. but, more imponantly, they allow the correct application of given methodologies to 
each suitable situation. The system considers the. ~il.s for all fields sinlultaoeou~ly an\) the: re5pon5C 
reliability or each field is assessed. The explicit edits needed to edit combinations or these fields are 
then automatically generated. even if the relationships between the fields are very complex. Work is 
planned 10 investigotc the use of these generalised .systen-.~. 

EdiJing and lmpucacion Combined 

lmputa1ion needs to take place on a consistent database. but can itself cause inconsistencies. If. as 
a result of new approaches. fewer errors have 10 be dealt with at main edit time, then imputation and 
editing could be carried out in conju1u.:tiu11. wilh a rinal consistency check at the end or processing. 

II lmputotion 

Policy 

The Census Offices have access to all available information at individual record level. and so are 
best placed to guide the imputation of missing data. The imputation system removes the need for "miss
ing" or "not-stated" categories in statistical outputs , which can be inconsistently used and interpreted by 
users. It is therefore accepted that some form of imputation must be undertaken by the Census Offices 
prior lo the production or outputs. 

Imputation Options 

Three options are being considered. These are: 

0 Donor imputation (primaril y hot deck systems as in the 1991 Census); 
0 Neural networks: and 
0 Multi-level modelling (MLM). 

Of these, a hot deck system or a neural network solution are the most likely to be adopted. How
ever, the MLM approach is being investigated funher 10 see if it can be used. in whole or in part. The 
boundaries between the various types of system are not always clcai; particularly those between differ
ent rorms or donor 1mpu1auon . 

It is intended that the imputation options will be lrialed using a common set of test data from the 
1991 Census. 1 has should assist with the comparison of results. 

It is possible that different variables might be imputed using systems of different types and/or 
differing levels of sophistication. For example, a complex hot deck or neural network system mjghl be 
used to impute key variables (age. sex. marital condition), with other variables imputed using a simpler 
system. 
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Some imputation can be carried out by the editing system itself, in cases where on ly one code is 
possible. For example, rhe marital status of a one year old person can on ly be single . 

Donor Imputation 

ln donor imputation methods a value is selected from a valid record (the donor) and copied to fil l in 
the missing 1tem(sJ of another record (the recipient). Donor methods offer the benefit of imputing • 
plausible values as they are copied from real records. However, these values are not always consistent 
with other parts of the recipient record. Differences between types of donor method centre mainly on 
how the donor 1s selected. These methods are outlined below. Although the most likely donor option 
for 200 I is a sequential hot deck, aspects of the other methods below might be adopted. 

SequenlilI/ I/or Dtck 

The imputation system used in 199 1 was based on the hot deck method developed by Felli.11:i and 
Hoh ( 1976). 

A series of tables were designed reOecting the relationship between the variable to be imputed and 
other census variables. For example. it was known from the 1981 Census and intercensal tests that a 
good indication of the number of cars available to a household could be found from housing tenure. the 
number of people in the household. and whether the accommodation was in a permanent building or not. 
The imputation table for "number of cars" therefore held the observed values for number of cars avail
able to households with all combinations of these reference variables. For example, if the number of 
cars was missing for a particular household, the most recently processed record with the same tenure, 
building type and number of persons as the recipient, was selected as the donoc The number of cars 
available to the donor household was copied to the recipient. 

Fifty separate imputation tables (or decks) were used: 13 for household items: 24 for persons in 
households; one for communal establishments; and 12 for persons enumerated in communal establish
ments. For each cell in the imputation table, a series of values were held. These were updated continu
ously. with new values being taken from the most recently processed wholly valid record. and the oldest 
in that series of values being discarded. When an item requ ired imputation. the newest value in the 
appropriate cell series was copied to take the place of the missing value. Howeve~ if this value had 
already been used to impute. the next oldest was used. For household variables. such as tenure and 
accommodation type. each cell held a series of 3 values. whereas cells in tables used to impute indi
vidual variables. such as a person's age and sex. held 6 values. 

This hot deck method is known to work. It makes efficient use of computer processing capacity as 
each data fi le is read once only, ahhou,11:h there is an additional storage requirement to hold data in hnrh 
the imputation deck and main data file. 

However, hot deck systems can be complicated and time consuming to prngr•m This is rlosely 
related to the number and complexity of the imputation decks which arc included in the system. 

If more than one case in succession contains missing items, certain donor values may be used 
several times. The likelihood of this is reduced by storing several donor values in each class. Where 
there are many classes, the likelihood of having to re-use donor values increases, particularly where 
there is much missing data. 
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Simplifitd Hot Deck 

This is essentially the 1991 system reduced in complexity, with fewer imputation decks and cells. 
There could be significant reductions m the time and resources need for system development. and there 
may also be reductions in the computer processing and storage resources required. 

• As simpler imputation classes are used, each cell shou ld tend to be updated more frequently. There 
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is therefore less chance of re-using donors. This can be seen as a trade-off: as c lasses are simplified, 
donors may be less similar to the c.a.sc to be i1nput1:,:J l>ut 1c:u:,e of donors is Jess likely. 

Hiuarc/Ucol llot Dtck 

Here, the data file is soned into a much larger number of detailed imputation classes in a hierarchical 
structure. If no suitable donor is found at the finest level of the classification. classes can be collapsed 
into broader groups until a tlv11v1 i) round. A pattern of "hard" and .. soft" <: lass boundaries can be pro· 
grammed into the hierarchical structure, e.g., to ensure that an item is always imputed from a donor of the 
same age group. even though the area of residence classes may be collapsed . 

Hierarchical hot deck imputation frequently allows items to be imputed from very similar cases. 
However. the method is less efficient in its use of computing resources compared with sequential hot 
deck imputa1ion . The •1><•111 tlovolopmem process Is dltrlcult and time consuming, woth possibly lottle 
benefit. For these reasons it is unlikely that the method would be of direct use for 2001. Aspects of the 
method, such as collapsible class boundaries for certain key or hard 10 impute variables, cou ld be of 
possible use. 

Stalislics Canada -- No1 lmpu.totion 111ttltodology (NIM) 

The NIM system is being investigated to see if aspcctS of this could be used. NIM allows forward 
searching within a data file to select a suitable donor record. This differs from the ho1 deck system used 
in the UK iu 1991 which could only select donors from already processed records. This system may offer 
a way of avoiding re-use of donor values in areas where there is sparse data. NIM may a lso olfer more 
plausible imputations. 

Neural Networks 

Unlike traditional computing approaches which need 10 be explicitly programmed, neural computers 
auromatically learn solu1ions from the data itself. A neural computer can be taught and can learn abou1 
personal and household profiles provided in the census darn in order to impute missing values. 

Initially, the neural computer will go through this learning process. commonly known as "training." 
By using analysis tools. a model which has learnt profiles from the data may be analysed to show the 
relationships It has learnt. 

Neural computing can impute by forming a model using examples showing how the imputed variable 
is related to the other variables, and then applying this model to cases where a value for the imputed 
variable is not known . One model is constructed for each variable to be imputed, where the model takes 
the form of a function that takes the known data as an input, and delivers the imputed value as an output. 
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The output is the most likely value based on the relationship of the imputed variable to all other 
variables. II differs from traditional modelling approaches in that the output is initially in the form of 
a probability distribution. This is the distribution which would be achieved if successive imputations 
on identical records were carried out. The selection of the imputed value is made by the use of a 
random number generator weighted by the probability distribution. 

An initial "proof of concept" trial was very successfu l, and a further trial has begun. This second 
trial will address operational aspects as well as further examining the statistical quality of outputs. It is 
claiout:<J that neural compucing Is reliable and cost effecuve. Such a system would need far less laige 
scale de,elopmenl and programming work. However. there will be a need to carefully integrate the 
neural network with other paru of the processing system. 

Other problems relate to difficulties in understanding the concepts behind the system and explain· 
ing these to users of census data. There would also need 10 be a considerable transfer of skills from 
neural cechnlclans 10 Census Office s1atf to allow the efficient development and operation of the neural 
network and interfacing systems. 

Mu lli·le ve l Mode lllng Im p utation 

This model-based imputation method is being researched by Dr. R. D. Wiggins of City University, 
London. ONS have supplied anonym1sed test data from 1991 to assist in this project. 

ln multiple imputation (Rubin, 1987), missing data are replaced by two or more feasible values 
which represent the d istribution of possible values. The most plausible imputation value is then se
lected from this distribution. The mulli-level modelling work being undertaken by Wiggins is a com
plicated statistical technique which aims 10 go beyond existing mulliple imputation . The key advantage 
is that the method does not require the generation of mull1ple data sets. his aimed to produce consis
tent and efficient estimates together with their standard errors. The method can be used for both con
tinuous and categorical variables. Multi-level modelling may require extensive ex pen intervention du~ 
ing processing and may therefore be unsuitable for the census operation. 

II Key Considerations 

Statistical Quality 

The great majority of Census records do not contain missing data and pass the various edit checks 
which arc applied 10 them. However, the level of missing data varies from one small area of the country 
to another. and also from one population sub-group to another. For example, the level of missing data 
is higher in inner cities and among the elderly population. 

For certain geographical areas and variables, it is likely that only sparse data will be available. The 
imputation methodology selected will need 10 cope adequately with tbis. making full use of what data 
are available . 
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System Development and Operation 

In addition to the statistical qualicy of the outpuc, che probable development and operacional require· 
ments in terms of t ime. staff and compucing of each option will be considered. The census database is 
large and che data needs to be processed quickly. It is importanc that the edic and imputation methods 
selected allow efficient use of computer storage a.nd rrnce~c:ine capacity. Thi( c:nn~idtnuion may be
come less important as computing technology develops over the next S years. but nevertheless it cannot 
be ignored. 

Operarion of the edit and impumion systems must be hugely automatic with little need for expert 
intervention during processing. This means that more complex interactive modell ing approaches 10 im
putation will be unsuitable, even though they may produce oucput of satisfactory quality. 

It is planned 10 set up a data quality managemenl syslem (DQMS) for the 2001 Census. The editing 
and imputation systemc: wi ll nt"!l"..tl 10 output to the DQMS readily understandable information on their 
processes, by different variables. areas, and population sub-groups. 

Edited and impu1ed ilt>m~ were not marked in 1991 u it was feh that this would increue the size of 
the database too much. However. there is a duty to report on the quality of data and. as such. the record· 
ing of edit/impu1at1on actions is an essential requirement for 2001. Some options (such as neural net· 
works) offer this autnmAtically but, even for those that do not, developments in computer storage .ind 
processing power mean that this should be less of a problem in 2001. 

Processing Order and Geography 

The editing and imputation systems need 10 fit into the overall processing strategy which is cu~ 
rently heing defined ln previous. eens.us.es. records have be:en proces$ed "in b;itch'" with all records from 
a geographical area processed togetheL This can cause bottlenecks in the processing. and there is ongo· 
ing work 10 decide whether "free-flow" processing could be adopted. with census forms processed on 
recr.ipr It is likely that imputation would have 10 w11i1 until sufficient forms from An area had been 
returned to allow the creation of an accurate imputation model or 10 ensure that sullicient geographically 
c lose records were available as donors. This is irrespective of the actual methodology used. The char· 
acteristics of people returning forms early are likely 10 differ from those returning them late. Accurate 
impu1a1ion, whatever method is selected. will need to reflect this if a free-flow approach were to be adopted. 

Geographical variations in the relationships between variables must be renected by the imputation 
• method. In 1991. this was allowed for by processing groups of contiguous small areas togethec It would 

still be necessary 10 do this if an alternative donor method were used. Similarly. a model-based approach 
would need 10 allow ror changes in the model to rcAcc1 geographic.al differences. 

Absent Households/One Number Census 

In 1991, records were imputed for households that were wholly absent at the time of 1he Census, and 
for other identified households which did not return a Census form. This requirement will remain in 
2001. The imputation system selected must be able to cope with the imputation of these missing records 
as well as missing data items. It may be necessary or preferable to use different methods for these 
essentially different tasks. 
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A related development for 2001 could be the adoption of the One Number CeMus {ONC) approach 
to disseminating census and validation data. A ONC approach means only adjusted (for coverage) cen· 
sus results are output, as opposed to census tables and separate coverage correction factors. One way of 
doing this might be to impute missing person and household records of a number and type indicated by 
the validation estimates. These arc people and households not identified by the enumerator, but csti· 
mated to e•ist by the use of alternative sources (such as administrative registers) or a follow-up survel' 
This would represent a slgnlncant Increase in the role of the imputation system. It has not yet been 
decided if a ONC approach to dissem1nauon will be adopted. 

Disclosure Control 

There are proposals that some form of addi1ional imputation should be undenaken as a disclosure 
control technique. By deleting and re-imputing valid records, additional uncertainty of identification 
and matching is introduced which may reduce the need for other disclosure control techniques to be 
used. Although there are problems with this approach to disclosure control, this use of imputation will 
be considered. 

II Reference 

Fellegi, I. and Holt, 0. ( 1976) . A Systematic Approach to Automatic Edit and Imputation, Journal of 
the American Statistical Association, 7 I, pp. 17-35. 

Rubin, O.B. ( I 987). Multiple Imputation for Nonresponse in Surveys, New York, Wiley. • 
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A Priority Index for Macro-Editing the 
Netherlands Foreign Trade Survey 

Fran k 11an de Pol and Bert Diede"n , 
S tatist ics Netherlands 

5 Abstract 

Chapter 

A macro-cdiling index for lhe Netherlands Foreign Trade Survey is 
described. This index is inlended to trace errors by merely confronting 
currenl publication figures with lhe publication cell's hislory. A 

provisional experiment was carried out to determine the index's power in 
pointing to errors in the data. lnformauon on pseudo errors was obtained from 
the present record-oriented editing process. Desphe the big variability in many 
or the time series concerned, first results show a good association between 
index VAiue& 11nd pscudv er..-vr). 
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II Introduction 

A Priority Index for Macro-Editing the 
Netherlands Foreign Trade Survey 

Frank 1>an lk Pol and Bert Diederen, 
Statisties Netherlands 

The Netherlands Foreign Tr•de Survey (NFTS) used to be a complete enumcrauon ot all trade 
above a certain threshold. until on 1993 the EC put an end to restrictions on trade within the EC. Be
cause of this. administrative customs data on the Netherlands trade with EC countries were replaced by 
survey data with the usual low response rares, 1augi11g fro1n 44 percent (or small firms lO 8~ percent for 
large firms. Therefore. a shift of auention to increasing the response rate is necessary. Resources for 
this will be found in a complete redesign of the NFTS, especially in more efficient data editing. 

Editi ng the 2 million transactions that come in each month , mostly via electronic data interchange, 
will be reduced to the bare minimum of valid value checks. The main instrument to trace errors will be 
macro-editing. An index is designed to prioritize inspection of the 58,000 nonempty publication cells. 
Only publication cells that deviate clearly from the value we expect from the past will be checked for 
errors. 

A special feature of the data that shapes the priority index is that these many detailed trade time 
series concain lots of uro observations. Therefore our index is built on two distances, one relating the 
observed value to zero and the other relating the observed value to the expected non-zero value. The 
probabi lity to observe a zero is also taken into account. A section on the data gives some more detail 
about the data. The next section on macro editing contains the formula we chose, and the section on 
tracing errors by macro editing gives results on comparisons of edited and unedited data. The final 
section gives the conclusions. 

II The Data 

According to EC regulations, firrns have to use a very detailed classification of goods and coun· 
tries. Publlcatlon of monthly lmpons and expons in this amount or detail tor the Netherlands turns out 
to gi•c quite irregular figures for most public.ation cells. Berends ct al. (1995) recently decided to 
publish monthly data on a somewhat more aggregated level. with about 50 country groups and about 
800 product ca1cgoric1. When dAu oo ~alue iiud weigh1 are aggregated to publicalion cells, the data 
matrix as displayed in Table I is obtAined. 
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Table !.··Notation for the NFTS Data; Import in Month I 

country l, country I. country c, country C. unit-total 
product I product 2 product p product P 

unit I v1 11 q .. , ll,_ q, __ 
unit 2 

unu u ".11 q ••• "..-:r q....., v ·- q_ 

uni1 U 

publication II ~I' q•tp 
cell total 

Rows are firm units and columns ore publication cells. For firm unit u the import datamatrix holds 
value 11

11
('r and quantity q of product p from country c 1n month t. For exports. lhere is another matrix 

of the same format. In 7act. both matrices are split in two submatrices. one for EC trade and one for 
non-EC trade. Although the number of publication cells has been reduced. these data matrices still hold 
hundreds of thousands of non-empty cells, as Table 2 shows. 

Table 2.··The Size of the Datamatrlx of the Netherlands FTS 

I EC imports I EC exports I Non·EC imports I Non· EC expoMs 

Country groupings, C 10 10 44 44 

Product categories. P 798 797 796 796 

Nonempfy publication cells 6.681 7,538 17.688 26,088 

Firm units. U 25,694 20,184 ? 2,000 1,099 

Nonr..mpry matrix cells >41,3S6 273.109 ? 100.000 83,598 

?: Educated guess. 
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We want lO use macro-editing principles to trace errors in these many publication cells (Granquist. 
1994. 1995). The editors will look for the current publication figures that deviate most from what is 
expected. and look for errors in those columns of the datamatrix only. In the following we will de
scribe the index we use and present some first results on its ability to trace errors. 

II A Macro-Editing Index Which Takes Zero Observations Into Account 

An index was devised to quantify the deviation between current and expected publication values. 
It should be approximately uniformly distributed between 0 and 100 in order to enable an interprcmion 
in terms of a pcrcentAJe of the cells. Moreove~ we have to take account of the fact that one third of the 
publication cells that are nonempty for yearly figures. will remain empty with monthly figures. 

The same index will be applied 10 value and quantity. for imports and for cxpons. Therefore we 
simplify notailon 10 x • with r for month. u for firm unit and c for publication cell. A publication total .. , 
is written as.r . An unedited value is ~·riucn with a prime, asx' . 

I• ( r« 

An unc4itcd publlcauon valuex,., might be in error, when it differs a lot from the value we expect, 
~ •• , .on the basis of exponential smoothing of the cell c history (Michels, I 996; Siver and Peterson, 
I 985). However, with a very stable time series. differences arc sooner suspect than with a variable one. 
Therefore we standardized the d ifference with the standard deviation of the time series concerncd,s . 

'" thus oblaining ns distance measure 

dlt: s ~Q:- 1,, I/ Szrc. 

Next, we observed that many time series have zero observations in some months, which greatly 
buo."St:s lhe standard deviallon and thus makes the d,< less sensitive for an outlying current observation in 
zero-ridden time series. As a consequence. 100 small, but non-zero observations will not be noticed 
with this distance measure. To avoid 1hu, time series are considered to have two regimes, zero obser
viltion) •nd 11011-Lc1v vb.)crv111ions. An observation shoulCI be compared with the zero and the non·zcro 
regime of the time series. We use on the one hand the distance measure between the observed value. 
x'., . and the predicted non-zero value, ~ Ix ,. 0 

" r ' 

d'a " It 

' x;. - l x., f"r • OJ 

scx.,lr,,.O) 

and, on the other hand. the di1tancc between the observed value and zero, 

These two distA.nces arc combined into a single measure using the probability to observe a zero. P •• as 
predicted from the time series' history, 
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.. 
with value v• = max(v" , 0 ) . This ,\f• measure has a minimum of 0 and no maximum. Its 

~ k w w 
distribution is loft skewed and has a long tail to the right. To obtain a more evenly distributed measure 
between 0 and 100 we transform it with 

M = 
" 

100 M* 
" mtdian (M* .... > + M•., 

With this macro editing index some tests were carried out, which will be presented in the next section. 

II Tracing Errors by Macro-Ed it ing 

Before using real data we fi rst did some testing with anificial data. Table 3 shows four time series 
of six months. each '"'ith non-zero mean 100. but with varying amounts of zero observations. 

Tablt 3.··MM Va.lues for Four Stries and Four Currtnt Observations, 0, 50, 100, ond 200 

Month I Series I Series 2 I Series 3 I Series 4 

January 105 105 0 0 
February 110 110 110 0 
March 95 0 0 0 
April 105 100 100 100 
May 95 95 0 0 
June 90 90 90 0 

P. 0 0.17 0.5 0.83 
A 

x,,.Lr,('~o 100 JOO 100 100 

•(x,)x""°) 7.07 7.07 8. 16 10 1 

M" (July= 0) 66.5 54.8 26.8 6.6 
M,, (July= 50) 50.0 50.0 46.2 41 .3 

MK (July•IOO) 0 7.8 26.8 47.4 

M,, (J uly• 200) 66.5 66.5 63.2 58.S 

'With only one non-iero observation " S(x Ix"°) wassttto (x,,lx.,o<0)/10. 
" " 

As esuma1or for the predicted non-iero value, the mean of the non-icro values in the time series 
was used. Tho probability of a zero was estimated as the proportion zeroes in the time series. In a time 
series without zeroes and with mean 100. an observation of200 turns out to be as alarming as an obse~ 

vat ion of 0 (m., = 66.5). When the series has a zero in it. an observ1tion of 200 still has m,, • 66.5. using 
the distance measures d 0 and d • . which ttCal zero observa1ions separately A rlistt11n« measure, 

k k 

which Lroats zero as an ordinary observation, would, due to a higher standard deviation of the series, 
wrongly consider 200 as less exceptional than our measure docs. 

An observation of I 00, which is the mean non-zero value of all series considered. gives index M" = 
0 when the ume series has no zeroes in iL The more zeroes the time series has, the higher the index 

value wi II bo for an observation of I 00 (M" = 7 .8 for p • = 0 . 17, M" = 26.8 for p • = 0.5 and M" • 47.4 for 

P. = 0.83). 
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In order 10 test the macro-editing index with more realistic data. an arbitrary sample was drawn 
from the unedited data of AuguSt 1995. A limiied number or products and countries of varying type was 
sclecicd from the 44 couniry groupings and 798 product groupings available. Moreovcc only latac 
firms were included in the sample. which holds about 2000 firm units. This test sample was then matched 
with iis history. ume senCJ of 24 months length, and with the corrected data after data editing. 

In this file we computed pseudo errors. that is the dill'crcncc of unedited values minus edited values. 
Our major concern was to test whether the macro editing index M" would be able to trace publication 
cells ~·ith l:a.rge pseudo enort. If so. editing of non·tC trade will rely on this iodc;.. for- crro1 detccliuu 

Tobi• 4.-Rdotion Bd•·ttn M1cm-Eclhlng Index (\Utical) and Absolute Edit Sitt (Horilollcal); 
O!>Kn·td Non-zero Import Volu .. or a Sdtttion of Publication Cells in Augusl 1995 

0 I 2 3 4 5 6 1 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 Total 

041,,S 5 14 13 12 
54f"SIO 9 13 8 

IO<M"S" 6 100 9 10 6 
15<M,,S20 5 67 13 10 5 
20<M,,S25 4 8 17 13 4 
25 <M,,S30 5 8 33 4 
30<M,,.!.35 2 8 2 
35<M,,S40 3 8 9 3 
40<M,,S45 3 8 3 
45 <M,.S50 3 23 13 25 4 
50<M.,sss 3 25 3 
55<A1,,s60 3 10 3 
60<M,.S65 3 8 3 
65<A1 .. S70 3 9 100 50 3 
70<M.,S75 3 18 25 10 4 
75<M"S80 4 9 17 10 33 5 
80<M"S85 3 8 9 13 33 4 
85<M"S90 7 33 10 25 6 
90<M,.S95 6 IS 18 13 25 10 so 50 50 so 8 
95<M .. s100 II IS 18 25 33 13 30 50 50 25 100 50 so 100 14 
Total~ 85 I 2 2 2 2 2 . 2 I I 100 
Total freq~ 465 0 I 3 013 II 8 12 8 I 10 2 2 3 4 I 2 2 2 0 550 

Labels absolute edit size in Dutch iuilders t- S0.68)· 

0: 0 6: 5000-1 0 .000 12: 200.000-500.000 18: 7 .000.000-10.000.000 
I: 1- 10 7: I 0.000-20,000 I): S00.000-700.000 19: 10.000,000-SO.OOO.OOO 
2: I 0. 100 8: 20.000-S0.000 14: 700,000-1.000,000 20: "50.000,000 
3: 100.SOO 9: S0,000-70.000 IS: 1,000,000-2,000.000 
4: S00.1000 10: 70.000-1 00. 000 16: 2.000,000-5,000.000 
5: 1000-5000 II : I 00.000-200.000 17: S.000,000-7 ,000,000 
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from June 1996 onward. EC tr1de is planned to follow in January 1997. An Oracle database is being built 
10 guide 1be edi1ors from a suspect publica1ion cell 10 a suspect firm uni1. a cell in Table I. Underlying 
transactions can be looked up and correc ted. 

Table 4 shows a cross-t1ble of non-zero reported import values wi1h 1he absolu1e size of the pseudo 
errors on the horizontal axis and 1he M. index of all 550 non-zero publication cells considered o n the 
vertical axis. The export coun1crpan concerns 772 non-zero publication cells and is shown in Table 5 . 

Tobie $.-Relation lid ween Macn>-Editini Inda { \htical) and Absolute Edi1 Sitt (Horttontal); 
Observed Non·uro Expon Values of a Seltction of Publication Cdl.s in August 1995 

0 1 2 3 4 s 6 7 8 9 10 II 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 Total 

O<M .. s. 5 Io 10 6 4 7 13 
S<M,..SlO 7 3 19 6 

lO<M.s15 s 5 4 
15<M.s20 4 5 12 7 1 I 4 

20<M"S2S 4 10 5 4 4 
2S<M.,S30 5 5 4 
30<i11.,S35 2 3 9 4 9 33 2 
3S<M,,S40 s 3 4 4 
40<M.,S45 3 5 13 7 3 
45<M.sSO 4 7 6 8 13 4 
so<M.s55 3 6 5 4 7 13 3 
S5<M.,S60 3 ; Q 3 
60<M .. S65 3 7 6 5 7 3 
6S<M .. S10 4 9 9 3 
10<M.,~15 3 3 13 9 4 38 11 4 
75<M,.S80 3 14 6 7 22 4 
80<M,.S85 3 14 6 s 12 13 18 7 II 33 33 4 
85<M,.S90 6 3 6 4 9 13 11 s 
90<M.,S95 6 7 9 12 9 11 33 50 7 
95<M.,SIOO II 100 14 25 23 31 38 36 27 22 67 33 88 67 so 100100 IS 
Total 'A> 79 4 2 3 3 I 1 2 1 1 100 
Total freq. 612 0 0 0 10 29 16 22 26 8 I I JS 9 3 3 8 3 0 2 3 I 772 

Labels absolute edit t1&c in Dutch 1u1Jdcr. f"- $0.68). 

0: 0 6: S000-10.000 12: 200.000-500.000 18: 7,000.000-J0.000.000 
1: 1- 10 7: 10.000-20.000 13: 500.000-700.000 19· 10.000.000-S0.000.000 
2: 10.100 s: 20.000-so.ooo 14: 700.000-1.000.000 20: ~S0.000.000 
3: 100.SOO 9: S0.000-70.000 IS: 1,000,000-2.000.000 
4: 500.1000 I 0: 70.000· I 00.000 16: 2.000.000-s.ooo.ooo 
S: 1000-5000 II: 100.000-200,000 17: S.000.000-7.000.000 
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We fi rst focus on the frequency distribution of the edits that were made in the present, transaction
record oriented approach. It turns out that in most of the publication cells no edits have been done, 85 
percent for imports and 79 percent for exports. This is the column labeled 'O' in tables 4 and 5. Few 
cells have an accumulated effect of less than dn .1000. which probably means that no very small corrcc
hons arc carried oul. Most edited cell~. abuut 12 percent ror impon values and abOut 18 pcrccnl ror 
output values. have undergone medium sized alterations. that is less than half a million guilder$. 

About one quarter of these medium siud edit cffccct arc predicted by a macro editing index 1argcr
than 90. When edttors would be looking at cells with an index value la'l!er than 80 percent only, about 
50 percent of the medium siu:d edits will take place. For high impact edits, causing publication cell 
changes of more than half a million, the •hit rate" comes close to 100 percenL 

Tables 6 and 7 , finally, refer to those publication cell s that firm units reported to be zero in August 
1995. Fev.· zero observations arc altered in the prc~en1 etti1ing process, in our sampl~ 3 percent for 
import values and I percent for export values. These few cases arc well predicted by the macro editing 
index. 

Table 6.-Rdatlon Jlt.t,.een Macm-Editlng Ind" (\~ni<AI) and EditAbsolul< Si .. (Horhontal); 
Ob .. rved Zero Import Values or. Selection or Publication Cells in AURUSt 1995 

0 l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 Total 

O<M.,S 10 24 23 
IO<M.,S20 7 7 

20<M,.:S30 8 8 
30<M,.:S40 5 s 
40<M $50 

" 
6 6 

50<M~$60 s 5 
60<M,,S70 5 5 
70<M,,s 80 7 100 7 
80<M,.s 90 II 50 11 
90<M,,!. 95 8 100 8 
95<M,,!.IOO 13 so 100 100 100 100 14 
Total% 97 1/2 I 112 112 1/2 112 112 100 
Total freq. 262 0 0 0 I 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 I l 10 270 

Labels absolute edit site in Durch e;uilM.rs ~ SO 68): 

0: 0 6; 5000-10.000 12: 200.000·500.000 18: 7,000.000-10,000.000 
I: I- 10 7: 10.000-20.000 13: soo.000-100.000 19: 10.000.000.50.000.000 
2: 10-100 8: 20,000-50,000 14; 700.000· I .OOO.OOO 20: l!S0.000,000 
3: 100-500 9: 50.000-70,000 15: 1.000.000-2.000,000 
4: 500-tOOO I 0: 70.000-100.000 16: 2.000.000-s.ooo.ooo 
5: 1000·5000 II: I 00,000-200.000 11: 5.000.000.1.000.000 
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T1ble 7.--Rdation Bdwttn M•cR>-Editing Index (\~nlul) and Edit Absolute Siu (Horhontal); 
O!mn-ed Zero Export Values oraSdectioa of Publicatioo Cells in AusuJt 1995 

0 I 2 3 4 .s 6 7 8 9 10 II 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 Total 

O-.M,,s 10 18 17 
IO<M.,:S 20 (( I I 
20<M.,S 30 8 8 
30<M s 40 

" 
., 7 

40<M.,s .SO 6 6 
50<M.,S: 60 5 5 
60<M.,S 70 8 8 
70</lf"S 80 8 8 
80</11,,:S 90 7 7 
90<A1"S 9.S 8 8 
95</11" :S I 00 14 100 100 100 I .S 
Total 'ii> 99 112 I in 100 
Total freq. 338 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 2 0 I 0 0 342 

Labels absolute edit siu: in Dutch auilders ('" S0.68): 

0: 0 6: S000-10.000 12: 200.000-S00,000 18: 7,000,000-10.000.000 
I: 1- 10 7: I 0,000·20,000 13: 500,000· 700.000 19: 10.000.000-SO,OOO.OOO 
2: 10· 100 8: 20,000-SO.OOO 14: 700.000-1,000.000 20: ~0.000,000 
3: 100-SOO 9: 50,000· 70.000 15: 1,000.000.2.000.000 
4: S00.1000 10: 70.000.100.000 16: 2.000.000.s.ooo.ooo 
5: I ()()(). 5000 II : I 00.()()(). 200.000 11: s.000.000. 1.000 noo 

II Concluding Remarks 

The resulis in the previous section showed that our macro-editing index will 1racc almost all la'8e 
errors in the foreign trade data. but a sizable proportion or the mid-sized errors will remain undetected. 
Although most of these errors arc too small to have a serious effect on publication fiaures. we still would 
like to boost the performance of our index with the larger ones. 

One improvement will be that we will use a better time series model to predict the current value. In 
this preliminary experiment we simply used the arithmetic mean of rhe non-zero values in the previous 24 
months. Fim results with exponential smoothing (Silver and Pe1erson, 1985: Michels, 1996) promise to 
be better. 

Secondly. a robust estimate for the variability of the series would make the index more sensitive with 
series which behave relatively stable, but have one extreme outlier in their histO<)l 

Finally, we consider an alternative for the distance measures we presently use. lnste&d of dividing the 
absolute difference between an observed and a predicted value by a measure of the variability of the 
series. one could subtract 1.96 times the standard error of the predicted value. 
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Wi1h 1his measure, macro edi1ing would only look a1 significan1 devialions from the expec1ed value. 

The main problem with this measure is that an estimate of the standard error of the predicted value is 
not available for lhe case of exponeniial smoo1hing. Moreover. 1his measure will be 0 for all public•· 
tioo cells wi1h nonsignific1n1 devi11ions. This propeny is al variance with our wish 10 have a measure 
which has a nearly uniform diS1ribu1ion. 
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Experiences on Changing to PC-based 
Visual Editing in the Current Employment 
Statistics Program 

8111 Goodmnn, Laura Freeman, Mikll Murphy, and 
Richard Esposito, Bureau of Labor Statistics 

Abstract 

A demo and talk were presented on the ARIES system, as used in the 
Current Employment Statistics Program at the Bureau of Labor 
Statistics. The system uses a top-down graphical and query search 

technique 10 identify oucliers in estimate-level data. and then isolate and treat 
outliers in the corresponding sample data. This talk discusses the experiences 
of both developers and users in adopting ARIES. including the problems 
encountered and suggestions for future development. 
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Experiences on Changing to PC-based Visual 
Editing in the Current Employment Statistics Program 

II Background 

Bill Goodman, Laura Freeman, Mike Murphy, and 
Richard Espn.<ito, R11ri'n11 of Labor Stati#ics 

To convey the advantages of the ARIES system, some backg<ound on the survey in which it is used 
and on the preceding system will be necessary. The Current Emplnymr.n1 Statisiics surv~y is the largest 
monthly survey of employers in existence and one of the firs1 major economic indicators each month. II 
samples nearly 400.000 establishments employing nearly 40 percent of all payroll workers, with over 
45 million workers in the sample. It produocs data for nver 600 industries. including major division• 
and more detailed industry levels. Our data were primarily collected by mail un1il we recently in· 
creased 1he use of electronic media. Now, phone collection, 1ouch·tone self response, compu1er-as
sisted interviews. fax technology. and voice r~cngnitinn a.re being u£ed to obtain higher and faster re 
sponse rates. The Current Employment Sta1is1ics survey of employment, hours, and earnings entails 
esti mates of s ix 10 seven fields in 1,700 strata, for a 101al of approximately 10,800 es1imatcs, mon1hly. 
Because of demands for quick responses. three sets of estimates·· two preliminary sets based on parti al 
samples available earlier and the third set using 1hc cn1irc set of usable responses •• are produced each 
month. 

The previous sys1em, designed in the early to mid-seventies and written in COBOL, relied heavily 
on the use of listings, which were reviewed by nine industry analysts. Once questionable estimates 
were idenrific<t it was generally Mc,....s.sary lo review all individual reports for that $tr::uum. o.s liJtings 
were sorted only by industry, state. and reporter identification numbe~ so that finding all outliers en
tailed a complete review of the reports for the stratum. While certain preliminary screening of re· 
sponses was performed, the screening did not catch all errors. 

II The ARIES System 

ARIES is a graphical and query-based PC review system, designed to more easily identify and treat 
both estimate outliers at the macro level and 3nmplc outliers at the micro level. Revi1;w u:.ingARIES 

• 

consists of a winnowing through successively more micro-level data to isolate the questionable indi· .,. 
vidual sample reports among the approximately 400,000 reports which may be responsible for unusual 
movements in estimates for the current month . For CAch data analyst, (Cvic:::w :$tarts with an anomaly 
map, which is a graphical tree-structure of the industries and es1imates for which that analyst is respon· 
sible. Colors on the nodes of the map indicate the location of questionable industry estimates. Once 
significan1 problems arc identified at this macro level, review continues through individual indus1ry 
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scauergrams of reports represen11ng sampled establishments, distribution graphs, and interactive que
ries. to isolate the individual sample members most likely to have contributed to the questionable esti· 
mate. Decisions on data weighting or rejection are made at the individual report level. and estimates are 
automatically re-generated on the PC and displayed on the PC screen. (A more complete description of 
this process can be found in the Journal of Computariona/ and Graphical Statistic.<, Vol. 3, Number 2. 
June 1994.) The process is represented in the following <ehem2rie· 

) 

Industry Anomaly Map 

.. 
-

Sample Disuibution 

? 
• 

Queries 

Identify 
--1 outliers & 

re-estimate 

Loosely termed the "cell garden," the anomaly map is used to perform data validation at the macro 
level during the estimate review process. An excellent tool at each "closing.· the anomaly map is espe
cially helpful during the initial preparation of a given month's first preliminary estimates, or "first clos
ing." 

Ourina lhe first clncing, •na1ysts must check their estimates a1 the m01cro level. d"ide which cclla 
should be reviewed, and then search for repons that may be causing the abnormal estimates. Abnormal 
estimates may be due to typos in reponed data and are often conccted. But if the estimate appears to be 
correct the. analys1 4':hnu1d become familiar enoush with the siru.:uion such that it can be readily ex
plained to interested panics. Finally, necessary changes are implemented, and the data are uploaded for 
merging into the production database. Al first closing, the analyst has about three hours to perform 
these tasks and any Others related to preparing and understanding the estimates for that month. 
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The anomaly map does two great things for the time-sensitive production analyst. The first is to 
identify cells which are out of range compared 10 the historical data for that panicular month. The 
second is to make possible rapid review of all cells, regardless of whether ARIES found the cell's esti· 
mate abnormal. The ARIES anomaly map provides the historical over-the-month change data for each 
estimate. Estimates. or cells. can be selected and reviewed based on this history. The cell garden serves 
ro fa('ilitate the analyst's review of each cell in a rapid manner_, and without the use of the somcwhnt 
cumbersome paper over-the-month change book. 

Using th~ scauergram.c in ARTES, one C3n select perhaps ten outlying individual rcporu for- review, 
instead of reviewing all repons in the stratum, perhaps several hundred. The selected repons can imme
diately be reviewed in the ARIES system. An additional advantage of ARIES is its capacity to present, 
immediately on user demand, the latest sixteen months' data for a selected reponet The old listings 
showed only the three latest months' data and the same three months a year earliet With more data for 
the reponer, one can make a more informed decision about the validity of its latest data. 

II The Advantages of ARIES 

One of the advanLages of using the ARIES system is that members of our staff can take data editing 
a step further. For example, the Query function allows the analyst to investigate estimation problems 
more thoroughly by asking •pt:eific questions perrnining to the sample. For example. you could ask to 
see all the reporters that increased their employment by a certain percentage. To do so was impossible 
using the old paper method without going over thousands of pages of data, risking mistakes made on a 
calculator and using up valuable time. Another advantage to the query function is that it adds a new 
realm of research as to why estimates came out the way they did. It gives solid facts, for example, on 
reporting trends by state and comment codes. We are now able to tell in a matter of seconds how many 
of our 1epo1ts cume in coded. for example, with an elfect or bad weather. So AR1ES has not only 
improved our efficiency, but has also improved our analysis of the data. Our analysis of the data with the 
assistance of the ARIES system has become more accurate, more efficient, and more thorough. • 
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Chapter 

Graphical Editing Analysis Query System 
(GEAQS) 

Paula Weir; U.S. Energy Information Administration 

Abstract 

The Graphica l Editing Analysis Query System (GEAQS) is a software 
tool developed by the Energy Information Administration to graphically 
edit respondent level data using a top down approach with drill down 

capability. GEAQS combines exploratory data analysis and visuali zation 
techniques with the directional power or the anomaly map concept or ARIES. 
within an object oriented Windows application using PowerBuilder. 
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Graphical Editing Analysis Query System 
(GEAQS) 

&ula Weir, U . S. E11erg lnfortnation A dministration 

II Background 

In 1990 the Data Edi ting Subcommittee of the Federal Committee on Statistical Methodology re
leased the Statistical Policy Working Paper No. 18, Dara Editing in Federal Srarisrical Agencies. The 
paper pt'esenLed the Sul.u . .:v111111iuc:c::.'s findings thut median editing cos1 as a percentage of total survey 
costs was 40 percent for economic surveys. The Committee felt that the large proportional cost was the 
direct result of over identification of potential errors. Hit rates, the number of identified potential 
errors lha.1Ja1er1c::.sull i11 a <lata corrc::<.:don divided by the total number identified, were universally very 
low. As a result, a lot of time and resources were spent that had no real impact on the survey results. 
The repon cites research by the Australian Bureau of Statistics concerning the use of graphical tech
niques to find outliers at both the micro and macro level. A similar graphical approach to editing used 
by the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics for the Current Employment Survey is also described. The 
Automated Review of Industry Employment Statistics (ARIES) system helps to identify true errors 
quicker and results in fewer man-hours to edit the data. Graphics, particularly screen graphics, were 
found to be a preferable approach by the data processors and greatly reduced the amount of paper 
generated during the survey cycle. The recommendations of the subcommittee included the need for 
survey managers to evaluate the cost efficiency and timeliness of their own editing practices and the 
implications of important technological developments such as microcomputers. local area networks. 
and various communication links. as well as the expertise of subject matter specialists. 

Subsequent to the efforts of the Data Editing Subcommittee, a working group of analysts, research 
statisticians and programmers was formed within the Bureau of Census to examine the potential use of 
graphics for identifying potential problem data points in surveys. It was felt that the existing proce
dure of flagging cases failing programmed edits and reviewing each edit on a case-by-case basis, had 
three main disadvantages. Examination of each case individually allowed the analysts to neither see 
the bigger industry picture nor see the impact of the individual data point on the aggregate estimate. 
The analysts, therefore, examined more cases than necessary. Thirdly. edit parameters or tolerances 
were derived from previous surveys which implied the relationships were constant over time. The 
group felt that the tools of exploratory data analysis combined with subject matter specialists' expertise 
were well suited for identifying unusual cases. The group considered l:>ox plots, scatter plots and some 
fitting methods, as well as transformations. This graphic approach could also be combined with batch
type edits whi le simultaneously evaluating dynamically set parameters or cutoffs. The working group 
concluded that a successful system requires that the system be acceptable to the people who use it. This 
requires training and incorporating the tools into the production environment and system. Two other 
systems, the Graphical Macro-Editing Application at Statistics Sweden, and the Distributed EDDS 
Editing Project (DEEP) of the Federal Reserve Board, have further demonstrated the efficiency of 
graphical editing. 
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II The Concept 

The Graphical Editing Analysis Query System (GEAQS) is being developed by EIA as a tool to 
reduce survey costs and reduce the amount of paper generated. It combines and builds on the features 
of the four other systems mentioned above--thc ARIES system. the Census Working Group prototype, 
the Graphical Macro-Editin_RApplication, and DEEP. The GEAQS borrows from the ARIES system the 
concept of an anomaly map which summarizes the relationship of various levels of aggregates and flags 
questionable aggregates through the use of color. This top down method of editing provides the user 
the ability to drill down through the aggrej?ates to the respondent level. From the Census Working 
Group prototype and recommendations. GEAQS makes use of the tools of Exploratory DataAnalysis. 
Box-Whiskers graphs summarize aggregate changes from the previous period to the current period 
through multiple boxes for the "children" of the select higher level aggregates. Further subaggregates 
are visible and identifiable within each box. Scatter plots are used to further dril l down and display 
respondent level data for the current period versus the last period for the select aggregate . Actual 
reponed data is distinauishcd from imputed data by the u<e of circle< and trianele• Thi< •llnws the 
user to pursue different follow-up procedures accordingl y. The additional benefit of different symbols 
for respondents and imputed data is the visualization of the distribution of imputed data with respect 
to reported data and confinna1ion of whether respondent( Ar~ (imil"r 10 nonrf!:1;:ponctt-nls Data points 
with high influence arc indicated by colot High influence points that visually deviate the most from 
the trend contribute the most to the overall change. Outliers of low influence. if not systematic, are not 
as cost effective lO pursue and contribute to over editing R"tr.h edit flags c~n be pt'ssed (O lhe system 
to further prioritize the failures, as well as evaluate and help determine parameters or cutoffs. GEAQS 
builds upon the need for a Windows' application as developed by Statistics Sweden. This allows the 
userto point-and-click on an aggregate in the anomaly map orthe Box-Whiskers. as well as a data point 
on the scatter graph . The user can take advantage of tool bars, dialogue boxes. and icons. Resizing and 
zooming are built in to enable the analyst to focus on panicular parts of a graphic. Tiling, on the other 
hand. allows the analyst 10 maintain the previous graphic while operating on the next graphic of the 
same drill down effon. An icon for a legend is also provided to assist the analyst in distinguishing 
colors. shapes, erc. In order to maximize the usefulness of GEAQS to other surveys. additional time 
and effon was taken to make GF..AQ!\ object oriented. This allows for minima.I costs to modify or 
enhance GEAQS to operate on surveys other than the survey originally piloted. It will also allow for 
case of integration with the rest of the data processing system. 

GEAQS will also build on the work done for the DEEP system of the Federal Reserve Board by 
capitalizing on time series information. It allows the analyst to view the respondent data over an ex
tended period of time . What may appear as an anomaly with respect to other respondenu in that cell 
may be consistent with that respondent's historical reporting. This capability supplemented with pull 
down text comments helps the analyst determine if the respondent's reponing dilfcrence has been veri
fied previtu1((y Like the Fedenll Reserve Sys:tcm, GEAQS was developed in PowerBuildcr and uses 
Pinnacle graphics server to help generate the graphs. The use of PowerBuilder and Pinnacle resulted in 
quicker development time and less cost. In addition. in order to capture the recommendation of the 
Cen~ns Worldog Group Lhat the system is acceptable to rhe people who use it, the development of 
GEAQS emulated rhe iterative user feedback process used by the Federal Reserve Board rhrough test
ing by users at various stages of development. Unidentified requirements were quick ly discovered and 
modifications made. This made the product more useful 10 the analysts by allowing their direct input 
throughout the process. 
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GEAQS also incorpora1es many of the visualizarion 1echniques described by William Cleveland. 
The lop-down approach is an i1era1ive process. Edi! failures are no1 j us1 lis1ed priori1ized or ranked by 
some prede1ermined variable . The analyst discovers which aggrega1es deviate the mos1, which nexl 
leve l aggregates directly comribute, and then which respondents are outliers and which have a high 
impact on that aggrega1e. Circles are used for data points to minimize darkening wi1h the exception that 
triangle~(/; are U(l;~tt for impu1~d data. Only two colorc, limited 10 four shades eoch, are u$cd in the 
anomaly maps. while the scaner graphs contain only three colors. Colors are used to dis1inguish difer
ent levels of severily. Even 1hough legends are provided, 1he limiled number of colors allows for "ef
fnrrl~(( perception .. That 1s, ii lessens the need to uce the legends which would be a cognitive process. 
Limi1ing the number of shades allows for clear dis1inc1ion be1ween shades within a colot In addilion. 
visualiza1ion in sca11er graphs of data also requires fi tting the data. The fit may no1 be immediately 
apparent. GEAQS displays a leas! squares regression line in addition 10 1he no change or currenl· 
equals-prior line for orien1a1ion. Transforma1ions, panicu larly power transformations. of the da1a may 
also be necessary 10 unclusler 1he daia, reduce the spread of the data. or reveal an underlying linear 
rela1ionship. Logarithm' m!.\ke. the d3ta more symmetric t\nd reduce skewness. monotone spread and 
muhiplicative effects which make ii difficult to visually de1errnine the true outliers. To funher assist in 
unclustering and iden1ifying individual responses. zoom and resize capabilities arc provided by a mere 
click on the respective icon. Tiling of the windows is olao possible, allowing the analy~t lO keep the 
bigger picture in mind or a road map of where the analysl is in the process. The scaner graph au1omati
cally brings up the daia tablc/spreadshee1 into the right half of the window. Clicking on individual data 
points highlights the data in the spreadsheet and vice versa. Analysts can choose lO rocus ou ce1w.i11 

pans of the graph by drawing a box around the points of interest and 1hen selecting ei1her 1he inside box 
or outside box icon. The graph is then redrawn showing only the chosen set of data poin1s. Similarly, 
1he daia table will reflect only those points. 

The pilot survey used in 1he development of GEAQS was chosen because of its complexity. II was 
felt th3t if graphica.J editing could be sucec.s.sfully 4ccomplishcd fot thi:> ~urvey. il wuulll be H ~mall ta.sk 
10 modify the syslem for 01her surveys. The survey chosen collects state level prices and volumes of 
petroleum produc1s sold mon1hly from a census of refiners and a sample of resellers and retailers. Vol· 
ume weig.h1ed ovcr-a.ge prices a.re published at 1he )late. Pet1vlc;.1.unAcJministnttion for Defense District 
(PADD). and U.S. level for a variety of sales types and producl aggregation levels. Volume totals and 
volume weighted average prices for refiners are also published. Approximately 60.000 preliminary 
and final aggregates are published each mon1h . 

JI The Application 

The user of GEAQS is provided 1he flexibility to decide where in the system to start. Af1er clicking 
uu lite "new" icon. 1he opening dialogue box (Figure I) allows the user 10 choose from various views. 
Four of these views arc associated with aggregates •• 1hree anomaly views and a delta graph (Box
Whisker on change). The anomaly views are available for geographical, produc1, and sales type, the 
1hree main dimensions of 1he pi101 survey, in addition 10 ume. The geographical view requires 1he user 
10 also select a produc1, sales ca1egory, seller type. statis1ical da1a 1ype. and reference period from the 
drop·down lisls provided by clicking within the respec1ive boxes. As the user makes 1he view selec-
1ion, lhe sys1em adjus1s the possible product selection, according to the combinations of aggregales 
calculaled by the survey's processing system. Similarly, as the user selects the product, the list of 
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Figure l 

Graphical Editing Analysis Query System {GEAOS) 

possible sales categories is adjusted accordingly. Once all selec1ions have been made, the user clicks the 
OK button. The graphic is !hen displayed (Figure 2). The geographical anomaly view graphically repre· 
sencs aggrega1e cells of the selecied data by placing a node for the highest level aggregaie, the U. S., in 
!he center of 1he map. Orbiting oul from the center are nodes for the next level of aggregales, five 
regions of the counlry called PADDs. One PADD is broken out in10 three more nodes for subPADDs. 
From each PADD or subPADD node, state level nodes are used to represenl the lowesl level of geo· 
graphic agg.regate. Each node, regardless of the level, is colored according to i1s current edit score. For 
price data, the current score is the difference be1ween the price change (current price minus the previous 
period price) at the Slate level and the price change al the PADD or subPADD level calculated wirhonr 
including thal particular state; !he edit score for slate k, at time period t is: 

(P"·• - P11•1• 1) • (P• "' - P*._1•1) . where P* .. , is the PADD averael! price ~xelnding state k. 

Volume and revenue current scores are s imilar, but use the difference in percenl change belween the 
slale and lhe PADD or subPADD. The currenl scores for !he U.S. and PADDs are just the price change 
between the previous and current period. Four shades of blue are used 10 represent scores thal indicate 
the price change is greater for 1hat area (state or subPADD) than the more aggrega1ed geographical area 
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(PADD or U.S.) by 4. 7, 10, or 40 cents as the darkness of the color incruses. Similarl)4 four shades of 
green are used to represent area price changes that are less than the more aggregated geographical area 
by 4, 7, 10, or 40 cen1s. Areas where data do not ex isl arc shaded grey. The analyst may click on the 
legend icon 10 c larify 1he color dis1inctions. The legend may be moved around the window or 1umed off 
as the user desires. If the user had chosen volume or revenue. rather than price for the statistical data 
selection, the shades of blue and green would represent different levels of percent change. A user may 
click on any node of the map 10 activate a geographical area colored 10 indicate a laige price increase or 
decrease relative to the PADD. The tool bar at the bouom of the window will show the name of the 
slate. suhPAOO. PAOO, nr tJ S nod~ activated. along wilh the weighted averaae price and the score 
for 1he area. The user may drill down by either clicking on the products or sales type icon . If the user 
had previously selected a product that can further be broken down to the reported product level. the user 
wnuld chon~e 1he f1rnrl11C'f•( icon The window would be replaced by a new s-raphic, a product anomaly 
map (Figure 3), that shows for the activated geographical area node all products broken down to the 
reporting level componenl products. The nodes are shaded the same way as the geographical anomaly 
map to indicate the levels of the edit score. The user can cl ick on 1he appropriate component product to 
activate the reporting level product and then click the sales type icon 10 further drill down. The screen 
is then replaced wi1h the sales type anomaly map (Figure 4) which shows retail and wholesale sales type 
components for the activated state and product. Colored nodes are again used to signi fy the levels of 
relative change for the various sales types. 
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GEAQS allows the user to determine !he path for drilling down. A user can sran with a product or 
sales type anomaly rather than a geographical anomaly. The procedure is the same. only the order 
changes. An alternative procedure for drilling down is provided through the delta graph, a Box-Whis
ker graph of change·· price, volume or revenue -- between reference periods. In the opening dialogue 
box. !he user selects delta graph under the available views. The user would next select a group of 
related products through a product selecrion preceded by •aJI ... a high- level sales c.atc:gory. total retail 
or total wholesale. and all sellers for seller type. Once all selections have been made, the user clicks the 
OK button. On the left side of the window, the Box-Whisker graphic (Figure 5) displays a box plot for 
each individual produc1 in that produc1 group, allowing the user to compare the spreads of the chang~ 
across those products. The venical axis represents the change (price, volume or revenue). positive and 
negative, between the current and previous reference periods. Each box plot is labeled at the bouom by 
the product code associated with it. The •waist" ofrhe box signifies the median for 1ha1 product across 
geographical areas. including the aggregate areas of subPADD, PADD, and U.S . Individual circles 
plot the change for the geographical areas within the box, the middle 50 percent of the values for the 
ge.ogr3phic changes , within the whiskers, o,nd outside the whi:skt:nl, which are called outside values. 
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The values within 1he whiskers are those values less than or equal to (greater than or equal to) the upper 
quanile plus ( lower quartile minus) l .5 times the distance between the upper and lower quartiles. Values 
beyond the whiskers. outside values. may not exist if 1be laQ1est (smallest) valued geographic area wi1hin 
the whisker is the maximum (minimum) of 1he changes or the geographical areas. If outliers exist, they 
would be outside values. The addi1ional information gained from the Box-Whisker is the summary or 
the distribution Of cha.nge. If the dis1anoe between !he !Op of !he box, the upper quanilc, and the median 
is very differenl from the distance be1ween the bouom or 1he hnx. 1he lnw~r l)\l•nil•. then !he distribu-
1ion or change is skewed. The right side of the window contains a spreadsheet or the information for 
each circle on the plo1. The analyst can click on any circle and 1he associate row of information for that 
value will be hiithlighted in the spreadsheet. The changr. for th•t •ggregat• cell. th• current period'' 
actual value. the previous period's ac1ual value, as well as the label of the cell's state and/or Fl\DO/ 
subPADD and other relevant data are provided in the highlr&htcd ro111 Utilizing windows' functional
ity, the analys1 can scroll across. up or down the spreadsheet by clicking on the appropriate window's 
arrow buttons. Columns in 1he spreadsheet can be rearranged by the usual click, and drag method, 
clicking on the column title at the top of the column. Column s ize can be changed by clicking and 
dra~~i ng the line that separates the cnlumn~ l_.eading columns can be held fixed while &crolling across 
the test of the spreadsheet by clicking on the shaded area left of the arrow button at the bottom of the 
screen and dragging it to the end of the last column to be held fixed. An icon is also provided for the 
Box-Whiskers araph. After an analy$r h>< 1drcntified a particular product and ,,.1 .. cotegory through the 
anomaly maps. the analyst can click on the Box-Whiskers' icon to see a single box plot representing the 
distribution of change across geographical areas between the previous and current periods. Regardless 
Of the path chosen. at this point the AnAlysl has dete-nnined the lowesl )eve) aggregite(s} that C-Ontribuccd 
the most to the higher level aggregate anomaly. 

The analyst can further dri ll down to 1he respondent level by clicking on the scatter icon. For the 
activated geographical. product, and sales type, a scauer graph of the data will be displayed in the left 
half of the window (Figure 6). The y-axis is the coordinate for the current period and the x-axis is the 
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coordinate for the previous period. Each respondent-level price, volume or revenue is plotted using a 
circle and each non respondent's imputed value is plotted using a triangle. Data values whose contribu· 
tion to the aggregate are 50 percent or more are depicted by red, values that represent 5 percent or 
more, but less than 50 percent. arc yellow, and the remaining values, less than 5 percent share, arc 
blue. A dashed line is provided that indicates no change: the current period's value equals the previous 
period's value. Data falling above this line indicate increases in the current period. while data below 
represent decreases in the current period. Jn addition , a least squares regression line is also provided, 
represented by a sol id line. The analyst can draw a box around points of interest by clicking to the left 
and above the respective points, holding down the button. and dragging to the bottom right of the re
spective points and releasing 1hc button (l'igure 7). The user then c licks on the "inside box" or "ouuide 
box" icon to have the graph redrawn according to the selection, using only those points in the box or 
those poinu outside the box (Figure 8). The "inside box" icon allows the analyst to uncluster poinu and 
focus on pan1cular values. The "outside box" icon allows the user to examine the scacter without 
certain points. The original graph can be obtained by clicking on 1he "all points" icon. The right side of 
1he window ~hows the information relaiing 10 each pornt on the graph. Each row of this spreadsheet 
represents a respondent. The spreadsheet contains the values of each poin1, responden1 identifier infor
mation. sample weights and volume wcighu . and other relevant information . The analyst can click on a 
row in the spreadshee1, highlight it. and a box will appear around 1he corresponding point on the scalier 
graph. Altcmauvcly. clicking on a point in the scatter graph, which boxes the value, will result in 
highlighting the corresponding row in the spreadsheet associaled with that value. Funher informaiion 
for contacting the respondent can be obtained by clicking on 1he "company" icon. The analys1 can 
scroll up, down, or across the spreadsheet and rearrange columns as previously described for the spread
shee1 associated wilh !he Box-Whiskers plot. The combination of the scatter graph and 1he spreadsheet 
provide !he user the tools needed to identify 1he specific res ponden1(s) causing the aggregate cell to be 
an anomaly. 

GEAQS was designed to be interactive with the data base of the processing system. Once a pamcu
Jar respondent value has been identified. the analyst could change the response directly in the spread· 
sheet if so desired. The analyst would 1hen be able to reexamine the newly compu1cd aggregates 10 
determine if i t we re still an anomaly. At this time, because GEAQS is not tied in with the processing 
system. and the pilot survey's estimati on sys1em is too complex to duplicaie wiihin GEAQS, the chang
ing of respondents• da1a and recalculation of the aggregates canno1 be demonstrated using the pilot's 
downloaded Watcom SQL database. It shou Id be clear, however, that changes could be made, even 
temporarily. to determine the effect of the change. 

II Future Enhancements 

Additional enhancements are still to be made in GEAQS. Work is ongoing in incnrpnra1-. • mort 
sophisticated measure of each respondent's contribution 10 the aggregate change. In particular for the 
pi lot survey, because price is the ratio of revenue to volume, a respondent's contribution can be mea· 
sured by the shift in the respondent's marker share of revenue between months muhipli•.<i by the difer
ence in price between that respondent and the respondent who inherits (or gives up) the majority of the 
market share in the corresponding month. This contribution to the change would be an improvement 
over a s imple market share measure for inOuence which only indicates potential for contribution to the 
aggregaie change. The other major enhancement 10 GEAQS is called "bubble up.• This functionality 
provides the user anomaly information at the highest levels of aggregates concerning the associated 
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lower levels of aggregation . It graphically signals the user that even though the current aggregate is not 
anomalous, a component of that aggregate is anomalous. The user would immediately see where drilling 
down was necessary. This would remove from the user the burden of having to bring lo the screen lower 
level published aggregates to determine if there are outliers at that level. It is expected that when 
GEAQS is incorporated into the processing system other variables in the data base will be available to it. 
Respondents who failed edits in the batch process can be nagged in the spreadsheet and scatter gram. 
Transformations such as logarithms and roots will also be possible. Recorded comments obtained by 
contacting respondents will be accessed by clicking on the "company• icon. Time series data for aggre
gates and respondents wtll also then be possible. Standard errors of aggregate estimates will also be 
incorporated. 

II Summary 

The Graphical Editing Analysis Query System (GEAQS) built upon the concepts developed in four 
other systems. A top down approach to data editina and validating. macro-editing. enables the analy<t to 
efficiently focus on outliers that impact the published aggregates. GEAQS provides anomaly maps and 
Box-Whiskers plots to identify aggregate level outliers. The anomaly maps summarize the relationships 
of various levels of aureeates and hiehlighLS outliers through color a.< determi~d hy rhe curttnr edir 
score. In comparison, the Box-Whiskers plot summarizes the distribution of change across geographical 
aggregates, allowing comparison of distributions within product groups, and highlights outliers as the 
outside values. outside the whiskers. Either path thar i< chn<•n tlirects the an>lyst to drill down to the 
lowest level aggregate. The scatter graph of the lowest level aggregate depicts the respondent level data 
that contribute to the aggregate. Outliers are identified by their position relative to the other respondents' 
values and the fit line, while color is used to emphasize respondents' influence on the aggregate esti
mate. The split window with the spreadsheet mapping to the scatter graph provides immediate identifi· 
cation of the values. 
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Integrated Data Capture: A System for All 
Office of Compensation and Working 
Conditions Surveys 

Mary Kelly, U. S. Bunnu ef Labor Statistics 

Abstract 

The Office of Compensation and Working Conditions (OCWC) conducts 
surveys of wages and other compensation by occupation and industry. 
Until recently, the office collected these data via three surveys: the 

Employment Cost Index, the Employee Benefits Survey. and the Occupational 
Compensation Survey Programs. 

Each survey was completely independent of the other, with its own 
method of sampling. set of field collections staff and survey administrators, 
and its own set of computer systems for data entry. editinii. transmittal and 
publication . 

Approximately one year ago. the Office began a major reconceptuali
z.ation of its survey program.s, effectively collapsing the three sets of surveys 
into one consolidated survey program, along with a single Integrated Data 
Capture (IDC) system . 

This presentation and associated exhibit will highlight the Integrated 
Data Capture system. The presentation will be built around an<wers to the 
followin& questions: 

0 Why was the JDC built? 
0 How was IDC designed and tested? 
0 What does IDC do? 
0 What is unique about IDC? 

We offer the following overview of IDC -- The system was designed to 
consolidate all aspects of data capture for the three sets of surveys within 
OCWC. The data capture ponion of IDC is a Windows-based Power Bui lder 
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Abstract (Cont'd) 

system with data being fed into a relational SYBASE database residing on a 
Unix server. Prior OCWC computer systems were primarily mainframe plat
forms built as large batch systems requiring significant resources to implement 
modifications. roe is a modular database system. with each component (e.g .. 
data capture and edits. database, transminal) residing independently of the oth
ers. Such a system has obvious advantages with regards to updates to the soft
ware. 

Prior OCWC computer systems were designed so that many of the edits 
occurred at the same time as data entry. Thus. the system would "stop· and 
query the user if an important data element was missing or "out of scope" of an 
edit 

Such a design rendered the system unusable within a "live" in-person col
lection environment. JDC permits the user to enable the edits at the end of data 
entry, thus making the system viable for use during in-person collection. 

Finally, IDC is compatible with the latest programmatic priority -- moving 
away from centralited data review and towards schedule review and edits un
der the greater control of individual field staff. 
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Integrated Data Capture: A System for All Office of 
Compensation and Working Conditions Surveys 

Mary Kelly, U.S. Burt:au of Labor Statistics 

JI Introduction 

The Bureau of Labor Srn1is1ics' Office of Compensa1ion and Working Cond itions (OCWC) conducts 
surveys of wages and other compensa1ion darn by area, indumy, and occupation. The data for the 
surveys are col lected across the country by about 160 field staff located in 8 regional offices and 9 
smaller outstations. Survey data are collected by the data collectors. reviewed at the regional offices by 
the review staff. and sent to the main office in Washington for final processing. Until recently. the office 
collected data via three surveys: the Employment Cost Index, the Employee Benefi1s Survei1 and the 
Occupational Compensauon Survey Program. Each survey was completely independent of the 01he~ 
wilh its own method of sampling, set of field collection staff and survey administrators. and its own set 
of computer systems for sampling, data emry, editing, transmiual, and publication. 

Approximately one year ago, the Office began a major reconceptualization of its survey programs 
and is in the process of integrating the three surveys into one. With the development and resting of new 
su rvey procedures, the time seemed right 10 develop new systems for the new survey. 

This paper is a repon on 1he new system that was designed. The Integrated Data Capture System 
(TDC) 1s a Windows-based Power Builder applica1ion that accesses a SYBASE database located in Wash
ington. The application can also access a similarly designed Watcom database loaded on the hard drive 
of a PC or lap1op. The System development sianed in July 1995 and was used for the first time in a tesl 
survey m rebruary I 996. 

II Structure of IDC Development Team 

The Office-wide redesign was brought about by the exigency, due to downsizing, of combin ing the 
three surveys into one new survey. Collapsing the three surveys necessitated a review of all aspects of 
survey sampling. data collection methodology. review, and processing. Deciding which of these sys
tems to revise and/or develop first presented the initial challcnite. Given the publication criteria already 
in place within OCWC, it was determined that the sampling methodology would be similar to one of our 
current surveys. and thus, we could use one of the existing survey sampling sys1ems with only slight 
modifications. In addition, it was felt that althou11h we knew what new data we wanted to publish we 
were unsure just how much of the data collected from of our rest surveys would mce1 the publication 
cri1eria. Given this uncertainty, we decided to take a wait and see attitude regarding making changes to 
the existing tabu lation systems. It became quickly evident that the greatest change was within the data 
collection methodology •• we were combining three compensation surveys, each survey measuring a 
distinct aspect of compensation, and we wanted to retain, as much as possible, all the individual data 
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elements. Changes to data collection methodology implied that data entry and data editing system 
development had the highest priority. Furthermore, coordinating the redesign of these systems with the 
redesign of survey procedures would allow us to conduct a dual test of both the new survey procedures 
and the system at one time and one location. 

To develop the IDC. we convened a small group of individuals. each of whom knew the content of 
the new survey and had worked on a variety ol the Ult1ce's previous compensation systems and special 
projects. This small group served to coordinate IDC development. In addition, and perhaps more impor 
tantly, it was decided to split the systems stalf who conducted the software development into specialties. 
In past etrons, the systems staff would work on the entire "System" starting at the beginning, and usu
ally running short of tome at the end. The systems staff patterned themselves after the System they were 
developing; they each became small ''modu les" developing discrete units of the System. From the 
beginning, people were placed within the larger framework and one person was identified to provide the 
interconnection between the small work units, and ensure that what was needed from each was available 
at the critical time. The person selected for this job was someone who was experienced on compensa
tion systems projects and had been successful in coordination roles in the past. 

11 IDC System Decisions 

The first decision in designing the system was choosing 1he software in which to wrirc the applica
tion. Traditionally. the Bureau of Labor Statistics used mainframe systems. even if the up-front data 
collection occurred on a PC. For the new system we wanted a system that would function solely in a 
PC/server environment. The data capture system is a windows-based Power Builder system with data 
being fed into a relational SYBASE database residing on a UNIX serve< We chose Power Builder 
because Power Builder is a powerful and flexible graphical user interface (GUI) development tool. In 
addition, Power Bu ilder has powerful database interface tools that work with both Watcom and SYBASE. 
This made it possible 10 develop the IDC without having to write separate data access routines for our 
similarly designed SYBASE and Watcom databases. SYBASE was chosen because it is a sophisticated 
relational database management system that mectS our requircmcntS for relational intcgrit)I security. 
performance. and reliability. Finally, because we have staff collecting data all over the country, we 
needed a database tool that would work well on laptops. Watcom was chosen for this because it runs in 
DOS rather than UNIX and therefore is a better match for the PC/laptop environment. 

JDC is a system that is used for data collection, data editing, and data transmission. It is not a 
sampling or data processing/publication system. These systems will be developed later. Four separate 
modules comprise the system: 

0 The data capture module which allows for the entry of establi•hment and nc<:i•r••inn rl••• 
0 The transmission module lets the user move schedules to and from the main servct 

0 A utmties function is used to backup and restore data. and 

0 An assignment modu le is used to make data col lector assignments. Each of these modules 
accesses either a local PC Watcom database or the central SY BASE database. 
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II What Does IDC Do? 

IDC is a windows based system. and thus, has recognizable features such as the ability to open 
multiple windows. maximize and minimize windows. and cur and paste pon1ons of 1ex1. In addition. ii 
is a visual package 1ha1 makes use of many icons and pull-down menus 1ha1 lei the user na,•igare from 
screen to screen. 

After the sample is selected, some basic information about each establishment is loaded into IDC. 
Thi$ includes a unique identific;ntion number for co.ch unit in the survey. the name of Lhe cv111pa11y. and 
any information from the sample that will help during data collection or data processing. The remaining 
data are entered by the data collector during or after the interview. 

The data capture module of JDC is composed of 5 main sections: establishment information; an 
occupation selection calculator; occupation information; leveling information; and wage information. 
Each section is brieOy dcscribc·d below. 

0 The establishment data section of the system is designed for the capture of establishmenr data 
such as the usability vf llic uni1. Standard lndumlal Classification (SIC). and employment. In 
add1uon. the administrative aspects of the unit -- $uch as date of collection. interview rime, a.nd 
method of collection -- arc captured on this screen. 

D Probability selection of occupations is a disaggregacion tec hnique for selecting the occupations 
with in each establishment for which we will be collecting data. Because this is a random process, 
the data collector must perform a calculation to determine which occupations to select based on 
the establishment employment and the number of occupations that are required (statistically) for 
an establishment of its size. In the past, the data collector performed the calculation on paper 
using a hand-held calculator. In IOC, the system will perform the calculation. In most cases the 
only required entry is the total employment count for the establishment. 

a The occupation section of' the system captures the lisc of occupations chat have been selected, 
along wilh cenain occupational characteristics -- such as occupational employment, the census 
occupation code (a code that the Census Bureau uses to categorize the occupations of individuals 
as recorded by the decennial Census), whether the occupation is full-time or pan-time. and whether 
it is union or non-union. 

0 One objective of the OCWC compensation survey is to determine the level of duties and responsi
bilities of each occupation. The office has developed a set of leveling criteria patterned after the 
Federal Point Factor Evaluation System. The technique, called Generic I.evel ini:. is a way of 
easily leveling any job that is (randomly) selected in each establishment. To level a job. there arc 
ten "factors" that must be measured for each job. Knowledge, complexity, supervisory controls . 
and physical demands are examples of factors. Each factor is funhcr subdivided into a cenain 
number of levels and corresponding number of points. The point total defines a particular generic 
level. The IDC generates a separate screen on which 10 record the level of every job. This screen 
bas ten tabs that correspond to each of the ten factors. When a folder tab is chosen, a list of levels 
is presented. When the user makes a selection, the System generates the corresponding number of 
points. When all ten cabs arc complete, the System cotals the points to determine the correspond
ing Federal General Schedu le (GS) level of the job and it displays the GS level on the screen. 
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0 IDC is designed to accept wages in any form provided, including hourly, weekly. monthly, or 
annual wages. The System then changes the data entered into the form needed for publication -
typically hourly rates. To perform the transformation, the user enters hours and earnings. The 
System will calculate an hourly rate for each worker. In addition, the system will calculate an 
average hourly rate for each occupation. In many cases a worker receives a base rate of pay as well 
as some addition to the wage such as a commission. The system can also handle this type of wage 
calculation and not only calculates an hourly rate for the worket but also produces a base hourly 
rate for each "orkcr. 

II Unique Features of IOC 

The final section of this paper highlights certain features of the Integrated Data Capture system that 
we in OCWC are particularly proud of. We feel these features make JDC a unique Federal government 
data capture system. 

In the past all of the Omce of Compensation and Working Conditions systems, even if PC based. 
were designed in such a way that data entry was difficult to key during an interview. The systems were 
designed to edit data at the same time as data entry was occurring necessitating that all fields be com
plete as the user progressed from screen to screen. Because the surveys often dealt with complex com
pensation data that the respondents did not typically have at their fingertips. the systems were dificult to 
use during actual interviews. lDC was built to overcome this problem. We wanted a system that could 
be used during the interview. While the Integrated Data Capture system is not an Expert System in that 
it does not lead nor help the data collector through the interview, it is designed for data capture during an 
interview. JDC permits the user to enable the System edits when convenient, rather than operate them 
automatically. 

Because each occupation selected must be assigned a census occupation code. an electronic copy of 
the censu.s codes and census titles is included in the system. By clicking on the field where the user 
enters the census occupation code, the system brings you to the census code list. Selection of a code 
simultaneously enters the code into the correct field and brings the user back into the census field. In the 
furore the hope is to not only include census codes and titles on this list but to also include complete 
census definitions. 

As a final example of unique aspects of JDC, in order to assist the user in leveling the chosen occu
pation, the system contains a prototype screen for generic leveling. These prototypes were developed 
using data from the typical factors for a given Federal General Schedule level. Once the user completes 
leveling all ten factors. they select a prototype tab. The system generates a graphical representation of 
what the user choices were versus what the prototype expected. Edits are generated when the user 
choices do not match the expected prototype. 

II Conclusion 

While the Integrated Data Capture system was just a first step in the long process of developing all 
new and interconnected systems for OCWC, it went a long way in teaching us about successful systems 
development. From all indications the development process and design of the system were a success . 
OCWC was able to produce a system that functions well in terms of accuracy, usability, ond speed for the 
data collection, editing, and transmission systems and were able to produce it on time. For this reason, 
we plan to continue to use the same development process, that is, splitting stall' based on specialty, for 
our new sampling and processing systems as well as for the many additional data collection fearures still 
to be added to IDC. • 
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Questionnaire Programming Language 
(QPL) 

Kevin Dooley, U.S. General Accounting Office 

Abstract 

T he Questionnaire Programming Language (QPL) consists of a set of 
IBM/PC programs that automate many of the activities involved in 
gathering and preparing survey data for analysis. Using this software. 

complex computer-aided telephone incerview (CATI) or data-entry programs 
can be written that arc easy co use and provide a high degree of control over 
what informacion may be entered. Incerviewers can be trained to use the CATI 
software in only minutes. and completed interview records can be edited 
quickly and accurately. Once a questionnaire program has been created, 
other QPL system programs can be used to automatically generate formaued 
questionnaire documents, Awk. QBasic. SPSS or SAS analysis programs; 
Lotus. dBase. or comma or tab delimited data files; or askSam text-based data 
liles. • 
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Using a Parallel "CASES" Instrument to 
Edit Call Record Information and Remove 
Incorrect Interview Data 

Tinwthy Triplett a nd Beth Webb 
University of Maryland at College Park 

Abstract 

The Survey Research Center's "fix-it" program is a CATI (Compu1er
Assis1ed Telephone Interviewing) instrument that reads the same data 
files that are read by the main CATI questionnaire instrument. The 

Survey Research Center uses the Berkeley "CASES" software. which allows 
the CATI instrument writer to design multiple instruments that read the same 
data files. The term parallel instrument is the term used in the CASES 
documentation. The fix-it program works by correcting the following three 
types of errors. First, the fix-it program can change the recorded status of any 
call attempt or the interviewer ID number associated with any call auempt. 
For example, often interviewers will record an incorrect cal I disposition on one 
of their call attempts. With the fix-it program the person with access rights to 
the program can change any call auempt's call disposition. They can also change 
the interviewer ID number if the incorrect ID number is recorded. Interviewers 
sometimes use call back codes when they should be recording the call result as 
a refusal and also sometimes incorrectly code eligible households as inelieible. 

In addition, sometimes interviewers simply make a data entry mistake. The 
fix-it program easily corrects these problems without having 10 manually edit 
the data file and fix-it also updates' the current status of the case by re-evaluat
ing the entire history of call auemplS. 

Second. fix-it easily removes the information from the last call attempt. 
This is necessary when interviewers record call record information in the wrong 
case. After removing the last call auempt. the fix-it program re-evaluates the 
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case history 10 determine the curTent status of a case. While the removal or the 
last call auempr occurs Jess often than changing call auempr Status, this foa· 
lure is often combined wirh !he final feature of fix-it, the removal of data. 
When an incorTect respondent is interviewed nor only does the data need 10 be 
removed, bur the last call anempt disposition must also be removed. 

Third the fix-it program allows the supervisor to remove invalid interview 
data without having 10 edit the data rile. Using the fix-ii program to remove 
data prevents accidental deletion or both valid call record and respondent se
lection data. In add11ion, using the fix·il program ensures !hat all the invalid 
data is removed from rhe case. 

There are a number advantages of using the fix-it program 10 edit sampling 
information CATI data files. Perhaps rhe most important is that it is easy and 
thus can ger done in a timely fashion. Though just as important is that the fix. 
it program require no manual updating of a data file, thus safely updates and 
edits only those fields where a change is requested. Other advantages include 
the automatic re-evaluation and update of a case's call status. This automatic 
update is imponant for both keeping sample repons accurate and helping 
auioschedule programs accurately choose a sample to call. 

Two other advantages of the fix-it program are first, it is easy 10 undo any 
changes, since the CASES software records key information in a history file. 
Second, the fix-it proiram is a 11eneric program cu•tom de•ienen rn work with 
the Survey Research Center's front end. The front end is the pan of the CATI 
questionnaire instrument char stays che same from study co study. Thus. fix-it 
easily works for mosc SRC projeccs . 
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Using a Parallel "CASES" Instrument to Edit Call Record 
Information and Remove Incorrect Interview Data 

Timothy Triplett and Beth 'Webb 
University of Maryland at College Jbrk 

II Introduction 

The Survey Research Center's "fix-it" program was written using the Be.rkeley CASES (Compute~ 
Assisted Survey Execution System) software. The fix-it instrument is used to edit data for CATI (Computer
Assisted Telephone Interviewing) studies. The three main func.tions of the fix-it program are editing incorrect 
sample diSJ>OSition infonnation. editing incorTect inr.t>.rviewe.r infonnation .. and removing survey data from 
interviews conducted with ineligible respondents. 

The CASES software allow~ the in~tn1mf.nt writer to design multiple instruments that read rhe same 
dara files. These instrumenis are referred to as "parallel instruments" in the CASES documenration. The 
main questionnaire instrument is written and executed in thee-inst directory of a study. The fix-it instrument 
is usually written and executed in the e-inst2 directory. If there are multiple parallel versions of an ins.irument 
(e.g., different language versions), the fix-it instrument can be located in a different e-inst directory such as e
inst3 or e-inst4). 

One advanrage of writing the editing features into a parallel directory rather than in the main instru
ment, is that there is more control as to who is allowed to edit sample dispositions. Access can be limited, 
chrough the u~e of a ('las.sword in the instrument. to those who are given responsibility for sampling issues. 
This reduces the likelihood of improper usage. When the fix-it program is executed the first screen asks for 
the use(s identification and the second screen asks for that person's password. If the person does not have 
access rights to the fix-it instrument or an incorrect password is entered, execution is terminated. 

II Data·Editing Features 

The first screen after the password screen offers the following: 

D Option #I .-·Change the status of a call attempt 
0 Option #2.-Remove the last call attempt 
0 Option #3.-Changc the interviewer ID# for a particular call atte1nvt 
0 Option #4.--Exit program, no change made. 
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... Us1NO,. PA••u.EL "CASES" INn•u"ENT 

Changing Disposition Codes 

The first option allows the fixit program 10 change the disposition code for any call a11emp1. After a 
call attempt is comple~ the interviewer records the outcome stallls of that attempt using one of the outcome 
codes !is~ in Table I. Supervisors review the interviewer's recording of caU anemp1 disposition codes and 
sometimes feel the need 10 chanse the disposirion code ch~n by the interviewu A common ex.amp~ is 
interviewers trying 10 hide refusals under the code of call back. Correctly coding a refusal call auempt 1s 
eJUremely imponant. since the call disposition code is the most imponant factor in determining how future 
call attempt.S are handled. In addition. one of 1he critt!riJll nf interviewer evaluations: i.s: ~ir ratlo o( com. 
pl~ intervie11;s to refusals (see Table 2); thus, it is imponant that the supen'isor bas the ability 10 assign the 
initial refusal 10 the correct interviewer. 

Tuble I .··Call Status Repon 

Code Call Status N Percent 

I Completed Interviews 1,000 39.9 
2 Partially completed interviews (Terms) 30 1.2 
3 Retusals 74 3.0 
4 Call Backs (appointments) 65 2.6 
5 Home Recorders 10 .4 
6 No Answers 21 .8 

20 Language/Age/Health Problems 84 3.4 
21 Finalized Partial completes 3 . I 
22 2nd Refusal 174 6.9 
23 Call Backs (finalized after 25 auempts) 35 1.4 
24 Household no longer available 22 .9 
2' Home Recorders (finahzed alter 25 attempts) 22 .9 
26 Refusal (finalized after 25 auempts) II .4 
30 No answer (after 20 auempts) 141 5.6 
31 Non Wori:ing phone number 516 20.6 
32 Non Household 297 11.9 
98 Possible Ineligi ble respondents 1 .o 

-- - -
2.506 100.0 

There are many ocher less common reasons why supervisors decide to change the call disposition 
code a..it..~igned hy 111n in1e.rviewer Some of these occur becsuse of 3.D interviewer keying cm>" Other 
sources of mistakes stem from interviewers misunderstanding how 10 properly code a call disposition. For 
example. an interviewer may code a call auempt as a respondent problem because the respondent is away 
for a week. whereas the proper code would have been 10 code the attempt as a call back for next week. In 
any event all misUlkes by the interviewer in coding call dispositions need to be corrected so that future call 
attempts are handled correctly. In addition, corrections to the data file are needed so that the sample 
progress repons. interviewer progress reports and the final sample status report are accurate. 
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Table 2.--Cooperation Rate by Interviewer 

Cooperation Rak 
ID# Completes Refu.W.s Completes 

Compleres + Initial Refusals 

1.009 33 8 80.5% 
1, 120 46 10 82. l % 
1, 121 27 10 73.0% 
1,156 86 12 87.8% 
l, 160 45 22 67.2% 

Column 101al 237 62 79.3% 

The fix-ii program no1 only allows easy edilinit of call disposition codes. it also updates all the sample 
suitus variables and call auempl coun1ers affec1ed by the change. 
To change 1he call disposi1ion code: 

0 Se lee I Op1ion #I , "change s1atus of a cal I anempt." 

0 Enter the call aucmp1 tha1 is in error. 
(You will be told total number of auemp1s.) 

0 Enter new call auempt disposition. 
(The old disposition is shown at the 1op of 1he screen, 
and a list of possible disposi1ion codes is displayed.) 

O Verify the change. 
(The cascid #,the call auempt #,the old disposition, 
and the new disposition will appear in a confirmation screen). 

1bcre are safeguards built in10 this editing feature. For example, the Status of a case can not be changed 
to a complete or pattial comple1e when there are no interview data in the case. When there are data in the 
case and the status of the case is being changed 10 something other than a comple1e or a pattial. a screen 
appcan with the warning that the data will be deleted. The change must be confirmed al this point, in order 
for ii to be made. 

Removing Last Call Attempts 

The second option. "remove the last call auempt", is a special case of editing an incorrect call attempt. 
This op1ion is used when an interviewer either misdials a number or the in1erviewer dials correc1ly bul I hen 
records the infonna1ion in the wrong case-id. Often the interviewer will realize the error and repon it 
immediately to the supervisor; other times it is caught when a supervisor auemptS to verify the status of the 
case. 
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USING A PARALLEi. "CASES" l.NSTRUMEl'T 

When the last call auempt is removed. 1he disposition of the case is changed to what it was on the call 
attempt previous to the last call attempt. To make this change: 

a Select Option #2. "remove the last call anempt. • 

a Verify the change. 

(The caseid #.the call auempt #.and the disposition of the call attempt being removed will be 
displayed in a confirmation scrten.) 

Editing Interviewer IDs 

The third option allows the editing of the mten•iewer identification number associated with any call 
auempL The intervie"'er must record his or her identification number for each call attempt. Occasionally the 
identification number is miskeyed. Either the interviewer realizes the error immediately and reportS it to the 
cupervi5or. or the error is discovered when the "Cooperation Rate by Jntervicwer" table (sec Table 2) i;. 
reviewed. 

The fo llowing .steps :ire co.ken 10 cho.ngc the interviewer ID number. 

0 Choose option #3, "Change the Interviewer ID# for a panicular call anempt" 

O Enter the call nnempt which is in error 
(The total number of attempts will be displayed) 

0 Enter the correct interviewer ID number. 
(The current interviewer ID# will be displayed.) 

0 Verify the change 
(The caseid #, the current interviewer lD number, and the correct lnterviewe.r ID 
numbct will 11ppc.ar in a confimwuion .screen.) 

There is a disposition code for complete or partial interviews with possible ineligible rcspondenlS(see 
Table I). This code is used when during or after an interview. the interviewer is given information that leads 
him or her to believe that the respondent is not eligible for the srudy (e.g, .. the population is households and 
we've reached a respondent in a nursing home; or adults are being interviewed and the demographics section 
of the questionnaire indicates that the respondent is 17). The interviewer then codes the case as an interview 
(or panial interview) with a possible ineligible rcspondenL A case is automatically assigned this code if the 
respondent docs not verify the phone number called at the end of the intervie\\t 

When the fix-it program is executed for a case with this code, the following options appear: 

0 No, Dot1 'r Ckar Oulu - But R<rurn This Coso ro the Sratus It was Boforo II 
Buamo a Prob/1m. 

0 EriJ th• Program, No Change Made. 

0 Yts, Cltar tho DaJa. 
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If it is decided that the interviewer was incorrect and the respondent is eligible to be interviewed for the 
particular study, Option #I is chosen and the case becomes a completed interview. 

If the interviewer was conect and the respondent is not eligible to be interviewed for the study, Option #3 
is chosen. This clears the daia and returns the case to the disposition it had on the previous call auempt. 
Before the data are cleared, a confirmation screen appears displaying the caseid number and giving the same 
options as above. 

II Summary 

The old method of editing sample disposition infonnation data involved manually editing the physical 
data files. which was a very time-consuming and error-prone process. This was especially true when an early 
call attempt had to be changed. necessirating the editing of the dara for each subsequent call allempt. The fix. 
it program always writes changes 10 the correct variables and all sratus and counter variables are automatically 
updated. This greatly reduces the chance of keying error and the amount of time needed 10 fix sample prob· 
lems. When the s1111us and counter variables are accurately and frequently updated. this improves the accuracy 
of programs which use these variables such as sample repons and auto-schedulers. 

Another imponant feature is the ponabi lity of the program from srudy to study. The shell of the fix-it 
program can be wriuen in as liulc as a week by someone who is familiar with the front-end.As lonii as the 
front end stores the sampling variables in the same location, it rakes less than I 0 minutes to update and prepare 
the fix-it program to be used for individual studies. • 
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A Computer-Assisted Coding and Editing 
System for Non-Numeric Educational 
Transcript Data 

Stnnl~ £. Legum , We.Ha l , l ne. 

Abstract 

Westat has completed a number of large studies in which the basic 
data have come from thousands of high school transcripts pro
duced by hundreds of schools. These data needed to be coded and 

combined into a common database. Some of the challenges presented by 
these studies have been: 

D Transcripts from different schools have different formats and present 
different information; 

D t.:ourses with the same titles in different schools often have different 
content; 

0 Courses with similar content may have different names in different 
schools ; 

0 Within a school. remedial and honors courses may be distinguished 
from regular courses of the same name by codes on the transcript; 

0 The number of student contact hours represented by one credit dif· 
fers from school 10 school; 

0 Schools use different grading systems. 

We will demonstrate two software tools developed for the transcript studies: 

0 The Computer Assisted Data Entry (CADE) system; and 

0 The Computer Assisted Coding and Editing (CACE) system. 
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Abstract (Cont'd) 

The Computer-Assisted Data Entry System 

The Computer Assisted Data Entry system was designed for use by clerks 
who enter data directly from the transcript onto forms appearing on their computer 
scree11>. Tile CADE system has the advantage of naturally guiding the clerk to look 
for the needed information wherever it may appear on the transcript and of provid
ing a consistent means for entering it. The CADE system, which is written in Clip
pe1, i11cluues range and logic che<:ks which are active during data entry. It also 
includes a provision for double keying by a second clerk. When the second keyer 
enters information different from the first keyer, the system gives the second keyer 
a message and provides an opportunity to change the entry or confirm that the sec
ond entry is corre<:t. 

The Computer-Assisted Coding and Editing System 

The Computer-Assisted Coding and Editing system is designed for use by 
subject matter ex pens ( in this case. curricu lum Spe<:ialists) in the process of map
ping objects (high school courses) to a predefined classification syslem (in this 
case, the Classification of Secondary School Courses). Since subject matter ex
perts are selected for their knowledge rather that their data entry skills, the CACE 
system minimizes the amount of keying that needs to be performed. 

C lerks pre-key all the titles from a high school catalog into a file which is 
read by the CACE system. The system, which is written in Paradox , presents the 
c-oder with one course title at a time from a school, a suggestion list of classifica
tion codes which might match the course, and a window displaying the full text of 
the classification manual that applies to the currently high lighted suggestion. Cod
ers are free to ignore the suggestions and browse the enlire classification manual 
and select any applicable code. A system of "fl ags· lets the coder record special
ized information about a course such as it being the fi rst course in a sequence or a 
later course in a sequence or that it is taught off campus. Only valid codes and 
flags are accepted by the system. 

A subsystem of the CACE system is used by coders to match course titles in 
course catalogs to the corresponding course titles on the transcripts. This process 
cannot be fully automated because of the sometimes idiosyncratic ways in which 
course titles are abbreviated on transcripts. 

Summary 

In developing solutions to the challenges of entering and coding complex edu
cational transcript data, Westat has developed generalizable software that may be 
applicable to other content domains such as medical record abstracting or document 
cataloging. • 
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Rethinking the Editing Algorithm for the 
Survey of Employment Payrolls and Hours 

Michael Scrim, S tatistics Canada 

Abstract 

The original editing syscems and methodology of 11 years was costly, rigid, 
and required much human intervention. As a part of the redesign of the 
Survey of Employment Payrolls and Hours (SEPH), a revamped editing 

system was crcaced. It has cwo major components. the first is that it takes into 
accoun1 the ra\'.:l0($ or indusuial Ueuii l, fi1n1 sit.c:: cu1t.l ~easonalily. How it doc~ 
this is with "curved bounds" (Hidiroglou-Bertholot Bounds), allowing more 
variation in data for larger firms. The second part of the change, equally as 
imponant, was 1he U)C:. uf u Score:: function, a tool used to rank all records with 
errors to allow resources to focus on the most severe cases. The end results 
have been a cost saving of around $260,000 annually, and the number of human 
interventions reduced to around I .SOO records a month versus 30.000 with the 
old system while maintaining data quality. • 
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A Statistical Edit for Livestock Slaughter 
Data 

Linda S impson, He" ry Chiang, and Cathy Toma.ak, 
Natfo11al A g rit:ulturnl S mtlstlCS Service 

Abstract 

For the past four years, the National Agricultural Statistics Service has 
edited darn from its weekly survey of livestock slaughter plants using a 
PC-based sta1istical edi1 sys1cm. The data consist of daily numbers ot 

cattle. hogs, calves and sheep inspected by U. S. Department of Agriculture 
meat inspectors. as well as weekly li ve-weight and dressed-weight totals. 

This interactive edit is based on a robust estimato~ called Tukey's Bi weight. 
Each plant's historical data are used to nag outliers, determine which species 
are normally inspected, determine if a pattern is typically followed (i.e .. slaugh· 
ter only on Saturdays). and impute for missing data. This allows a "custom• 
edit for specialty (i.e .. veal) or very huge plants, and frees up time to reconcile 
data problems not possible with the previous mainframe edit. 

The previous system, which was keyed on a PC, but edited on a mainframe 
an ba1ch mode, u>c:d a generalized edit system. The edit, available several 
hours later. nagged values if they differed more than a given percent from the 
plant's previous three week average or outside some predetermined range; and 
it did not i 111puu: for missing data. • 
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A CSFll Data User's Principal Components 
Analysis for Outlier Detection 

Adelitu J. 'Wilcox, Beltsville Agricultural Research Center• 

Abstract 

I n my analysis of Continuing Survey of Food Intakes by Individuals 1989-
199 1 respondents whose dietary folate intake exceeded the safe upper limit 
recommended by the Centers for Disease Control and the Food and Drug 

Administration. l found seven of 277 high intakes which appeared to me to 
be due to coding errors. These apparent errors are of two types; one intake 
where 217 grams of Tang-powdered concentrate was .reported, evidently I 
cup beverage prepared with water miscoded as l cup powdered concentrate, 
and six intakes where Kool·Aid appears to have been miscoded as TQ/lg. Tang 
is a folate-fortified food. 

I investigated the usefulness of principal components analysis for detect
ing these outlien. I ran the SAS procedure PROC PRINCOMP on two sets 
of variables. Forst, intake of energy, cholesterol. carbohydrate, vitamins A 
and C, folate and iron, and age. Second, intake of eneigy, carbohydrate, vita
min C and folate and age. 

All seven of these outliers could have been discovered by examining the 
top percentile of folate intake. Using the second, smaller set of variables, 
six of the seven outliers could have been found in the 0.16 percent of the data 
with the largest positive first principal components. The only female amonJt 
these outliers cannot be detected in this principal components analysis com
bining data from both sexes. 

*Present affiliation: U.S. Bureau of the Census 
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A CSFll Data User's Principal Components 
Analysis for Outlier Detection 

Adeline f . W.lc;ux, Beltsville Agricultural Research Center-

II Introduction 

I investigated the usefulness of principal components analysis (PCA) for detecting suspect observations 
in nutrient intake data from the U.S. Department of Agriculrure·s Continuing Survey of Food Intakes by 
Individuals (CSFll) 1989-91. This work i< rel•i..ti to my effon to estimate the proponion of the U. S. 
population whose intake of dietary folates on any given day exceeded the safe upper limit recommended by 
the Centers for Disease Control (CDC) and the Food and DrugAdministration (FDA). Among those with 
extreme intake of dietary folare~. ther~ 1're a few whose high values may be due to coding error When the 
proper variables are selected, PCA can identify observations known to be suspect. 

In the analysis I plan, the weighted numerator of the proponion will comprise lhose with dietary folate 
intake of at least 1000 µg. The denominator will be a weighted total of all survey respondents. For a 
conservative estimate of this proportion, I will remove observations with apparent coding errors from the 
nume-rator. 

JI Dietary Folate Intake Assessed by USDA Food Consumption Surveys 

The CSFil 89-9 1 endeavored to collect three consecutive days of food consumption data from persons 
sampled in the 48 coterminous states. USDA obtained daily nutrient intake totals for each respondent by 
using food composition data to summarize the information collected on the kinds and quantities of food 
individuals consumed. Nutrient intake from dietary supplements such as multivitamin tablets was not in
cluded in these totals. 

I used final USDA in-house CSFII data. Public use daia are available (U.S. Department of Agricul
ture, J 996a, I 996b). After I did this work I diocovcrcd the in-hou;e CSfll 89-91 nutrient intake data have 
more digits right of the decimal than the public use data. 

*Presen1 affiliation: U.S. Bureau of the Census 
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In CSFII 89-91, 15,398 respondents provided a total of 39,696 days of dieiary iniake data over the three 
days they were surveyed. Of the I 5,398 respondents, 232 reponed dietary folate inukes of at least 1000 µg 
on at least one day. Both the CDC (Public Health Service, I 992) and the FDA (Depanment of Health and 
Human Services, I 993) have advised limiting total fol ate intake to less than I 000 µg per day. Because some 
of these 232 respondents exceeded this safe upper limit on more than one day they were surveyed, 277 of the 
39,696 dieiary intakes exceeded the safe upper limit for folate. See Tables I and 2. 

Table 1.--lntakes J udged Complete by Survey and Day Surveyed 

Intakes Judged Complete 

Dietary Folates 

Survey Day >= IOOO µg < 1000 µg Total 

1989-91 One I 16 15,076 15,192 
Two 89 12.281 12,370 

Tiuc:r: 72 12,062 12.134 

Total 27 39,419 39,696 

1994 One 53 5.536 5,589 
1\vo 38 5,273 5.311 

TOlal 91 10.809 10.900 

'Illble 2.-0ays Excess Dietary Folat.e Intake Consumed by Survey 

Number of Days Respondents Reponed 
Dieiary Folate Intake of at Least 1000 µg 

Survey Zero One Two Three Ally 

1989-91 15.166 195 19 8 232 

1994 5,502 83 4 • 87 

•only 1wo days surveyed in 1994. 
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The histogram in Figure I shows an estimate of the distribution of dietary folates intake among the 
U.S. population for 1989-91. Day One refers to the first of the three days individuals were surveyed. 
Observations from individual respondents have been weighted up to the population total. The dotted 
line at 1000 µg of dietary folate intake marks the safe upper limit recommended by CDC and FDA. The 
dietary folate intake distribution is right-skewed with a long tail extending well past the IOOOµg mark. 
The maximum value came rrom a responden1 whn ~njoyed frie-d chicken livers. ln my e.stim::ue of the 
proportion of surve) respondents with dietary folate intakes of at least IOOOµg, the numerator consists 
entirely of extreme values. Dietary folate intake exceeding 1000 µg is also a feature of the CSFll 94 
data displayed m F1aure 2. 

II Two Types of Apparent Coding Errors 

To study the source of this excess dietary folate, I listed the food codes which contributed the most 
folate to each die1 anct c:ani:f'd 101al d2ily fol:ue intake 10 exceed 1000 µg. Among these. I found two 
types of apparent coding errors. 

The firs1 food cr>rle, Q2~-4200 FRT l'LVRD DRNK, HI VIT C, FROM DRY MIX, caused six of 1ho 
277 dietary intakes to exceed 1000 µg folaie. Although the description for this food code indicates the 
fruit·Oavored drink mix contains added vitamin C, it does not reveal that it is also fortified with folic 
acid. See box helnw T11119 is a folic acid-fortified food. It .ippears tho.t fruit-flavored drink mix withoul 
added folate (Kool·Aid) may have been coded as fruit·Oavored drink mix fort ified with fol ic acid (Tang) 
by coding some beverages as 925-4200 instead of 925·4 I 01. 

925-4101 Fruit-Oavored drink, made from powdered mix. with sugar and vitamin C 
added (Include Kool-Aid, Wylers, NS ns to swcetner) 

925-4200 Fruit-Oavored drink, made from powdered mix, mainly sugar, with high 
vitamin C added (Include Borden's Instant Breakfast Drink, Keen, Tao~ 
Instant Breakfast Juice Drink) 

For one intake, 217 grams of food coded as 292-0010 TANG, DRY CONCENTRATE. was re
ported. One cup or dry Tang powdered concentrate weighs 217 grams. While it is humanly possible to 
consume this quantity of Tang powder, it seems likely that I cup beverage prepared with water was 
miscoded as I cup powdered concentrate. 

lo all. seven intakes Appca1 •ITcctcd by these rwo types of apparent coding errors. 'lbe records with 
apparent coding errors are listed in Table 3. If I had access to the original data collection forms, I 
would have been able to verify whether these items were coded correctly or not. 
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figure l.··USDA CSFU 89·91 Day One·· Weighted Sample of JS,tn Males and Females, AU Ages 
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Figure 2.--USDA CSFU 94 Day One - Weighted Sample of 5.589 Males and Females, All Ages 
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Table 3.··Suspect Observations, Their Principal Components and Ranks 

p R p R p R R 
R D R K R K R ]( A 
I! A s I p I p I p l>1 
s y 0 N R N R N ll K 
p c u 1 N 1 N 1 N f' 
N 0 A s R 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 

I u D c I! c F .. p L 
D M I! E x E 8 8 5 5 ' 4 A 

1116100 l l 26 M koolaid? 4.85739 229 6.9355 18 6.9360 18 33 

1226079 4 3 13 M powder 2.83278 576 4.7775 85 4.7728 85 137 

2260877 1 l 65 M koolaid? 4.00732 313 7 .1605 17 7.1752 17 27 

2260877 l 2 65 M koolaid? 3.98032 311 7 .4110 13 7.4260 12 22 

2260877 l 3 65 M koo laid? 7 .21401 106 10 .1103 2 10. 7278 2 2 

3117346 2 2 28 p koolaid? 2.75879 606 3.3352 354 3.3348 355 262 

3117346 3 l 11 ... koo.L&id? 2.65n4 672 6.1076 28 6.1018 28 79 

II Principal Components Analysis 

I investigated the usefulness of principal components analysis for detecting these seven outliers with 
PCA, a known stotisiic41 method ruo UClCCling outliers. In the Current Index to Statistics 1975-1993. I 
didn't find any entries on the use of PCA for editing nutrient inta.ke data. Since the nutrient data base 
used to convert food consumption data to nutrient intake values contains no missing values (imputed 
votues are uocd where data""' not available), there are no missing values for respondents' daily nutrient 
intake totals, a great convenience for PCA. Nutrient intake data are particu larly suitable for PCA be· 
cause they are really collinear. I will explain collinearity in nutrient intake data later. 

II Selection of Variables for PCA 

Inspecting my list of food codes contributing excess folate to respondents' diets, I learned that live~ 
folic acid-fonified cereal. and Tong were among the foods contributing to dietary folate intake in excess 
or 1000 µg. In my first attempt to search for outliers with PCA, I decided, based on my subject-mailer 
knowledge. to use nutrients and food components for which liver and Tang are rich sources as variables. 
I didn't consider cereal because many brands are fortified with several vitamins and minerals. Liver is a 
rich source or iron, vitamin A, folate. and cholesterol, and a good source of vitamin C. Besides contrib
uting carbohydrate to the diet, Tong is fortified with vitamin C and folic acid. Because nutrient intake is 
related to energy intake and age is related to energy intake, I also used energy measured in kilocalories 
and age measured in years as variables in my first look at the data with PCA. I selected e ight variables 
for PCA: age, energy intake (KCAL), cholesterol (CHOL). carbohydrate (CHO), vitamin A (VITA), 
vitamin C (VITC). folates (FOLA), and iron. 
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A CSA! DATA USER'S PRINCIPAL COMPONENTS ANALYSIS 

II Collinearity 

The correlation matrix of variables selected for PCA reveals values for correlation coefficients 
greater than 0.5 between cholesterol and energy, carbohydrate and energy, iron and energy, folate and 
carbohydrate, iron and carbohydrate, and folate and iron. No relation between age and nutrient intake is 
apparent fron1 the correlation 1natrix below . 

AGE KCAL CHOL CHO VITA VITC FOLA IRON 

AGE 1.00 -.03 0.02 -.05 0.09 0.02 0.04 0.02 

KCAL -.03 1.00 0.55 0.89 0.23 0.29 0.47 0.56 

CHOL 0.02 0.55 1.00 0.32 0.24 0.09 0.21 0.26 

CHO -.05 0.89 0.32 1.00 0.23 0.35 0.51 0.56 

VITA 0.09 0.23 0.24 0.23 1.00 0.24 0.45 0.36 

VITC 0.02 0.29 0.09 0.35 0.24 1.00 0.49 0.28 

FOLA 0.04 0.47 0.21 0.51 0.45 0.49 1.00 0.71 

IRON 0.02 0.56 0.26 0.56 0.36 0.28 0.71 1.00 

Nearly exact collinearity exists between energy intake and a linear combination of carbohydrate. 
protein, fat and ethanol intake. Figure 3 shows a linear combination of the macronutrient intake vari
ables plotted against energy intake measured in kilocalories. This linear combination, Y, is energy 
intake computed from macronutrient intake, measured in grams. The units of the coefficients of this 
linear combination are kilocalories per gram. Most of the 39,696 points plotted in Figure 3 fall along a 
straight line at a 45 degree angle to the abscissa, indicating nearly exact collinearity. Note the outlying 
energy intake value of 18,955 kilocalories. 

Principal components are onhogonal and rid me of collinearity. 

~ II Choice of Principal Components 

I used the first principal component (PC) for detecting outliers, following the method] learned from 
Roben M. Hamer in a shon course sponsored by SAS® Institute Inc. (Hamer, 1995). Johnson and 
Wichern recommend using the last few PCs for outlier detection (Johnson and Wichern, 1992). They 
illustrate use of scatter plots and Q-Q plots for finding an outlier in a small dam set. This proved useless 
for my large data set. Plotting the seventh PCs against the eighth PCs left all seven suspect observations 
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Figutt 3.-Evidence oCTrue and Nearly Exact Collinearity 
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burled deep in the cloud ot 39,696 points. With PCA on five variables, described later. I ploned the 
fourth PCs against the fifth PCs, but none of the seven suspect observations fell outside the dense scatter 
of points. 

II PCA Versus Checking the Top Percentile 

To be more useful lhan simply examining the top percent.ile of dietary folate intake, PCA should 
rank the seven suspect observations above lhe ranks obtained by sonine the data by descending dietary 
folate inta.ke. In a column headed RANKFOLA, Table 3 shows the ranks assigned when lhe 39,696 
records. sorted by descending dietary folate intake, are ranked. All seven of these outliers could have 
been discovered by examining the top percentile of folate intake. 

Using the SAS procedure PROC PRINCOMP with the eight variables listed above, I got the first 
PCs listed in Table 3 under the heading PRIN IOF8. I ranked these by descending value as shown in the 
column headed RKPRNl _8. If one started checking data with the laigest positive first PC and contin
ued until all seven suspect observations had been examined, one would have looked at more than the top 
percenti le of the data. Thus, PCA with these eight variables is not more efficient than checking the top 
percentile of dietary fola1e intake. 
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Since I was trying to identify outliers involving Tang. not liver. I eliminated nutrients or food com· 
ponents which liver, but note Tang is a rich source of. that is, iron, cholesterol and vitamin A. PCA with 
five variables results in PCs. PRINIOF5, ranking the suspect observations in the 100 laigest PCs ex· 
cept forthe only female among them. Her first PC is ranked 354th. See the column headed RKPRNl _S 
in Table 3. That this female outlier doesn't rise to the top of the data as well as the male outliers do 
when PCA is applied, suggests performing PCA separately on males and females. 

At this point. I took another look at the correlation matrix and realized that age was not correlated 
with intake of any nutrient or cholesterol. Ho,. ever. I knew from experience with nutrient intake data 
that age and energy Intake are related. Figure 4 shows median eneigy intake plotted against age for 
each age in years for both the CSFll 89-91 and CSFIJ 94. The median values for each gender arc 
connected by sol id lines for 1989·91 . Dotted liMs connect the median values for 1994. T here is a 
relationship between age and energy intake but it is not a l inear one. This plot shows the data used for 
detecting outliers. not the data used for assessing dietary intake. The difference between these data sets 
is the inclusion of the known energy intake of breast-fed infants. The medians for infants on this plot 
should not be used tor numuonal assessment. 

Flgurt 4.··USDA CSFU Median Day One Ene'10' Intake byA~e and Sex 
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Given the lack of a linear rela1ionship bciween age and energy intake, I performed anolher PCA 
wi1hout the age variable. As shown by the columns headed PRJNIOF4 and RKPRIN1_4 in Table 3. 
neither the PCs nor their ranks changed much, indicating that age is not an important variable for detect· 
ing folate outliers with PCA. 

II Specificity of PCA 

Laura G11hs inquired 11 I had looked at the specificity of PCA for oudier detection. I did not. In this 
analysis I studied only sensitivity. However, ii is reassuring to note tha1. in the PCA using four vari
ables, the largest PC belonged to the individual who reponed consuming 18,955 kilocalories. 

II Conclusion 

PCA shows promise for edning nutrient intake and food consumption data. 
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The Thin Yellow Line: Editing and 
Imputation in a World of Third-Party 
Artifacts 

Clifford Adelman, U.S. Department of Educatum 

Abstract 

E och of 1he longiludinal studies of the Na1ional Cenler for Education 
S1atistics includes a file of 1ranscripts from colleges, commmunity col· 
leges and 1rade schools a1tended by survey participan1s. The transcripts 

are gathered al about age 30, coded by a contractor. and delivered to NCES. 
Given 1he idiosyncratic record keeping pro.cl ices of 2,500 institutions ( in the 
most recen1 collec1ion) and inconsistencies in coding of gradua1e s1udents who 
usually do not know what they are looking at, the delivered files are a 1angle 
of controdictions. 

The editorial process takes 12-15 months to complete, and is carried oul 
with in1eragency support from the National Science Foundation. 

This paper bolh reports and demonstrates what has been learned from the 
edi1ing of two such samples, the development of decision rules. and the feed· 
back of the decision rules in10 the ini1ial coding process. More imponan1ly 
for data quali1y and standards. the paper demonstrates where the line between 
editing and amputation lie$ in such an archi'°C. and bow the survey data g"1ide.s 

the editor in making (rare) decisions to impute with respect to key variables . 

The cue in point i$ the most importatlt vaJ iable ro1 .student reco1ds. 
namely, the creden1ial/degree earned. 
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The Thin Yellow Line: Editing and Imputation 
In a World of Third-Party Artifacts 

Clifford A tlelman, U.S. Department of Edw:atlon 

II Introduct ion 

The tasks of editing and the occasions of imputation in data sets using 1hird-pany documents raise 
an ontological and epistemological issue in the same breath. When one impales a phenomenon, one 
a.<~er1 < its ex is: Lenee; and it is legitimate to ask for mca.surc.s of c:uufi<lc:ncc thal the phenomenon. 1n fact, 
exists. The very process of imputation implies that the phenomenon did not emerge u nihilo, rather 1s 
dependent or derived. The epistemological challenge lies in 1he identification of qualities of 01he~ 
knnwn phenomena on which the imputation depends or fro1n which il is derived. T he strength of lhose 
qualities and 1he logic of deri vation determine how you know the phenomenon. The greater the strength 
of those qualities and 1he longer and more stable the histories of relationships among the variables 
~scribed in the <Iara""'· the l~s likely you a.re gue»i1111 when information Is missing. I he less hkely 
the guessing, 1he more the task is dominated by "editing" and the less by "imputation." 

On the other hand. as the strength of these qualities diminishes to near zero, the greater the leaps of 
faith. At some point. 1he chasm be1ween a phenomenon and its potential representation is so wide that 
only imagination can cross it. As much as we value imagination in the history of civilization, its place 
in d2ta set construction is rather limited. 

Editing is always involved in imputation. since the process of data editing identifies the missing. 
But il is difficult to deJC:ribe the point on a cuntinuum al which the balance o t ed1t1ng and imputation 
tips toward the latter. The task is somewhat akin to establishing a passing score on a "high stakes" test 
such as a licensure exam. A great deal of empirical evidence is assembled, and replication of results 
with different populations at different limes is a necessary procedure. Both test publishers and test 
users wish to minimize the cases of false positives and false negatives. Minimize. A passing score is a 
guide, 001 an absolute. The passing score is like that thin yellow line down the middle of a country 
road: you want to keep the right traffic going in 1he righl direction on either side. 

In some data sets. e.g .• those that produce the CPI. there are high stakes consequences of false 
impu14tions. Even though individuals are not being judged with the same consequences as a licensure 
examination. individuals are directly affected by 1he CPI. In other national data sets used in the course 
of policy-selling by Sillies, institutions. and organizations, the stakes are not as high, and individual s 
ore more indirectly aft'ec1cd. While these data sets are constructed and used to estimate aggregates, the 
direct and indirect effects on individuals argue that whenever we approach the mixture of editing and 
imputation, confidence levels are critical standards. 
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II Third-Party Artifacts: the Historian's Stuff 

The mass of dara ediring is conducted on the second-pany level. Thal is, information is collected 
directly from subjects or their agents. The mechanism is a survey or an unobtrusive measure that is 
unmediated. I have a questionnaire. you are interviewed, and your responses are directly rranscribed or 
transcribed by an interviewer who follows very standard and 1igh1 protocols. In the language of data 
editing, these protocols function al the capture stage. Or you engage in a discrete activil)I such as 
filing for unemployment benefits, that leaves a direct, unmediated trace. 

A third-pany artifact involves a different order of evidence. Archaeologists, anthropologists and 
historians know it well. You engage in activities that are recorded for sui generis purposes. They are 
recorded in formats and symbolisms that can best be described, in Geenz's phrase. as "local knowl
edge." They are inscribed on documents we can call "artifacts." At some future time, these anifaclS are 
discovered. collected from many sources, and re-recorded in a standardized format by a third-pany. 
The original anifact is thus twice removed from the form in which it appears in a database. Dependinit 
on the bureaucratic protocols of the collection, the data can be edited in either a coding or pos1-coding 
phase. 

Take. for example. the debarkation lists of boats arriving on the eastern seaboard in the National 
Period of our history. In the 1820s and 1830s, customs agents in Charleston, Balli more, Philadelphia, 
New York. and Boston recorded information on the nature and destination of arriving immigrants . In 
no two pons was there a standardized form for doing so. Sometimes we got full names; sometimes not; 
someti mes gender. age, occupation, relationships and ethnicity; sometimes not -- o~ in the case of the 
Irish, negative ethnic stereotypes and a sorting based on skin color. Data for key variables are always 
missing. There is no one port for which they are complete. 

There is one exception co che missing variables: the name of rhe .c:.:hir and its arrival date. 

If we are bu ilding a modem database from these lists, we have a phenomenological choice: we can 
accept the c lassifications made by the customs agents as reflecrine th~ vit:ws/perceprions. of the cus. 
toms agents -- in which case. we'd be writing a database that is more about the customs agents than the 
immigrants; or we can look for ways to fi ll in the information. We cannot imagine information of this 
type. And il is very difficu lt to impute. 

But if we examine the pon records on the other side of the Atlantic, we find that the embarkation 
lists are often more detailed than the debarkation lists. The level of detail was particu larly high in ports 
such as Hamburg and Rostok. The Library of Congress possesses some of this material. For a complete 
examination, the investigator takes the name of the ship and checks the registries until the port of origin 
can be determined: enes to the port of origin. n1mmages around the archives, and finds the mani(es:t. 
Sweat, toil, tedium. Nice travel, but hardly suited to an instant electronic environment, and not in lhe 
habits of data teams that have lo release the monthly Consumer Price Index al 8:30 on a Thursday 
morning, hnr·dtcking the price of laundry detergent in Seattle on the basis of analogous products. 

It took Fernand Braudel and his associates 20 years to write The History of the Mediterranean in the 
Age of Philip II, meticulously hunting down meteorological data for the emire basin covering a period 
of a millenium, lel alone records of caravans and harvests. We could save Braudel a lot of time today. 
The question is whether we want to and bow. For our task, in many respects. would be just as tedious. 
Third-party documents are often like that. 
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II The Case of College Records 

We all generate unobtrusive records in our lives, records that become pan of the grist for analyses 
of economic, social, and public health issues and trends. The case discussed here is that of college 
transcripis, a type of record now e;enerated for over half th~ • rlnh population between tho ages of 19 
and 35. One of our jobs in the research and statistics division of the U.S. Department of Education is 
figuring out what goes on in that vast and sometime amorphous enterprise called U.S. higher educa
tion. and whether. where. and how our individual and collf"rtiv~ investments in higher educ:uion ha Ye 
convincingly measurable impacts on our work lives. citizenship, and adult development. " 

To determine what goes on, we could always perform a content analysis of college catalogues. 
Unfortunately. these documents tend to be higher education's contribution to American fiction and 
ought to be placed on appropriate shelves in the library. Or we could ask individuals. in the course 
Computer-Assisted Telephone Intervie w• (C'ATI) or pa~rlpencil interview•. what types of education 
they pursued after high school, in what kinds of institutions. That strategy, as we've discovered. leads 
to what can euphemistically be described as exaggeration--but, as we shal l sec, not always, at least in 
the mailer of dearees earned . 

In terms of what students study, we can examine enrollment surveys conducted by learned and 
professional societies. What we ditcnvt:.r quic~ly. though. i, that enrollments o.re not students. Rather. 
they represent the same students cycling themselves through many courses within the field(s) covered 
by the enrollment survey. No learned society will admit that fact because each is concerned with 
gelling the maximum share of what we ex-deans call "enrollment mix." Having eliminated enrollment 
surveys, we can try course schedu les. Like the catalogues, these at least show what was really olfercd. 
Unfonunately, the evidence of course schedules does not indicate whether enough students registered 
for a course 10 make i1 a "go .. l made th~ George Washington University course ~h~ulc look fairly 
interesting a couple of semesters in a row with a course on quantitative historical methods that used 
those immigration lists, focused on women's roles, and wound up witb a collective class project using 
the first Womt'n 'f Whn's Who (1916). Exactly one person s igned up both times and the COU(SC wa.) 
cancelled. 

So we turn to transcripts. They don't lie, they don't cxagger.ate, they don' t forget. But they are a 
mess. And they are even more a mess because. to arrive in a national database. they arc re-coded in a 
standardized form by graduate students working for a contractor. Graduate 5tudcnts are supposed to be 
sman; but in the matter of the documents at issue, they arc not nuent in the histories of the variables 
nor experienced in 1ranslaring the oftimes idiosyncratic formats and signs used on those documents. 
Put more simply, they have linle idea of what they are looking at. The editor's job is to spot and fix 
their errors. 

For ccnain tasks. such as coding councs into over 1.000 course categories from an empirically· 
d~rlved taxonomy. we gave the graduate student coders the assistance uf "'>cat.rch strings ... Given the 
existence of certain words in the title of the course, the search srring presents the coder with a range of 
possibilities for coding. The coders c hoose. But the problem with search strings is that they do not 
provide decision rules for context. The coders either choose incorrectly or resort to residual categories 
for "unknowns" on 20 percent of the entriu. 
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For example, if they are presented with a title such as "Composition and Conversation" in the j unior 
year of a student at a selective college and code it as English Composition, I will wager they are wrong. 
Jn that situation, I look for context and derivation, and will immediately scan for the foreign language 
courses on the transcript that may set the context. If the title were merely "Composition," I would look 
for music or studio art as a guide to correct coding. 

This example illustrates the editorial process, post-cooing. If the context determines that "Compo
sition and Conversation" most likely applies to a Russian language course and I recode it according, I 
am not changing the reality, rather making the mark of reality "fit" or "represent" the reality more 
accurately than the form in which the mark was delivered. l!ut course titles such as "TEN BAD TAB 
TEN" or GREEN BOX WORKSHOP or RAGS TO RICHES or THE GOOD LIFE or (yes) GOOD 
BOOKS, I would rather leave alone. 

II National Samples, Unique Institutions 

We have taken two national samples of college transcripts in the course of longitudinal studies. 
have e-dited both of them. and, in each case, the editing process took two years. The samples are very 
robust. The first (known as the NLS-72) involved 12,600 students, 19,500 transcripts, and 485,000 
courses. The second ("High School and Beyond/Sophomore Cohort") was smaller. but has taken no 
less time: 8.400 students, 13,300 transcripts, 320,000 courses. For each course, there are 18 variables 
to which l must pay auention. For each transcript record, another IO. Imo this mix, I can import other 
variables from CATI inten•iews, paper and pencil surveys. and high school records. The purpose of 
importing is to guide the decision-making process in determining the accuracy of data coding and entry. 

While much common-sense guides decision rules, specialized knowledge is absolutely necessar)l 
When the coders read, on an MIT transcript, "Math I," and code it as a remedial course, you wonder 
how much common sense can be impaired. But when they read a sequence from an engineering smdent 
at, let us say, Wisconsin, who has Cale I, 2. 3, 4 and they code all of those courses as Calculus, you can 
forgive their ignorance. There is a big difference between elementary functions and infinite series, and 
that difference is important for understanding the careers of engineering students. A lot of engineering 
deans and advisers want to know. The data editor cannot be a copy editor. rather someone who has 10 

know a great deal about how specific colleges, community colleges, and trade schools work. This 
knowledge sets up a web of dependencies on which the editing decisions rest. 

II In Search of Accuracy: Consulting the Source 

Unlike researching debarkation lists in the early 19th century, we have another choice with contem
porary data.bases: we can call the source. Given the uniqueness of institutions. accuracy in editing 
requires contacting their registrars to assist in interpretation. Third-party data from s imilar contempo
rary sources allow for such a procedure. Surveys of the current or recent recorded activities of indi
viduals in health facilities using different record-keeping systems would be a good analogue. 

Following the contractor's delivery of the tape for the High School & Beyond college transcript file, 
we made a list of schools where there appeared to be a great deal of inconsistency and contradiction in 
matters of credits. grades, dates, and course titles. There were 700 schools out of 2,500 where these 
problems were rampant. We telephoned them. It took three months to get the guidelines. Sometimes, 
the registrars didn't know the answers to our questions. After all, colleges are in a market, and try to 
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grab a niche, finding any way they can 10 be unique. The evidence of such dubious niches include 
complex credit value systems or academic calendars of such n nature that students probably need pace
makers to tell them when 10 go to class. 

Why is accuracy impon.ant and how much should one sacrifice accuracy for t imel iness~ We get bad 
legislation if we are not accurate. The Student Right-lo-Know Act ( 1990) is a premier example. Under 
this act, colleges are required to report rates of graduation (or, in the case of community colleges. • 
persistence). We understood the problem with this legislation: over half the undtJgraduates in this U.S. 
auend more than one 1ns1i1u1ion, and (as it rums out), more than 20% change institutions across state 
lines ( rendering it impossible for any state higher education authority to track them). The student may 
start in a college in South Caroli na but graduate from a college in North Carolina. The first school is 
penalized by the propaganda of published graduation rates under Student Right-to-Kno"< And the cost 
10 both ins1nu1ions to produce information that few parents or students actually use exceeds the ben-
efits. 

But we were not there in time 10 testify on this legislation because the data setS were riddled with 
errors. Time 10 degree: average credits to degree. State legislators deserve--at the least--an accurate 
national tapestry that provides some norms. If they don't get it, or if the data are slopp)( somebody will 
suffer. Our accuracy 1s also critical 10 interpretation of labor market data. I have asked field interview
ers from the Census Bureau and the Bureau of Labor Statistics how they know when the person who
given a reasonable demographic profile--says he/she is a doctor is, in fact, a physician? A data editing 
system wuhon our framework would inquire whether, according to the evidence of transcripts, the per
son possessed the requisite educational credentials and history. If these credentials are missing, the 
person is probably either a physician's assistant or some other kind of "doctor." and their occupation 
code shou Id be edited accordingly. 

II The Mediator and Code 590 

Again. unlike the 19th century debarkation list case, we can also go back 10 the third-party when the 
same reality is represented in both literal (unmediated) and symbolic (~di•ted) form. The third-pany 
is responsible for the mediated form that is delivered on tape as a database. When we don't understand 
the symbol, we can ask for the literal. 

For example, in looking at the occupations of individuals in the NLS-72 database when these people 
were 32133 years old (in 1986). I saw that a substantial number received the occupation code · 590,• 
The coding manual, a collection of symbols used in the mediating process. did not list "590." I tele
phoned the contractor and asked them what "590" signified . After a pause, the response came back: 
"Craftsmen in the Military.• This was a strange response, particularly as 65% of the people in the "Code 
590" bin held bachelor's del(fees (the evidence came from the 1~nscripts). I then asked tho contr.ictor to 
send "the literals,• the direct transcriptions of what the respondent wrote (or said, if the data collection 
method was CATI) on the questionnaire. It turned out that one-third of the respondents assigned 10 
Code 590 were active-duty military. one-third were civi li•n employees of the Depanmont of Defence. 
and one-third belonged in occupationlindustry categories that had nothing to do with the militar)I 

The correct way to represent the occupation/industry of an accountant at Bolling Air Force Base is 
occupation=accountanl and industry•U.S. military. Unfortunately, the coding scheme used by the me· 
diator did not distinguish the military from the most aggregate notion of government employer The 
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results of the Code 590 inquiry thus included not only the corrections for hundreds of miscoded cases, 
but also a recasting of the "industry" variable to disaggregate the military from civilian government 
agencies. 

II Errors and Imputation 

Jn the~ brier accoun1< nr ct1nt~tt< ovt"rriding search strinss. consulting the soun:t"s. and sending 

• the "literals" all I have described is editing. Imputation did not enter these transactions . 

\Vha1 is a 1rue imp1111u1nn 1n this busin~ss. and where doei the limi1 1ie? We are invited to impute, I 

f 
contend, only in those cases that cannot be labelled "errors· or the result of errors. and that involve 
missing information . 

Let us illustrate with variotions on the most critical issue in the review of national college transcript 
samples: whether a student received a degree. Figure I is an actual page from the computerized records 
of~ <tuden1 t11S w~ created those records: from lhe tape delivered by the mediator:. The page does not 
represent the entire record for this panicular student, but contains enough information to illustrate the 
case. 

figure !.--Excerpt From Sample Student Tl"ansc.ript Records 
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The contractor interviewed the student (the process is carried out prior to and separate from the 
gathering of the transcript). The student said she had a bachelor's degree. She listed the three schools 
she anended . We requested transcripts from the schools and received all three of them. The student has 
135 credits on Transcript #I from a liberal arts college (CCLASS=32). Neither a degree nor degree date 
are indicated. despite what appears to be a decent academic record and a course entitled. "SENIOR 
SEMINAR" in the year one would expect a 1982 high school graduate to be receiving a college degree. 
There is also a graduate school transcript (#2). The editorial process spots all the•e chara<.1eds1ics. and 
considers the studenfs claim to a degree against the missing information about the degree in the third- " 
party presentation. 

The evidence allows us to impu te a bachelors degree, a major in English. and a degree date of Mal¢ 
1987 (her last term of undergraduate attendance was a semester that began in January of 1987, she 
entered graduate school in September of that year, and schools with semester systems hold commence· 
meots io May). There are virtually no degrees of freedom in this imputation. Our confidence level is 
very high. 

On the continuum of balance between editing and imputation, there is more of the former than the 
I alter in this case. Why? There are three historical relationships between the evidence and the receipt of 
a bachelor's degree that arc stron2 enoueh to say that what •rpurs to be "missing• is more the re•ult of 
oversight (a form of ·enor"): entry to graduate school in an academic discipline; numbers of credits 
earned; and senior seminars in a panem of courses with a dominant field (English literature) and an 
ostensible GPA comfortably at or above the norm. 

How do I know that simi lar cases will produce simi lar results? The editor of a data set based on 
third-party artifacts has an ethical obligation to examine a sample of original anifacts in cases where 
such critical signs are missing. For the High School & Beyond college transcript sample, I looked at 
over I 00 records where degrees were in question. In 70 percent of these cases. the degree was, in fact. 
indicated on a 1ranscripL usually nn rhr hack side of a page the data entry person never rumed ovcc 
That evidence was sufficient to justify similar imputations. 

Consider a second variation in th~ ca~~ nf our 1987 English Lit major: what if there was no gro.duotc 
school transcript, and all we had were two fragmentary records with poor grades, remedial work and 
lots of withdrawals? No matter what degree the student c laimed she had earned, there would be no 
clues, nothing from which the claim could be validated with confidence. The decision to leave the 
third-party presentation of the record alone is wholly an editorial decision : there are no errors. 

And a third variation: what if the degree-bearing transcript was submitted by the college as a "blocked 
transcript"? A blocked transcript indicates only the degree, degree date, and majot No course work, 
credits, or grades are included. The "blocked transcript" is the student's choice, and we must respect 
that choice. Ar rhr: (Ame time. our dtua $:t.andards indicate that it is irresponsible to present degree d:ata 

without course and credit data. So these data, which are missing but not as a result of errot are imputed. 

ln thi\ lmr11r11tion. we employ what lawyers call ·cuscom and usage" guidclinc,s, that is. special 
knowledge of organizational behavior and rules in colleges and universities. We know the student 
earned at least 120 semester credits (the accepted - and empirical -- minimum for a bachelor's degree), 
a degree in English (with, by custom, at least 30 creditS in the major). that the degree was awarded in 
May, 1987 and that the student graduated from high school in the spring of 1982. Furthermore, the 
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student has told us, in the surveys, what she was doing (school, work, other) for every month since 
1982. We can thus enter blocks of courses and credits, by term. e.g .• 

IMPUTED UNDERGRAD COURSEWORK 1985 SPRING 15 CREDITS 

IMPUTED MAJOR COURSEWOR K 1985 FALL 15CREDITS. 

The former entry receives a special course code for imputed courses of unknown discipline. The 
latter entry receives the course code. within a field, that covers unknown. missing. and residual cases. 
As for grades, only "CR· is entered, along with a flag that tells the software to add the credits but not 
to include the course in the computation of GPA. These entries are put in a flat file which. when 
completed, is appended to the master data set. 

In entries such as these. imputatoon outweighs editing, but must be limited to variables and values 
that can be assened with confidence. How do we know that the balance has shifted? The phenomena 
did not exist previously in the universe of representations we call a database and could not be created 
algorithmically by reference to existing signs in that data base. At the same time, they are not imagi
nary phenomena: they are dependent and derived, and hence are clearly on the imputation side of that 
thin yellow line. 

II Invitation 

Exploratory papers usually invite readers to further research and reflection. This occasion is no 
exception . To develop theory and guidelines for imputation in data sets built from third-party artifacts 
requires investigations in a variety of fields. Recent economic history. public health. and mass commu
nications are all invitine areas. Of these. only 1mhlic h~•lrh h• s been compelling enough 10 produce 
systematic data collection of national scope. It is obviously the next terrain for charting the thin yellow 
line. • 
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Chapter 

Sampling Design and Estimation Properties 
of a Study of Perinatal Substance 
Exposure in California 

Jimmy Hwang, University of California (San Diego), 
Bo /(olody .. 'ian n 1ego Stat.e Unfoersity, and 
William A . Vega, Unillt!1'$ity of California (Berkeky) 

Abstract 

D uring 1he period of 1992-93, a group of researchers from UC Berkeley. 
San Diego Sia1e Universily, the Scace Departmenc of Alcohol and Drug 
Programs. and 1he Univers ity of California at San Diego conducted a 

comprehensive survey on substance abuse problems among pregnant women in 
California. A fu lly probabilistic scratified cluster sample wa. us~ct 10 estimate the 
prevalence of perina1a l drug exposuce for the state of California. Included in the 
sampling plan were 29.494 pregnant women presenting for delivery in 202 
hospitals, which were sampled from 602 hn<pir•ls rhroughout the state or 
California. Urine specimens were taken from women presenting for deli very and 
later I inked by code number to demographic variables, tobacco use and pr4'scribed 
drug data gathered at intake. Urine specimens wer4' then shipped and tested at a 
NIDA certified lab. Based on the survey r4'5Ults. the study further projected that 
ther4' wer4' about 67 .361 perinatal exposures to one or more non-prescribed drug, 
including alcohol, and S2,346 exposu= to tobacco in California. 

The findings of the study have many significant clinical and public health 
imp11cations. The purpose of rhe rr"~~ntation is to off't-r several practical experi· 
ences in data editing and exposition from the study. The discussion will be use· 
ful in the area of applied statistics and the implications of sampling survey. Since 
the study was Ehe first or thi~ lcintt in substance abuse- progr:ams and in samplins 
targeted subjects. the presentation will illustrate its innovative and unique sam· 
piing design of the study. The presentation will also pr4'sent the problems and 
solutions. advantages and disadvantages of employing certain weighting proce
dures in adjusting the estimates. A detailed description is provided about the 
sampling process. i1s rationale, sampling fac,tors, statistical estimation, and com· 
putational procedures. 
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Sampling Design and Estimation Properties 
of a Study of Perinatal Substance 

Exposure in California 

Jimmy Hwang, U n il/eni"t)' uf Culifurniu (Sun Dlegu), 
Bo Kolody, San Diego S tate Uninrsity, a nd 

William A . Vega, University of Cal ifornia (Berkeley) 

II Introduction 

A study was conducted according to a multistage probability sampling design to estimate the 
prevalence of perinatal substance exposure in California in 1992. The study used coded urine samples 
from 29,494 women presenting for delivery in 202 hospitals. screened for toxins ; and later linked the 
results of toxicology by code number to the subjects' demographic variables and their reponed use of 
tobacco and prescribed drugs. The study reponed the survey results by age. marital status, oounty of 
residence. ethnicity and prenatal care his<0ry for Slate-wide and regional estima1es . The findings have 
many s ignificant clinical and public health implica1ions (Vega et al., 1993a and 1993b). This paper 
presems a general discussion of the sampling process and statistical design of the study. The presentation 
is useful in the area of appli ed statistics and the implications of sampl ing survey. 

II Sampling Process and Its Rationale 

The most important considerations governing the choice of the sampling design in the study involved 
several factors. 

The sampling frame be representative of all births laking place in maternity hospitals in California. 
The prac1ical constraint Ii mi led the study to preg.nant women admitted to materni1y hospi1als a1 time of 
delivery. To ensure sampling efficiency and study feasibili1y, lhe scudy included only hospitals that had 
more than 10 binhs annually, and excluded federal hospitals, hospitals on military bases, hospitals that 
delivered babies on an emergency room only basis, and birihing centers. Binhs in these hospitals account 
for a proportion of about 2 percen1 of statewide births. Their exclusion would not bias the estimates . 

The sampling procedure be fully probabilistic and thus yield population estimatc.s with known 
sampling errors. Samplin& of study subjects within a hn(['lilAI WA( nnt based upon subj~c1 charact~ri.stics: 

(e.g .. race/ethnicity). The study defined all admissions within a specified time frame of March through 
Oc1ober in 1992 as study subjects. This course of action necessitated a large sample siz.e in order to ha"e 
sufficient women from all ethnic groups enter the ~"mrle 1hrnugh l'l process of natural 5eleciion. 

The Study attempted to eslimate regional differences in Californ ia. Since approximately 80% of 
births are in the ten coun1ies with lhe highest number of births, a key objective of lhe study was to 
derive separate pre\'alence es1imates for each of these ten counties as well as for the remaining fony
cight counties as aggregated into sampling strata. The strata design that was used conformed to geo-
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administrative county clusrers previously established as Health Service Areas (HSAs). Although the 
possibility of using HSAs was considered. they were too numerous (N=26) for acceptable confidence 
intervals of subgroups. The county and county clusters (i.e., sampling strata), based on fourteen HSAs 
and the ten largest counties by birth population in California, constitute meaningful geographic di visions, 
for which separate estimates are both feasible and des irable. As a result, there were 11 counties (out of 
58) that did nol have a hospital in the study. Two of them had a hospital that did not want to panicip>t .. 
The others either did not have a hospital. or their one hospital was not randomly chosen. The stratum 
design allows for the absence of any one hospital from any one county in a stratum by allowing for 
grouping of resu lts from hospitals in the other counties in the strarum. Based on rhe •rramm ti•srsn used 
in the study, the resu lts obtained for any s tratum can be generalized for any county in the stratum. 

The sampling frame for the study was 583.487 births (98 percent of births statewide) in approximately 
305 maternity hospitals in California. There were 21 sampling strata in the study, one for each HSA 
and large county and combining these 21 sub-samples into a single. statewide sample. The sampling 
strata vary considerably in terms of their number of binhs. 

For example, Los Angeles county recorded 206.457 birth s while Imperial county recorded 2.777 
births. Given these wide disparities. the objective was to drnw • '"mple sufficitntly larg• for re•sonably 
precise estimates in the small sampling strara while allowing for large n's in large sampling strata. A 
striclly proportionate to size allocation would render the larger strata too large or the smaller strata too 
small . 

For Stratum #1.00, for example. the sampling fraction is n=l 107 while in the largest sampling 
stratum (# I 1.00) n=4879. This strategy yielded an overall. statewide sample size n=29.200. Given the 
substantially larger sample size in Stratum# 11.00 (Los Angeles county) the prevalence estimates were 
approximately twice as precise as in Stratum # 1.00. This higher precision is desirable inasmuch as Los 
An~eles county accounts for about one 1hirtt t\f sta1ewid~ births. When combining .stratum prevalence 

rates into a statewide rate, the higher precision for Los Angeles county, as well as for other large srrata, 
minimized the impact of weighting, which was used to adjust for st.ratum size. Table I gives the actual 
numbers for each stratum. 

II Two-Stage Probability Sampling 

Within each srrarum hospitals form the clusters, the first stage sampling units. The merhod of 
syslemaric sampling was used to selecr hospitals within the stratum. A separate prevalence estimate 
could be made for each of rhe 21 strata. The size of each of these samples was proponionate to the 
number of binhs in the strarum. 

The selection procedure began by listing hospitals ordered on ownership type. Ownership was used 
in order to assure that a representative proportion of women entering every type of hospitals was included 
in :lde.qua1e numbers for the £ampling design. Within type, hospitol.s were ordered oo the cun1uul number 

of births. A systematic sampling procedure was used to delete every third hospital from this ordered 
hospital list. Across the 21 strata. this procedure yielded a sample of 202 hospitals that were included 
in the study. 
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Table 1.--Target and Actual Samples in tbe Study 

Number n::Target Actual 
of Samples Number of 

Stratum# Births to be Usable Counties 
Collected Samples 

J.00 10,135 1,107 I , 173 Northern CA 
2.00 9,013 512 546 Golden Empire 
2 .34 20,969 1,358 1,429 Sacramento 
3.00 12,7 10 1,253 J,337 North Bay 
4.00 8.174 510 540 West Bay 
4.38 14 .. 589 1,198 1.198 San Francisco 
5.00 11,401 1,333 l.267 Contra Costa 
5.01 22.757 1,676 1,639 Alameda County 
o.oo 21 ,70 1 1,178 1, 172 N.~an Joaqum 
7.00 31.380 1,575 J.657 Sania Clara 
8.00 13, 188 J, 129 1.194 Mid Coast 
9.00 20,036 1, 1)4 1, 1 5~ Central CA 
9.10 15,681 ) , 141 1,063 Fresno County 

10.00 17,458 I , 144 1,097 Ventura/S .B. 
I J.00 ~0(>,457 4,879 4,9 18 LA. County 
12.00 4,200 IOI 0 Inyo/Mono 
12.33 22,813 1,241 1,278 Riverside County 
12.36 28,434 1,547 1,530 San Bernardino Co. 
13.00 53,678 2,682 2,714 Orange County 
14.00 2,777 183 203 Imperial County 
14.37 45,936 2,299 2,381 San Diego County 

Totals 593,487 29,200 29,494 

The number of subjects sampled within selected hospitals was set to be directly pr.oportionate to the 
number of births, specifically, the proportion of stratum births during the 1990-1991 fiscal year. To 
adjust for any disproportion due to slight over or under sampling by hospital size or ethnicity, weights 
were applied to conform the outcomes to the J 99 I -92 parameters on ethnic distributions in each hospital. 
To achieve the statewide estimates, appropriate weights were also applied to adj ust for disproportion by 
stratum to conform the total sample to the statewide 1991-92 distributions on race/ethnicity by hospital 
and stratum. 

II Anonymity and Urine Testing 

Subjects were selected in a manner designed to minimize selection bias and to ensure the anonymity 
of those from whom urine specimens were obtained. Starting on a given day, nurses were instructed to 
test all admitted patients until the sampling fraction for the hospital was met. Nurses collected urine 
specimens and basic descriptive information from each subject and recorded this information on a code 
sheet that contained no personally identifying information. The same code number was used on the 
code sheet and the urine-specimen label. 
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In accordance wilb national standards of nursing care, all patients in California hospitals are asked at 
the time of admission whether they currently smoke. There is no standard phrasing for this question. The 
answer does not indicate the frequency of extent of smoking. Information on patients' smoking was recorded 
on the code sheets; ii was missing for 6.4 percent of the subjects in the sample. The direction of bias, if 
any, due to the missing data could not be judged. 

Procedures and ~afeguards wtrit: ~~tablished to ensure th3t no person<l.lly identifying informo.tion ~ou ld 

be li nked to the results of urine testing. The research protocol was reviewed and approved by the Committee 
for the Protection of Human Subjects, Health and Welfare Agency. Stale of California and by the Human 
Subjects Review C':nmmittee of the University ofC3Ji fornia~ Berkeley. as well as by in~nitutiona.1 revie .. · 
boards at the individual hosptials. The urine specimens were sent to a laboratory certified by 1he :-lational • 
Institute of Drug Abuse (PharrnChem, Menlo Park, California). Table 2 lists the tests performed and the 
de1ec1ion periods for each substance. 

Each specimen was assayed by personnel who did not know its origin or the subject's demographic 
chAract~ristics They used en:z.yme-multiplied immunoassay tcc;hniqu~~ for all drugs an\) 1111 enzymatic 
assay for alcohol (Test materials for these assays were manufactured by Syva. a subsidiary of Syntex, 
Palo Alto. Cahforina.). If a screening test was .. negative, i.e .. fai led 10 detect the presence of drugs or 
AIC'ohol, the test re$ults were reported co be negalivc and no furthc,r testing WCl.l ~vndu1..:H;c.J . Jf an enzyme .. 

multiplied immunoassay was positive for any drug except a cannabinoid (marijuana), the result was 
confirmed by gas chromatography: this technique is commonly used by analytical toxicologists to confirm 
tht pttse.nce of drugs or their met3bolites in urine or other biologic fluid;). If iu1 assay wau~ positive for a 
cannabinoid, the result was confirmed by high-performance thin· layer chromatography; the result of this 
technique correlates highly wi1h that of gas chronia1ography, and the sensi1ivi1y of 1he test is comparable. 
When an immunoassay is combined with an appropriate confirmation assay that is chemically independent. 
the likelihood that a drug will be correctly identified is greater than 99 percent. 

The pharmacological cha.rCLCtcristics of alcohol differential~ it frorn other drugs. llS conecn1ration in 
blood, breath, and urine can be es1imated according to body weight if the amount inges1ed and the lime 
elapsed are known: alcohol is rapidly absorbed into 1he bloods1ream and distributed throughout body 
water. If an aver.igo· sized person in good heahh drinks G "'of beer ( 170 ml), 2 oz of wine (60 ml). or O.~ 

oz of distilled spirits (15 ml). urine collected I to 1.5 hou.rs later should contain al leas! 10 mg ofalcohol 
per deciliter. a level used as the cutoff value for the study. A person who has one or two drinks at night 
and urina1es after awakening in the morning wou ld have a lower urinary alcohol level and not test positive. 
A person who consumes a1 least I oz of distilled spirits 2 10 2.5 hours before urine collection would test 
positive. Alcohol cannot be measu red accurately in urine specimens containing glucose: to avoid 
confounding. the study considered such specimens 10 be negative for alcohol. 

II Statistical Estimation 

A separate prevalence and errors estimate based on two-stage sampling design was made for each of 
the 21 strata. Calculation of standard errors took the sampling design into account by weighting values to 
conform the data tu the distribution of births for the penod I Y9 I· I 992 within hospitals, within regions. 
and statewide. The 95 percent confidence interval for each subgroup reflected the observed percentage of 
positive tests and the standard error of the estimate. To facilitate subgroup comparison, differences between 
proportions were tested. with the Student-Newman-Keuls ranges adjus1JOen1 (a1wo-tailed test) for multiple 
comprisons, in analyses of prevalence according to racial or ethnic group and the dura1ion of prenatal 
care. The comparison of the prevalence of tobacco use included the exact t-1est value and probability for 
each substance. 
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Table 2.--0rug and Alcohol Testing Procedures 

Screening Confirmation 
Drug Method Cutoff Method Cutoff Detection Period 

Alcohol EA JO mg/di 
Ethanol GC JO mg/di Very short• 
Glucose GC I mg/di 

A111p11t..:l~U l ti 11~ EMIT IOOOng/ml oc JOO ng/ml 
Amphe1amine GC 300 ng/ml 12-72 hr 
Methamphctaminc GC 300 ng/ml 12-72 hr 

Barbiluraces EMIT 200ngiml GC 200 ng/ml 
Amobar1ital CC 200 ng/ml 2·4 days 
Butalbital GC 200 ng/ml 2·4 days 
Pentoba.rbical GC 200 ng/ml 2-4 days 
Phenobarbital GC 500 ng/ml up 10 30 days 
Secobarbital GC 200 ng/ml 2·4 days 

Bcntodiazcpines EMIT 200ng/ml GC 200 ng/ml 
ACB GC 500 ng/ml up to 30 days 
MACB oc 500 ng/iol up tu 30 I.lays 

Cannabinoid EMIT 50ngiml HPTLC 50 ng/ml 
THC metabolite HPTLC 50 ng/ml up LO 14 days•• 

Cocaine metabolite EMIT 300ng/ml GC 500 ng/ml 
Bcnzoylecgonine GC 500 ng/ml 12-72 hr 

Methadone EMIT 300ng/ml GC 300 ng/ml 
Methadone CC 300 ng/ml 1-4 days 

Opiates EMlT 300ng/ml GC 20 ng/ml 
Codeine# GC 500 ng/ml 2-4 days 
Hydromorphonc GC 1000 ngiml 2-4 days 
Morphine GC 200 ng/ml 2-4 days 

Phencyclidine EMlT 25ng/ml GC 200 ng/ml 
Phcncyclidine GC 200 ng/ml up to 14 days•• 

Note: ACB denotes acctylbenzophenone, MACS Methylacetylbenzophcnonc. THC tctrahydrocanabinol; EA 
denotes Enzymatic assay, EMIT enzyme-multiplied immunoassay technique; GC denotes gas chromatography. 
and HPTLC high-performance thin-layer Chromatography . 

The advanlage of two-stage sampling is obvious in this study. We have the opportunity of obtaining 
some smaller number of observations that apear more efficient and hence produce more precise es1imates. 
In ou r study, we first used systematic e limination to select n hospitals in each stratum . Then, for each 
selected unit, a random method was given for selecting the specified numbers of subjects from it. In 
finding the mean and variance of the prevalence estimate. averages were taken over all samples that 
were generated by the process. To calculate the average. we first averaged the estimate over all second-
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stage selections that were drawn from the n hospitals. Then we averaged over all possible selections of 
n hospitals by the study. 

For an estimate, p, the method can be expressed as 

E(p) = E,!E,(p)], 

where E denotes expected or average value over all samples. E, denotes averaging over all possible 
second-stage selections from a fixed set of hospitals. and E, denotes averaging over all first-staae 
selections. 

For the variance V(p), it is readily shown the following result (Cochran. 1977), 

where V 2(p) is the variance over all possible subsample selections for a given set of units. 

To illustrale the compuratinnAI 1mplications, for any subject in ~ hospjt3J H. s:iy yiH, let y
1
H be J if 

the subject possesses substance of our interest and 0 otherwise. Let n,, be the number of sampled 
subjects in the hospital H and N" be the number of births in the hospital H. Then. the prevalence of a 
given substance for the holpiual H, pH' i,) Uefincd as: 

The prevalence of a given substance for the Stratum A, pA, is defined as: 

where WA is the weighting value based on probability of sampling allocations of the hospitals for each 
.stratum. 

Alternatively, the prevalence for the stratum A may be calculated as: 

This two-stage probabiliiy sampling involves two sources of the variance for the prevalence of the 
stratum: variance between hospitals and variance within hospitals. Although the weighting value is 
omitted from the following derivation of the variance, the weighted prevalence and weighted standard 
errors were used in the study. 
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SAMPLING 0€SICN ANO fsTIMATION PROPERTIES 

For each Slralum, the variance be1ween hospi1als may be defined as: 

~)pH-P•)"2 (!-~) 
H $ nld 

(n ... -1) n.. 

where n.,. is lhe number of sampled hospilals and n,,. is the number of tbe toial hospitals wilhtn the 
slratum. 

The variance wnhin hosp11als may be defined as: 

L TIH(pirqH) (n...)(1- fl}/) 
- "" NH 

2- n .. (nH-1) Nm,,. 
'2 

Therefore, the variance of 1he prevalence is 1he summa1ion of the variance be1ween hospilals and the 
variance within hospilals, i.e .. s

1
2+s

2
1• 

The standard error of lhe prevalence is bounded (al 95% level) by J.96*(s1
2+s,')°·5. 

II A Computational Example 

As a compulalional example. 1he Table 3 gives lhe prevalence and error estimale of using alcohol 
for African-American women at time of delivery in siratum # 11.00 (Los Angeles county). To derive lhe 
error eslimale, we need lO have lhe followini: informalion for each selec1ed hospital: prevalence((\.). 
sampled subjecis (n"). and iotal births (NH) (see column 2-4). We also need the foll owing stralum 
informa1ion: the number of selecled hospi1als (n,A), 1he number of total hospitals (nJA). and stratum 
prevalence (pA) (aoe column 5 7). 

Computalional S1eps 

0 Calculate the squared differences between sample means and population mean (i.e., I\, and pA). 
(Column 8) 

0 Di•!de Column 8 by (n.,.-1) to calculate the sampling variances. (Column 9) 

0 Adjust the sampltng variances by probab1hty factor, ( 1-n.,Jn,)ln.,.., to yield the variances between 
hospitals. (Column 10) 

0 Calculate the product of n"(p")( 1-p"). (Column 11) 

0 Divide Column 11 by n,A(nH-1) to yield the sample variances for each hospital. (Column 12) 

0 Adjusl lhe sample variances by probability fac1or. i.e., l1sd fl}/ 
(-)(!--) 
""' NH 

(Column 13) 

NHnsA 
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HwASO, KOLOOY, AND Vgo" -
Table 3.··A Computational Example: Alcohol Use of African-American Women 

in Los Angeles County 

---------·-······················--------------------· ··-------------· ················--------
MIO PS1 ·~ ITOTAl JfSMOSP lfTHOSP POI 
(C1) (Q) (Cl) (C4) <c5l (C6) (C7) <ta> (C9) (C10J (C11) <C12> (C13) 

························· ·· ···--·······················-----------············---------------· 
133 28.571 12 :mo 50 77 11.689 2.85 0.06 0.00 244.90 0.45 0.00 
134 0.000 3 11'4 ,0 n ·1.689 1.l7 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 .00 
136 50.000 2 860 so n :1 .689 14.611 0.30 0.00 S0.00 1.00 0.00 
1'6 12.69& 47 S330 50 77 11.689 0.01 0.00 0.00 521.04 O.ZJ 0.00 
1S1 8.947 63 2947 50 77 11.689 O.Oll 0.00 0.00 513.25 0.17 0.00 
16' 0 .000 • '°'' so T1 , 1.649 t.J7 o.as o.oo .... o.oo 0.00 
1611 0.000 1 1102 so 77 11.689 1.37 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
174 4.546 9 1300 so 77 11.689 O.S1 0.01 o.oo 39.0S 0.10 o.oo • 
177 0.000 1 029 so 77 11.6119 1.57 0.03 o.oo 0.00 0.00 0.00 
180 50.000 ] 1'39 so 77 11.689 14.611 0.30 0.00 75.00 0.75 0.00 
182 0.000 1 1473 so 77 11.6119 1.57 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
183 0.000 1 1763 50 77 11.6119 1.37 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
187 0.000 1 1391 so 77 11.6119 1.37 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
191 7. 143 ]1 8309 so 77 I 1.6119 0.21 0.00 0.00 205.61 0.14 o.oo 
19$ 66.667 ' 11'0I >O n 11.689 lO.ll o.oz 0.00 111.11 0.56 0.00 
196 0.000 22 5S34 so 77 I 1.6119 1.37 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
204 6 .849 27 2249 so 77 II .6119 O.ZJ 0.00 0.00 172.26 0.1] 0.00 
205 4.546 20 4229 so 77 II .6119 0.51 0.01 o.oo 86.Ta 0.09 0.00 
207 o.ooo I 973 50 T1 11 .MO 1.17 o.as o.oo o.oo 0.00 0.00 
213 SO.ODO ] 2584 so 77 11.6119 14.611 0.30 0.00 73.00 0.75 o.oo 
217 10.526 10 5475 50 77 11.6119 0.01 0.00 0.00 94.18 0.21 0.00 
219 19.231 12 14S7a 50 77 11.6119 0.57 0.01 0.00 186.39 0.34 0.00 
223 18.605 36 8225 50 77 11.6119 0.48 0.01 0.00 545.16 0.31 0.00 
ZZ7 13.636 24 5248 50 77 11.6119 0.04 o.oo 0.00 zaz.65 0.25 o.oo 
228 23.6114 e 554 50 77 11.6119 1.44 0.03 0.00 144.60 0.41 0.00 
229 0.000 1 710 50 77 11.6119 1.37 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
233 0.000 1 955 50 77 11.61~ 1.37 0.03 o.oo 0.00 0.00 o.oo 
237 0.000 2 1500 50 77 1 I .6119 1.37 0.03 0.00 0.00 o.oo 0.00 
240 0.000 1 2275 50 77 11 .6119 1.37 0.03 o.oo 0.00 0.00 0.00 
254 0.000 7 2269 so 77 11.6119 1.57 0.03 0.00 o.oo 0.00 o.oo 
261 0.000 1 1M9 50 77 11.6119 1.37 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00 o.oo 
263 0 .000 1 2457 50 T1 11 ·"° 1.J7 0.03 0.00 o.oo o.oo 0.00 
265 0.000 5 2966 50 77 11.6119 1.57 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00 o.oo 
267 o.ooo 6 1322 50 77 11.6119 1.37 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
275 0.000 1 662 so 77 11 .689 1.37 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
277 0.000 1 2677 50 77 11.689 1.37 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00 o.oo m 16.667 6 2430 50 77 11.689 0 .25 0.01 0.00 83.13 0.13 o.oo 
279 0.000 1 589 50 77 11.689 1.37 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00 o.oo 
2IO 0.000 2 1843 50 n 11.6'9 1.37 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
237 15.0 70 4922 so 77 11.689 0.15 o.oo o.oo 922.85 O.Z7 o.oo 
289 0.000 1 169& so 77 11.689 1.37 0.03 0.00 o.oo 0.00 0.00 
290 o.ooo 4 2609 so 77 11.689 1 •. 57 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
297 0.000 15 4120 so 77 11.689 1.37 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
303 0.000 4 2266 so 77 11.689 1.37 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
305 0.000 1 11911 50 n 11.689 1.37 0.03 0.00 o.oo o.oo 0.00 
l09 0.000 2 1600 so 77 11.689 1.37 0.03 0.00 o.oo o.oo 0.00 • 310 0.000 1 1174 so 77 11.689 1.37 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
] 15 9.091 5 5412 so 77 11.689 0.07 0.00 0.00 41.32 0.21 0.00 
702 0.000 I 952 so 77 11 .689 1.37 0.03 o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 
729 0.000 ' 2263 so 77 11.689 1.37 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

················································--·-···--·-········-····-····················· • Vari.nee bt"'-1 vu fwc:e betwen 
hospitals • 1.7750 hmpit•l• • 0.0667 

StW'IClwd error btim-T• • 1.17'50"' 0.0667 •1.&411 
···············································-···············----~---···········----······· 
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0 The variance of the two-stage sampling is the summation of Column 10 and Column 13. The 
square root of the sum produces the standard error. 

O The error estimate at the 95 percent confidence level is multiplying 1.96 by the standard error. 

II Results and Discussion 

The total prevalence for any cAtt'enry nf dn.1g take$ in10 account whether the women presenting for 
delivery had any drug administered prior 10 urine collection . The nurse filling out the data form was 
asked to check any category of drug that was administered. Those categories were Opiates, 
Benzodiazepines. Barbiturates. Other. and None. If a urine tested positive for any drug in any of these 
categories and if the nurse checked any of these categories as a previously administered drug. then the 
urine was not counted in the prevalence total for that category. 

The Illicit Drug prevalence total was for any drug positive for the following subsrnnces: THC, Cocaine. 
Methamphetamine. Phencyclidine. and Heroin. The Non-illicit Drug prevalence total was for any drug 
positive for tht' following substances only if the nurse did not indicate. that a drug in ii drug category wu 
administered prior to collection of the urine sample: Amphetamine, all Barbiturates. all Benzodiazepines. 
Methadone. Codeine. Hydromorphone. and non-illicit Morphine use. In other words. if the nunoe indicated 
thsu ::\ b~rbiturate was :idminislrate.d prior to urin~ collection. then whatever urine positive PharmChem 
Laboratories detected (e.g., amobarbital) was neither counted in the Barbiturates total. nor in the Non· 
Ill icit Drug Total. The prevalence total for Non-Illicit Drugs is the total of all non-illicit drugs not 
administered prior to urine collection. 

Finally, totals for all drug categories as well as the total drug and alcohol prevalence will always be 
lower than the sum of the individu2I drugs for two reasons: first. muhiplc drug us.c, though not ..:omn10n, 
was still generally one-half of I percent; and second, PharrnChem Laboratories reponed all positives as 
they tested them. In reponing totals by drug category, urine samples from patients who had drugs 
admini5tered prior to urine. collection were not considered positive. PharmChc.m had 110 way of k11uwi11g 
which positive urine samples were due 10 prescribed drug use. This was determined on ly after matching 
the data forms with the urine samples. 

Table 4 presents statewide prevalence rates overall and by race/ethnicity. From the table. the statewide 
prevalence rate of perinatal substance use among California women in 1992 was 11.35 percent. Illicit 
substance exposure was 3.49 percent. with subestimates of I.I I percent for cocaine and 1.88 percent for 

• marijuana. The sub-estimate for alcohol is 6. 72 percent and the tobacco use 8.82 percent. Only about 
0.48 percent had used more than one non-illicit or ill icit drug. These results suggest that alcohol and 
tobacc:o use during prcgnnncy is quite common in Cali fornia. About l i11 20 pn::gnunL women had used 
one or more non-illicit or illicit drug. not including alcohol and tobacco, I in 14 used alcohol, and I in 
I I used tobacco in the houn; or days before hospitalization for delivery. 

From Table 4, the highest rate of alcohol, 11.S percent. illicit drug use 11.9 percent, and tobacco 
use, 20.12 percent were found among African American women; contrasts between African Americans 
and other ethnic subgroups are statistically significant in every instance (p < .05). Cocaine prevalence 
was high at 7.79 percent, as was marijuana (THC metabolite) at 4.59 percent. One of 4 African American 
women tested positive for a licit or an illicit drug use at time of hospitalization for delivery. 
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Table 4.-.Sl>ltewide Prevalence Rates OveraU and by Race/Ethnicity 
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1319' 10615 

H" ET PP fl 

oth•r 
11U 

pp ET 
-------- ············--·-----------·-······--------·-········---------------------·--··----······· 
1. Al<Of'IO\ 6.nc.lO> s .o7Ct.OI> 1Lsac1.34> 6.arc.44> 6.osc.Zl> • .<nC1.16> 

. 06(,12) .19(.18) .3$(. 10> 1.32(, 11) .24(.lO) Z. ~et•INS 

3. ht'bfh.r•t" 

.66(. 10) 

.Z6( .06) .19<.22> .Zl{.20) .22<.0ll .32(.05) .22<.ZI> 

.09(.04) 

S. t llC MttOoltte 

6. eoc.tne 

I.II&(. 16) 

1.m.m 

• IS( .04) 

1.47( .14) 

.21(.22) 4S9C.88l .61(. 14) 3.25(.17) 1.21( .64) 

7 . .... -... 

a. QpfatH 

9. "1enc:yc1 fdfne .04(.0Z) 

.06(.12) 7.79(1.12) .55(.12) 

.OOC.00) .25(.22) .16(.06) 

.60( .07) 

. 16( ,04) 

1.34( .56) 2 .54(.66) t.06(.18) t.59(.12) 

, 00(,00) • 16(. 16) .06(.04) .01(.01) 

.20(.211) 

,06(. 14) 

t.tt(.6l) 

.00(.00) 

to. ToUl OM Posit I- 5. 16(.26) t.al(.66) 14.22(1.46) 2.75(.la) 6.79(.24) 2.88(1.00) 
(Any ' llfcft or ncri·fllfcft dt'\11 fro9 2·9) 

11. Polvd"" "" . 48< . 0I> .04c. 101 1.75c.54> .m.oa> 
(Po1ttlve for more than one dl"Ull) 

.57(.07) • 17( .24) 

12 . Pol~""'I UO• .S2( .08) .05( . 10) 1 .17'< ."6) .t5( .08) 
CP01ltfwt for both Alcchol and .-,y dl"Uf) 

.56(.07) .1,C.Z4> 

13. TOUl Any Potltlvo 11.35(.36) 6 .84(1.24) 24.02(1.78) 9.37(.SO) 12.28(.32) 6,76<1.48) 
<Alcohol or druoe> 

14. tl lfcft Drutt 3 ,49<.22> 

IS. •on·llllclt Orup t .71(.16) 

.39(.30) 11.90(1.36) 1.51<.22> 4.92(.21) 

1.49( .60) 2.38( .64) 1.Z6( .20) '.96(. 13) 

16. Tobllc:co 8 . azc . 34> 1. nc .66> 20. 12c1.76> 3.29< .32> t 4.azc .35> 

'.57(. 74) 

'.31( . 68) 

4.81(1,30) 
···················-·················--··················-·······-------·---··------- -----······· 

While non-Hispanic women had the second highest ra1es of licil and illici1 drugs with the exception 
of alcohol. While non-Hispanic women had much higher ra1es of smoking, 14.92 percen1. 1han all olher 
ethnic sul>-groups excepl for African Americans. One in eigh1 White non-Hispanic women 1estcd positive 
for a licit or an illici1 drug. 

Hispanic women had 1he second highes1 rates of alcohol use, 6.87 percent. However, they had lower 
prevalence rates for all other drugs. About one in 1en Hispanic women tested positive for a licll or an 
illicit drug. 

Asian and Pacific Islander women had negligible prevalence for all drugs except for alcohol, 5.07 
percent. One in rourteen Asian and Pacific Jslander women tested positivl!' for a licit or an illicit dnag. 

Table S presents regional prevalence es1ima1es of 1otal drug and/or alcohol use in descending order. 
The table is designed 10 facilime direct comparisons of regions statewide, and to illustrate how some 
regions have lower prevalence for some subs1ances, and have the highest prevalence for other substances. 
No one or two regions consis1en1ly have 1he highest or the lowest prevalence for all the substances. Jn 
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Table s.--Reglonal Prevalence Rates in Descending Order by Overall and Drug Use 

------------------------------
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sum, there is one outstanding feature of the comparisons: prevalence estimates are not related 10 rural 
or urban strata per se, but both urban and rural regions in the northern part of California are more likely 
10 have higher total prevalence rates than those in the southern part of California. 

For example, the four regions with the highest total prevalence rates (for either drugs andfor alcohol) 
are in the northern part of Cal ifornia, and nine of the fi rst ten are in the central and northern part of 
California. The only cxceytion is San Bernardino county. While some predominantly rural regions 
have high total drug and/or alcohol use, other have relatively low use, such as lmperical county. These 
results reveal one other interesting find mg. There seem 10 be large variations in prevalence rates among 
counties within the sa111c gcogrdphlc area. Such is the case in the region surrounding San Francisco 
Bay. The relatively low prevalence levels of Marin-San Mateo (Stratum #4.00), 9.36 percent, contrast 
with those of Contra Costa (Stratum #5.00) and Alameda (Stratum 115.01) counties, 16.44 percent and 
16.92 percent. respectively. The rates for the North Bay (Stratum #3.00). Santa Clara (Strarum #7.00) 
and San Francisco (S1raium #4.38) counties range at all points in between, In the southern part of 
California, similar results are found when comparing San Bernardino (Stratum # 12.26) and Orange 
(Stratum# 13.00) counties. These variations underscore the complexity of interpreting these findings. 
and the importance of conducting a more detailed analysis to understand the reasons for this distribution. 

While it i> evidem that regions on the northern part of California genernlly have higher prevalence 
rates than regions in the southern part of California, this does not seem attributable to income differences 
among countiesfregions. However, there probabl) 1s a direct link to sociodemographic composition of 
the reg;.,.,,, Regions In the southern pan of Cahfornia with proportionally large Hispanic populations 
had lower prevalence on illicit drugs and tobacco use because Hispanic women had a low statewide 
prevalence for these substances generally . However, it remains enigmatic why White non-Hispanic 
maternity patients or Asian and Pacific Islander maternity patients, for example. in the northern pan of 
California seemed so much more likely 10 test posi1h·e for various substances during the final term of 
their pregnancy than women in the same racefethnic group in the southern part of California. 

It appears that there is a strong cultural basis for perinatal substance use in California that operates 
10 minimize use, or innuence the decision 10 use particular types of substances. There also appeared 10 
~•hot spots" of concentrated substance use. such as cocaine in Alameda county, amphetamines in San 
Bernardino county, and marijuana in the North Bay HSA (Napa. Solano. and Sonoma counties). These 
imponanl differences in regional characteristics underlying the estimates suggest that they have critical 
public health implications for targeting services. 
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Chapter 

The Processing and Editing System of 
the National Health Interview Survey: 
The Old and New 

Susan S. J~k, National Cen ter for Health Statistics 

Abstract 

T he National Health Interview Su rvey (N HIS ) has been fielded 
continuous ly s ince 1958. The procedures for processing, editing, 
producing, and documenting clean data with precise documentation have 

evolved over time. The data "products" have also changed somewhat over time, 
consistent with evolving technology. 

The forthcoming redesigned NHIS, which has been converted to Computer
assisted Personal Interviewing format using the CASES authoring system. is a 
natural outcome of this evolving technology. The concurrent challenge is to 
redesign o processing and editing system that retains the "spirit" and the positive 
aspects of the old system while benefiting from technologic advances, 
minimizing the amount of labor intensive editing, and producing new forms of 
documentation appropriate to the NHIS's widely varying audience. 

This presentation will give an over.·iew of the current data processing/editing 
procedures, which renect a paper-and-pencil NHlS. potential human error in 
responding. recording, and keying of data using a mainframe system. according 
10 detailed specifications prepared by subject maner and editing expens. It 
will also describe the process NHTS is using to design a new muhi-<limensional 
system from raw data to clean, documented data release. Using personnel with 
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Abstract (Cont'd) 

a wide variety or experience and expcnise. interrelated work groups wi II set pohcies 
and priorities which should ultimately 

n N"tfllC"f" lh.t' amount of time involved in edit tpccific3tion 3Dd progta.mming. 

0 allow for minor modifications as well as major changes involving cyclical 
modules, 

0 automate and simplify the documentation process, and 

0 decrease the tum-around time for clean data release. 

The goal Is 10 synthesize the best of the old NHlS pohc1es with the experience of 
others undergoing the CAPlization process to produce an essentially "generic" editing/ 
processing system which can be used by 01her large complex surveys. panicularly those 
within NCHS. • 
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Data Editing Using Neural Networks 

L. H . Roddick , S ta tistics Canada 

Abstract 

C omputerized data editi ng is normal ly done using rule based systems or 
programs. Neural Networks provide the ability to create an edit system directly 
from the data and to allow the edits to evolve over time through periodic 

retraining. This is an especially useful facility for monthly surveys. where the edits 
can adapt over time as the external condmons affecting the survey change . 
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Data Editing Using Neural Networks 

L. H . Roddick, S tntistics Cnnndn 

II Introduction 

Data editing is a major activity at Statistics Canada and at other statistical agencies. Computerized 
data ediling is normally accomplished either by producing a customized edit program or by using a 
generalized editing system. A customized approach involves specifying the edits. programming the 
specificauons. testing the program's correctness and then implementing the edit program. A general
ized editing system usually requires the user to specify the edits in terms of some complete sci of accep
tance or rejection rules (Fellegi and Hoh. 1976). In both techniques the edits are implemented in terms 
of ru les. 

The Neural Network technique described herein addresses editing data based on the actual data. not 
on rules about the data Only one facet of statistical data editing is described, but it is thought that non
<1a1i<11cal areas might also make use of this type of Neural Network. 

Two types of data are normally edited, discrete valued variables and continuous valued variables. 
Discrete variables have a limited numt>cr of values 1hat are either alphabetically or numerically coded. 
Continuous variables are numeric variables such as integers. 

Th• Neural Ne1wnrl< model presented here addresses discrete variables, however it can be used for 
continuous variables if they are grouped by value into classes. For example. an income variable can be 
grouped into a number of income classes such as SO -- $20,000, S20.00I -- $40,000 and greater than 
$40,000. thus ma kine the resulting coded income variable discrete. 

II The Process 

Editing of discrete variables ca n be accomplished using Back-Propagation (B-P) Neural Networks 
without having to go th rough the specification, programming and testing phases. This is accomplished 
by providing the set of correct and incorrect values for the variables being edited 10 a data generation 
program that will generate the training set for tbe Neural Network. The Neural Network is trained on 
this generated data and the reg.uhing Neural Ne-twork modn If' i~ incorporated into a capture or edit sys~ 
tem. 

This technique only addresses the intcr~field edits whhin a recorti . T1 iio. not applicable 10 inler
record edits where a model different from the one proposed would be required. 

Although a record may have many fields (numbering even into the hundreds). normally only a few 
fields (fewer tban 15) interact at a time. Thus the inter-field edits can be grouped according to sets of 
fields 10 be edited together. The edits for each of these groups is distinct and separable and thus a 
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separate Neural Network can be trained for each group. This does not mean the proliferauon of many 
programs to edit a record. Once each edit Neural Network is trained, it can become a module of the 
overall edit system or can be introduced as u modu le of an interactive capture system to edit the records 
as they are being keyed. 

When this technique was originally tested, it was envisaged that data generation of the complete set 
or possible values would be the most convenient mechanism for the user 10 train the Neural Network. It 
is with this in mind that the example fonhe paper was generated. howevet after discussion or the mecha
nism it became apparent that there are better ways to construct the training set. Alternative methods of 
constituting the training set are discussed after che Generaced Oaca example. 

Important to data generation is the fact Lhac the set of correct answers for discrete variables. in com
parison to the set of all answers. is normall y quice small. For example. if three variables interact and 
each variable has twenty values, there are 8.000 possible answers. although normall y only a small num
ber of these is correct. This makes it expedient to specify only correct answers to the craininc data gcn
era11on program and allow ic 10 generate che incorrect se1. It is however perfectly feasible to specify the 
incorrect set and generate the correct sel. 

There are two imponant points to make about B-P Neural Networks. First, a B-P Neural Network is 
much better ac distinguishing between the values of separate variables than the individual values within 
a variable (Lawrence, 1991); i.e., the network will learn far more from nine binary variable< th•n ir will 
from one coded variable using a scale of I to 9. This is the principle that the data preparation program 
uses when it generates the network training data. This technique is also used to transform the data for 
presentation to the network for editing. 

Second, a B·P Neural Network must be presented with approximately equal numbers of each output 
case during che learning phase (Klimasauskas, 1993). This is to ensure that the network l.arns as well 
about the rare cases as it does about the more frequent cases. Since the correct cases are normally less 
numerous that the incorrect cases, the correct cases must be replicated enough times to create equal 
representation in the training set. Once the network is trained. it's weiahts are frnnn &nd no longer 
change, therefore there is no need for th is equal representation in the data being edited. 

II An Example 

The B-P Neural Network data editor is presented by way of an example.Assume thac there are three 
variables that interact, Vari, Var2 and Var3, and that these variables have 5, 9 and 9 possible values 
respectively. The three variables in combination can produce 405 dift'ercnc answers. An arbitrary set of 
correct answers for the three variables was chosen and are specified in Table I. These combinations of 
values produce 17 correct answers and 388 incorrect an<w~ . 

Table 1.--Corroct VarlabloNalu• Combioalions 

Vari I Var2 I Var3 

I 3 or 7 6or9 
2 I or 2 2or7 
3 4 or S I or 3 
4 6 or 8 4 or S 
5 9 8 
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In order to balance the training set the data generation program c reated 20 copies of the correct 
answers and l copy of each incorrect answer. This produced a training set of728 records consisting of 
340 correct and 388 incorrect records. 

The data generation program transformed the codes for each variable into a set of binary variables 
wi1l1 v11e Uina1y vcu ialtle foreacl1 pvssilJJ..:. <.hua variabl~ answer. This transfurrnution proc.Juct:d 5 binary 
variables for Vari, 9 binary variables for Var2 and 9 binary variables for Var3. For each value that 
occurred in Vari, Var2 or Var3, the corresponding binary variable for the value was set to I, all the other 
binary variables ""'ere set tu 0. 

For each record, the data generation program created two binary result fields, Correct and Incorrect. 
When a correct record was to be generated the Correct field was set to I and the Incorrect field was set 
to O. When an incorrect record was to be generated Correct was set to 0 and Incorrect was set to 1. 

The data generation program generated 728 training records, each with 25 binary variables. The list 
of binary variables, the data variable from which they were generated and the data variable value that 
produced a I in the binary variable are specified in Table 2. 

Table 2.--Network Training Record Layout and Inputs 

Binary Variable I Generated From 

Var i bl Vari= I 
Varl b2 Vari = 2 
Varlb3 Vari = I 
Varl b4 Vari = I 
Varl b5 Vari = 2 
Var2bl Var2 = I 
Var2b2 Var2 = 2 
Var2b3 Var2 = 3 
Var2b4 Var2 = 4 
Var2b5 Var2 = 5 
Var2b6 Var2=6 
Var2b7 Var2 = 7 
Var2b8 Var2 = 8 
Var2b9 Var2 = 9 
Var3bl Var3 = I 
Var3b2 Var3 = 2 
Var3b3 Var3 = 3 
Var3b4 Var3 = 4 
Var3b5 Var3 = 5 
Var3b6 Var3 = 6 
Var3b7 Var3 = 7 
Var3b8 Var3 = 8 
Var3b9 Var3 = 9 
Correct Assigned 
Incorrect Assigned 
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The data generation program also produced a test data set containing 405 records, one for each 
possible case. These records were generated in the same way as the training data, including the answers 
(correct or incorrect). except that there was no need to expand the number of correct cases. During the 
testing phase, the Neural Network did not use the answers, however it wrote these answers to the output 
file along with its predictions. These answers were compared to the predictions to do the analysis of the 
Neural Network results. 

Se,·eral Back-Propagation Neural Networks were consiructed and tested using the Neura!Wlrc Inc. 
NWorks commercial Neural Network to find a reasonable working version. A 1'eural Network as speci
fied in Table 3 was able 10 predict the test set answers correctly all of the time. Since the test sci had all 
possible cases. this Neural Network could be used as an editor for the thru variables as they were 
described. 

II Discussion 

Table 3.--Back-Propagation Neural Network Parameters 

Control Strategy: 
Type: 
Input PEs: 
Hidden Layer PEs: 
Output PEs: 
Input Ranges: 
Output Ranges: 
Transfer Function: 

Learning Rule: 

I st Learning Coefficient: 

2nd Learning Coefficient: 

Learn Data Presentation: 

Back-Propagation 
Hetero-Associative 
23 
23 in I hidden layer 
2 
0 -- I, using a min./max. table 
0 -- I, us ing a min.lmax. table 
Input & Bias layers -- Linear 
Hid den & Our put layers •• TanH 
Input & Bias layers - None 
Hidden & Output layers - Norm-Cum_Delta 
Hidden layer -- 0.3 
Output Layer -- 0.15 
Hidden layer -- 0.4 
Output layer •• 0.4 
Shuffle & Deal Randomization 
without replacement 
50.000 presentations 

A number of points should be made about this data editing technique. First, the specification of the 
correct data required 10 generate the training and test sets need not be long and cumbersome. The data 
generation program input could be in a tabular format with the user specifying nnty the axis poini. of 
interest and allowing the program 10 generate the correct combinations. This would simplify and mini
mize the data specification process. It should be noted that if the edit were done conventionall)l the user 
would have to specify all of the correct cases anyway. 
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Second. the outcome of the Neural Net wort , i.e .. the set of edits is not limited to a correct/incorrect 
scenario. The outputs could be numerous, rcnccting a much more complex relationship in the data being 
edited. As an example, che desired result cou ld be the stratification of the data based on its inputs, in 
which case the outputs could be as many as there are strata. 

Third, the implementation of these Neural Networks has been made much simpler by the appearance 
of cnmtnf":r<"ial NtuMll Network pAckages on the market. While more c.on1plcA. i11 11a.1un:: Lhttn a spread· 
sheet. Neural Networks can be generated and modified with this same spreadsheet type of ease using the 
new commercial packages. 

Although a Neural Network can be generated quickl) using commercial packages. this should not be ·• 
interpreted to mean that Neural Networks are easy to use. The Neural Network concepts and packages 
have a long learning curve to master and every implementation requires its own analysis and tuning. 
However, once the expertise is there, the time 10 produc-e a Neural Network is very fast. The Neural 
Network presented in this paper underwent three iterations where it was specified. run and tested each 
ttme. this took two person d:iys 10 complete. 

Finally, the advantage of a data generation technique from the Neural Network point of view is that it 
is not vu lnerable to memorization, A major probfe111 wilh Neural Networks. When memor1iat1on occurs 
instead of learning, it causes poor generalization of the Neural Network. However since the data genera
tion program has generated al I possible cases, it does not matter whether the Neural Network has memo
riz.e.d them or leo..mcd ihc-m as long 1..s ii 1.lway~ gc:-1::. it.s prcdlcclon right. 

II Other Applications 

An effective use of the Neural Network's ability to leam would be its application to monthly surveys. 
The conditions unde1 which a monthly survey occurs change over nme, for example the edit limits for an 
economic survey might be much looser during good economic times and much more severe during a 
recession. It wou ld be desirable for the edits to modify themselves over time as the conditions changed. 

The Neural Network could be trained initially on historical data and run on the first month's data. 
After each month has been run the training set cou ld be augmented with selected data from the previous 
month and the network retrained. This new set of data could include data that the network found in error, 
but that follow-up procedures found to be correct due to changing conditions. Depending on the extent 
of the survey follow·up, data could also be added for records that the network predicted as correct, but 
that conditions now invalidate. 

Another technique to assist in the building of monthly survey training sets is the thermometric encod · 
i11¥ ur the outputs (Quiver ana Klimasauskas, 1991). The output of the training and the test set arc 
predictions of the correctness of the records. The training set answers could be provided as a set of 
variables which represent the "hotness" (correctness) of the records. The more correct the record, the 
hutter the answer, thus the network would learn 10 predict correctness on a gradient scale. This could be 
very useful in surveys with critical and non·critical populations, where the critical population must all be 
edited to the "hottest" (most correct) level, but the non-<ritical population could be edited to a lower 
temperature. This is one of a number of output encoding techniques used to facilitate different types of 
!taming in Neural Networlcs. 
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Chapter 

Editing Monthly Survey Data Using Neural 
Networks 

L. H . Rodd ick, S tatistics Canada 

Abstract 

S ystems wh ich are used to ed it survey data should be able to adjust 
automarically for the changing conditions under which the survey is taken. 
For example, a se1 of rules develope(j to edir respondent data from an 

economic survey may need to be adjusted as rhe underlying economy moves 
from a period of recession 10 a period of economic expansion. Since the 
progr~~(inn frnm reoces,ion to expansion is genera.lly o gradual proce33~ the 
system should be capable of evolving a ser of edits, as changes are observed in 
the characteristics of the inpur respondent data set. This requirement is especially 
rt:lrvftnt in the ca.s.e of monthly surveys, \vhcre time constraints do not not n•ally 
permit the re-specification, re-programming, and re-testing of the edits. An 
edit program, based on Neural Network technology, can be developed which is 
able 10 evolve its set of edits automatically, as the characteristics of the input 
survey dara set change. Unlike a conventional edit system. it is able to produce 
auromatically a new instance of itself, tailored to the changed survey 
environment. each month. The paper presents an implementation of an edit 
system using an evolving anificial neural network. 
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II Introduction 

Editing Monthly Survey Data Using 
Neural Networks 

L. H . Roddick, Statistics Canada 

An artificial neural network (ANN) can be created to perform an edit of several related variables 
(Nordbotten, 1993); (Roddick, 1994): and a number of ANN's can be connected together to create an 
edit system. This editing system can be implemented as a stand alone edit system or as modules that are 
invoked as part of a data capture $y.)tem. 

An editing ANN must be able to recognize three types of records: correct (CR), incorrect (IC) and 
don't know (DK) records. An edit will nomlally involve the interaction of several variables, and when 
these are discrete variables. the cross product of these variables can be listed empirically. For example, 
an edit of the variables Mother Tongue versus Ethnicity will produce a large set of possible combina
tions; however, relatively few of the co111Uiualiou~ i:lJ ~ CR,~ few art: kuuwn tu Ue IC, and the 1est a.-e 
initially DK. An edit system can be built that will allow the subject matter expert to analyze DK cases 
as they occur and assign them to either the CR or the IC set. If an occasional unique DK record appears, 
then there is a likelihood that it is IC, however if a number of records oft.he same DK appear in a survey 
occasion, then maybe a new, valid Mother Tongue/Ethnicity combination has been identified. This ap
proach uses data analysis to produce the edit program rather than the traditional specification, program
n1illg and testing app1vach. 

Continuous variables can be edited with this forrn of ANN by creating classes of values for each 
cu11ti11uuus v41riablt: ~u be edited. For example, an income variable can be grouped into 3 classes: 0-
20,000; 20,001-50,000; and> 50.001, and thus the continuous variable can be treated as a 3-value dis· 
crete variable. 

There are three issues involved in creating an ANN which can edit survey responses and in which 
the edits can evolve. The first issue is the creation and ongoing maintenance of theANN training set. 
The second issue is the training of the ANN. both initially and the monthly retraining as conditions 
change. The third issue is the assignment of the ANN DK cases to either the CR or JC sets and the 
periodic re-analysis of the whole training set. 

JI ANN Training Set Creation and Maintenance 

The ANN training set can be created initially by either data analysis or by specifying all of the CR 
and IC cases. For an ongoing survey, the CR cases can be generated from historical edited data, as all 
the responses on the edited data set should be correct. The IC cases can be generated by comparing the 
unedited historical data with the edited data and assigning all the cases that exist in the unedited data, 
but not in I.he edited data, to the IC set. The DK cases are all of the remaining possibilities and can be 
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generated automatically. For a new su rvey, the expe rt can specify all of the known CR and IC cases, 
allow the system to assign the remainder to DK and let the first survey occasion generate DK records, 
which the analyst will then assign to either CR or IC. This may produce a large workload of DK cases 
on the first survey occasion, but the volume of DK cases shou ld diminish quickly Lhereaftec 

The ANN training sets are maintained on a relational database, with a table for each edit, containing 
all or the traininjt records for that edit. The edi1 tsi.ble-s contain a column for each variable used in the 
edit and one column containing the answer for each case: CR, IC, or DK. These edit tables arc uniquely 
keyed by all of the edited variables to ensure that there are no duplicate cases. To ensure that no invalid 
values are introduced. each variable in th~ edit table has a codeset of the acceptable. value) fo1 the 
variable. This database approach provides access to all of the most current tools for the analysis and 
maintenance of the edit sets and ensures the completeness and the correctness of the training data. 

figure 1.··lnllial ANN Training Set Creation 
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~ 
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and Doa't Know reeonh 

A T•st S.t .,itb out record 
for ~•rr possiblt Correa, 
Incorrect & Don•t Know case 

The question that arises from this approach is: If all of the edit answers are contained in a database 
table, why not jus1 look up the answers directly instead of using an ANN? The answer is a performance 
issue. If the edit system is only applying a few edits to a limited number of records and has only a few 
possible cases. then a lookup table is very feasible. Of1cn however there are many edits and hundreds of 
possible cases for each edit. An ANN reduces the edit to the execution of a series of mathema1ical 
equations wi1h no 1/0 involved, and is 1herefore orders of magnitude faster than a lookup approach. 

II Training and Deploying the ANN 

The ANN must be trained initially and then re-trained every Lime the training set is modified. The 
training set is generated from the database edit table by transforming the records into a form that the 
ANN can use. TWo functions must be performed on the records; the distance must be esiablished be· 
tween the values of each variable (Roddick, 1994) and the training set must be balanced to have equal 
representation of all record types in the training set (Roddick, 1994). 
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Distance is achieved by mapping each of the variable values 10 a binary variable. The ANN does 
not distinguish well between a value of 5 versus a value of 6 in a single variable. However if that 
single variable 1s convened 10 a set of binary variables. with one for each possible value. the ANN 
distinguishes very well between the binary variables Var5 = I, Var6 = o. versus Var5 = 0, Var6 = I. 

Balancing the training set forces 1heANN 10 learn about all of the cases. II involves replicating the 
rare cases enough ume( rn t'n(nr~ rhar th~ n~1work sees th~m as often during training as the frequent 
cases. If 95 percent of the training set were DK cases. the ANN would learn very quickly to always 
choose DK. and it would be right 95 percent of the time. By making the CR and IC cases occur as 
often as DK. 1hi< fore•• lht A \IN ro l••m wh•t distinguishes CR. IC. and DK. 

figure 2.··ANN Training a nd Deployment 
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When all of the possible cases arc available 10 train the ANN. it can be trained to be 100 percent 
correct. if the training set is presented properly. Having all of the possible cases for training produces a 
classifier ANN, whereas having a subset of the cases for training produces a predictor ANN. 

The result of the ANN training is an executable subroutine that can be called from a data capture 
system or an edit system. The ANN 1s tested to ensure that it is correctly trained by passing all of the 
cases on the datAhAJt' ~dit 1ablc 1hrough 1hoMtN. The ANN is sue~ssfuJly trajned if it curr~tly c;l1Usi
fies all of the cases. 

The ANN ·~ invokitd by a capture system (or a.n edit system) via a conuol sulnuutine that the capture 
system calls. The capture system calls the control subroutine with the name of the edit being invoked and • 
the data from the fields being edited. The control subroutine convens the discrete variable values to 
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Figure 3.--Edit ANN Invocation 
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binary variables and calls 1he edil ANN 1ha1 is being reques1cd. The ANN edits 1he values and passes ils 
answer, CR, IC. or DK. back 10 the con1rol subrou1ine . The control subroutine convens the answer into 
the form tha1 1he capiure sys1em can use and passes lhe answer back to 1he cap1ure system. This control 
layer of insulalion is used 10 ensure 1hat any system using the ANN does not have to know about 1he 
pcculiari1ies of the ANN inpu1s or ou1pu1S. It also allows for the regular re-training of the ANN with no 
impact on the cap1ure sys1em. A generalized con1rol subrou1ine can be wrinen that can action any of the 
~tlir ANNs 1n the system and interface with •he c.aprure system to pass the answers ba.:k . 

II The Production Cycle 

As 1he ANN is run each monih ii classifies records inio one of the thru types. The CR records pass 
through un1ouchcd. 1he IC records go on for correc1ion. ei1her by an impumion ANN or by a conven-
1ional impuu111on rou1ine. and 1he DK records are outpu110 a da1abase table of OK's for tha1 specific edi1. 
The subjec1 mauer spccialis1 analyzes 1he table and assigns each record 10 either CR or IC and the data
base edil 1able is updated. Once 1he DK records for the current month have been classified. the ANN os 
re trained to produce a new prog1an1 foe the llC:;\l rnonth. Using a da1abase table for each edit~s DK 
records provides an analy1ical his1ory of what decisions have been made about that edi1. 

Assuming that there are no radical ~hifl~ in response panems. the set of DK records output each 
monlh shou ld be small and manageable. If the original specification of the CR and IC records is well 
done, 1here should on ly be few DK records in any one mon1h and these should represent new knowledge 
about the •ubjett matte• that • l1uuld be individually examined. 

Figure 4.-- Periodic ANN Regeneration 
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II Implementation 

The edit ANN. as described, has been implemented for a data caprure system on a PC using Microsoft 
Access® for the GUI and the DBMS. The Access capture screen called the control subroutine library. 
written in C, which in tum called the ANN subroutine. The ANN subroutine was generated using a 
commercial ANN product, NeuralWorks: Profess ional lUPlus® from NeuralWare lnc. The au.slyLicul 
tools to assign the DK cases were built in Access. 

II Conclusions 

ANN edit systems can be constructed that provide a viable alternative to traditional approaches to 
data editing. These ANN edit systems shift the emphasis to data analysis rather that specification for the 
generation of the system and therefore the system development methodology better emulates the modus 
operandi of the subjcc:t maucr expcn/a.oaly~l. 

The ability of the edit to evolve over successive survey occasions without re-programming and re
testing should rcsuh in substantial dcvelov111c:nl and maintenance savings for the survey. The fact that 
the ANN can interface with a capmre system, an edit system, or both. shou ld increase the nexibility of 
where the edits are applied. 

A classifier ANN system using this method of training, with all of the cases provided, should also be 
effective for the construction of srraiification and auto-coding systems. 
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Editing and Imputation by Means 
of Neural Networks 

S>'ein Nordbotten . Uni>'ersi~ of Bergen 

Abstract 

Editing and impu1a1ion of statistical data are possible because we take 
advantage of some prior knowledge abou1the 1ype of s1atis1ical objects 
we inves1iga1e. The processes of edi1ing and impulation are considered 

expensive pans of survey and census cos1s. This presentation discusses the use 
of neural network mc1hodolog,y 10 improve the efficiency of these processes. 
TwQ uypli.:uliVll) u1c; iJi~cu:,:it:J as c.Jen1onslrations or the approach . 
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Editing and Imputation by Means 
of Neural Networks 

Svein Nortfbqtten , Un iversi ty of Bergen 

II Models of Statistical Objects 

Knowledge of Statistical Objects 

In statistical agencies, a huge amount of knowledge exisu about the dilferent classes of the objects 
of which a modern society is considered composed. When preparinJ( surveys for updatin2 this knowl
edge. the already existing knowledge can and is extensively used. When screening data to identify 
suspect records, the data are checked to see if it is conesponding to the prior knowledge structure. 
When suspect records are detected, the structure is again used for imputine or modiryine the data. 

The s ituation may be compared to the recipient who is reading a received, handwritten le11et When 
he arrives to a string of symbols he does not recognize, he uses his knowledge of vocabular)4 grammar 
and the context to decide if the word may be a valid, but for him unknown word, or a miupelled word. 
In case he decides that the word is a valid. but for him an unknown word, he will probably add it to his 
vocabulary, while in the case of a misspelled word, he may decide to conect thc spelling. 

In previous times, the statistical agencies hired specialists on demographic aspects to edit 1he data 
collected about individuals and their families . After the appearance of proarammed computine •.quip· 
ment, much effort has been spent trying to get the computer systems to simulate the specialists or even 
to behave as specialists ideally should. 

Before automatic editing of statistical records, the most typical and stable patterns among the fea
tures of objects are identified, embedded in programs as editing criteria. The individual records could 
be classified in groups as "acceptable." "suspicious." "defect," etc .. and adequate procedures for han
dling the different groups be devised. 

In other word, we can think of the development of the editing proce« •< hnil<ling editing models 
reOecting the typical patterns of propen1es for the object belonging to the class investigated. These 
models may be funher extended to include the imputation, i.e., predict the most probable properties for 
object that are only partly known. The problem is of course hnw rn .. rract from •pecialius the knowl
edge needed for specifying operative editing and imputation models (Fellegi and Holt, 1976). 
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Eo1TINO AND 1,.1PUTATION BY MEA~S OF NEURAL NeTWORKS 

Estimating Model Structure by Neural Networks 

The models known as neural networks can be considered from a number of different angels. The 
name, "neural network," indicates an origin in neuro-physiology. Some researchers point out that 
"parallel processing" is an important feature of the models (Rumelhart and McClelland, 1986). Statisti
cians can claim that some of important algorithms used, as f.ex. the back propagation learning algo
rithm, were originally developed as extensions to already existing statistical methods (\\erbos, 1974: 
Cheng and Tinerington, 1994). Finally, mathematicians emphasize that the methods used can be con
sidered as universal approximators. 

• In context of editing and imputation, it may be convenient to regard neural networks as sets of 

• 

• 

non-linear, multi -variate regress ion models used for prediction of values of independent variables for 
individual objects subject to existence of values for some known dependent variables of the same 
objects. The neural network models can be designed for prediction of a single dependent variable as 
well as for s imu ltaneous prediction of a number of variables. In contrast to the multi-variate, statistical 
models, the neural network models are non-parametric and non-linear. This can be a serious drawback 
because it does not permit any direcc inference about the quality of predictions based on statistical 
theory. The type of neural network most likely to be useful for editing. have, on the other hand, the 
great advantage that the networks can "learn" from a set of records representing the prior knowledge. 
The term "learn" means in this context that algorithms exisc for estimating the huge number of param
eters or internal connection weights of the networks. 

Applications 

Neural networks have many potential applications in statistical production besides editing and im
putation. In this presentation, we limit the discussion to two applications demonstrating: 

0 s imultaneous editing and imputation, and 
0 large scale imputation as a separate process. 

Application of neural networks for editing and imputation in surveys and censuses, is probably just 
in the initial stage. One of the very few who has done research and promoted the use of neural networks 
in editing is Hugh Roddick (Roddick, 1993}. Jc has also recently been reported that the National Statis
tical Office in UK is now evaluating neural networks for their 200 I Population Census (Clark and Street, 
1996} . 

II CASE 1: Simultaneous Editing and Imputation 

Editing 

The first a,pplication we shall discuss demonstrates simultaneous editinll and imputation of data 
collected in an imaginary survey. Further details are discussed in Nordbonen (1996a). The scenario 
considered is a sample survey comprising 12.000 individuals. for whom values of the 9 categorical, 
socio-economic attributes -- sex. age group, marital status. geographic region, number of children, edu
cation, industry, employment status, and income group -- were collected. It was assumed that each 
record during collection and pre-processing. was subjected to a risk for partial non-response and erro
neou s data fields. 
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The ques1ions s1udied in connecl ion wi1h !his scenario were: 

D Is ii possible to design a neural ne1work model 10 simulate 1he edi1ing and imputa1ion of a 
human? 

D Can such a neu ra l network be 1rained from a subsample of 2,000 objecls for which raw as well 
as ed ited record-. i'lrt: available? 

0 How well docs a !rained neural ne1work cdi1 and impu1e when applied 10 the remaining I 0,000 
raw records'? 

A Synthetic Population Model 

Real daia are no! easily avai lable for a researcher outside sta1istical agencies. In some situation, 
synthetic data can be used as a second best solution. Syn1helic data have the great advantage 1hat ii 
renders a much closer experi menl31 control. 

For this srudy. synthe1ic data were used. A s1ochastic model which renec1ed 1he sta1is1ical proper
t ies of a tyriC'al individu::.i.I was est3blishcd, ond used to generate the nc:;ed~d !lyntclhic set of 12,000 data 
records for ind ividuals. 

The a random sample of 2,000 individual wa.5 drawn r1a111 the::: population of 12.CX>O. and the t,ruc 

records were esiablished in corresponding files for 1he 2.000 and the 10.000 individuals. Table I 
shows the 9 dis1ribu1ions by category for 1he 1rue values for the 10,000 individuals. 

Table 1.--Population Dis tributions Bas ed on True Data 

Cai. I I Cai. 2 I Cai. 3 I Ca1.4 I Cai. S I Ca i. 6 I To1al 

Sc:A ~.031 4,%9 10,000 
Age 3,002 3.961 2,003 1,034 10,000 
Marriage 6,9S4 3,046 10,000 
Region 4,048 2,Sll 2.4SS 986 10,000 
Children 7,161 1,344 94S 360 190 10,000 
Educaiion 2,998 S.958 1.044 10,000 
lndus1ry 4,247 474 283 I, 17 1 1,8 14 2,0 11 10,000 
Employmen1 S,329 4.671 10,000 
Income 5,087 3,297 1.522 94 10.000 

An Error Model of Data Collection 

Collec1ion of the daia about a popula1ion inlroduces errors of differen1 1ypes, i.e., in1crview errors, 
observa1ion errors, non-response errors, 1ranscription errors, e1c. To s imulale the effects of the da1a 
collec1ion process, a s1ochas1ic e rror model was developed. The model in1roduced random errors in 1he 
records for each individual. The probabili1ies for errors were specified 10 be similar 10 observed error 
frequencies in real surveys. 
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Eocr1No ANO lMPVTATION ev MEANS OF NeuRAL NETWORKS 

When the true data records were processed by the error model, each record was transformed to an 
observed or "raw" record which might contain errors of two cypes. The first type was partial non-response 
e rrors resu lting in blank fields in the records, the second error type was called interchange errors. An 
interchange error was created when a true category was substituted by another category of the same 
attribute, f.ex. when the response to the question about sex was changed from "male" to "female." 

As for the true records. the raw records were also kept apart for the 2,000 sample and the remaining 
10,000 individuals. Table 2 shows the 9 attribute distributions by category based on the raw records for 
the 10,000 individuals. About 3,400 attributes out of 90,000 have non-response while another 900 
attributes have other cacegorization errors. Since che two error types were mutually excluding. there 
were approximately 4,300 erroneous records in the file of the 10,000 raw records. 

Table 2.--Population Distributions Based on Raw Data 

Cat. I Cat. 2 Cat. 3 Cat.4 I Cat. 5 I Cat. 6 I Total 

Sex 4,819 4,656 9.475 
Age 2.77~ 3,629 2,0 14 1, 14 7 9,565 
Marriage 6,418 2,964 9.382 
Region 3,908 2,430 2,375 1,041 9,754 
Children 6,942 1,290 923 371 273 9,799 
Education 2,878 5,551 1,180 9,609 
Industry 4,084 45 1 266 1,135 1,777 1,979 9.692 
l:imployment 5,257 4,043 9,900 
Income 4,585 3, 136 1,499 192 9.412 

Neu ral Network Training 

A neural network was used in this study to investigate if errors in raw records for Jhe 10.000 
individuals could be identified and corrected. The neural network can here be considered as a set of 
non-linear, multi· variate regression equations in which the fields of each raw record correspond co a sec 
of independen1 variables and 1he outputs of the regressions are a predicted set of true values for the 
same object. 

Because of the non-linearity, the statistical estimation of the regression coefficients in neural net
works is substituted by an iterative "learning• process which determines 1he values of a laige set of 
weights in lhe network. 

It was assumed that the 2,000 raw records were expertly edited and imputed with the result that the 
2.000 true records also became available. ln our case the paired set of 2,000 true and raw records was 
used as training sel for a neural network. By representing each of the 9 attributes by 6 categories. each 
record could be expressed as a binary vector with 54 elements. Not all 6 categories were used for each 
anribute. F.ex. for sex, only two categories were used while the remain ing 6 always were set equal 10 
0. The neural network used, was a so-called fee.dforward ne1 with 54 input neurons, one layer of 300 
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hidden neurons, and 54 ou tput neurons. The network used sigmoid transfer functions in hidden and 
output neurons. 

Training of such a network requires the determination of the value of about 32,000 connection 
weights, and a large number of iterative cycle through a training set of records (Rumelhart and 
McClelland. 1986). 

The twin sets of 2,000 true and raw records were used to train the networlc through in total 300 
iterative C}1cles. 

Model Verification 

After training, e"aluation of the network ability to simuluincously edit and impute could be carneds 
out by means of the file of 10,000 raw records which had not been used for training. By using these 
records as input. the trained network produced edited records. or prediction for the true records. The 
closer 1he 10.000 edited records were to the corresponding 10.000 true records, tbe more successful 
would the neural nctworlc edit and imputation be evaluated. 

Table 3.--Populatlon Distributions Based on Edited and Imputed Data 

Cat. I I Cat. 2 J Cat. 3 I Cat.4 I Cat. 5 I Cat. 6 I Total 

Sex 5,127 4,872 9,999 
Age 3.002 3.878 2.024 989 9.893 
Marriage 7,090 2,9 10 10.000 
Region 4.046 2.488 2.443 946 9,923 
Children 7,130 1,364 918 336 146 9.894 
Education 3,088 5,870 974 9.932 
Industry 4.243 460 26S 1.173 1.784 1,985 9,910 
Employment S,371 4,621 9,992 
Income 5,029 3,352 1.427 67 9,875 

Table 3 shows the attribute distributions based on the 10.000 edited records. Comparison with 
Table I shows that 580 out of the 3,400 non-responses are still unresolved while there are still 460 other 
errors in the edited records compared with 900 in the raw records. 

We have demonstrated by means of this example how we simultaneously can edit and impute a set 
of raw records if we have access to. or can produce. a training set of paired raw and true records. As 
Pointed out in the beeinning of thic p:aper. neural networks co.n also succe.s.;fu lly to the edit int( :step unly 
(Roddick, 1993). 

Using synthetic data have the advantage that the discussion about what are the true values, and how 
to obtain true data for comparison. can be disregarded. We can therefore make statements about this 
particular approach to simultaneous editing and imputation. A more interesting comparison with alter
native editing and imputation procedures, would require that these procedures were applied to the same 
10,000 raw records and their results compared with the neural network resu lts. 
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II CASE 2: Large Scale Imputation 

A Population Census Case 

EOITII'G ANO IMPtJrATION BY MEANS OF NEURAL N£TV.10 A:KS 

In 1he previous section, it was pointed oul that neural networks could be used for editing as well as 
for simultaneous editing and imputation. In the second case to be presented, we shall describe how 
neural networks can be used for imputation only. A more complete discussion is available in Nordbotten 
(1 996b) . 

The 1990 Population Census in Norway was based on data from administrative registers and supple
mented by a special population sample survey. In Norway, there are about 435 municipalities, and chose 
are further subdivided into census traces, some with only 100-200 inhabitants. The census tracts have 
been convenient geographical subdivisions for a number of users of smiscics. ln municipalities with 
less than 6,000 inhabitants, the population survey was extended 10 all, while the survey size varied with 
the population for those with more than 6,000 inhabitants. A few municipalities also paid themselves for 
a complete survey. 

The 1990 Population Census was evaluated by an independent group in 1993. One point emphasized 
by the group and others was thal, for smaller areas. many estimates could nol be released for publication 
because of the high uncertainty associated with estimates. 

The purpose or this second case co be discussed below was 10 investigate if improved estimates of 
proportions for small subpopulations could be produced by means of neural networks. 

Design of the Population Census Experiment 

This experiment was made possible by a cooperation conuac1 with the Central Bureau of Statistics 
of Norway. The population records from a municipality with 17.326 inhabitants which paid for a com
plete survey, were selected for the experiment. The census record in the Population Census of 1990 was 
composed by one set of fields with information iransferred from administrative registers and a second 
set of fields from information collected by the special population census survey. For 1he investigation 
carried oul, 97 administrative field and 49 fields with data from the survey for each inhabitant were 
extracted from the population record and adjusted 10 lhe form required by the experiment. The s urvey 
fields selected, represented I 0 anribu1e groups with from 2 10 9 categories. The 49 fields were repre
senting observations as binary variables, while 1he register fields represented data as both binal)I cal· 
egorical and continuous variables. Other experiments have also included continuous dependent vari
ables . 

A random sample of 2,007 inhabicanls was drawn to represent what the situation could have been if 
this selected municipality had nol requested and paid itself for a complete survey. In the situation 
simulated, both survey and register data, therefore, existed for each of the inhabitants of this municipal
icy. From this sample, 1,845 records were randomly extracted and named Sample I: the remaining 162 
records of the original sample were named Sample 2 . 

Ten neural imputation networks were defined, one for each auribure group of survey variables. The 
structure of all models corresponds co a feedforward neural network with 97 input neurons, one hidden 
layer of 25 neurons and from 2 to 9 output neurons depending on thge number of categories in the 
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panicular group represented by the model. Each neuron in the hidden and the output layers, produced 
its output by convening its input by means of a sigmoid transfer function . A neura.I network of this type 
is specified by the weights used in connecting all input and hidden neurons. and all hidden and output 
neurons. The number of weights in the networks varied from 2,502 for the nets designed to predict 2 
survey variables to 2,684 for the net which predicted 9 survey variables simultaneously. 

Training the Imputation Modelc 

The 10 imputation networks were estimated or "trained" ro produce estimates of the survey variables 
f"r individual records bnsod on Lhc register va.riablcs of tin: currespondlng records. Sample I, which 
contained 1.845, was used as a training set. The training was done by means of a standard backpropagation 
algorithm (Rumelhart and McClelland, 1986). Since training is an iterative adjustment process. some of 
the models required several thousand iterations and some hours of computer lime. 

Imputing Survey Variable Values 

The 10 trained imputation models were then used to impute individual survey variable values for 
each individual in municipality. ln total, these add up to almost 850.000 imputed values which required 
only minuto8 to compute. The model~ did 11vl pru<luce binary values, but values 1n the inl~rval 0 to I. 
The real values were converted to binary values according to usual rules the values less than 0.5 became 
0. and the remaining I. 

Ar this stage of the experiment, we had both observed values and imputed values for the complete 
population. Comparison showed that the imputed values for individuals in the training sample were 
much closer to the observations than for individuals in Sample 2 and Sample 3. This is a phenomenon 
called overfilling, and a well known problem in applications of neural network. The cause is that the 
network during training adjusts too well ro the training set. 

Compari son of Estimates 

The observed values from Sa111pl" I and Sample 2 were added and d1v1dcd with the number of records 
in Sample I and Sample 2 10 obtain simple, unbiased estimates for the proportions or the population. To 
obtain alternative, imputed estimates, the imputed values for Sample 2 and Sample 3, and observed 
values from Sample I, were added and di,•ided with the size of the population. The relative precision, 
defined as the standard error of an estimate divided by the estimate. is usually used as an indicator of 
accuracy for sample based estimates. Statistics Norway restricted f.ex. general publication of estimates 
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from the Population Census 1990 to those with a relative precision corresponding to 0.3 or less. With the , 
s izes of the population of the selected municipality and Sample I + Sample 2, we can by means or 
standard theory predict that only estimates of proponions 0.008 or less, or 0.992 or laiger, will have an 
unacceptable, rcla1ive. precision. 

The estimates based on a sum or imputed and observed values, have no similar sampling erroc If 
we repeated the iJr4wing or the training sample. the training and the imputation, we would get a basis for 
estimating an usumed structural sampling errors or the neural network. This has not been done in this 
experimenl. The imputed values may. however, be biased and create an inaccuracy in the aggregated 
estimates. The exact biases can not be observed in a real life situation, but they can be estimated. The 
purpose of Sample 2 was to obtain estimates for the biases. We used ratios of estimated proportion 
biases from Sample 2 divided by the estimaul proportions as relative accuracy indicato~ for the imputed 
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proportion estimates. In contrast to the relative precision for unbiased estimates, the values of the rela
tive accuracy indicators for imputed estimates are not expected to vary with the size of a subsample. ln 
o ther words. while the unbiased estimates frequenlly are useless for small subsamples, the imputed 
estimates should be expected to be useful also when computed for small subpopu lations if the network 
used for imputation have been trained on a sufficiently large sample. 

Comparing Estimates for the Population of a Municipality 

The relative sampling errors for the unbiased estimates and the re lative biases for the imputed esti
maces " 'ere computed for the municipality popular ion. From r hl"!~r: Ar:r.11r:1ir.y prl"!dicrions. it was e"ident 
that the unbiased estimates would generally be better than the imputed. 

The particular munic ipali ty used, permitted us to test empirically the predicted accuracies. The 
target proportions cou ld be computed because we had access to the set of observations for the whole 
population. The unbiased estimates for the municipality computed from the observations from Sample 
I +2~ ::i:nrl thf": impute.d estimates of the proponions which were arrived to by ~dding observations for the 
individuals in Sample I +2 and the imputed values for individuals in Sample 3, could therefore be com
pared with the target proportions. 

The comparison test confirmed the expectations -- 27 out of the 49 unbiased esti mates were closer to 
the target proportions than the imputed estimates. 

Comparing Estimates for the Population of a Small Area 

The purpose of the experiment was, however, to test the estimates for the s mall census tract area. 
Calcu lating unbiased estimates from the 18 individuals of this area in Sample 1+2, and the relative 
sampling error for these estimates, 44 estimates were predicted not to satisfy the 0.3 requirement. The 
corresponding number for che relative bias for imputed estimates, \vhich ex.ceeded 0 .3, \vere 22. 

Also for the census tract, the estimates were computed and compared with the wgets. Table 4 shows 
the results: for the first attribute group proportions. While most of the unbi-.sed estim:ues, as expected, 
deviate significantly from the target proportions, the imputed estimates were c lose to the targets. When 

Table 4.··With Whom Are You Living? Target and Estimated 
Proportions, Census Tract of 162 Individuals 

At tribute Target Unbiased Imputed 
estimate estimate 

I. N obody 0.14 0.17 0.1 1 
2.Spo use 0.48 0.33 0.47 
3.Co habitant 0.10 0.2R 0. 11 
4. Ch ildren 0.30 0.28 0.32. 
5. Pare nts 0.13 0.28 0.14 
6. Si blings 0.06 0. 17 0.07 
7. ln -laws 0.04 0. 11 0.03 
8. Gr andparent-child 0.04 0.1 1 0.03 
9. Ot her 0.04 0.11 0.03 
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considering the relative deviation, Table 5 shows that 32 of the unbiased estimates deviated from the 
target with more than 0.3 requirement from the target proportion, while the corresponding figure for the 
imputed estimates was 16. Compared with the predictions. both estimators yielded beuer result$ than 
expected. However. both the predictions and the observed deviations clearly point to the imputed 
estimator as the better for areas or subgroups of this size (Nordbotten. I 996c). 

Table 5.--Predicted and Observed RelativeAcuracy or Estimates for Proportions, 
Census Tract of 162 lndMduab 

Unbi~ estimates: 
Observation 

<=-0.3 >0.3 Total 

<--0.3 4 5 
Prediction 

>s0.3 13 31 44 

17 32 49 

Imputed estimates: 

Observation 

<:cQ.3 >0.3 Total 

<=0.3 22 .s 27 
Prediction 

>=0.3 II 11 22 

33 16 49 

A Third Estimator 

The investigation show<:<! clcaJ ly 1h~11bc correct selection between unbiased and imputed esti· 
mators varies from variable to variable and by the size of then population. Following a proposal by 
Spj111vold and Thomsen ( 1987), the optimal strategy can be to use a composite estimate in which the 
two estimators a.re weighted. Ovliuud weights can be determined by t.ex . minimizing the squared 
sampling error of the unbiased estimate and the squared bias of the imputed estimate. 

Such a composite estimate was computed for the census tract case discussed. For 14 of the in 
total 49 proportions estimated, the composite estimator gave belier results than both of the simpler 
estimators. Unfottunately, the composite estimator in some cases also produced results which had a 
significant lower accuracy than the better of the two estimators of which it was composed. 
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II Final Remarks 

The two case studies reported do not permit any final conclusions about the use of the neural net
works for building ed iting and imputation models. There are many questions still which need to be 
investigated and answered before neural networks eventually can be a standard editing and imputation 
roots. Studies have taught us that this approach may have a substamial potential. My prediction is tha1 
neural networks wi ll be important components in production of many future, statistical products. 

The two case studies give an interesting lesson In research design. The firsi case discussed, suppons 
the idea of simu ltaneous automatic editing and imputation, as well as the adequacy of experiments based 
on synthetic data. Simultaneous editing and imputation will save both time and resources. The use of 
synthetic data gives researchers the possibility to systematically focus attention to one by one of many 
error factors in the editing process and study their effects. The drawback of the synthetic approach is 
that we may easily overlook factors and complexities of the real world. 

The second case discussed, indicates how we can provide statistics from sample surveys supported 
by administra1ive daca; also for small groups and areas if we can learn the relationships between survey 
data and administrative data from a more general sample. It also demonstrates how we can, ir we are 
lucky, use real data in research and still have the advantage of knowing the correct answers to an ideal 
process for evaluation purposes. We simply assume that some of che existing information is saved for 
the evaluation ot che process to be mvesugated. 
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Statistics Canada's Experience in Moving 
to CAI from Paper and Pencil 

R . famieson , Statisti~ Canada 

Abstract 

I n Survey Operations we have been using Computer-Assisted Interviewing 
(CA I) to improve quality and reduce cost for several years. 

In the past 3 years we have converted 14 economic surveys from paper and 
pencil mode to CAI. By the end of January 90% of our surveys will be using 
this mode or collection for annual, quarterly and monthly data. 

These interacting applications have been developed to handle both telephone 
and the mail components for each survey. The edns include the standard 
interfield, historical, tolerances, balancing. and consistency. 

The presentation will include: 

0 description of the collection process 

0 description of the type of edits we are using for 3 applications. 
including the Consumer Price Index 

0 lhe impac1 1ha1 moving 10 CAI has on 1he operalions 

- resources 
- interviewer training/manuals 

0 application development 

- problems 
- sharing code. • 
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A Feasibility Test of On-Line Editing 
for Touchtone Data Entry Collection 

Da11id O'Connell, Bureau of labor Statistics 

Abstract 

T he Currenr Employment Stati stics (CES) Survey is a month ly pane l 
su rvey of over 390,000 business establishments. Nearly 40 percent 
of the units in the CES sample report their payroll data by te lephone to 

the survey's Touchtone Data Entry (TOE) system. This automated data collec
tion system has made data available faster and has reduced program costs. 
Bccau•" TOE c•pturcs the data in machine-readable t'orm that can be easily 
fed into an editing system, the CES is working to integrate an editing system 
into the data collection system. With such a system, a series of edit checks 
cuu ltl be: run on data as they are reponed. In the event that any items fail edit, 
appropriate feedback could be provided to the respondent. Such a system cou Id 
speed up the editing process by resolving many edit failures automatically and 
thus reduce t.he editing workload of the human analysts. 

Two approaches are under consideration: 

;J The first approach is an on-line edit message. If a repon fails one of 
the basic edit checks. the system would speak a shon message to the 
responc!ent. This message would explain the edit failure and ask the 
respondent to check that they entered their data correctly. The system 
would then allow the respondent to re-enter their data items or to add 
enter an explanation code. 

0 The second approach is a •FAX-back" system. For any repons failing 
one or more checks, the system sends a FAX message to the respon· 
dent . This message explains the nature of the edit fai lure and asks the 
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respondent 10 check their data and either call in a corrected report or 
FAX back an explana1ion. Because it is printed. the FAX would be 
able 10 explain more sophis1ica1ed edit failures 1han would a short spo
ken message. 

For either approach. there are. however. a number of conceptual and melh· 
odological questions which must be addressed. These include: 

0 Wha1 1ype of question scripting/branching should be used? 

O How sophisticated can 1he edits be? 

0 How will respondents react to these types of questions? 

:J Are respondents sufficiently knowledgeable about the data 10 provide 
accurate responses? 

The paper provides a full review of these issues as wel l as the results of the 
first feasibil ity test of the FAX-back system . 
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II Background 

A Feasibility Test of On-Line Editing for 
Touchtone Data Entry Collection 

David O'Connell, Bureau of Labor Statistics 

The Current Employment Suuistics (CES) survey is a monthly panel survey of over 390,000 busi· 
ness establishments. The survey publishes key economic statistics including employment, average 
hourly earnings, and average weekly earnings for the nation. as well as by industry, state and area. The 
employment e$limatc:5 uu.~ clu:,cly wn1ched by businesses. financial markets and policy~makers as a 
leading economic indicator. 

The CES is a 1i111e·cri1ical survey. Each month, there are only ten to fifteen days to collect and 
process the data before the preliminary estimates are published. Historically, most CES establishments 
have reported dnta by mail. Average response rates for mail arc on ly 55 percent by the cut·off date for 
prcli1niua1y e:.1i111atcs. Because or the low response rate for mail, 1he preliminary estimates have been 
subject to considerable revision. Furthermore, coll ecting data by mai l is labor· intensive and costly. 

II Conversion to Automated Collection 

In an initiative to improve estimates, rai se response rates and reduce program costs, the CES has 
developed and implemented o number of automated collection methods. 

In 1984. CE:. began to develop Computu Assisted Telephone Interviewing (CATI). in which live 
interviewers call respondents and collect their data over the phone. CM! regularly achieves response 
rates in excess of 90 percent, but because it is relatively expensive, it is used by CES primarily as a 
transition mode. Larger reponers •• 50 or more employees -- spend six months on CATI and lhen are 
convened to automated self-response. Smaller reporters are converted with a single telephone call 
without collecting data. 

Most reponers are convened to Touchton• Data Enrry (TDE). a system CES staned developing in 
1986. Under TOE. the respondent initiates a phone call to a compuier system and enters data directly 
using a touchtone telephone. Data are available to the survey in minuies instead of days. and in ma· 
chine-readable format. The costs of postage. hand I ing and key-entry arc greatly reduced compared to 
mail, and self-response makes ii much cheaper than CATI. Respondents have been very receptive to 
this collection mode. producing average response rates of 80 percent. Over the past decade, CES has 
converted 47 percen1 of 1he sample to TOE. 
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CES has also developed a number of other automated self-response data collection systems for 
reporters meeting special criteria. For respondents without touchtone service, CES developed a Voice 
Recognition ( VR) system that recognizes spoken responses to the automated interview. For respon
dents who report for dozens of establishments each month, Elutronic Data Interchange (EDI) enables 
them to transmit all of their reports at once quickly and easily, computer-to-computer. For respondents 
with Internet access, <..:t:.S developed a secure site on the World Wide Web in 1996 that collects data and 
provides interesting and useful feedback to our respondents. 

II Features of Touchtone Data Entry 

Over 170.000 units curre ntly report by TDE, with over five thousand new units converted from 
Mail each month. Each TOE reporter receives a report form and instructions. 

In the middle of each month, each reporter gets an "advance notice" message either by &.X or 
postcard, which shows suggested reporting dates and the toll-free numbct When the establishment's 
payroll data are available. the respondent initiates a call to the computer and is 1tuided through a brief 
interview. The respondent ente~ data by using the numeric keypad. Each response is repeated for 
verification. The average interview lasts two minutes. and the respondent may call at any time of the 
day. As the reporting dead line approaches, missing reporters are prompted with either a phone call or 
a FAX. 

II Editing Microdata 

CES microdata are edited for validity. for adherence to tolerance range.<. and for mnnrh-ro-monrh 
consistency. These edits are currently performed on 1hc mainframe in batch mode. Any rcpon that 
fails edit must be coded or corrected by the data analysts. Performing edits in this manner makes sense 
when reports arc collected by mail and must be key entered hy the <urvey'.< dau ~nrry stoff It makes 
less sense in the TDE cnvironmen1, when the data enter 1hc survey office in machine-readable form. 
Editing these reports on-line may achieve significant savings. 

Edit reconciliation is a labor-intensive, time-consuming activity. Analysts review the editing out
put manually, contact the respondents when necessary, correct errors and code val id rcpor1s. There is 
often a considerable time lag between the time the respondent reponed the data and the eventual editing 
follow-up contact. In addition, most "failed" data arc found to be correct. Time constraints limit the 
amount of review time available before the initial estimates are published, and the latest data received 
are least likely to be edited . 

TDE collection may enable the CES to address some of these editing challenges through automa
tion. Automatic on· line editina would treat each d,.t~ rtpon as it is entett-d and notify the respondent 
immediately in the event that a data item fails edit. This notification could either be part of the inter· 
view that the responden t hears. or it could be a FAX message, generated during the interview and sent 
to the respondent within minutes. 
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One benefit of hearing an editing message as part of the TDE interview is that the respondent can 
make corrections or enter explanation codes at once during the same call. Possible drawbacks include 
the increased length of the interview and the possibi lity of confusing the respondent. In the event that 
the respondent needs to check other records or recalculate the data, it is unlikely that the editing ques
tion would be resolved in the same call. 

The-FAX message option would provide the respondent w-ilh a clear, printed version of the i;:<liling 

question . The data for the current month and previous month could be shown with the questionable 
items highlighted. Because some edit failures are complex. ic may help co see such a message as op· 
posed to hearing iL The message would Qsk the respondents to chec.k cheic data :,vun.a::.-~ aru.J then either 
phone in a correcced report or send an explanation by FAX. Some potential drawbacks of the FAX 
message are thac the FAX may not get to respondent in a timely manner, the confidentiality of the data 
may be impaired (within the respondent's company), and those explanations returned by FAX would 
require further attention. 

The CES program has found 1ha1 FAX is widely availaule. Eighty-five percent (85 percent) ofCES 
respondents have FAX machines, and this medium is accepted for receiving important messages. Cur
rently, CES uses FAX to send monthly messages to its Touchtone respondents for advance notice and 
non. response prompting. FAX is also used to :,eud CES informational macerlaJs during solicitation 
and Mail-to-TDE conversion. 

II Feasibility Test 

Before proceeding with de,•eloping an on-line editing system, certain methodological concerns must 
be addressed. The respondents' reaction to receiving on-line edit messages is rhe most important factor 
in determining whether this is a useful area for development. Therefore, an initial feasibility test was 
comJuctcd to de1errnine 1he following: respondents' willingness to receive this type of message; their 
ability to understand the message; their responsiveness to the message; their ability to provide correc
tions or explanations; and the timeliness of their responses. 

The objective of the feasibility test was to determine TOE respondents' reaction to on-line edit 
messages. The approach selected was to use: 

Cl edits in the CES CATI system to edit recently entered TOE data, 

0 a word processor to customize editing messages, and 

0 a FAX machine to send the messages to the respondents. 

Therefore, the FAX editing option was the one that was tested . 

The test sample was selected from the TDE units in our Atlanta Data Collection Center. During the 
test period in May 1995, 400 units reported data. These reportS were edited with the CATI system, and 
approximately 80 failed at least one edit. Of these, 20 met the research criteria of having a valid 11\X 
number, an edit failure that was not resolvable by human inspection, and a gene.rally "good attitude" 
toward the survey (respondents who seldom needed prompting and had been receptive to past editing 
phone calls). 
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We experimented with three different treatments. Jn the first treatment, the analyst called five 
respondents to resolve the edit failure. They were informed them that we were aending a sample of a 
FAX message that we were considering in place of such calls. and we asked for their reactions. The 
feedback was positive. Respondents said that they understood the message and would view it as impo• 
tant. Respondents said they would respond to such a FAX within a day or two, and were very willing to 
FAX-back responses. One respondent expressed some concern about the fact that the BLS FAX mes· 
sage showed the company's payroll data. which could be viewed by other employees in her immediate 
office. 

In the second treatment, six respondents were called only to notify them that we were sending them 
a FAX message about their data. Then the message was FAXed and we awaited responses. Of the six 
rcponers. three FAXed ex.planauons: one called us to say that she refused to check her data: and two 
did not respond. 

In the third treatment, 9 reponcrs were sent the FAX message without pre-notification. Of these, 
seven FAXcd back explanations; one phoned in a corrected report: and one did not respond. 

II Summary 

Combining the results of the 2nd and 3rd treatments, 80 percent (l 2 of I 5) responded to the mes· 
sage in some way: ten by FAX; one by phoning in corrected data; and one by telephone (a refusal). All 
responses came within three working days. Most FAXed explanations were sufficient for the analyst to 
code the data. Two required further explanation by phone. While not statistically significant. the re· 
suits of this test suggest that some of our TOE respondents would be willing to receive FAX editing 
messages, would understand them, and would provide useful, timely responses. 

II Future Developments 

The results of the first feasibi li ty test are encouraging enough to consider further work in this area. 
One of the nex.t logical steps is expanded testing, to obtain statistically significant results. Another is to 
truly automate the process by programming various edits into thcTDE system and utilizing the system's 
existing FAX capability to create and send FAX messages automatically. The messages themselves 
also must be refined, so that they are clear and appear official. The data confidentiality issue must be 
addressed, perhaps with the use of a "consent" flag. Finally, we must consider ways to handle the 
responses the system will generate. Because of its potential 10 save considerable resources and improve 
the quality of data collected. on-line data editing may one day become an inteernl part of the TOE 
system. All of the lessons learned through these tests are also contributing to on-line editing screens 
and prompts in the Internet collection system. a 

Note: Any opinions expressed in this paper are those of the author 
and do not constitute policy of the Bureau of Labor Statistics. 
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CAI and Interactive Editing in One System 
for a Survey in a Multi-mode Environment 

Mark Pierzehala, Westal , 1 ne. 

Abstract 

The coordination of Computer-Assisted Interviewing (CAI) and interactive 
editing for one survey is discussed. Computer-Assisted Interviewing seeks 
to obtain clean data al the time of data collection. CAI conrrols the routing 

depending on the responses recorded during the interview, ensuring that interviewers 
ask appropriate questions. Other kinds of edits, for example consistency edits. can 
be placed into the interview and reconciled with the respondent. Interactive editing 
is a form-by-form review of all edit failures after data collection. IL speeds the 
review by giving immediate feedback to data editors on their actions. allowing 
them to clean a form in one session. It eliminates the h•ntl inspection of paper 
forms before data entry and the need for keypunch of corrections after the edit. 
Interactive editing may take place after CAI or after data arc gathered by paper 
questionnaires. A third form of data editing. tOJ'-tlOwn editing (also known as 
macro-editing or statistical editing), is briefly discussed, including its effect on 
how interactive editing is done. This paper is based on work done in the Blaise 
system from Statistics Netherlands on the l31ge and complex June Area Frame 
survey conducted by the National Agricultural Statistics Service (NASS). 

Jn developing a dual-mode instrument for both interviewing and data editing. 
developers must keep in mind the differing needs and preferences of the interviewers 
and the data editors. In NASS, it is necessary to additionally adhere to processing 
conventions lhat were developed nvf!.r the years. T'ru!-$e conventions were developed 
separately for batch processing of paper~llected data and for Computer-Assisted 
Telephone Interviews (CATI) using different systems. Blajse effectively and 
efficienrly in1ea:ra16 the~ two modes of survey data proces.sing in most rcspceu. 
In NASS' implementation. there is some additional design and programming work 
needed to mediate between the two modes of use, due to the previously adopted 
conventions. On the other hand. the use of one system for both modes eliminates 
much double programming that is done when two different systems are used and 
presents a large net savings in preparation effort. There are also some 
methodological gains. 
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CAI and Interactive Editing in One System 
for a Survey in a Multi-mode Environment 

M a rk Pierzchala, Westat, Inc . 

II The June Area Frame Survey 

The June Area Frame survey is conduc1cd annually in all of 1he 48 continenial states in the United 
States. In a two "'eek period in early June, 120,000 people arc visited by J ,500 interviewers in almost 
every county m the United States. About 50,000 of these con1acts result in full 1n1crvicws. By lhe end 
of June. hves1ock inven1ory and grain stocks are released, wilh olher commodily es1ima1es following in 
Ju ly o.nd AuguSl. Additionally, sull>u111pling for down-siream surveys siaris around June 20. To real· 
ize 1his s1a1is1ical production schedule, a clean data set must be produced within a few days of the end 
of data collcc1ion. 

Interviewers visit land areas called segments. with an aerial photograph in hand. Together with the 
respondent. 1hcy draw off land in 1he segment operated by that person on the aerial photo. This is 
called a 1rac1. If 1he uac1 i> •gricul1ural, they conduct a full interview. They mark off helds m the 
tract on the photo, and determine whnt is in each field. As interv iewing is done at the height of the 
planting season. the farm respondents are usually very busy. Interviews are conduc1ed in crop fields 
(much dirt and dust), brilliant sunshine, blistering heat, perhaps in a downpour. or in the barn (more 
dust). 

The June Area F1amc <Ju.I mode interviewing and editing insuument is complex, encompassing 
five levels of organization (segment, tract, field, crop. crop utilization), with over 7 ,000 possible qucs· 
tions (usually about 100 are asked), 8.900 edits, and thousands of computations and routing instruc· 
1ions. Tlic1e cuu l>e u maximum ot 78 tracts per segment and up 10 99 fields per 1ract though most 
tracts have fewer than 20. Within a field, there can be an indefinite number of crops, though it is 
extremely rare to have more than two. There are 44 versions of the June Area Frame survey -- one for 
each of NASS' stale offices. Each state has its own agricultural commodities that arc surveyed. edit 
limilS, question wording. and units of measurement. One dual mode instrument is driven I.be 44 difer
ent ways, al runtime, by an external Blaise database of state-specific meta data. It takes minimally 800 
pieces of information to specify a state's version, and up to 1,200 specifica1ion items for more complex 
states. Fortunately, NASS has organized this so that every state's questionnaire can be thought of as a 
variation on .. one master theme. 

NASS conducts this survey on paper but started a small Computer-Assisted Personal Interviewing 
(CAPI) .. three interviewers - and interac1ive editing projccr (112 the sample) in Indiana in June 1993. 
frum lhc Research Division. In 1994, both Indiana and Pennsylvania conducted interactive editing on 
all samples. with Indiana implcmen1ing CAPI with seven inlerviewers and Pennsylvania using two 
CAP! interviewers. Jn 1995. Indiana used all interviewers for CAPI and in1cractive editing on all 
samples, while Pennsylvania and Wyoming conducted interactive editing on all samples following 
paper data collection. In 1996, both Indiana and Wyoming conducted interacrive editing on all samples 
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following paper data collection. CAP! research for the June Area Frame survey was dropped after 1995. 
From 1994 on. the instrument was constructed to handle all versions, even though it was used only in a 
few states. In 1996, the instrument was still capable of CAP! but it was not used that wa)! The current 
plans for 1997 arc to implement interacth'C editing for this survey in JO - 26 state ofliccs, with imple
mentation 1n the remaining states in subsequent years. Blocks needed only for CAP! will be dropped. 

There will be no further attempt at CAPI foe 1hc Ju11c Arca Frame survey In NASS for the foresee
able future. This survey's additional hardships of using CAP! outside in bright light or bad weather 
along with the tight timeframe of the June Survey is too stressful for a huge implementation at this time. 
A small rcseorch project using lap1op co111vutc:r~ fvr less s1rcssful surveys is continuing. 

II Blaise Ill from Statistics Netherlands 

The Blaise Ill system from Statistics Netherlands is used by many oiganiuuions worldwide. It is 
explicitly designed to integrate many or the front end survey processing needs. including data collection 
(CATI. CAP!. and Computer-Assisted Survey Interviewing (CAS I)), interactive editing. forms-based 
data entry, data and survey management, tabulation. and metadata management. The recent introduction 
or Maniplus. a shell utility. extends the system's tunctoonality to tabular top-down data editing and 
laptop CAP! management among other things. 

II Coordinating CAI and Interactive Editing 

Even though Blaise integrates many different survey tasks into one system. the different users have 
their own needs and preferences. The following describes how these needs and preferences are accom
modated. either narurally in Blaise. or by additional planning and work in NASS. In coordinating CAI 
and interactive editing. the application developer must keep in mind the needs of the users. They should 
also think of the optimal implementation of development standards and be prepared to change them as 
technology progresses. 

Screen Presentation 

The default screen presentations or Blaise for interviewing and editing have served well for their 
respective roles. 

• 

Blaise is a forms based interviewing system. Its default presentation features a split screen with 'f 

question text appearing at the top and a page or form of data cells appearing at the bonom. The question 
displayed at the top of the screen corresponds to the position of the cursor in the page. Interviewers arc 
instructed to read the question text verbatim from the top of the screen and to verify that they have typed 
in the correct response in the page. They can also sec answers to previous questions. The forms based 
approach has proved to be very popular with interviewers 10 NASS. in part because it combines the best 
aspecu of CAI and a paper form style of presentation. 

For data editors, the default in Blaise is to use the whole screen presentation for data displa)' The 
assumption is that the editors are already familiar with question meaning and would like to see more data 
at one time. For most sections of the June Area Frame survey, this is a good assumption. For the more 
complex pans, s uch as the fields table, it is not. The data editor in this case can toggle the screen display 
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10 use pan of the screen for ques1ion display. Ahemately, the data editor can display the question text 
and data definition in a pop-up window. 

Question Identifiers 

Different kinds of users may prefer different question identifiers. Q11ts1ion nomts are used in 
Blaise program logic to direct now and 10 set edits. They also have their imponant uses on the Blaise 
screen. The interviewer needs the question name 10 be a concep1 name. for example. To1a/Hogs or 
IVheor.Planied. In an edit failure, it is the question name that the interviewer must choose in order to 
fix a problem. Thus the qucs1ion name must be fully understandable in the heal of the interview. On the 
01her hand. the data editor. usually an agricultural Slatistician. may prefer 10 sec an item code as a 
question identifier. In NASS. the item code is a question number used for data entry. For Tota/Hogs the 
i1em code is 300. Both preferences are met by employing the concept name as 1he Blaise question name 
and the item code as the question tag. Both the tag and 1he question name appear on the screen next to 
the question's value, in the form {or pa_ge) pan of 1he screen . A side benefit 10 usin& a concept name as 
the question name is that it makes for more readable code for the application devclopec 

Freedom of Movement 

Blaise gives the data editor complete freedom 10 move anywhere in the instrument, regardless of 
routing constraints. This is especially necessary if data are collected on paper and routing rule• were not 
applied correctly. The edi1or can go where necessary in order 10 correct or remove the data. For the 
in1erviewer, forward movement is complete ly controlled by the system. Backward movemen1 is free, 
bul the interviewer can never go off route. 

Edit Message Presentation 

Edit message presentation, for one edit, is the same for data editors and for interviewers. Blaise 
displays the edit message in an edit window, as it is wrinen by the applications developer, and an appro
priate list of possible question names and values to correct. If the edit i• •oft. rhen rh~ 11<~r can suppress 
it with the <S> key, or fix it, whichever is needed. If the edit is hard, it must be corrected. The user can 
scroll in the question list. By placing the cursor on the required data item, and pressing the <Enter> 
key. the user is moved to the data item, no maner where in the instrument it is. Once the i1em is fixed, 
by pressing the <End> key, the user is moved to the next appropriate question. 

Multiple Edits in a Form 

An interviewer encounters one edit at a time, and must deal with it on the spot . The interviewer 
never sees more than one edit at a time. The datA t"..ditor. on the other hand. has the choice of reviewins 
all edit messages at once. or displaying them one at a tr me while moving through the form. The editor 
can determine in which order 10 dispose of them and can leave them temporarily unresolved if necessal')< 
The editor can look at all errors. ju~t the ~ofr ones . or just the hard one$. 

Severity of Edits for CAI and Interactive Editing 

There are three kinds of edit severity that Blaise keeps track of on a form-by-form basis: rouiing, 
hard edits. and soft edits. In interviewing mode, the routing is enforced dynamically. The interview is 
guided along the correct path as determined by the responses. In edit mode, routing is enforced pas-
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sively. A routing edit marker is displayed if a cell has an answer when it should be off the route, or if 
it is empty when it should be answered. In edit mode, a routing edit must be cleaned up or the form is 
considered dirty, whi le in interviewing mode, the route is never violated. 

Any other within·form edit can be implemented. These include additivity, relationship. consis
tency, linear, ratio. range. and other kinds of edits. Whether an edit is hard or soft in a Blaise instrument 
depends on its toggle. The key word CHECK denote' A hard edit while the key ""'·ord SIGNAL denotes 
a soft edit. It is possible to make an edit soft in the interview and hard in data editing. For example: 

If CADITHEN 
CHECK 

ELSE 
SIGNAL 

£NOif 
Edit st,a tement 

{data ed iting mode} 
{hard edit toggle} 
(a ny dato collection mode} 
(soft edit toggle} 

will make the edit hard for data editing and soft for i11lc1 vh;wing. The quc~tion )) when lO have h.ard 
edits in the interview. Let us examine, first, an easy·tO·handle edit: 

CHECK 
Planted >= Harvested 
"Pla nted acres must be greater than or equal to Harvested acres." 

In Blaise. the edit is stated in terms of what is correct. The edit will be invoked only if harvested 
acres are greater than planted. This edit is well within the interviewer's and respondent's understand
ing. it points definitely to an era or, and it i::i R~Y tu fix . Thus h is kept as a bard edit in the interview as 
well as in data editing mode. A more difficult edit follows: 

Tr•d.Acn:s = Field (l].Acres + .•. + f ield(99). Acres 
"Tra ct acres must equal the s um of field acres." 

This edit states chat the tract acres must equal the sum of all the fields within the trace, for up to 99 
fields. This edit is understandable to the interviewer and the respondent, but may be difficult to correct 
during the interview. The required accuracy is to the tenth of an acre, and the respondent may not even 
know the si~e of the fields to the tenth. Indeed, the respondent may not know the acreage at all and thus 
it would be foolish 10 stop the interview when the respondent is incapable of giving more accurate 
information'. This edit is soft in the interview but hard for data editing. The interviewer or data editor 
e>tn use measuring devices on the aerial photo after the interview 10 order to determine the correct 
acreage of the fields. The edit should be invoked during the interview because the acrual fixing of it 
may not be too difficult in most situations. However, for some interviews, fixing it may be very diffi· 
cull, thus this edit is kept soft. 

There are other edits which are hard in the traditional batch edit system. Whether they are hard or 
soft in the interview depends on the judgement of the developer. perhaps in consultation with other 
statisticians. If there is any chance that a hard edit can in truth be violated, then it is softened during 
the interview. In the June Area Frame survey, most edits which are hard in the traditional batch edit are 
hard in the interview. 
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CAJ A1'0 l>tr£1lACTJVE EomNG IN o ... SYSTEM 

Don't Know and Refusal 

There are some questions that farmers are not able to answer or refuse to answec The CAPI instru· 
ment allows for Don't Know and Refusal for selected questions. For example. the total land question 
can take the Don·1 Know response in CAPL The summary system, on the other hand, expectS imponant 
items to be filled in. The method of imputation is hand imputation by the editor during the edit process. 
Sources of informacion avuil•ble 1111he data editor Include the respondent's previous survey torms 1f 
any, and since thi s is an area frame survey, interviewer observations from the road. his felt that manual 
imputation of observed values, or values from previous years. is more accurate than automated imputa· 
tion. The re~ull of Lhi~ i!l that questions are not allowed to have a Don't Know or Hejusal response 1n 
edit mode and thus there is a subtle difference in data definition becween the two modes. The developer 
has to put in edits to nag these nonresponse codes in the edu. 

Zero and Empty 

111 ~•tu culleccion, according to NASS standards, an t.Ml'TY cell on the route represents a question 
that has not been asked yet. The interviewer must enter a number. even if it is zero. In paper data 
collection, and in data editing. an EMPTY cell represents a zero. This represents another subtle differ· 
euc" ind••• definilion between mO<les of use of a 8 la1se instrument in NASS The instrument has ed itS 
that allow the EMPTY in data editing. but not in data collection. An enhancement NASS would like to 
see for its dual use instrumentS is a key word such as CAD/EMPTY that would be written as pan of data 
dorinicion. This would tell the system to allow £Ml'TY for data editing, but require a response for inter· 
viewing. 

Screening Questions 

On paper forms, and in the CAPI instrument. there are screening questions at the stan of each 
section. For example, in the hogs secnon, questions arc asked to determine if there arc hogs on the 
farm. lf not, then the rest of the sccuon is skipped. However, when data arc collected on paper forms, 
the screening questions are not key punched in NASS. This is done to save the data entry people a few 
key strokes. Routing in CAP! 1s dependent on the values of the screening questions as entered by the 
interviewer. Routing in data editing mode is dependent upon the presence and values of the commodity 
items themselves. In thi s latter situation, it is up to the instrument to determine, from the values in the 
section. what the values of the screening questions should be, and impute them. NASS should consider 
key punching the screening questions. 

Switching Between Modes 

Blaise can allow the user to switch between its four modes of operation. It also allows the applica· 
tion developer to disable this feature. The mode switching is disabled for interviewers but is enabled 
for data editors. The editors may find it advantageous to switch to the interviewing mode to follow the 
course of an inlerview. 

CAI Administration Blocks 

CAI administrati on blocks include blocks of questions that are necessary to administer a CAI ques· 
tionnaire. As implemented in the June Area Frame Survey, these blocks include a Name and Address 
block for the respondent and panners , an AppoinJmenJ block, a Nonresponse block, and a Time and 
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Dare Sramp block. These blocks have marginal use in dam editing, but in the mu lti-mode nature of 
Blaise, they are present in edit mode as well as data collection mode. This takes up space in the data set 
and increases the number of screens it takes 10 present lhe data. This has not been much of a problem in 
practice. The developers give the data editors jumping points that get them to the commodity data 
quickly. and save 1hem the trouble of paging through many administration screens. Navigation through 
edit messages in Blaise is superb and gives another possibility 10 get 10 the problems without paging. It 
is also possible 10 hide the adminis1ra1ion screens m edll mode, but this has not been done. .. 

Mouse and Operating System 

Blaise lll allows functions 10 be executed either by mouse or by function keys. The mouse is turned 
off for inten iewcrs but left on for data editors. The editor has a choice of which 10 use. 

Blaise Ill is DOS-based, but can be operated in a DOS window of Windows 3. 1, Windows 95, or 
Windows NT. The interviewers arc generally set up in a straight DOS environmen1. Their job is 10 
conduct 1nterv1ews, they do not need to switch betwee n tasks . The data editors usually operate out of n 
DOS window in Windows 3. 1. The data editors in NASS are agricullural statisticians with a wide vari· 
ety of duties to carry out. When the Blaise edit is in a DOS windows. the data editor can switch to other 
tasks w1thout having 10 close the Blaise application. 

Data Read-In from Paper Forms 

When data are collected on paper, it is necessary to read them into the editing instrument. If data 
are collected on ly in CAP!, then edited in the same software system, then no data transfer is necessary. 
Data entry in NASS is done in another system. The kind of data entry is known as item-code data entry. 
where the 3 digit question number is entered followed by its value. The data arc put out into 80 column 
records where many physical records represent one logical record. The Manipula utility is used to read 
data into Blaise format. For each data item. a mapping from the Blaise record 10 an item code must be 
made. This mapping is easily accomplished by using the item code as the question tag for most of the 
June Area Frame instrument. Cameleon, a meta-data utility, generates the necessary Manipula program 
to do the data read-in. However, for the grain stocks table and the crops table, much of the metadata arc 
held in an external Blaise file. A separate Manipula program is r~uired to read these data in. Since the 
meta data in this case are not part of an instrument's code. Cameleon cannot generate this Manipula 
program. This part of the data read-in is accomplished by using the ex1ernal files to mediate the mean
ing of each data item for each state. 

Farmer In More than One Segment 

A data collection challenge is that a farm respondent may operate land in two or more se2ments. 
However. the traditional unit of processing is based on, and the paper ques tionnaire represents. a tract. 
The questionnaire has farm-level questions and tract-level questions. When data are collected on paper, 
and the interviewer finds out that the respondent operates land in two or more seaments. she collects 
farm-level questions on one just form. For the tract-level questions, she shifts back and forth between 
paper forms. 

Instantly shifting between forms was not so easy to do in CAP! in Blaise in 1995. One method of 
handling a respondent in 2 segments that was tried in 1995 was to have two instances of all tract-level 
blocks in the instrument, including the massive field table (each instance of which had 5,500 possible 
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questions). Mechanically this worked in the interview. and was easily implemented by the instrument 
authors, but was not optimal for the edit. This scheme greatly enlarged the instrument in terms of 
numbers of questions, edits, and screens for a situation that rarely occurred. It slowed down batch 
processes such as combining forms from different CAPI machines into one dala set. Another problem 
with this approach is that there is no upper limit on the number of segments that a farmer might appear 
in. As soon as two instances of tract-level questions were allowed. someone might find a farmer who 
ope-ratod land in 3 or more seg111cnts. Jr daoa fur two tract$ were collected in one CAPI form1 there was 
the problem of transferring data from one form to a second. In future, this difficult data collection 
problem would be handled through the use of the new shell utility Maniplus. This uti lity makes it far 
easier to shirt between fo1"01s (01 uacl·level questions for one farmer in muhlple segments, and then to 
automatically transfer farm-level data from one form to the rest. 

II Benefits of One System for CAI and Interactive Editing 

Wh ile the above paragraphs enumerate some d1Herences be1ween imple mentation of editing and 
interviewing in one system. there are powerful reasons for the adoption of one system for both tasks . 
Despite the differences that must be accounted for, 80 percent or more of the program code is appli· 
cable between the two modes of processing, 1nclud1ng data definition. routing. edits, and data base 
structure. The percent of shareable code would be higher if NASS were to adopt different conventions 
to eliminate the difference in data definition between the two modes. Though there is more program· 
ming code than for CAPI alone or tor interactive editing alone, it is still far less code than if two 
programs were written in two systems. Where there arc two systems, additional conversion code must 
be written or generated to transfer data from CAP! to edit. Data conversion itself can be problematic 
between two different systems. Conventions for handling interviewer remarks or nonresponse codes 
such as Don't Know or Refusal may be incompatible. or may require a lot of work to bridge. Database 
structure for a complex mu h i-level instrument such as the JuneArea Frame survey may only be handled 
adequately in a data collecuon system. 

With everything in one program code, the developers are forced to make explicit methodological 
choices between what happens in data collection and what happens in edit. If there are two systems, 
sometimes these choices are made implicitly without anyone realizing it. 

II The Implementation of Top-Down Edit Methods 

NASS for some time has had paper-based top-down editing tools. These are SAS programs that 
generate various kinds of data listings. tables, and other macro views of the data that allow the agricul· 
tural statistician in the state to quickly spot problems. Recently, a SAS-based top·down system has 
implemented most of these ideas in an interactive mode for the Hog Report. This system, called !DAS 
(Interactive Data Analysis System) was demonstrated at this conference (Hood. 1996). For the Hog 
Repon. it is the intention of !\ASS to implement this system in 30 quarterly states and to retain most of 
the SAS paper-based reviews for other states which do the survey only annually. NASS (Knopf et al .. 
1996) has just embarked on a systematic review of the overall Hog Report editing process. from data 
collection. through a micro-level interactive edit, and the macro-edit tools. Knopf and colleagues have 
made e.plicit decisions about which edits to invoke at each stage of the process. Some edits have been 
eliminated or consolidated. A few of the range edits arc no longer implemented in the micro·level. 
post-collection, interactive review, but are invoked in CATI and at the macro- level. 
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A new utility in Blaise, Maniplus, is recently available. Things that can be done with it include the 
production of a laptop computer CAPI management system, a data and survey management system for 
the in -office processing of forms, and tabular top-down editing methods. The latter function has been 
demonstrated in the form of interactive data listings though there is no limitation on the form of tabular 
review. It is possible to scroll through a list of records, son them in any orde~ invoke a form, change the 
data.. get back into lhc. inlcrAClive table, il(HJ i11t1nediatcly $Ce the etfeCl O(lhC Changes 00 the table and 00 
estimates. Maniplus does not have a natural graphical review ca.pability as the IDAS system does. On 
the other hand. Manoplus knows the metadata of Blaise instruments. and can read sur\"ey data directly 
from che Bla1u dat.1ba.sc. This allow~ fur tup-do~:n review of data without having to conver1 dala to a 
different system. NASS should consider us use for interactive data listings, geuing away from the pape~ ' 
based data listings 11 plans 10 continue. 
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Time Series and Cross Section Edits 

Da11id A . Pierce and Laura Bauer Gillis 
Federal Reserve Board 

Abstract 

M uch editing of data from repeated surveys and reports is based on 
comparing the current or incoming value for a variable or item to 
that variable's value forihe previous week. using a set of published 

toler ances. The previous value represents an estimate or forecast of what 
the cunent value would be in the absence of enor or unusual circumstance. 
This paper investigates two generalizations of this editing method, which 
both involve incorporating information beyond that contained in the previ
ous week's value. One of these is to base this estimate on the item values 
trom a cross secllon or simi lar institutions in the current time period which 
have already reported, and the other is to calculate a forecast based on the 
lime series of past values of the item. A composite estimate combining these 
two methods is also presented. 

These methods arc applied to data from the major deposit repons sub
mitted by commercial banks to the Federal Reserve System. Edit simula
tions are performed to measure the improvement from this approach {in tenns 
of fewer edit exceptions which are correct and/or increased detection of er
rors). which is found to be substantial for some items and size groups. Ef
forts thus far to implement these enhancements are described. and possible 
further generalizations are mentioned. 
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Time Series and Cross Section Edits 

David A. Pierce and Laura Bauer Gillis 
Federal Reserve Boam 

II Background and Introduction 

Data for the U.S. Money Supply are regularly transmitted to the Federal Reserve System by com
mercial banks and other financial institutions at weekly and other intervals. A major vehicle for this 
transmission is the "Report of Transactions Accounts, Other Deposits and Vault Cash," or simply the 
"Report of Uepos1ts.· on which banks and other financial institutions report weekly data for 25 deposit 
categories and related items. Based on these data and on simi lar information contained in other reports, 
the money supply measures are constructed and reserve requirements are maintained. 

The money and reserves figures are imponant both as barometers of economic activity and in en
abling the Federal Reserve to perform its economic stabilization and bank regulatory functions. and it is 
essentral that the data submitted on the Repon of Deposits and other repons be reliable and of high 
quality. To ensure their accuracy, all such data are subjected to numerical edits to detect unusual or 
deviant values. These edits are to two general types, validity edits to ensure that adding-up and other 
logical constraints are satisfied. and quality edits based on statistical or distributional aspects of the 
data. 

The most commonly used quality edit involves the comparison of an incoming weekly figure to the 
previous value of that variable (in both dollar and percentage terms). using a tolerance band constructed 
about that value. The tolerances. or half-widths of the tolerance bands, are determined from previous 
estimates of the variable's distribution, in particular measures of spread, and are published in a Techni
cal Memorandum or "Tech Memo" (Federal Reserve Board, 1993). An edit "exception" occurs if the 
incoming value falls outside this tolerance band; when this happens. the reporting bank or other institu
tion may be contacted for verification or correction. All tolerance-table comparisons are made (and edit 
exceptions generated) by machine, whereas the decision to contact the respondent is made by data 
analyst.s. The editing is done at both the Federal Reserve Boa.rd and the 12 Federal Reserve Banks. 

Edits are in essence hypothesis tests, and both Type I and Type II errors can occur. A majortask in 
setting edit tolerances is to ensure adequate sensitivity without generatin& unnecessarily laige quanti
ties of "false positive" edit exceptions. It is because of the large number of these exceptions that editing 
at both the Reserve Banks and the Board is currently quite labor intensive. All exceptions are reviewed 
by data analysts who must decide which are to be referred to the respandent institution for verificarinn 
or revision. At the same 1.ime. a large majority of the data errors are not caught by these edits. based on 
the historical record of revisions submitted by respondenis (they may be detected by other edits at a 
later date). There is consequently a need both to increase the sensitivity of the edits and to streamline 
the data editing process. 
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The value to which the tolerances are applied is io elfect an estimate or forecast of the incoming 
figure 1ha1 is being edited in lhe absence of error or unusual circumstance. By basing this forecast or 
estima1e on informal ion beyond that contained in the previous week's value, we obtain the generatiza
lions of the current editing method that are investigated in this paper. One generalization is to base this 
estima1e on the item values from a cross section of simi lar institutions in the current time period which 
have already reported, intending to capture economic, instilutional or calendar movemenls which tend 
to affect similar respondents in a similar manner. The other is 10 calculate a forecast based on the time 
series or past values of the item for thal respondent. including possibly last mon1h's or last year's figures 
in adduion 10 1he one for last week as in 1he current procedure. A composi1e estimate combining oh .. <e 
1wo me1hods is also inves1igated, the idea being that each me1hod may incorporate information not 
captured by the other. (We a lso generated a composile of 1he cross section and current edits). 

The paper's focus is on 1he data submiued on the Report of Deposits, also known as the Edi1ed Da1a 
Deposi1s System (EDDS) Report. We investigated four of the more important items on this report, total 
transactions deposits. total savings deposus. and laJie and s mall 1ime dep<1<i1< The study was moti
va.ted by the desire for greater automation in the Federal Reserve Board's Division of lnforma1ion Re
sources Managemen1, which carries out lhe edi1s. The improvemenis resu hing from 1he study are being 
incorporated into a new sof1ware pack.a11c called DEEP (Dis1ributed EDDS F.tlioing Project). for interac
tive editing on the PC. (For more detail see. Pierce and Gillis. 1995.) 

Our results vary greatly according to ilem. entity type (e.g .. comm•r6•1 bank. credit union, etc.), 
and 1he amount of da1a in an institution group •• the taller being importanl for reliable cross-section 
estimates. In mos1 cases we find that, with sufficient data. 1he cross sec1ion approach is as reliable as 
the current ediling procedure. For total transactions deposits almost uniformly. and for 1otnl savings 
deposi1s for mos1 commercial bank categories, time series modelling plays a significant role in the edits. 

The following section of the paper discusses in greater Mroil the methodology underlying the dif
ferent data editing approaches investigated . The third section then describes a set of edil simula1ions 
we performed with each or the five types of edits srudied, and presents the results of 1hese. Based on the 
simu lation results. we provided a set of recommendation< for experimental edit• for DEEP. for eoch 
entity type and item, which have recently become operational. 

JI Methodology 

Given a variable or item of interest, many data edi1ing procedures can be charac1erized as first 
generating a forecasl (a point estimate) or lhe incoming value for that item. next applying a tolerance to 
the forecast IO forrn a tolerance interval (an interval estimate) for the incoming value. and then Oagging 
that value if i1 is oolsid~ 1he tolerance interval. In the current editing framework. that fore-c:ut ii tal.cu 
to be the previous week's item value, and 1he tolerance is as given by the Tech Memo (Federal Reserve 
Board, 1993). In this section 1he two generalizations to 1he forecast noted above are presented. along 
with cnmrosite procedures. after first describing the dotn and framework used. 

Choice of Items and Statlstlcal Form 

The current approach to editing data from financial insurutions is to subdivide them into homoge
neous "cell s," which are combinations or an institution's size group, entity type, and geographic loca
tion . There are six size groups for commercial banks and a smaller number of size groups for each of 
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the other entity types, which are credit unions, savings and loans, savi ngs banks. agencies and branches 
of foreign banks. and Edge and Agreement Corporations. The geographic locations arc defined in 
terms of 12 Federal Reserve districts. 

There are thus a great many edit cells, and to make our task manageable, and to achieve compara
bility wi1h the current edits, we have simplified this study in the following ways: 

Cl Slaying with the same cells of the current EDDS edits. This wi ll facilitate assessing !he eft'ec1s 
of !he cross section estima1es, model forecas1s, and composite procedures. We recognize 1hat 
more sophis1icated gTQupings into cell~ 111uy enhance the performance of the edits and plan to 
work with these in the future. Also we have elimina1ed all acquisitions and mergers from the 
institutions Studied and have placed "credit-card banks" in a separate group. 

Cl Maintaining the same tolerance widths as currently (applied, however, 10 the time series I 
cross section estimates !hat we generate. as well as to the most recent value as currently done). 
This m•y at first see111 unnecessary, since slandard deviations. percenules. and other aspects of 
the distribution can be determined from either the cross section data or lhe historical model. 
However, such calculations can sometimes be unreliable, especially with cross sections with· 
out at lea.st seve1al hundred insthutlons In a group. as we are worktng wnh the extremes of 
distributions. And as with the cel ls themselves, keeping the current cell tolerance-interval 
widths facili1a1es comparisons among procedures. 

We have also confined our a1tention in this study 10 the smaller institutions ("Priority-3" or P-3 ins1itu· 
tions), where !here may be the greatest polential for human resource savings from this approach. (Es
sentially this excludes the largest three size groups for commercial banks and a portion of the largest 
size group for other entity lypes.) For these institutions, we have examined the following items: 

Total uansacrions deposits 
Savings deposits 

L.arge ume deposits 
Small time deposits. 

Cu11cu1 EDDS ediliog is perfonned wilh both dollar and percentage changes or the item being 
edited. with both required to exceed tolerances ("and" condition) for an exception to occut The modi
ficauons outlined in !his repon are only for percentage changes; the Tech Memo tolerances continue to 
be applied to the dollar changes. There are several reasons for choosing percentage changes as the 
focus. Since 1hey are used in current edits, the present edit cells and tolerances can be employed, and 
comparisons with current procedures can be made. They (or their annualized versions, growth rates) 
arc also used in other analyses, such as with the Small Bank Sample of early reporting institutions. 
They are ll}Ore homogeneous than dollar changes among different sized institutions, so that fewer cdi1 
groupings shou ld eventually be needed. Percentage changes were found to be more sensitive to report
ing and ocher errors than ratios to other items such as total deposits. which change with the denomina
tor as well as the numerator and moreover present difficulty when the denominator was zero. 

Cross Sec tion Edits 

Period-to-period edits compare an institution's current value for an item to the previous period's 
value. However, useful additional information may be contained in lhe current values of that item for 
other ins1itutions that are similar to the one being edited. For example, if most of the institutions in a 
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group experience a surge in large time deposits in a given week, then it would probably be inaccurate to 
list them as exceptions simply because they were outside the EDDS tolerances. Conversely, a very small 
change that week in large time deposits for a particular institution in that group may be suspicious even 
though current period-to-period tolerances would not be exceeded. 

Cmtt v.ction cd1u are carried out by examining the distrlbulion or villuc.> (here, of percentage changes) 
for institutions within a homogeneous group. and listing as exceptions any values that were unusual 
compared to that distribution. Ordinarily one wou ld calcu late the mean and standard deviation of the 
~rc-entag~ change& and fl3g cho$c that were farther away frvrn the mean than (say) two or three standard 
deviations; but in the present study we modified this set-up in two ways. First. because extreme values 
(the ones we hope to detect) would themse lves innuence the mean to which they wou ld be compared, we 
"trimmed" the mean by eliminating the largest and smallest S percent of the values before calculating the 
estimated mean. Second. more observations arc required to form a reliable estimate of the standard 
deviation than of the mean. and since most of the cells or groupings of institutions were too small for this, 
we choc• 10 use multiples of the current EDDS tolerances as proxies ror the standard deviations. As 
noted earlier. an additional advantage of this practice is to facilitate comparisons with the current edits. 

One difficuhy in u•ing o eoos> St:etivn cdi1 is that the data for an edlltng group need to be available in 
order to calculate such quancities as the average percentage change for <hat group. But the data for 
Priority-3 institutions are not due at the Board until nine days after the as-of date; and since timely 
estimates of the monetasy aprcgaLe,s and required reserves are needed, the editing process cannot be 
postponed this long. Our solution to this is'° wait until a large enough fraction of the institutions have 
reported. and to form the distributional estimates (the trimmed means in this case) from the data available 
at that time. 

For the EDDS data, more than half of the P-3 instimtions' records are received by the Federal Reserve 
Boord on the Thuos~ay night following the as-of date (the previous Monday, on which the statement 
week ends), with the majority of those outstanding arriving by Friday night and the few remaining ones 
by the following Wednesday. For this study it was, therefore, decided to stan the cross section edi1in2 on 
l'ridoy 1no111i11g. In either case, the trimmed mean estimates initially formed are not modified when more 
institutions have reponed, in order not to confuse the editing process. 

Some of the editing cells contain only a small number of respondents (and an even smaller number 
reporting by Friday), so that the estimated mean for those cells may not be very reliable. We required a 
minimum of 50 available observations in order to use the cross section estimate by itself. If the number 
of available observations is les.s than SO but at least 20, a composite of that estimace and the previous 
week's value for the instirution is employed, and with less than 20 the previous week's value alone is 
used. 

The cros.s section edit is performed by comparing the deviation between the observed and the esti
mated percentage ehanges to the current EDDS edit 1olerance for the item. As noted earlier. if the per· 
ce111agc·change condition is voolaced, chen a second comparison of che magnitude of the dollar change 
versus its tolerance is performed, and the item is nagged only if both sets or tolerances are exceeded. An 
exception to this is tha1. as is done with 1he current edits, when the item ehanges from zero to a nonzero 
value or vice versa. the currcnl dollar-change edit tolerances are applied without any adjustment. 
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Time Series Edits 

These edits are based on time series models, which predict or explain an item's present value in 
terms of its past history. This usually involl•es the immediately previous value, on which the current 
edits are based, and often add itional values as well, such as last year's. To the extent that these more 
distant values are important in predicting the incoming value, more sensitive edits should result from 
taking them into account. 

Editing using a cime series model for generating forecasts of percentage changes implies that a 
historical relationship exists l>etween the icem and its previous values. The "random walk" model is a 
time series model in which the best forecast of the current value is simply last week's value. Thus, the 
random walk model is implied by the current period-to-period change edits, which take lase week's 
value as the current-period forecast around which che tolerances are applied. More complicated time 
series models yield forecasts which are weighted averages of several past values of the percentage 
change. 

We first investigated the fitt ing of time series models for each institution separately, Some institu
tions' data fit the models quite well , with reductions in the standard deviation of the forecast e rrors (a 
key to the effectiveness of tolerances of a given width) of 50 percent or more, while other institutions 
exhibited only weak fits, or only the random walk behavior that the current editing framework already 
capcures. Although fitt ing individual models is the preferable method for forecasting, it was not fea
s il>le to maintain over 7,000 models for each item edited within the DEEP framework -- at least not at 
this time. Thus. at this stage and for the P-3 institutions. a single time series model was fit to each 
editing cell's aggregate. and the coefficients from that estimated model were used to ol>tain an indi
vidual t>ank's forecast using its own previous values. While the l>enefits of time series modelling are 
reduced by doing this, the method can be easily implemented. and updated when necessary. Another 
constraint at present is that. because of data storage limitations. we only utilized terms in the model at 
lags of I, 2, 3, 52 and 53 weeks, thus capturing nearby effects and annual seasonal influences but not, 
say, monthly or quarterly effects. 

As an example of the model-fitting results, Table I provides information on time series models fit 
to cell aggregates of Total Transactions Deposits for three of the editing cells. Notice the highly statis
tically significant seasonal effect (lag 52, and in some cases Jag 53). The strength of the fit declines 
going down the page, with the third one (Edges & Agreements, a root MSE reduction of only 9.2 
percent) l>eing not much different from the random walk model underlying current edits. On the other 
hand the results suggest that model-based editing may be valuable for certain commercial bank cells, 
for total transactions. 

As with cross seer ion edits, the deviation between the actual percentage. change and the forecasted 
change from the time series model is compared to the edit tolerances. A tolerance exceedance both here 
and on the dollar change (also using current EDDS tolerances) triggers an edit exception for the record. 

Composite Edits 

The cross section and time series editS are based on different sets of information, past values of the 
institution being edited and present values of similar institutions. Thus a forecast which combined 
these two estimates, thereby util izing both sources of information, may l>e more accurate than either 
one separately, and edits derived from such forecasts correspondingly more sensitive. 
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Table l . ··Pen:en1age Change Models ror Toial Transactions Aggregates, 
Selected Editing Cells 

------Cell = CB, Size Group 4, Region I·---

Roo< MSE(orig.) - 0.0383 Root MSE(model) - 0.0211 
Reduc1ion in Rooi MSE = 44.9 percenl 

Paramecer S1,.ndord 
Van able Estimaie Error T-sta1 p-value 

TRN,.1 -0.4349 0.0483 -9.005 0.0001 
TRN,.2 ·0.0341 0.0329 . J.039 0.2996 

TRN,., -0.1510 0.0338 -4.467 0.0001 
TRN,.,2 0.04\14 0.0318 20.391 0.0001 
TRN 

t·!J 0.4668 0.0440 10.606 0.0001 

·····--······-Cell= CU. Size Group 2, Regions Il&rn---·-·--··· 

Root MSE(orig.) = 0. 1067 Root MSE(model)=0.0809 
Reduction in Root MSE = 24.2 percent 

Pam meter Smndard 
Variable Es1imate Error T-stat p-value 

TRN,~• -0.2450 0.0546 -4.486 0.0001 
TRN. 2 -0. 1160 0.0474 ·2.444 0.0151 
TRN,._, -0.2200 0.0486 -4.525 0.0001 
TRNt1.,1 

041)7? 0.0477 10.312 0.0001 
TRN1.,.1 0.1866 0.0533 3.498 0.0005 

·-·---------Cell = EA, All· 

Root MSE(orig.) = 0.0564 Root MSE(model)=0.0512 
Reduclion in Roo1 MSE = 9.2 percen1 

Parameter Standard 
Vanoble Es:cimate Error T-$1& p-valuc 

TRN., -0.3776 0.0569 -6.632 0.0001 
TRN_, -0.1.547 0.0586 -2.642 0.0087 
TRN 

'" 
-0.0449 0.0553 ·0.815 0.4181 

TRN1.s2 0.2432 0.0524 4.638 0.0001 

TRN•·S-' 0.1057 0.0540 J.955 0.0514 
·------------·----------------------
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P1ERCE AND G1ws 

For a given institution (e.g., bank) and a given item, ifT denotes a time series estimate (forecast) for 
a given week, C represents a cross section estimate, and A the actual value that is reported, then the 
composite estimate is a weighted average ofT and C which is of the form 

wT + ( 1-w)C. 

The weight& wand t-w depend 011 the •~li1tiv~ siz.es and 1he correJacion between the estimation I fore· 
cast errors of T and C. If these errors are given by 

ETsA-T •nd EC =A·C. 

.. 

~n I 

w = [Var(EC) • Cov(ET,EC)) / Var(ET-EC) . 

A composite forecast is thus a weighted average of individual component forecasts where the relative 
weights are chosen to minimize the sum of the squared forecast or estimation errors. and where the sum 
of lht: wt;i~hlS is one. 

Using past data, we invesugated a composite estimate of the cross section (CS) and the time series 
(TS) rurc~•>t>. denoted "CSTS •. tor each editing cell and each van able or item. The composite forecast 
defaults 10 the time series forecast with fewer than 20 available observations in the cell average. (\\\1h 
exactly 20 and using the 90 percent trim, 18 observed changes would be used in 1he cell estimate.) 

The other 1ype of composite edit we considered combines the cross section and the random walk 
forecasts (CSRW). We employed thi s edit when a CS edit was indicated but the sample size -- the 
number of observations available on Friday morning when 1he cell means are formed·· was insulficient 
(less than ~0) to obtain an adequately reliable cross section estimate. For very small sample sizes ( less 
than 20). our procedure is 10 revert 10 the use of only the RW edit. 

II Modelling and Simulation 

To examine the relative performance of different types of edits, we conducted simulations of lhese 
edits over the 1991-1992 time period . For each cell (choice of i1em, entity type, size group and geo
graphic region), we perfonned five sets of simulations. corresponding 10 the different types of ediu 
under consideration: current (random walk), cross section. time series. cross section/time series com
posite, and cross section/random walk composite. 

Simulation Procedure 

Data preparation was a time consuming task. First, all Priority-3 reporters' weekly average data 
were compiled for the period from January 1986 through December 1992. While the edits were simu· 
lated only for the most recent two years, the additional data were used for fitting time series models 
with potential annual pauems. To avoid distonions, we eliminated all banks involved in meigers dur
ing this period. We next panitioned the data set into the editing groups or cells. We found that not all 
cells had a sufficient number of rcponers 10 lit a model or 10 obtai n reliable cross section estimates. and 
so some of them were combined. For commercial banks of size group 3 (total deposits between $I B+ 
and SJB), there were too few P-3 reporters to employ any of the new approaches. In addition. we added 
an editing category for known credit card banks. In total there were 40 edit cells. 37 of which were 
involved in the simulations. 
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Once the daia were prepared, time series models were fi1 10 the percentage changes an each cell's 
aggrega1e, as described above. Using the fined model for a cell, predicted values for the las11wo years 
were generaled for each ins1i1u1ion in 1he cell. (Although forecasted values of the percentage change 
were generaled for all periods. 1hose in which a change of z.ero 10 a value or a value to zero were edited 
using special tolerances). Both 1he model-based and the zero-valued random walk forecas1s were as
signed to each observation in the cell. The 10 percent trimmed mean of 1he perccn1age changes was 
also calcula1ed for each cell and each week of the two year simulation period, for use in lhe cross 
sec1ion edi1s. Since 1he cross sec1ion simula1ion employed all the daia wi1hin a cell 10 calcula1e 1he 
curren1-period forecast, rather than the available daia as of Friday morninit when editina begins. 1he 
s1mula1ed results will differ from those in praclice. In order 10 generate the 1wo composi1e forecasts, 
the prediction error$ from the original three forecasts were computed and the formulas tn the section on 
me1hodology applied by ins1ilu1ion. A cell roo1 mean square predic1ion error (RMSE) was also com
pu1ed. 

Since the composi1e forecas1 combines 1he eomponen1 forecasts in such a way as LO minimize the 
sum of the squared predic1ion errors, we chose 10 estimate 1he appropriate weights for each bank in a 
cell and 1hen 10 average those weigh1s over 1he cell in order 10 obtain 1he composite for editing. Since 
1he composite is a weigh led average of the individual forecas1s. 1he sum of 1he weigh1s must equa l one 
For some inslilutions, where 1he predic1ion errors were very highly correla1ed between melhods. we 
obtained pairs of weights with one value less than zero and the 01her grea1er 1han one. Evidenlly ii only 
requires a small number of observations away from 1ha1 correla1ion structure 10 cause •uch t!i<pmpo~ 
1iona1e weigh1s. In calculating 1he a'•erage pair of oomposi1e weigh1s for each cell, therefore, we fir$! 
screened out thosese1s of weigh1s not within the (0,1) range. Af1er1he two composite weighting schemes 
were determined for each cell. the mean square prediction errors were compu1ed for these 1wo forecasls 
as well. 

For each of the five edit me1hods, Table 2 presen1s 1he roo1 mean •quare f>l'l'.rlic11on orrors and 
composi1e weigh1s for the commercial bank cells. for 101al transac1ions and 101al savings deposits. 
Similar calcula1ions for oJher en1i1ies (savings and loans, etc.) and other items were also made. We 
anticipa.te 1he me1hod wi1h the smallesl forecas1ini: error to have 1he be"' porrnri•I as an edit. but until 
our 1olcrances are beuer tailored 10 the actual edi1ing method. 1his potential may 001 be realized. 

To apply the edi1s, we firsl looked for percentage changes I hat differed from the forecasted percent· 
age changes by more than 1he appropriate tolerance (whe1her 1aken from lhe Tech Memo or genera1ed 
as described in this paragraph), and for 1hose ascertaining whe1her the dollar change tolerance was also 
exceeded. Since total savings and huge time deposits are currently edited i1ems. their curren1 1oler
ances can be used. However. for total transactions and small lime deposits, currenl tolerances do no1 
exis1. We therefore generated 1olerances in a manner similarto 1ha1 used forthe creation of the current 
ones. Thi s involved i1era1ive steps wilh 1he in1en1 of flagging approxima1ely 0.3 percenl of 1he observo 
1ions per cell on average (the maximum percen1age of observations nagged using current edi1ing meth
ods for other items for the year I 991 ). Using 1he componen1s of total 1ransac1ions and i1ems lhat were 
relaled to small lime, such as 101al and laliC 1ime. we firs1 compiled • ange of feasible values for the 
1olerances. We 1hen examined where these values occurred on lhe distribu1ion of percen1age changes 
over each cell for lhe 1wo-year period . Given a reasonable proportion of 1he changes exceeding 1he 
ini1ial values, we then examined the dollar change distribu1ion for the subse1 of percen1age change 
excep1ions. Percentiles of 1his dis1ribu1ion were then determined in order 10 obiain the expected 0.3 
percen1 edit failures under the current random walk model. These percen1iles became the dollar change 
1olerances. 
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P1uct AND G1Lus 

Ta ble 2. ··Root Mean Square Errors for Foruasts, Commercial Bank CeUs 

A. Total Transactions 
Root Mea.n Square Error Weight of CS 

in ComJ>05ite 

Cell .ID'! ~ CSTS CSRW !:SIS .. 
Region I 
-Size 4 0.077 0.073 0.077 0.074 0.071 0.72 O.Sl , 
-Size 5 0.096 0.094 0.097 0.094 0.089 0.73 o.ss 
-Size 6 1.190 1.190 1.276 1.190 1204 0.70 0.58 

Region 2 
·Size 4 0.064 O.OS9 0.236 0.060 0.121 0.77 0.58 
·Size S 0.210 0.209 0.223 0.209 0.212 0.62 0.55 
-Size 6 0.331 0.330 0.344 0.330 0.333 0.68 0.57 

Region 3 
·Size 4 0.102 0.099 0.108 0.100 0.100 0.75 0.5 1 .s;.., s 0.054 O.O-S8 O.OSI 0.050 0.046 0.74 0.58 
-Size 6 0.067 0.063 0.071 0.064 0.062 0.70 0.60 

8. Total Savings 
Root Mean Square Error Weight of CS 

lo Co1upo~ilt: 

Cell ~ l:.SfilY cm l:.SfilY c.s:rs. 
Region 1 
-Size 4 0.042 0.042 0.045 0.042 0.042 0.64 0.73 
·Size5 0.054 0.054 0.056 0.054 0.054 0.64 0.67 
..Size6 0.048 0.048 0.055 0.048 0.048 0.60 0.72 

Region 2 • -Size 4 0.038 0.038 0.099 0.038 0.043 0.65 0.76 
-Size 5 0.235 0.234 0.244 0.234 0.236 0.64 0.64 
-Size 6 o.oss 0.055 0.067 0.055 0.055 0.64 0.66 

• 
Region 3 
-Siu4 0.051 0.051 0.998 0.051 0.274 0.68 0.74 
-Size 5 0.041 0.040 0.041 0.040 0.040 0.63 0.66 
·Size 6 0.055 0.055 0.065 0.055 0.055 0.61 0.15 
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T1M• Se•1es AND C•oss Socn<>N Eorrs 

Once all 1he forccas1s and 1olcranccs were in place. 1hc edi1ing experience for lhe 1991-1992 period 
was simula1ed for each of lhe fi,•e forecas1 me1hods. For each method we observed which observa1ions 
were nagged as edi1 exceptions. Then. based on a hislory of weekly revisions 10 1he EDDS tile main-
1ained by 1he Federal Reserve's S1a1istical Services branch, we were able 10 de1ermine the rate of type I 
and type fl errors for eac h method. (A 1ype I error or "false positive" refers 10 an item 1hal was nagged 
but not in error. or at least not revised . A tyre fl error occurs when an item is not flagged but is 
erroneous -- as evidenced by a later revision.) 

Simulation Results 

For reference in 1his sec1ion. Table 3 shows our recommended edits based on these simu lalions. As 
mentioned in Sec1ion I, these have been implemen1ed as pan of the Federal Reserve Board's DEEP 
editing sof1ware. In Table 3, the left column lis1s the enuties (with the included size groups in paren1he
scs). followed by 1he chosen edi1 for each item. 

De1ails of the resuhs on which thi ~ table is based arc con1ained in earlier reports available on re
ques1. To give the flavor of 1he analysis. Table 4 summarizes 1he editing simula1ions for commercial 
banks' total tran~acrinn( rll!'posirs: Lhose for other entity types and other vo.rioblcs were similu To as· 
sess the magni1udes and the implications of errors caught and errors missed by the edi1ing schemes. 
Table 4 breaks down 1hesc errors in 1crms of 1heir size (i.e ., lhc size of the revision -- we assume. 
howe.\•er accurarely thllll ritvis.ed data are cottect and the revision is the error in the unrevised drua). It 
is clear from 1hese simula1ions that there 1s room for improvcmen1. especially regarding 1he type II error 
probabili1ies, which range from 98 percent 10 99 percent. And allhough the 1ype I error probabilities 
appear small, the number of nagged i1ems 1hat are not in error is quite laige (between 87 percenl and 94 
percent). 

Whtr~vr.r the fined time series model indic~ued a potentially substant.iaJ payoff relative 10 the ian· 
dom walk model (as in 1he first model in Table I}, 1he lime series edit tended to be the mosl accura1e, 
yielding 1he smallesl number of edi1 excep1ions and with fewer errors missed lhat were capwred by 
other mt':rhnrls than vict versa. The reduction in the number of edit exception$ wo..s not as greal fot the=. 

CS and CSTS composi1e mc1hods, bu1of1en1hc composite mc1hod caused less of an increase in 1hc type 
fl error probability. The CS and lhe CSRW composi1c of1en mimicked the currcn1 RW results. Where 
1herc was doubt regarding 1he preferable cdi1 melhod, we 1ended 10 favor 1hc CS or CSRW -- even when 
1he reduc1ion in RMSE and 1he number of edi1 excep1ions was small relative 10 the currenl (RW) mclhod 
-- since cross sec1ion edits would allow possibly laige shif1s in behavior for a given week to be incorpo
rated into lhe editing norm, and 1he DEEP sof1ware is well-suited to 1his 1ype of edi1. Also. we gave 
some preference 10 a uniformity of edi1ing me1hod across rela1ed cells (e.g., adjacent size groups within 
an FR region. or like size groups bc1wccn regions). 

For commercial banks, the al1emative cdils on lhc whole did qui1e well. The 1ime series cdi1s for 
total transactions and 101al savings were effective in reducing the tolal number of excep1ions whi le 
mi,;sing only 3 &mall rGvisions ond nctuo.l ly finding an additiuual t:rror of uvcr $25M. (This revision 
was gcncra1cd eilher by an outside source or by an edi1 of ano1hcr repon tha1 is not being considered 
here. This occurrence brings 10 light 1hat some errors are dc1ec1ed by 01her sources - no1 the Reserve 
Banks or the Board. Whal we gain from 1his additional edil exccplion an earlier de1cction of the error; 
it would no1 necessarily go unde1ected permanen1ly.) For 1hc olhcr enlity types, 1oial transae1ions was 
the only i1cm 1ha1 allowed for an aherna1ive other than the CSRW me1hod (CSRW was selected for 
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Table 3. --ExperimenlJll Edits for DEEP 

Instirution Total Transactions Total Savings Large Time Small Time 

Commercial Banks 
(3.Ccd) RW RW RW R\V 

Commercial Banks 
(4,5,6) CSTS TS cs cs 

Credit Unions 
(1 ,2,3,4) TS CSRW CSRW CSRW 

S&Ls, Coops, 
Sbs (1,2,3.4) .!!ll l!!Il-IV CSRW CSRW CSRW 

TS CSTS 
Ageocies & 
Brs.(1,2,3) CSTS CSRW CSRW CSRW 

Edges & Agr. (1,2) CSRW CSRW CSRW CSRW 

The numbers in parentheses are the size groups, with "Ced" denoting credit card banks. CB size 
groups I and 2 are omiued, as they are priority I and 2 institutions. lR deno1es the FR Region, as in 
TM# 16. The other entries in this table have the following explanations: 

TS: The time-series model-based forecast. utilizing the institution's past pe"'cntagechanges (of 
I, 2. 3. 52. and 53 weeks ago). 

CS: The cross-section forecast, or estimate of the average percentage change over all the instiru
tions in the editing group or cell. Uses only the data received by the Friday after the as-of 
date and is calculated as the 90 percemt trimmed mean of the individual percenrage changes 
in the cell. 

CSTS: A weighted average of the TS and CS percentage-change forecasts. with statiStically deter
mined weights. When the number (n) of institutions in the group available on Friday for 
calculating the mean is less than 20. the weights ate I and 0 (only lhe TS forecast is used). 

RW; The forecast based on lhe ·random walk• model, or the time series model giving a zero 
period-to-period change as the best forecast - and is thus the implicit model underlying the 
current edits. This 1ranslates into a percentage-change foreca<t nf '"m 

CSRW: The forecast based on a composite of the CS and RW estimares of rhe pcrcenrage change, 
again depending on the number n of available observations in the cell. Thus; 

if n 2: SO, use CS only; 
if 20 S n < SO, usc weighted average of the CS and RW estimates; 
if n < 20, usc the RW estimate (zero pcrccntllge change forecast). 
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Table 4.·-Selected Editing Simulation Results for Commercial Banks 

A. Total Tronsactions 

frequency/ 
Percent 

Not nagged 

Flaggtd 

Total 

Frequency/ 
Percent 

Not Oagged 

Flagged 

Total 

I. Random Walk (Standard Edit) 

Not <$5M S5M SIOM <S25M 
Revised <SIOM >S25M 

557.166 9.732 791 508 168 
97.76 1.71 0.14 0.09 0.03 

1.444 75 17 12 6 
0.25 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 

558.610 9.807 808 520 174 
98.01 1.72 0.14 0.09 0.03 

Pl(type I error)= Pl(Flag Item I Item not in error)= 0.26 percent 
Pl(type II error)= Pr(Do not Flag Item I Item in error)= 99.0 percent 
Pl(ltem not in error I Item Flagged) = 92.9 percent 

2. Cross Section - Time Series Composite 

Not <S5M $SM SIOM <S25M 
Revised <SIOM >$25M 

557.326 9,743 792 509 167 
97.78 1.71 0.14 0.09 0.03 

1.444 75 17 12 6 
0.23 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 

558,610 9,807 808 520 174 
98.01 1.72 0.14 0.09 0.03 

Pl(type I error) = Pl(Flag Item I Item not in error) = 0.23 percent 
Pr(type II error)= Pr(Do not Flag Item I Item in error)= 99.1 percent 
Pr(ltem not in error I Item Flaned) £ 92.9 percent 

Reduction in edit exceptions= I I.I percent 
Reduction 1n type I error probability = 11.5 percent 
Increase in type [I error probability= 0.1 percent 

2S7 

Total 

568.365 
99.73 

1.554 
0.27 

569.919 
100.00 

Total 

568.537 
99.76 

1.554 
0.24 

569.919 
100.00 



these entity cypes in place of CS in order to accommodate smaller sample sizes in the preliminary data). 
Those credit unions and savings institutions which wou ld have more activity in tran sactions accounts 
than the other entity types, do exhibic cyclical patterns which the time series model was able to capture. 
Agencies and branches also exhibited improved editing resu lts wich che CSTS method . As mentioned, 
this combination of alternative strategies yielded an 11 percent reduction in both the type I error prob
ability and the number of edit exceptions, with only a very slight increase in the type 11 error likelihood 
(about 0.1 percent). 

All of these results arc based on simulations usinj! data reported to the Board by the Reserve Banks. 
Thus, any errors caught at an earlier stage are not renecced in chese data, nor are errors undetected by 
Banks or Board that do not show up in the revision files. And as previously mentioned, the other factor 
to be monicored is the use of preliminary data in cross section estimates of the mean percentage change. 
Depending on where the preliminary data fal l in the distribution of all percentage changes for an item, 
the operational results based on the CS, CSTS, or CSRW methods may differ significantly from what is 
expected based on the simulacion results. 

This investigation is still in progress, and further generalizations of the work are underway or planned. 
Among these are exam1nine. time series models with rea.rcssion component< tn AC'C'ount for such phe· 
nomena as cax dates. calendar effects or related variables, alternative groupings of the data according to 
siz.e or geographic region. modelling larger banks individually, and examining additional items or vari
ables. 

II References 

Federal Reserve Board ( 1993). "Processing Procedures for the Report ofTransaction AccountS, Other 
DeposiL< and Vault C•<h (FR2900)." Technic•I Memorandum No. t 6, Publicotions Section, {De
cember). 

Pierce. David A and Uura Bau~r Gilli£ (1995). "Time Serie£ and Cross Section Edits withAppJie-o
tions to Federal Reserve Deposit Reports,• Seminar on New Directions in Sratistical Methodology, 
Statiscical Policy Working Paper No. 23, Part I, pp. I 52-171 (June). • 
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Inflation Factors for Stratified Samples 
with Control Information 

Peter Oehshona, University at Albany, SUNY 

Abstract 

This paper looks at the "inflation factor" or "weight" for the members of a 
stratified sample. As the inverse of the sampling ratio, it is often 
interpreted as the number of members of the population "represented" 

by each sample member. In the first section, standard estimators are reexamined 
to construct corresponding "implicit" inflation factors. Then. inflation factors 
are chosen to minimize error functions. Two examples are discussed, both of 
which are easily computed by linear programs. An extract of the data for the 
problem will also be displayed . 
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II Introduction 

Inflation Factors for Stratified Samples 
with Control Information 

Peter Ot:hshom, University at Albany, SUNY 

The quantity wi. = Ni./ni. is sometimes referred to as an "inflation factor" or "weight" for the 
members of a stratified sample survey in stratum h. As the inverse of the sampling ratio, it is often 
interpreted as the number of members of the population "represented" by each sample member. By 
applying the factors to the sample. sums of variates are "inflated" from the <ample to the population, 
providing standard estimators such as Ei., WM/hi for the sum of variate y over the population. When 
covariate parameters or "controls" such asµ.,, are known, it is usually possible to construct more efficient 
estimators. such as ratio and regression estimators. For the theory, compare any sample survey 1ex.tbook, 
e .g., (Cochran. 1977). These in rum require a degree of statistical sophistication not always present in 
the user of the sample, especially if the sample is made available to "outside" users. Additionally, 
tab)es of control in formation are not always available to these "outside'' data users. Thus. there is some 
motivation to adjust the inflation factors, taking account of control information in some way 10 force 
better estimarion. 

II Inflation Factor Form of Control-Based Estimators 

In this section standard estimators are reexamined to construct corresponding "implicit" inflation 
factors. This can be thought of as "a priori" consuuction because the estimators usually are chosen 
accordi.ng to their overage behavior, i.e., prior to sampling. The advantages of the different choices are 
discussed in the textbooks. Equation numbers below beginning with "c" refer to (Cochran, 1977) (e.g., 
"c6.44/pl64" is Cochran's equation 6.44 found on page 164). 

The Separate Ratio Estimator 

The inflation factor corresponding to the separate ratio estimator can be derived staning with equa
tion c6.44/p. 164: 

so that the implicit inflation factors are just w,(µ,,/md), the adjustment being the ratio of popula
tion to sample mean of x in each strata. In other words the sample is inflated by the ratio of x totals 
rather than counts. 
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The Combined Ratio Esti mator 

To derive lhe innalion factor corresponding to the combined ratio eslimato~ one can stan with 
equation c6.48/pl65: 

so that in this case the adjustment to w, is constant across strata, being the ratio of population to count
innated sample totals of .r. Another view of the adjustment factor is given by: 

which is a harmonic mean of the strata ratios of population to sample mean of .r. weighted by popula
tion count ~hu.rcs. 

Separate Regression Estimator 

Regression estimators can also be the starting point for conlrol-based innalion. For the separate 
regression estimator the starting point can be equation c7.49/p200 (multiplied by N): 

L N,[m,, + bh(µzh - mzh)] = L W• L[l + n•(I'•• - m.,)11.,]v., 

• • 

where a•; are the ltnear least squares transforms from b, = L;; a.,y., and are equal to: 

4A; = (:thi - moA)/ L:<:r•; - mzA)
2
. 

I 

In this case the inflation factors are adjusted not only according to the difference (not ratio) of popula
tion and sample mean of" by strarum, but also to the distance of the covariate from iis sample stratum 
mean. Thus each sample member receives an individual innation factor, which varies within as well as 
among the strata . 
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Combined Regression Estimator 

The final "a priori"' inflation factor of this section is derived from the combined regression estima· 
tor. Starting with c7.50/p200 (multiplied by N): 

(N,/n•)YM+b.(N µ,-m •• ) = L W•Y•i+b0 N,(µ,,-m, , ) = L L[w•+N,(µ ,,-m,,)aUy•;, . ' 
where b, = E •. ; a~;Y•; is given by equation c(mid-page)/p202 weighted combined regression. As in 
the separate regression estimator, the implicit inflation factor depends both on the difference between 
population and sample means in the strata. and on the distance between the covariate and its sample 
stratum mean. 

II Inflation Factors as Solutions to Ex-Post Optimal Programs 

In this section inflation factors are chosen to minimize error functions. Instead of starting with an 
estimator to construct inflation factors, one can start with a comparison between control totals and 
inflated sample totals, mmimmng some objective function of the discrepancies by choosing "opti· 
mar inflation factors. An advantage of this approach is the flexibility in choosing the obje·ctive, 
allowing for various criteria to assume their respective importance in determining the solution. Two 
examples are discussed below, both of which are easily computed by linear programs. 

Example 1 

Suppose {z;} are a set of variables for which the population totals by strata Z;• are known. 
Usually the unit variable whose totals areN. and n. for the population and sample respectively will be 

included in this set. Construct the ratios w_;• = Z;•/z;• (again usually including w, = N,/n •. 
Let {w.U be the set of inflation factors to be determined. Then for each stratum the discrepancy 

between sample and population for variable z; is w0z;• -Z;•· One possibility for an optimality 

criterion is the sum of the absolute perc.entage errors. over variables and strata, or 

z)1 - whfw;• I· 
J,h 

This objective is minimi:ied by minimizing separately for each stratum E1 ll - 1nj':/ta;,.J, sum
ming over the variables z;. As a function of w0 this is a sum of piecewise-linear convex functions. 
and so inherits these traits. The optimum is therefore one among the {w•;}. In many applications 
the .solution wi)l be clo.se lO d\e O\edi81l o( these value~, but iu a11y case nevel' g.reate1 thau the O"'lediao. 
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INFLA.TION FACTORS FOR. STRATIFIED SAMPLE.$ 

To show 1his resuh. assume generically 1ha1 I ~ to;• < to;+i.•· Then the slope of the objec1ive 
func1ion between is jus1 "'r • and" Ir. 0 

1 
is just 

2: -I/to;•+ L +I/to;• 
;~;· i>1' 

which. since the individual terms I / wJl are decreasing over j . must be positive whenever j' is such that 
1he number of terms in the firs! sum is equal to ireater than the number in the second sum Thr. nbitt· 
1ive minimum musl therefore be less 1han or equal 10 all suchj'. 

In cases where, for each s1rarumh, the {to;.}; arc roughly of me same order of magniiude (a "nice" 
sampling outcome) then the median value is a likely solution (for this problem, for an even number of 
values. the lesser of 1he two middle values is taken a,S me median.) For example with three ratios, 1he 
slope between w 111 , :.nci w,.

2 
is givtn by 

and sufficient conditions for the negativity of this slope are given by w., < 2whl and 1DM < 2whl· 

Example2 

The finnl example is an actual application to an annual microdata file maintained by the New York 
Stale Depanmen1 ofTaxa1ion and Finance. Office of Tax Policy Analysis. The da1a consis1 of approxi· 
ma1ely 90,000 records randomly sampled from a stratified population of about 8,000.000 tax filers. 
Stratification is by type of tax re1-urn (long form, short fonn. el\:.) a.n<l by income class. Control lnfoi:
ma1ion consists of strata 101als of return counts, income, and tax liability. 

P~rt of the a.rt of constructing m:uhcmatical v1ogrd1n) is in eliciting a hierarchy of preferences from 
users of the final "product." In 1hc present instance it has been determined that it is important to reduce 
discrepancies in income totaled by income class. in counts totaled by return 1ype, and in overall total 
tax liability. An implementation has been made using the AMPL (fourer et al .. 1983) algebraic model· 
ing language with the MINOS (Munaugh and Saunders, 1993) program solvec The objective function 
has been implemented as a weighted sum of absolute values of the discrepancies listed above. Such a 
minimization is inherently linea.r. and can be solved by the usual linear programming techniques. The 
appendix displays an AMPL model for this problem. 

II Acknowledgment 

The woak 1cpvncd here was begun while the author was employed at the NYS Dcpanment of Taxa
tion and Finance. The suggestion to explore the use of linear programs to innate the personal income 
tax sample came from Frans Seastrand. Director of the Bureau of Revenue Analysis and Data. 
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JI Appendix: AMPL Model 

The AMPL model below specifics the minimization of an error function as explained above. The 
infl2tion factors to be, determined are coded in the statement beginning .. var Inn ... ", the vlJjec.aive 
statement Stans wilh "minimize Errors: ... ";and the constraints follow with the phrase "subject to ... " 
(the double construction for each constraint is a trick to convert absolute value problems into linear 
form) 

SCI Re!Type ; 
set lncCls ~ 

set Cel ls within {Ret'l)'pe.lncCls) ; 

pa ram Ctrllnc {Cells} : 
param CtrlCnt {Cells) ; 
param CtrlTax {Cells) ; 
pore>m Smpllnc {Cells) : 
param SmplCnt (Cells}: 
pa ram SmplTax {Cells} ; 

param ClassCtrllnc { i in lncCls) :~ sum I (r,i) in Cells) Ctrllnc[r,i) ; 
param TypeCtrlCnt Ir in Rct'l)'pe} :=sum [(r,i) in Cells} CtrlCnt[r.i]: 

param TotCtrllnc :=sum l(r.i) in Cells) Ctrllnc[r,i) : 
param T0tCtrlCnt :=sum {(r.i) 1n Cells} CtrlCnt{r,i]; 
param TOtCtrlTax :=sum {(r,i) in Cells} CtrlTax[r.i); 

param ClasslncWgt {i in lncCls} := ClassCt.rllnc(i)/TotCtrllnc; 
par<>m TypcCntWgt (1 iu RetTypc) := 1)'peC1rlCn1[r)ffo1C1rlCnt; 

param lncWgt defauh I >-0 ; 
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param InvCntRatio ((r,i) in Cells I := CtrlCnt(r,i]/SmplCn1(r,i): 
param lnvlncRatio ((r,i) in Cells} :=(if not Smpllnc(r,i) 

then lnvCntRatio{r,i) else Ctrllnc(r,iVSmpllnc(r,i)) : 
pararn lnvTaxRatio ( (r,i) in Cells} := (if not SmplTax{r,i] 

then InvCntRatio(r.i) else CtrlTax(r,iVSmplTax(r,i)) : 
pararn MuRatio ((r.i) in Cells I := 

max ( lnvlncRatio(r,i). InvCntRatio[r,i), lnvTaxRatio(r.i] ): 
param MinRatio ((r.i) in Cells}:= 

min ( JnvlncRatio(r.i ). lnvCntRorin(r.i). lnvT•xR•rio(r,i)): 

var lnO( (r.i) in Cells} >•MinRatio{r. 1), <=MaxRatio(r,i). 
:= lnvCntRatio(r,i} : 

varClasslnflSmpllnc (i in lncClsJ =sum [(r,i) in Cells) InO[r,i]•Smpllnc(r.i): 
varTypelnflSmplCnr {r in R•ITyp<') =sum ((r.i) in Cell<} lnfl[r,i]*SmplCnt[r,i) ; 
varTotlnOSmplTax =sum /(r,i) in Cells} lnO[r,i]*SmplTax[r,i]; 

var Clas.lncF.rr (i in ln~Clsl = (if ClusCtrllnc[i]=O then 0 else 
ClasslnflSmpllncli]/ClassCtrllnc[i) - I): 

var TypeCntErr Ir in Ret'l'ype J = TypelnOSmpJCni(r]/TypeCtrlCn1[r) - I; 
var TotTaxF.rr = Tntlnfl!:mplTaxfT01Ct.rlTax - I; 

var AbsCJasslncErr IJncCls I : 
var AbsTypeCntErr (Ret'l'ype}: 
var AbsTotTaxErr; 

minimite Errors : 
lncWgt•(sum (i in JncClsJ ClasslncWgt[i]•AbsClass!ncErr(i]) + 
(sum (r in RctType} 'l'ypeCntWgt[rj•AbsTypeCntErr(r)) + 
A h<TotTaxErr : 

subject to IncPos / i in lncCls I: AbsClasslncErr(i] >= ClassTncErr[i] : 
subject to JncNeg ( i in lncCls J: AbsClasslncErr(i] >= -ClasslncErr(i] ; 
subject 10 CntPos ( r in RetTypeJ : AbsTypcCntErr(r] >= TypeCntErr(r]; 
subject to Cn!Neg [r in RctTypel : Abs'l'ypeCntErr[r] >= -TypeCntErr(r]: 
subject to TaxPos: AbsTot'llucErr >= TotTaxErr; 
subject 10 TaxNeg: AbsTotTaxErr >= -TotTaxErr; 

• 
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Empirical Data Review: Objective Detection 
of Unusual Patterns of Data 

fames I<.ennedy, U. S. Bureau of Labor S tatistics 

Abstract 

H ard edits are often coded into automated editing routines. Illogical and 
inconsistent responses are flagged; occasionally "soft edits," such as 
extreme numbers. are flagged as well. These responses are not necessarily 

incorrect, but require documentation. Often individual data are within normal 
li mits. but the pattern of responses is unusual. The current paper discusses an 
empirical method for determining when patterns of data fall outside of a normal 
range. 

An observation can be represented as a vector of N variables defining a point 
in N-dimensional hyperspace. Similar patterns are conceived to be located near 
one another in this hyperspace: cluster analysis produces the means of 
multidimensional clustors. The "unusualness" of patterns of data can then be 
defined in terms of an observation's distance from cluster centers. 

The method is demonstrated with data from the COMP2000 generic leveling 
field test . Data patterns from nine generic leveling factors were analyzed into ten 
clusters. A Windows proitram demonstrates the comparison of new data with 
clusters found in previously-collected data. • 
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13 Case Studies -- Ill 
Chapter 

Chair: Charles Day, National Agricultural Statistics Service 

Anusha Fernando Dharmasena 

Clancy Barrett + Francois Laflamme 
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Time-Series Editing of Quarterly 
Deposits Data 

A 11ushn Feniando Dhnnnasenn, Federal Reserve Board 

Abstract 

T he S1a1is1ical Services Branch in the Division of Information Resources 
Manngemenl al the Federal Reserve Board is responsible for ensuring 
1he accuracy and reliabi lity of deposi1s daia reported by the Federal Re

serve Banks. This research attempts 10 provide a statistical melhodology for 
editing these data using forecasting techniques, to identify "acceptable" and 
"unacceptable" data. The study wi ll show that changes in the quarterly depos
its dala are a result of changes in seasonality, the number of respondents, and 
"micro level" data nuctuations. 

These consistent nuctuations in the aggregates have been modeled using 
regression techniques. The data for this study consists of twelve quarterly de
pos i1s icems that were summarized by five entity types . 
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Time-Series Editing of Quarterly 
Deposits Data 

AnU&ha Fernando Dharmasena, hderal R eserve Board 

II In troduc tion 

The Deposits Uni1 of the Statistical Services Branch at the Federal Reserve Board is responsible for 
editing and refining deposits data reponed by the Federal Reserve Banks. One such project is the 
editing of quanerly deposits data to ensure accuracy and reliability. 

E.a111i11in11 the Quancrly Edited Deposits System (QEDS) has became more 1mponant as we real · 
ize that the presenl system of data analysis at the micro level is less useful than an analysis of QEDS 
aggregated data. This research a1temp1s to provide a statistical methodology for editing these data 
usiug fv1ecas1in11 techniques, tO Identify .. acceptable .. and "unacceptable" data. We assume that the 
changes in the QEDS data are caused by "micro level" data flucrua1ions, seasonality, and other macro 
influences. These consistent fluctuations indicate that the aggregates could be modeled using regres· 
>iv111echni~ues. The close flt or the final model shows that thi s assumption is true. 

The QEDS data consist of the quarterly reported deposit items which are listed below: 

0 Vault cash 
0 Toi.al demand deposits 
O ATS & NOW accounts 
0 Total savings 
0 Small time deposits 
o All 1lme deposus 
0 U.S. Government demand deposits 
0 Demand deposits due to 
0 Cash uems in proces.s of collection 
0 Demand balances due from 
0 Other demand deposits 
0 Total net rransactions 
0 Total nonpersonal savings and time deposits. 

The data have been aggregated by entity type as described below: 

0 Commercial banks (member banks) 
0 Commercial banks (nonmember banks) 
0 Mutual savings banks 
0 Savings and loans 
0 Credit unions. 
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------------------· 881 Ttt.fE-SERtES EorrlNG OF OuARTEJtl.Y 0£POS'1'S DAT,. 

II Exploration 

The research began by looking at various forms of the dependent variable: the QEDS quarterly 
value for a given item, together with independent variables that would resuh in good estimates of 
QEDS data for a aiven quarter. To this end many linear regression models were investigated to obtain 
the best model that fit the data and that helped in the formulation of the final model. This final model 
serves as the basis for our auregate data editing procedure. 

The data for the initial explorations were taken from a SAS daiaset that was created for performing 
exploratory data analysis with QEDS usin.R SASflnsight®. 

• The first anempt was to look at the following muhiple linear regression expecting meaningful 
estimates and useable models: 

• 

' 

where 

9 , = The percentaac change of rht: QEDS ite.m from qu3rter to quarter after ensuring that 
the number of respondents stayed the same for each quarter. This was accomplished 
by dividing the QEDS value by the number of respondents for each quarter. 

? "'' • The lagged dependent variable(% ohange from previous quarter) 
X,, = Monetary Aggregates (MA) growth rates 
x,, = Number of banks per quarter 
X., = Seasonal Dummy I representing quarter I 
X,. = Seasonal Dummy 2 representing quarter 2 
x.. = Seasonal Dummy 3 representing quarter 1 
X,, = Seasonal Dummy 4 representing quarter 4 

€1 = A random error term uncorrelated over time, typically called white noist. 

0 Res ults.--The coefficients for the selljonal factors were significant, indicating strong influences 
of seasonality. Unfortunately, because the data had to be manipulated to ensure that the same 
respondents were reponing for two consecutive quaners. some respondents were eliminated from 
the calculation. This elimination resulted in a sample not completely reflective of the QEDS 
universe. which, in tum, led to poor models that could not be used to predict aggregate QEDS 
data . 

The next step in the analysis was to examine the explanatory power of a dilferent set of indcpen
dcnc variable; -- ~'Umbinations or economic factors. We hoped that these indicators would be linearly 
related to the deposits data: 

where 

Y 1 = The percentage change in QEDS -- the dependent variable and the following independent 
variables for end of quarter reponing dates 

X,. =GNP 
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Y,. = Interest rates 
Yi, = Consumer price index 
Y" = Unemployment rates. 

0 Resulls.--The outcome of 1he s1a1istical model was disappointing. These leading indicators did 
not produce strona estimare..< a< hnP'"rl. M.eause a conelation ana.Jysis of the variables chowed the 
lack of a functional relationship between 1he dependent and independent variables. Since the 
pos1ula1ed model did no1 describe 1he data sausfaccorily and no fundamental conclusions were 
recQVCrCd (rOm the fined t'.l)UAlion, th~ model COuJd not be- used. 

The research conunued to use 1he data described in 1he firs! auempl wilh lhe dependent variable 
(Y). One of the new pred1c1or variables (X ) reflected 1be percentage change in 1he number of respon
dents from quarter 10 quaner. In addition, 10 incorporate an imponant guide 10 the propenies of time 
series analysis. we introduced a series of lags of the dependent variable: 

where 

Y, = The percentage change in QEOS -- 1he dependent variable 
X" = MA growth rates 
X2t = Seasonal factors 

Xi, = Percentage change in lhe number of respondents 
X, = Number of res pondents 

f3, Y,.,. f31'l, .. = Lag dependent variables. 

0 Resulls.--Allhough some of 1he lags were very significant. indicating effects from previous 1ime 
period>. ''"'overall estimates produced by lhe model did nol produce a goo<! Ill because of serial 
correlation among the residuals. 

Afler much research and model testing. we decided to gel data directly from the QEDS archival and 
to cons1n1c1 quarterly data by item and entity to fit the needs of the project. Thus, the final model lhal 
helped in predicting aggregate QEDS data is as follows: 

where 

¥, 

a. 
x .. 
x,, 
x,, 
x., 

= Dollar difference in levels of QEDS data (Y,- Y,_
1
) - the dependent variable 

= Intercept + seasonal dummy quarter I + seasonal dummy quaner 2 
= MA QEDS estimate 
= Number of respondents 
= Seasonal dummy quaner 3 
= Seasonal dummy quarter 4. 
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Here the dependent variable reflects the change in levels. The set of regressors for this model was 
nlso reduced to reflect seasonal dummies, the MA QEDS estimates, and the number of respondents for 
the quarter. The QEDS estimates were constructed from the growth rates and the panel sh ift data that 
were obtained from MA. These estimates were constructed in a manner s imilar to that used by MA to 
obtain the money supply estimates. 

0 Results.--Thc results from this model fully used the QEDS estimates from MA which included 
the panel shift data to help explain the variability 1n our dependent variable. The next section on 
m~thodology will cover the model 2nd its re,ults in detail. 

The previous discussion was concerned primarily with rinding the best model from a group of can
didate models using the least squares method for estimation of model coefficients. Implicit in the least 
squares method are the assumptions that E (t,) = 0 and that the t, are uncorrelated with homogeneous 
variance cr'. In addition. 11ormality on the&; is required for the estimators to auain the propeny of 
minimum varianc~ of 1hc: class of unbia.s~ t:.)ti111alurs. Thus. 10 address the issue of variances in the 
dependent variable from observation 10 observation, the properestimatorof B should take the normality 
of t , into account by "'eighing the observations in some way that allows for the dilrerences in the 
1~.)ult!t. Sample au1ocorrela1lons coetTicicntS were created to measure the correlauon among observa~ 
tions at different distances apan. These autocorrelations were used to account for adjustments that take 
place over time. Therefore, all models were checked for autocorrelation and heteroscedasticity. 

II Prediction Model 

The primary function of the preceding model-building exercise was to determine which regressor 
variables truly explained the response variable y; the QEDS reported value for a given quane< The 
final model had the tollowmg regrcssor variables that were responsible for a significant amount of variation 
in the dependent variable. These variables are the seasonal dummies. the consll\lcted MA QEDS esti
mates, and the number of respondents for lhe quaner. 

The main focus of the analysis is to use econometric modeling techniques to make a good prediction 
of quarterly data. Although an anempt is being made to use a set of mathematical formu las and assump
tions 10 describe this deviation, the uncertainty inherent in statistical prediction methodology will intro
duce errors. In an attempt to be parsimonious, this scien tific methodology will try to capture the system
atic behavior of the data and represent the factors that are nonsystematic and cannot be predicted as error 
cerms. 

Using the traditional linear regression equation -- the least squares method, the research will at
tempt to explain the relationship between the dependent variable and the regressors for fony-four qua.-

• tcrs as follows: 

IJI, = 60 + n,x" + s,x,, + 6,JS, + s ,x .. + B,x,. + e, , 

where 
IJI, = The dependent variable -- the initial QEDS reponed item measured at time t. 
X

11 
• XJ< = Three dummy variables that represent seasonality -- the four quarters of the year. 

We suspect that seasonality as a qualitative regressor variable will help improve 
prediction together with other quanu1a11ve variables. 
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x., 
x,. 

= MA QEDS es1ima1es construc1ed from MA growth rates and panel shift da1a. 

= Number of respondents for each quaner by entity type. 

The first step of the model estimation phase was to look at the results of a multiple regression 
equation to assess the functional rela1ionship between the dependent and independent variables. The 
search for outliers in the outpu1 was the primary 2oal. 

If the statistics indicated that the observation was both an outlier and an influential point. the 
observation was marked for re--estimataon by the reiression procedure instead of elim1nAring i1 alto. 
gether. This process ensured that 1he number of observations did not diminish while providing better 
input to the regression process. Es1imating the effcc1 of the outlier and removing the effect from the 
data point will ehmina1e its adverse influences on 1he final coefficient estimates. 

As the estimation procedure is discussed, output for total demand deposits adjusted (2212) aggre
gated over member commercial banks (entity I) will he pri>sented for illustration purpooes. Table 1 
shows the initial es1imation of ou1 lier effects for Ibis item and eniity aggregates. 

The listing is lhe first reeression procedure 1ha1e<rim.r-.s1he. effects of the Outlien; QI. Q7, Q 19, 
and Q43. Each of these outliers is extremely significant, as can be noted in the T-s1a1istic and the 
appropriate probability. The 01her independent variables that are sign ificant in this model are the QEDS 
estimate from moneuiry affairs. the numhe.r nf hAnks, and the seasonal effect of quarter three. 

Table 1.--Model Selection and 'Estimation 

Demand Ocpo•ir. Arlj1med (2212). Commercial Member &nks (Entity I) 

Analyaia ot V•r1ance 

S'Ur.1 Of ~ean 
sou.re• OP Squ.area Squu• F Valtie Prol»P 

Modal 7 1.1765984£14 1. 6808548!13 888.588 0.0001 Irr or 3' 680976490487 189160ll62S 
C Tot&l 4) 1.18l<081£U 

Aoot KSI 1)75)5 .. 9951 Jt·square 0. 994.2 
Dep H4u 5024979 .59091 Ad) R·tq 0 .9931 
c.v. 2.13704. 

P~ter !tt1mates 

Para:M:ter St<u>d.&rd T for HO: 
Yari&ble OP htiMte ErTor Pa.ra::aeter=-0 Prob> ITI 

t NTDCBP 1 · 241999 99782.2145'6 · 2.495 0.017) 
D) 1 ·)4 0tt' S44.2S.8S.2218 ·6 .lt.l 0.0001 , 1 Hl.528141 106.19117853 4.346 0.0001 
QIST l 0.909212 0.02l2738l 39 .069 0.0001 
01 1 21)'875 157101. 470~1 ll .602 0.0001 
07 1 21199'5 1'8519. 89826 12.936 0.0001 
019 1 2154.042 161564..34.373 ll.lJ2 0.0001 
043 1 151924.5 146780 .11889 10.350 0.0001 
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As shown in Table 2, outliers (in the dependent variable) have potential 10 "pull" the regression 
equation in the wrong direction causing inadequate explanation of the "true" data. ln addition. it will not 
predict future values well. This output shows that observations I, 7, 19, and 43 have been perfectly 
estimated from the data and that the next regression is ready for processing once the outlier elfects have 
been removed. 

Table l.··Esdmalion of Outlier Effec&s 

o.p V•r Pr.Uct Std arr Std Err Student. 
~·· Obo QID Va lue Pnd.lc.t a.1idlul b.tid'ul.l bS!dua.l ·2·1·0 1 2 D 

l l211S'O J211SIO ll1SlS.S · 5611·12 
2 2172111 22,5)2) 49724 .71 107551 12tll2.1 O.IJ9 I 1 • C.Oll 
l :.J7000f llflSSt 72212.tl • 4tl550 117052.i ·4.259 ••••• • 1 O.lil • l4tJ171 111541, 51104 ·'' f170S.l 124565.i 0.714 1 • 0.017 s 1425''' llll4SS StfJ0.46 87221. s 124412.i 0.701 ( • 0.014 

' 15212"11 1417119 Slltl .14 1 4152. ) ll4Cl8.l 0,675 1 • 0.012 . 1 lC14itO ,,,,,,0 1J75l5.S ·176&·12 • llSttSS ,,,,,,, )1714 .0) ·7154) . 5 112525.l ·0.593 · 1 0.00) • ),,,,)2 )1)21,0 llSll~IS ·1,221 .0 111114,, • O. 731 · 1 o.oo• 
11 4l2Sll4 4275400 ) 2414 .31 ·50015.!I lll,46 . 7 •0.314 I 0.001 
11 42,0111 4262011 )0114 .77 •1056.9 1)4022.9 ·0. 008 I 0.000 . 19 6)76))1 ,,7,))1 1l7S35 .S · •llt·l2 
20 67)9014 ''122• ) )7362.20 ·4)149.2 132363 .4 ·O.l2' I 0.001 
21 •J4i1•)1 &J)l011 )7011.15 •ll••·· 1)2439.5 •0 . 010 I 0.000 

" 6357125 1314 )04 30177.27 4)521.l ll•l,1.5 o. 324 I 0.001 ,, 6002545 6042162 2955) .,, ·39617.5 llt l 22.7 ·0.295 I 0.001 

42 Sll.2941 ''.20194 42lS2.ll lllOSJ ll0852.2 0. 856 1• 0.010 . 4l 017935 19679)5 131535.S · 1741· U 

The next step in the model estimation process was to rerun the multiple linear regression model 
with the estimated observations. Table 3 shows how the regression output was obtained. 

Table 3.··Rear.,.sion Model to Determine Final Estimates 

Recrusion Ou1-pu1 Total Demand Deposits Adjwttd 
tor Commtrclal l\ftmber Bania 

..... -....... •• -.. -· f Yal~ .,_, 
-· l 1.1116111114 4,61l06CJltJ 2109.(116 ··-,,,., .. ..,.,...,,.., t11W4tl.14Z 
C fol.a t .. '.J«>C.Z11lt4 ....... tJCK77. '11l7 . ......... 0.9"1 
• "-" '64.DIS. mn Adj . .... 0.9947 c.v. . . ..,.. 

,...,._{.,. hti .. t• 

'--f~ St ... T fot' M>: 
v..- f l!Me ., btt .. t• ·- P..--t..0 h'm> :11 

l • tlltC(, .,_ mn.9'9762 .z.11a 0.0075 
OJ .,...., "°"·"''JO ·1.'-00 0.0001 , 4't.SIM41 8$, )1911721 S.409 o.oocn ••n .. ...,., 0.01699915 SJ.411 0.0001 
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The output lists the final results of the model estimates that were significant for total demand depos· 
its adjusted • for Entity = I (commercial member banks). It is c lear that this three variable regression 
model explains ninety nine percent or the variation in the QED's aggregate for commercial member banks 
apart from outliers. 

This regreHion estimation process was carried out for each combination of entity and item. The 
model estimates shown in Table .it on the following page. depicts the observations that 11eedeU lo be re· 
estimated and the independent variables that were sign ificant in the final model for each combination. 

The next listing examines the error vorionc:c over the quor1crs to ensu re cousi$lc:ucy. 

Hcterosced.uticity •• Check for Coo<tant Variance 

OBS •• DJ •• 01 ITDI -= _TYPIL JUQ... css • S11e Of V•ri&nCe 

1 • • • 1 2212 1 • u 40JtlJ87842l u 610l9. J9 
2 0 0 ' 0 2212 l 0 11 768611$1,ll u 83590.5 ) 
) 0 ' 0 0 2212 l 0 11 49S4l01St021 u 211224. lf 

' l 0 0 0 2212 l 0 11 '1'70 130140'7 11 784.Sl.67 

This list in~ depicts the size of 1he variance for the re~idual~ in tht: eolumn label .. size of var-iance."' 
It is apparent that the variances are synchronized within each quaner with slightly higher variances for 
the seasonal factor three. The resu lts are consistent with the seasonal effect reflected in the regression 
model above where 03 or the third quarter dummy variable was significant. 

The ARIMA procedure further examines the residuals from the regression model to confirm that 
time series elemenlS in the dependens variable v.•erc con~id~".tl in f"...onstroccion of the final equ.ation. 

The results of the Q statistic (Chi Square = 5.28) clearly indicate that the autocorrelation check for 
residuals are all high ly insignificant. Thi•;, evidenr.r. th>t the residuals from the regression model are 
white noise and that the model does not suffer from violations or assumptions. 

i.e,q Covariance corrtlation 
0 l.54767El0 1.00000 
1 101l22941S 0 . 13002 
2 •). 091'E9 ·O. 20015 
) •l. 4777t9 ·0.09S48 
• ·l.22818"9 •0.07936 
5 · 2.3'701;;9 ·0. 1529' 
6 160617tll0 0.10313 

Chi-Squared Check of Residuals 

• l 9 B 7 6 5 4 3 2 l 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 B 9 1 
I 1· •• • • • ••• •••••••••••1 
I , .. . I 
I ·••• I I 
I ·• I I 
I · • J I 
I • · · I I 
I . I .. I 

• . • .-..ru two s tar.da:-d error• 

Autocorrel•tion check for ~i~e Noise 

To Chi Autocorr1 l1tions 
t.aq Square DT PTOb 

' 5 . 28 6 0.508 0. 130 ·0.200 •0.095 ·0.079 ·0 .153 0.104 
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Table 4.··Model Estimates 

Item Entity I Entity 1 Entity 2 Entity 2 Entity J Entity J Entity 4 Entity 4 Entity s Entity 5 
Outliers Fwl Outliett Final Outlicn Final Outbets Final Outliei> Fmal 

Model Model Model Model Model 

0080 l ,7,19,4J DJ, F, Qest 1,7,19,43 DJ,Qest Jl,37,43, F, Qtst J,19,27, F,Qest t,7,19,43 DJ, Qest 
44 0 

2212 J,7,19,4J DJ, F, Qest 1,7,19,43 DJ, F, Qest 27,JJ,35 DJ, F,Qest 11,IS.27. D4. Oest 23,35,43 Out 
43 43 

6'17 l ,7,19,4J Qesr 1,7,19,43 Qest 31,35,42, Qest J,19,4J DJ, Qest 1,7,19,43 Qest 
43 

2389 l,7,19,4J DJ, F, Qest 1,7,19,43 DJ, F, Qm 27,31,JS, F, Qest 1,7,19, F, Qest 1,7,19,43 F, Qest 
43 43 

2697 l,7,19,4J DJ,F,Qest 1,7,19,43 DJ, F,Qest 19,31,35, Qest 1,7,19, F, Qest 1,7,19,43 Qest 
43 43 

2604 1,7,19,4J F, Qest 24 03, F,Qest 27,31,JS, Qest t.7.19, D3,F, 7,19,Jl, Qest 
43 4J Oest 4J 

2280 17,36,40 Qtst 21 F, Qest 14 F 15,16,28 F,Qest 17 f,Qest 

I 
2698 35 DJ, F,Qest 1,7,19,43 Qest ~one Q•"' 3 Ont 11.12.13. Oest 

15 

0020 1,7,19,43,3 DJ, F, Qest 1,7,19,43 Qest 43 F,Qest 4J F,Qest 19,27,43 Qtst 
9 

• 0003 1,7,19,43 OJ, F, Qest l,7,19,4J DJ,F, Qest 25,27,43 Q•st 1,3,7,9 Q•st Jl,4J Qest 

2340 1,7,19,43 D3,F,Qest l,7,19,43 DJ, F, Qest 
• 

33,JS,43 Q•st 11,15,27 QHI 23,43 Qest 

2214 1,7,19,43 DJ,F,Qest 1,7,19,43 OJ, F,Qest JJ,35,43 Qest 3,19,27, Qest 1,7,19,42 Qen 
43 

6918 1,7,19,43 F,Qest 1,7,19,43 03,F, Qest Jl,39,43 Q•tt 1,3,11,19 Qest Q•st 

DJ = Quaner 3 Seasonal Factot 04 = Qu3lter4 Seasonal Factot F= Number of Banks Qest"' QEDS ~1A Estimate 
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II The Current and Proposed Editing Process 

The current editing of quarterly deposits data do not use regression analysis·· a collection of statis
tical techniques that serve as a scientific basis for drawing inferences about relationships among quanti· 
ties. 

Data are currently analyzed at Statistical Services by using SASnNSIGHT®, an interactive software 
system that provides extensive statistical capabilities. This system. employs SAS graphical features to 
display observations that need fun her inve...(1ig.attnn Tht' <'tlrttnt ie.<fiting technique focuses on using box 
plots and scaner plots. allows the analyst to visualize the data while making decisions about deviant 
observations. The data for analysis are constructed as follows: 

0 Aggregated data (especially residuals) for al l reported items arc analyzed using histograms and 
box plots to determine historical trends. The current quarter's data are also compared with his· 
torical data to determine trends in the current dnto. Item.s with abnormal aggregated value$ are 
investigated thoroughly at the micro data level. 

0 M icTo d3t;l focuses on similar entity types. total deposit levels. and hi5torical nucruatioos fo1 
ccnain items. Depending on the variable. the micro data are analyzed using box plots and scatter 
plots to find trends and unusual data. Institutions with unusual values are referred to the Reserve 
Banks for verification. explanation, or revision. 

This research recommends a different approach to analyze QEDS data. Firstly. it employs panel 
shift adjustments from quarter three to correctly reflect aggregate deposits data. This allows for a more 
accurate database from which inferences may be drawn. Secondly, the sample consists of the whole 
aggregate panel of respondents for a given quarter including the additions to the panel. Finall>: in 
addition to the MA c~timatc, prcdicto' va,ialJI~ )ul.!h It) the quarter three facto~ the quaner four factor 
and the number of respondentS being as significant as they are adds to the models ability to make better 
predictions. Therefore, this study has been able to develop a statistical methodology for &nalyzing QEDS 
data by fine tuning the MA citi111at.es tQ~i;thc:r with uLher ~ninent varibles. 

The proposed editing process will be implemented every quarter by compiling a dataset that has been 
adjusted for panel shift data, to which growth rates have been applied to get MAQEDS estimates. Then 
using SAS these data will be analyzed using the model estimates to flag deviant data points for the 
current quarter. Finally. the analyst will use the micro data to rank positive and negative percentage 
contributors to investigate the individual bank/banks causing the quarters prediction to be off'. 1 

II Findings and Implementation 

This QEDS research project has led to some interesting findings that may prove to be useful: 

0 The most interesting of all regressor variables was the computed QEDS estimate variable. This 
predictor was calculated from data reported by another group of institutions who report similar 
data on a weekly basis. Panel shift information and the growth rate will be applied to obtain 
observations that represent Monetary aggregates computed at the board. The regression was mostly 
explained by this variable which was highly significant. Ninety five percent of the models gen
erated for this project included this QEDS estimate in the regression. 
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0 Using quanerly indicator variables in the model allowed for the estimation and significance 
testing of seasonal effects in predicting QEDS aggregates. II was in1eres1ing 10 find that al· 
though QEDS aggrega1e esiimates incorporate Panel shift effects 1ha1 occur in quaner three (Q3). 
the significance of the Q3 indicator coefficient indicates that additional information has been 
obtained from predicting QEDS aggregates. In addition, panel cutoff changes become effective 
during quaner three •• every three years when cutoffs are reviewed . 

0 This meihodology was also useful in 1ha1 it allowed the model to take into account the outlier 
estimation process, which eliminated any distortion in the input dam set that finally evaluated 
!he usefulness of the predictors. 

0 The results from this study varied by "entity 1ype" and item, wi1h s imilar entity types sharing 
similar model forms. Entities I and 2. which are commercial member and nonmember banks, 
shared similar model s that predicted 1heir aggregates. En1i1ies 3. 4. and 5 which are muiual 
savings. savings and loans associa1ions. and credit unions. had comparable models explainini 
their aggregates. 

To implement the findings of this me1hodology, analysts will use the predictive equations 10 evalu 
ate incoming data. The evalua1ion process will create regions of acceptability, and any dala falling 
outside these regions will be marked for further examination by analysts, at the micro level. The accept· 
able regions were compu1ed by adding and subtracting from the predicted value. three times an estimate 
of 1he standard error of the regression model. The goal of this analysis is to funher investigate the entity 
and iiem combina1ions that are nagged by a I. since those observa1ions reflect incoming darn outside of 
prediction levels. 

The table below is an example of items flagged for investigation for quarter four of 1995 and assists 
the analyst in focusing on the quanerly data that requires funher probina. 

Oodl 
Cuarttrl y Model .. ., . "" .... EllTJTY ,,.. V•tw E.-ti•t• C•ti•l:• TQl •1 ..:e inUc.tor 

96032S 3 0080 11822 - 11200 1642 
96032S 5 0063 93- 821030 IS42Z45 116862 
960325 5 6918 1391n 115824 148492 2Zl17 

Looking at the table above. if the analyst investigates item 0080, 1939 is the dilference tha1 needs to 
be accounted for in this quaners data. 

Oeds 

FMTtTY 
Quarterly Model 

IT,,. V• lue f6l ilaatc 01 fflrtnc:e 

3 1111Z2 1939 

When reponed QEDs aggrega1es are different from the predic1ed value. here are some sugges1ions 
for probing 1he data : 

0 Retrieve data for the past and current quaner for the item in question. Then compute dollar and 
percentage differences which will be ranked to look at the highest and lowest 1wen1y five rankings. 
These fifty banks will rhen be graphed by rank/dollar difference and rank/percent difference to 
observe irregular panerns. These graphs below arc for item 0080 ··Vault Cash for entity 3. 
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Figure I display s 1hc dollar difference for Vault Cash ( item 0080) by rank for mutual savings 
banks. The graph clearly indicates 1ha1 bank 11 deviates from the general pattern of behaviour 
of the othe r banks for 1his quaner. Therefore, this outlier causes the aggregate data 10 be in
na1ed and 1he predicted value 10 be flagged. The tables below show 1he data. 

Figure l.-·Dollar Dirftrences Ranked forOOl!O 

--- · 
" 

l 
.. ... • • i,.. . ' " . ... • .ff :t ~ 

NU '° UJ6 
a,. ,,. 

•'"' • Jt i I .. 
:12 ,. us 

" 
.... . ' • •• » .. ... 

Figure 2 indicates 1hn1 bank 28 and 38 are high up on 1he scale of positive percent changes. 
This indicates 1ha1 the volume or ac11v1ty for this bank has increased by a laige amount due 10 
s1ruc1ural or other changes. Sank 4 at the lower end of the negative scale should also be inves
tigated . This is another reason for flagging the predicted value for this quartet 

Fi1u"' 2.--Ptrctnl Diffucnces !Unk~ for 0080 

... . 

' -. .., 
• .. .. .. ... 
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Dollar Dil1'ennce Report Percent Difference Report 

last 17 395 426 -31 
Quarters Dollar 16 219 252 

Rank QEOOOOSO Value Difference 
-33 

15 601 634 -33 

2 

J 
4 
s 

II 

14 555 610 -55 
13 191 259 -68 

4S4 316 138 
lasl 

288 tc>I 12~ Quarters Petttnt 
378 274 104 Rank QED00080 Value Difference 
322 219 103 
803 701 102 I 288 164 76~ 

2 176 110 60'ib 
3 242 162 49~ 

0 After using the step above to locate extreme data values, the following stalistics will help to 
identify a11y p•ucrn in the data for a panicular entity and ilem 1ha1 may be reflected in the 
incoming data. In order to obtain an explanation of the general and uniform trend in the data 
that is not accounted for by an individual or a group of individuals, the following statistics will 
be helpful. 

• In this example. quantile statistic indicates that most of the differences calculated are posi
tive. which means that there were more increases than decreases from the past quartet 

• Information on the mean and standard deviation. 

Statistics on Dollar Differences for 0080 

N 38 ~ M'I>< l.38 99' 138 
Mee!\ 32.65789 75% Q3 62 95% U4 
Std Dev 49.14528 5°'M!!d 32 90\ 103 
~ 2415.258 251. Q1 -4 1°' ·33 

°"Min -68 5% -SS 

l' -68 

~ 206 
QJ-Ql 66 
!bi> 13 

Conclusion 

This research has provided a statistical methodology for editing quanerly deposits data using fore
casting techniques, to identify "acceptable" and "unacceptable" data_ The assumptions made at the 
outset have proven to be very useful in building this model. There are many ways to edit "micro level" 
data and this research has alluded to some of these possibilities. As the model is explored there is no 
doubt that the prototype can be refined even further. 
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Experiences in Re-Engineering the 
Approach to Editing and Imputing 
Canadian Imports Data 

Clancy Barrett and Franrois Laflamme, Statistics Canada 

Abstract 

The large volume of adminis1rative data to be processed on a monthly 
basis and the need 10 use limited operational resources more efficiently 
led International Trade Division of Statistics Canada to the decision 10 

base the new edi t system on a combination of micro and macro approaches. 
TI1e ""w edil sySlcm uses a series of modules that successively handled: high 
impact records, records in error 1ha1 belong to aggregates with a high potential 
error, comparison of current aggregates 10 historical aggregates, and some 
~.,.:c.: iu1 rettu ircmcn1s. The presenlation \\'il l mainly Clesen be 10 a practical way 
the detailed mechanism for selecting and manually reviewing records. • 
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Data Editing in an Automated Environment: 
A Practical Retrospective - The CPS 
Experience 

Gregory D . Wey land, U. S . Bunau of the Census 

Abstract 

The advent of computerized data collec1ion has opened lhe door to a myriad of 
possible scenarios for editing survey da1a. This includes 1he use of edils al 
the time of da1a capture, dependent interviewing using longitudinal data. 

among others. independen1ly or in combination wi1h derailed consis1cncy and 
alloca.cion edits after data collccl iOl"t is cou1plc::tc:. 

Jn January 1994, 1he Current Popula1ion Survey (CPS) became 1he first Bureau 
or the Census dcn1ographic sucvey lO switL:h to a completely computeriz.ed data 
collection environmen1. This was preceded by an almos1 1wo year. large-scale 1es1 
or the new data caplure sys1em and the revised processing system ii required. 

This discussion will review our initial plans for how 1he da1a would be edited in 
the new environment. Then it wilt review the adjustments and revisions made over 
lhc pasl few years 10 allow 1he cdi1ing procedures to meel the practical requirements 
or CPS "hile still improving 1he qualiry of CPS data. • 
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Chair: Sylvia Kay Fisher, Bureau of Labor Statistics 

Thierry Delbecque + Sid Laxson + Nathalie Millot 
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Statistical Analysis of Textual 
Information 

Thierry Delbecque, S id Laxson, a nd Nathalie Mill01, 
Infoware, Inc. 

Abstract 

Open-ended ques1ions are a very imponam infonna1ion source in 
marketing research. qualily management, psychology, and survey 
analysis . II is cri1ical that analysts have daia mining tools 1hat 

allow them to exiract valuable information. 

The 1echniques utilized 10 analyze complex textual information must 
incorporate advanced information technology in data management, 
linguistics, and statistics. 

STATlab exploratory data analysis integrates a Natural Language 
Processor (NLP) module that allows users to easily analy1.e textual 
information. This module has been especially designed 10 meet the unique 
requiremenls for survey analysis. STATiab NLP capabilities include: 

LJ text reduction, using lemmatization: 

0 fi ltering of the k-.y.words: 

0 systema1ic coun1ing of 1he significant terms; and 

0 systematic recoding and customiuible recoding of the presence 
of terms. by creating numerical variables. 

Illustrations of the use of these techniques, with classical data analysis 
methods such as correspondence analysis and clustering, will be 
demonstrated. • 
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The Impact of Ratio Weighting 

fai Choi, National Center for Health Statistks 

Abstract 

A sample is weighted to be consistent with the population it represents. 
The weighting procedure is an attempt to make the sample as close to 
certain popu lation characteristics as possible. 

A population is made up to demonstrate the impact of ratio weighting when 
on auc111v1 i• mu<lc 10 align the sample to the selected characten sucs of the 
population. For example, as a result of multi-stage weighting. in some surveys 
one sample count could represent from 100 to 120,000-- depending on the ratios 
bc:i1111 u><:d. Th" notios vary greatly due to the nature of the characteristics . The 
degree to which the final weighted data approximate the true population affects 
the size of the variance. 
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The Impact of Ratio Weighting 

/ai Choi, National Center for Health Statistics 

• II Introduction 

::;ample units are often weighted a number of times in an anempt to make the sample compatible with 
• the characteristics of population. For instance, the National Health Interview Survey data obtained by 

the National Center for Health Statistics were weighted at least five times: basic weight, nonresponses. 
cell counts of residential areas in Nonself-representing (NSR) PSU's. alignment of the age-sex-race 
cells to those of population. and expansion of the two-week reference period to 13 weeks. 

• .., 

Such weighting may be extended to more steps to reflect other features of population and/or correct 
sample biases. 

The following diagram shows that a random sample S is taken from the population U: 

u __________ .> s _ __________ .>E 

A sample taken by 
Simple random 
Stratified 
Cluster 
Probabil ity proportional 

To population size 
Equal 
Unequal 
Single stage 
Multistage stages 
With replacement 
Without replacement 

Weighted by 

Basic weight: WI 

Non-response adjust: W2 
1st ratio adjust: W3 
2nd ratio adju•t.: W4 
Recall adjust : WS 

The sample S is then wei.izhted five times to estimate the population. w .. wont to have the final e11imate 
E close to population in every aspect. But final number of estimates and cell counts are not c lose to 
those of the population after these weightin&s. For instance. the cells of age-sex-race table have changed 
after each weighting. Although we want cell estimates close to those of the population. Lhe final results 
are quite different, as seen in the next section. 
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The weighting may reduce the difference and result in reducing variance and/or bias. 11 depends on 
ench particular situation in weighting. The weighting may be repeated until the difference is minimized 
between the population U and final estimate E not on ly in number, but also in cell di stributions. 

In the next section, the weights are estimated five times for a sample of 12 persons. The changes of 
cell distribution are shown after each weighting. The impacts of weighting arc discussed in the follow
i 11g Sc:Ctiou. 

II Example 

A population is created for illustration, from which a sample of 12 persons is taken to show the fi ve 
steps of weighting in Table I . The population of 1,600 is divided into four strata. the first stratum of 
300, the second of 300, the third stratum of 600, and the fourth stratum of 400. 

Table 1.--Weighling or Doctor Visits 

Basic Nonresponse 1-Ralio 2-Ratio 
Str PSV n WCllhl 

R I RI I WJ R2 I W4 
v 2WV 52WV 

W2 
(I) (2) (3) (4) (S) (6) (7) (8) 

I A300 I 100 I 100 I 100 .8 80 2 160 4,160 
300 2 100 I 100 I 100 I 100 0 0 0 

3 100 I 100 I 100 I 100 0 0 0 

II 8300 4 100 Jn ISO I ISO I 150 I 150 3,900 
s 100 n·rc-sp 

300 6 100 3n ISO I uo I 150 0 0 0 

ID A200 7 ISO I ISO I ISO l ISO 0 0 0 
8 ISO I 150 I 150 l 150 3 450 11.700 

600' 8200 9 150 2 300 .9 270 .8 216 I 216 5,616 
10 150 n-resp 

VI Al()() II 200 I 200 I 200 I 200 2 400 10,400 

400• 8100 12 200 I 200 I 200 I 200 0 0 0 

1600 1..200 u 1,600 1,600 1,570 1,496 9 1,376 35,776 

•NSR·stratum R=ratio straslrata sp:sample 
V=2 weeks Doctor visits 
2WV:weighted visits for 2 weeks recall 
S2WV:weighted visits for 52 weeks. 
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THE ().mt.CT OF RATIO We1GHT1;~ 

The first two are self-representing PSU's, while the last four are the nonself·representing (NSR) 
ones. No sampling 1s involved in the first two PSU's got the first stage. Two PSU's are selected out of 
the three PSU's, each with 300 persons, in the stratum 111 by equal probability, and two PSU's taken from 
the four PSU's of equal size ( 100) in the stratum VJ. 

The weiehts eiven to these six PSll'< .,., t , I, 1n, 1n. 412 and 412 in the respectiv._. sintum . 

A sample of 12 persons is selected from the six sample PSU's by simple random sample. 3 from each 
of the first two PSU's. 2 from each nf 1ho 1hirt! ut! fourth PSU's. and I from each of the la" two PSU'c. 

The weights are 300/3. 30013, 200/2. 200!2. and J00/1, 10011 for the selection of persons from the 
respective sample PSU. 

The basic weights arc shown in the 41h column, and they are the multiplications of the two weighu 
arising from the •elec1inn nf PSU's and per<ons. The basic weights are 100, 100, 150, 150, 200. ond 200 
for the respective PSU. 

The nonrespon~et Ar4" "ttjosttd wilhin th~ PSU. 3nd a nonrespons.e ratio, used to adjust the missing 
numbers, is the sample persons divided by the number of respondents within the PSU. The fifth and 
sixth column shows the 5th and 10th samples did not responded, and adjusted accordingly. 

The Jiving areas in NSR-PSU are divided into three cells of c ity, urban and rural places. Six sample 
persons. 7, 8, 9. JO, I I and 12, are from 1he NSR-PSU's in the strata lII and VI, shown in Table 2; 
hence, they arc the subject of the firs t stage ratio estimation. The cell ratios of population to the sample 
estimates are J ,O, 0.9, and l . I, and used for the first stage ratio estimation. Since the ratio is 0.9 for the 
second cell, the 9th sample requires the adjustment, while no adjustment is needed for the remaining 5 
sample persons in tht first cell as ieen in column 61 Table I, for the 1st Ratio cstima.tion. 

Ta ble 2.-- lst Ra tio in NSR -PSCJ's 

Cell l City I 2 Urban I 3 Rural 

Popu lation 510 90 JOO 

Esumation 510 JOO 90 

1st ratio 
(<ample no.) 1(7,8,10,11,12) 0.9(9) 1.1(0) 

Each of the 12 persons belongs to one of the 8 age-sex-race eells. Table 3 consisu of the three tables 
of eight cells for population, estimation, and the ratios. The ratios in the last table are population di· 
vided by estimates, and shown in column 7 in Table I. They are used for the second ratio estimation. 
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Table 3.--2nd Ratio of Population, Estimation 

Cell Age I Male-White I Male-Black I Female-White I Female-Black 

Population 1-49 yr 350 40 3SO 60 
SO+ yr 3SO 60 350 40 

Estimation 1-49 yr 350 so 3SO so 
SO+ yr 350 so 3SO so 

Ra1io 1-49 yr l(S.8.10) 0 R( I) 1(2.3.7) 1.2(-) 
SO+ yr 1(4,11) 1.2(-) 1(6.12) 0.8(9) 

Table 4 shows the weighting process of one doctor visit of the 9th sample person. The weight of this 
person is changed five time<. WI through W5 

The Wt is 150, 1he sample persons selected from two stages. the first s1age of selection of two PSU's 
out of three PSU's of equal,;,..,. Twn ("'rsons w<re sampled from each sampled PSU. The buic weight 
is the product of these 1wo weigh1s, i.e., J 50 = (3n) x (200/2). 

The W2 is the numht.r Adjusred for the nonresponse. Since one of the two sampled persons in lhe 
same PSU did no1 respond, 1he weight of the respondent is doubled (300 = 2 x 150) to cover the 
nonrespondent. 

Table 4.--The Changes or Weight for One Visit of the 9th Sample Penon 

WJ(basic) I W2(n-resp) l W3( I St ratio) I W4(2nd ratio) I WS(S2 wks) 

150 300 270 216 S.616 

l/(pl P2) WI x 211 W2x 0.9• W3 x0.8 W4 x 26 

The W3 is 270 from the first ratio weighting (270 = 0.9 x 300). As this sample person lives in urban 
area, her firs1 stage ratio is 0.9 as shown in Table 2. 

The W4 is 216 by the second r.uio weighting (216 • 270 x 0.8). Since this sample belongs to the cell 
(2.4), the black female of SO+ years, her second ratio os 0.8 for her age-sex-race. She represents 216 
people for her stratum. PSU, residential area, and age-sex-race class. 

The W5 are the cs!imatcd number of visits for 52 weeks or one year. She visited the doctor's office 
once during the pas! two weeks, ond her one visi! became 5,616 visi!s (= 26 x 216) for S2 weeks as 
shown in the column 8. 
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Each sample in Table I is weighted the same way. The 9 visits from 12 sample persons became 
35,776 visits after the sample visits were weighted five times. 

The eight cells in age-sex-race table are the basic weights, WI and they have been changed three 
times through the three weighting processes as seen in Table 5. After these weightings. the last row of 
W4 is quite different from that of of the population. This difference is mainly due lo samplin.R, non· 
responses of the samples 5 and I 0. and the first ratio adjust of the sample 9, and the second ratio adjust 
of the samples l and 9. 

Similarly. the 3 residential cells of population in NSR-PSU's differ from those of the last estimates 
in Table 6. This difference is also due 10 the sampling, empty cell, and first and second ratio adjustments 
of the ninth sample. 

Table S.··Eight Cells of the Age-Sex-Race Table 

Cell I I 2 I 3 I 4 I 5 I 6 I 7 I 8 

Pop 350 40 350 60 350 60 350 40 
WI 400 100 350 0 250 0 300 150 
W2 300 100 350 0 300 0 350 150 
W3 270 100 350 0 300 0 350 150 
W4 2 16 80 350 0 150 0 350 ISO 

Table 6.-· Three Cells of Residential Areas 

Cell I I City I 2 Urban I 3 Rural 

Population 300 90 100 
Estimate given 300 100 90 
WI 300(8, 10) 150(9) 0(-) 
W2 300(8, 10) 150(9) 0(-) 
WJ 270(8,10) 150(9) 0(-) 
W4 216(8, 10) 150(9) 0(-) 

II Remarks In Weighting 

In the process of raiio wei1hting, wl' nht,.rvied th.at ~ach step of weighting may re.duoeor increase th~ 
differences between the estimates and population. This may also increase relative bias and/or variance, 
depcndfog on the specific situations in sampling and weighting. Each step may have contributed lo the 
estimation. as discussed on the following page. 
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0 The Basic Weight (WI} 

There are many ways to select a sample. For instance, if population were structured in three 
stages, and the sample ta.ken by pps design, the variance would be minimized. Thus, the basic 
weight is decided by sampling design. 

If a sample is randomly selected, the basic weighting may reduce the relative variance, whi le a 
non-random design might increase the variance and bias dramatically. 

There may be empty cells when the sample persons are distributed over the cells in a large table. 
This may happen more likely for a small sample. 

0 Nonresponse Adjusted Weight (W2} 

Nonresponse may be adjosLed "'a proper stage or stages. If nonresponses arise randomly and 
the nonresponse rate is low, the ratio adjustment may be valid especially for a large sample, and 
bias and/or variance reduced. 

On the other hand, if the nonresponse rate is more than 30 percent, the ratio estimate may cause 
severe biases even for a large sample. 

Alternative methods may be used in order to reduce bias in the presence of high rates of 
nonresponse. Other methods such as regression and Bayesian methods are often useful for 
nonresponse estimation. But such methods usually bring problems later at the stage of data 
analysis. 

0 The First Stage Ratio Adjusted Weight (W3) 

We often do not have enough sample persons in sparsely populated area or amoni: specific sub
populations, such as African Americans or older people. Consequently, the small number of a 
sample may not renect the characters of population. Thus. we may use the ratio between a 
population and its estimation. 

If the previous weights were already biased. this process may further increase biases. 

0 The Second Stage Ratio Adjusted Weight (W4) 

The weights from the previous adjustment ma.y not reflect 1he age·st:x·rdcc:. cells of the popula· 
tion. We may multiply the ratio, population to its estimate, to the previous weights. This is done 
for each person in the age-sex-race cell. But the resulting cells may differ from those of the 
populotion due to the empty cells, small sample, and the previous weighting. Although this 
process reduces the difference between the population and estimate in the age·sex-race cells, it 
may make the difference greater for the cel ls of living areas, which one may like to avoid. 
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0 Th t Recall Adj usttd Weight (WS) 

The number of doctors' visits in rhe past two weeks is only tn6 of one year; hence, we multiply 
26 to make the previous weights to be the visits for one year: 

The resultinit number of visits per year may mislead readers for a calendar year. a< 1wn wuks 
could be extended to the future or past S2 week$ from the point of an interview. ln this case, the 
visits may be counted lo a different year, depending on the date of an interview. 

If the nonresponse was already biased, the recalls adjust may further increase the bias . 

Comments 

The ratio method docs not create new estimates for empty cells in a age-sex-race table. Unless we 
use the estimaleS for empcy cell'. nn imrrnvf"~n1 can be made. Howeve~ wl!: may put one in an empty 
cell for esumation or we may incease sample size if it is possible. 

The hia:h rates of nonrt.<['-On<I"~ m:"y cause bigger biases-, especially when the units in the PSU arc 
different. 

The ratios may be un11:1Ahlr, for a small sample. Since a small sample may leave more empt)' cells, 
large biases may be inrroduced, and nonresponse may cause more problems. 

The order of weighting also has influence on rhe final outcome of a table. If the order of weighting 
were changed in the previous example, or rhe age-sex-race adjusted first and then residential area in 
NSR-PSU's, the result would be quite different. One may do the most important adjustment at the lasr 
stage. 

The above example illustrates the difficulty to estimate population by ratio weighting lo satisfy all 
of its aspects. ln nrtft'r 10 reduce the difference between the population and estimate in the age-sex-race 
as well as in residential areas, we may repeat steps from the first ratio W3 to the second ratio W4, 
leaving WI. W2, and WS our. and stop when rhe difference between population and final estimates is 
minimum for both tables. Each rime a new ratio table is created from the ratios between the population 
and new estimate of W3 or W4. 

The ratio estimation may work belier if no cells were empty. response rates high. sample size reason-
ably large, and cell members homogeneous. • 
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Fitting Square Text Into Round Computer Holes -
An Approach to Standardizing Textual Responses 
Using Computer-Assisted Data Entry 

Richard D . Wendt, Irene Hall, Patricia Price·Gree11, 
V. Ramana Dhara, and ~ndy E. Kaye, 
Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry 

Abstract 

Textual responses in data collection efforts present major programming 
and analysis challenges. One type of text response that poses a problem 
in the data collection efforts of the Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease 

Registry's (ATSDR) Hazardous Substances Emeigency Events Surveillance is chemi
cal names. Many different chemicals are used and released into the environment in 
the United States each year. Additionally, varied chemical names, trade names. and 
mixtures add to the difficulty of establishing a uniform naming convention. Exist
ing naming conventions or coding schemes (for example. Chemical Abstract Ser-
vice Registry Numbers) are often too complicated for use by data entry personnel. 
Additionally. for many chemicals no codes are available. Analysis efforts involve 
not only the idenlification but also the classification of chemicals rolcascd during 
emergency events. Standardizing the names of chemicals is necessary to automate 
the analysis prncess. 

To solve these problems, ATSDR has created a semiautomated chemical selec
tion system that combines chemical names previously supplied by the users and 
chemical names supplied by ATSDR into a s ingle database . This data entry system 
incorporates chemical names and chemical category assignments from previous data 
collection years. Users scroll through a window containing the list of chemical 
names and select the substa.ncc of interest. When "'user .selects a chcn1ical nan1e, 
the computer stores the associated chemical in the appropriate data field. A search 
function allows the user to locate chemicals by typing the first few letters of the 
desired name. 

This feedback system minimiz.es the use of different names for the same chemi· 
cal by basing chemical name selections on chemical and substance names in previ
ous event reports and names supplied by ATSDR. This increases chemical name 
standardization. Since users are more likely to select names from the menu, this 
method reduces the workload of ATSDR staff and increases the consistency of chemi
cal categorizarion. 
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Fitting Square Text Into Round Computer Holes - An 
Approach to Standardizing Textual Responses 

Using Computer-Assisted Data Entry 

II Introduction 

Richard D . Wendt, Jrene Hall, Patricia Price-Green, 
V. Ramana Dhara, and ~~mdy E. Kaye, 

Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry 

Since 19911. the Agency for Toxic Substan«s and Disease Registry (ATSDR) has maintained the Hu· 
ardous Substances Emergency Even1s Surveillance (HSEES) sys1em. This epidemiologic surveillance sys· 
1em currently tracks hazardous subs1ance releases in 14 s1a1es. HSEES allows heal1h officials 10 evalua1e 
bOlh the nature and ex1em of hnzardous releases (bolh threa1ened and actual) and their efects on public 
health. The HSEES system is an active surveillance system. Participaling state health depanments use a 
vanety of reponing sources (for example. individuals. state cnvuonmental pro<ection agencies. newspapers. 
police, fire departments, and hospitals) to collect HSEES information on a data collection form. Information 
from the data collection form is entered into a computerized data en1ry system that is a simula1ion or 1he paper 
data collection form. Participa1ing st111e health departments 1ransmi1 this inforrna1ion toATSDR quarterly. 

Ahhough most datA are categorical in nature and easy to code uniformly. there are some textual re
sponses that require special treatment. including descriptions of 1he type of indus!J)! responses indicatin& 
"other." and chemical names. In this regard, standnrdiz.ing chemical names presents the greatest challenge. 

HSEES defines haz.ardous substances eme1ECncy events as uncontrolled or illegal releases or threatened 
releases of substanees or their hazardous by-produets. From 1990 through 1992. reportable substances in· 
eluded the 200 chemicals identified as most haz.ardous at Superfund sites. Also included were insecticides, 
herbicides, chlorine, hydrochloric acid, sodium hydroxide, nitric acid, phosphoric acid, acrylic acid, and 
hydronuoric acid (Federal Regisrer, 1988). Since 1993. all haz.ardous substances (excepl pe1roleum prod· 
ucts) have been included in the HSEES defini1ion. 

Events arc reponed if the subsiance(s) must be rcmo\'ed. cleaned up, or neuualiz.ed according 10 Federal . 
state, or local law. Additionally, a potential release is reponed if it invol\'es one of the designated substances 
and if it results in an action (for example, an evacuation) to protect public health (Hall et al .. 1994). Pre.<entl)( 
ATS DR maintains a database of over 11,000 hazardous substance spills and over 13,000 chemical data records . 

With so many chemical names recorded in one database. the problems associated with •iandardi>ing 
chemical or substance names are very large. ln addition, varied chemical names, trade names, and mixtures 
add to the difficulty of eslablishing a uniform naming convention. Existing naming conventions or coding 
schemes such as Chemical Abstract Service (CAS) Registry numbers. Department of Transportation (DOT) 
numbers, Chemical Hazards Risk Information System (CHRIS). or United Na1ions (Ul\') numbers are often 
too complicated for use by data entry personnel. Additionally, for many chemicals no codes exisL As an 
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example, trichloroethane can be listed four ways depending on the rcponing source; as TCA, as I, I, I 
trichloroethane. as I, I.I-trichloroethane, or as trichloroethane. All of these responses are correct names, but 
the text fields represent completely different answers to n computerized statistical analysis system. To the 
nonchemist, the choices between proper naming conventions is overwhelming. 

11 Data Entry Method 

Originally. the HSEES «•ff acltl.-.<sed this problem by creating a chemical pick-list that con•i£tcd of the 
36 most reponed chemical names and 2 "Other" fields (one for pesticides and another for all remaining 
chemicals). While this approach reduced the number of user-defined names, it was not completely success
ful. The problem of unique chemical naming conventions still remained a major data analysis concern. 

This problem hampered effons to analyze events by chemical substance and persisted for three reasons. 
Fir.i:t. ::ilmost on~ ... chird of the spills that were reported lO the HSEES system were chcmico.I mixtures. Sec
ond. many spills consisted of pesticides and herbicides (which may be made from complex mixtures and 
compounds). Third. and mos1 significantly, the system iiself wu being used by ATSOR and the state health 
rlt'[Ulrtmtnts for two djffettnt purposes. 

ATSDR staff must classify chemical names and substance names into a standardized format for analysis 
as part of tht"ir data processing procedures. This assists them in disseminating the public he.a.Ith con.sequences 
of the release events. The data entry personnel at the state health depanments use chemical names as descrip· 
tions of events for other state agencies, such as emergency responders. For emeigency responders, there are 
major differences between a pure ammonia release and a I-percent ammonia solution release. Both spills 
involve the same chemical, but the level of protective measures used. the issuance of evacuation orders, the 
use of in-place sheltering. and the level and extent of clean-up are very different. 

To address these problems, ATSDR has created a semiautomated chemical selection system that com
bines chemical names previously supplied by the users and chemical names supplied byATSDR. The system 
incorporatec data from pre.vious yCM$ into a database file that coni.ins a sc.t of sclcc-tod chci11ical oa.1.e:.. 

When users reach the chemical information data entry screen, the chemical name database file is opened. 
The chemical and substance names in this database arc then displayed in a browse screen format. Users 
scroll, page, or search through the window containing the list of chemical names and select the substance of 
interesL At this point the computer program enters the chemical name in the appropriate data entry field. A 
search function allows the user to locate chemical records by typing the first few letters of the desired name. 

Presently. most chemicals names in the list are selected by ATSDR staff for correct syntax. but the 
vorie1y of thcoe chemicals and sub5Wl<Oe5 are based 011 •II pn:viuusly n:pom:d n:leasc... Data encry personnel 
are nor allowed to modify these predetermined chemical names, but may still select "Other" a.nd edit that 
name. As an added incentive for selecting predefined names, all CAS, 001: CHRIS. and UN chemical codes 
A.re outomatically entered and are saved to the che11 1ii.;ul 1111mc:: database file. These cOdes are then automati
cally retrieved each time the user selects a predetermined chemical name. 
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11 Conclusion 

This pseude>-fecdback system should reduce !he addition of different names for the same chemical be
cause mllny scltt1ions are based on previous event repons and chemical names supplied by ATS DR. ll should 
also increase chemical name standardization. Finally, because u.sers are more likely 10 select names from the 
menu, this me1hod should reduce the workload of ATS DR SIA ff and increase consis1ency of chemical '-""&"'" 
riza.Lion . 

The full po1eniial of this approach should be seen when ii is used as a full-fledged feedhack system By 
incorporating al I user defined chemical names into 1he system and 1ransla1ing this feedback into s1andarchzcd 
chemical names during quanerly data processing a1ATSDR, 1hc addition of new chemical names by data entry 
personnel can be reduced 10 a minimum. While this approach will require an intense amount of programming 
a1 first. as rime passes the maintenance elf on for !he transla1ion program will be greatly reduced. As seen from 
examinauon of previous daia submissions, many haurdous substance releases arc repc1i1ive. The problem 
has been 1ha1 1he chemical name choices do not adequately rcflec1 rhe iniosyncratic naming habi<s of each user 
By 1ailoring theda1a entry system to each user's response, the use of "Other" as a free-fonn tex1 input selection 
should be reduced. 

The main source of nonstandard chemical names will then come from either truly unique hazardous 
releases or data input from new sia1cs as !hey are added to the sur'\'eillance system. HSEES sw arc currcnrly 
evaluaring the need for implemen1ina a fully functioning flldback •ysrem and will decide on its developmcnr 
once sufficient data has been collec1ed. 
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Methods of Reusing Edit Specifications 
Across Collection and Capture Modes 
and Systems 

Shirley Dolan, S tatistics Canada 

Abstract 

As multi-mode approaches become a viable means of collecting and 
capturing data, the issue of reusing edit specifications across modes and 
software systems becomes an important issue. Where more than one system 

has to be used in order to offer the respondent a choice of reporting methods, 
statistical agencies are faced with the problem of having to develop and maintain 
more than one set of edit specifications, that is. one for each mode or system used . 

This presentation explores some of the methods currently being used and others 
which are being discussed at Statistics Canada, as solutions to the problem of 
reusable edit code. Among the ideas are: 

0 multi·mode options offered by DC2, Statistics Canada's primary collection 
and capture software, which includes reusable edits, and 

0 the potential of using DC2's editing engine with other systems used at 
Sta1istics Canada 10 collect data using laptops and electronic questionnaires. 

Exploi1in1t the incrca.sinety automated traditional collecrion anti e.<1prore modes 
as well as the emerging methods either singly or in combination promises to deliver 
savings in resources and improve timeliness and data quality. This promise is 
unfortunately offset by the increased difficulties in developing and maintaining 
different versions of the edit specifications, when more than one system is used 
within a survey or where there is a requirement to apply edits at different stages of 
the process. This paper first explores the various c.olJection and capture methods 
available today followed by a discussion of typical automated editing procedures. 
Finally, some existing and potential solutions to the problem of maintaining multiple 
versions of the edit specification are presented. 
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Methods of Reusing Edit Specifications Across Collection 
and Capture Modes and Systems 

S h irley Dolan, StatisliN Canada 

II Multi·Mode Collection and Capture 

In the mid-1980's, multi-mode (or mixed-mode) collection and capture was typified by "surveys 
which combine the use of telephone, mai l, and/or face to face interview procedure< tn onll•.<:t data for• 
single survey project" (Dillman and Tamai, 1988). This is Still the most popular view. but our ap· 
proaches have become much more automated. Telephone surveys are frequently done with the assis· 
tance of a computer. Personal interviews can now be conducted with the aid nf l•prnps And newer 
mechanisms for processing paper questionnaires. such as Intelligent Character Recognition (ICR) tech· 
nology, promise to improve the trmeliness and quality of da1a collected by mail. In addition. other 
modes are beginning to receive increased auention. 

Perhaps the most interesting of these is the idea of the respondent extracting data from their MIS 
and sending it in electronic formal to the statistical agency. In fact, this method is not new and has been 
used at Statistics Canada since at least the early 1970's. As larger respondents (such as provincial 
governments) invested in computer automation, it became feasible (and desirable) to receive data on a 
tape destined for the mainframe. There were a number of prohlem< associa1ed wi1h this method. It took 
considerable time to negotiate a file formal and content with each reportet Despite the best efforts to 
standardize, it was often impossible or not cost effective for the respondent to conform euctly 10 the 
proposed formats and code sets. This added to the develnpmMt and maini.nance burden a1 the Burwu 
when custom programs had to be built to read and process the differing formats. Processes tended to be 
batch-oriented with data being stored on flat files and this added to the effort and time needed to pre· 
pare the data tapes. However, despite these constraints. electronic reports did not fall out of favour and 
new technologies such as improved programming languages, database management systems and ad· 
vanced communication methods have significant.ly improved the potential usefulness of this mode of 
reporting. 

Another mode which has been used at several statistical agencies is the electronic questionnaire. 
Although there are many variatinni nn rhis theme. this approai:h generally consists of the development 
(and maintenance) of an interactive questionnaire with on-line help and edits which is copied to dis· 
keue and mailed to the respondent. Data is entered using the software and then returned via the dis· 
kette. There are many advant:.as~( to this method. The p411per questionnaire is elimin,ued.,. edit$ arc pc,.. 
formed in the presence of the respondent, and the data arrives at the statistical agency already in elec
tronic format and, at least to some degree, edited. In some cases, incentives to use this method of 
reporting are buil1 into the software, such as data manipulation and reporting features which are attrac· 
tive to the respondent. The disadvan1ages to be considered are the development and maintenance costs, 
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which can be sign ificant particularly when added-value features are built in, the additional processing 
re<juirements (d isltette generation. reception and archiving of diskettes, decryption and virus scanning to 
name a few) as well as potential liabilities resulting from respondent expectations for the extra features 
included in tho software. 

A variant of rhe electronic queslionnaire is the notion o( providing 3 questionnD.ir~ to the respondent 
over the Internet. This can be done in any nu mber of ways. For example. it is possible to develop a 
questionnaire using Hypertext Markup Language (HTML). This type of questionnaire or form is ac
ressed by tht respondent using the World Wide \Veb services. The doto is sent to the statistical agency 
using E-mail. There is at least one commercial product called Decisive Survey. from Technology Corp . 
(Chrisholm. 1995) which also uses the E-mailllntemet approach . This product boasts a drag and drop 
method to questionnaire development. runs on Windows 3.1 or Windows 95 and interfaces with several 
E-mail systems. 

Ah hough rhere arB many other methods of collccling nnd capturing data such ns pen-based co111vut· 

ers and touch-tone technology, this analysis will focus on those mentioned above. 

II Data Editing 

Dat11 editing is a vout topic which can incluUe 11ut only the basic edhing which takes place during 
collection and capture, but also during other stages of the survey process such as inter-case editing for 
imputation purposes or editing to detect outliers. Editing can also be described as either manual or 
automatic . For the purposes of this discussion, automated editing is assumed: that is editing which takes 
place either interactively or in batch, in the context of a computer program or system. Also, editing 
refers to the checking of data applied during the collection and capture phase. These are typically: 

0 Prdiminary Edits - usually used to detect gross reporting or keying errors at the field level. 
Validation of format types, range checks and verification of simple code sets are commonly in
cluucd in this category. 

0 Consistency Edits -- inter-field value checking, may include computations to ascertain confo,.. 
mity. 

0 Historical Edils -- a variant of the consistency edit, where the values for the most recent report 
are compared to those of previous reports. This typically involves comparison of gross differ
ences against tolerance tables. For example. a warning may be issued if the value reported for 
number of employees this month differs from what was reported for last month by more than I 0 
percent . 

The requirements for data editing can be different depending on the mode and stage of the collec
tion and capture process. Consider the following illustrations. 

First, editing which is applied during a personal interview using a laptop may not include complex 
consistency or historical checks. These may be applied at a central site where reference files and previ
ously reported data is Stored and where more powerful processing equipment is available. It is not 
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unusual to re-apply the preliminary edits done in !he field following the application of the more com
plex and subjective edits to ensure that these have not compromised the basic edit ru les. In this sce
nario, separate versions of the preliminary edits are required for the laptop application and the central
ized editing process. 

Second, offering respondents a choice of reportine modes increases the potential fnr rh~ need ro 
develop separate versions of the edits. A large economic survey could, for example. have respondents 
who report by paper questionnaire, by telephone and by electronic questionnaire. The paper question
naires are processed usinii a system desiined to accommodate rapid data eniry. A «'cnnif sysrem. offer
ing Computer-Assisted Telephone Interviewing (CATI) features such as call scheduling, c.all outcome 
coding and calling protocols is used to collect data from respondents preferring to report by telephone. 
The applications built using these two systems would have their own separate versions of the edit speci
fications. A third version of the edits would be included in the electronic questionnaire . 

A third scenario is one in which respondent" tran~mit ctata r::(tracted from their dt.tabase. The edics: 
applied to this type of response should be minimal but it may be necessary to apply consistency or 
historical edits. Typically, electronic data is edited (in a batch process) with edit exception.s being 
addressed interactively. There is the potential to r~qui"' 1hff~rent versions of the edits for 1he batch 
stage and the interactive stage. 

The preceding example~ illn~trare ~l'!.n(llrios in which the potential exists for difl'erent vertions of 
the editing specifications to be developed. Edit specifications are an important part of any collection 
and capture process and their development and maintenance consume a significant percentage of the 
resources expended in bui lding and testing an application. This is of course multiplied when it must be 
done for each mode or stage of editing used. Further complexity is added when the systems used difer 
in their support for specifying an edit. lt may be that an edit written in one language or syntax cannot be 
represented to the same exr~nr in the other system uud. OC-2. Statistics Canada's generalized c:oll~cion 
and capture system, offers a att.ractive solution to these problems. 

II Reusing Edit Specifications in DC2 

DC2 provides support for mixed mode processing, that is, data reported by questionnaire, by tele
phone and in electronic format. Wilh DC2, edits may be specified onc.e and reused within a survey to 
validate data, regardless of the method used to report the data. And there is considerable flexibility in 
the application of an edit. Although the same piece of code will be called to edit a value (or set of 
values), there are choices which can be made in how the edit is applied and actioned. In other words, the 
edit behaviour can be tailored to the individual needs of the particular mode being used without !he need 
io have a separate version of the e.dits for cac:h variation. The following example will illu~lrdU:: this. 

Data reported on questionnaires can be captured in at least two ways: 

0 Heads-Down Keying •• experienced key operators capture the data from the questionnaires. 
The term heads-down refers to the practice of keeping the eyes on the questionnaire while key· 
ing the data. The emphasis is on high key-stroke rates with low keying errors. Consequently, !he 
capture operation is normally only interrupted when a potential keying error (identified by an 
edit) is detected. Reporting errors are typically corrected at a second stage by editors who are 
familiar with the subject matter. 
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0 lnttWgent Character Recognition -- the questionnaire data and image are captured by machine. 
Basic formal edits are applied to detect interpretation errors. As with the operator-captured data, 
the subject matter corrections are normally done by experienced editors. 

With DC2, the suite of edits is applied interactively and the resuhs (passed/failed) are stored as lhe 
questionnaires are key-entered. However, the by optraJor is advittd only of those errors which indi· 
call a ktying error. The machine-captured data is loaded into the DC2 database and edited in batch, 
again using the same suite of edits applied during the heads-down keying exercise. Correction of errors 
identified from either mode would typically be done through a computer-assisted telephone interview. 
The previously identified edit failures would be listed for the interviewei. corrections would be made as 

• indicated by the resp0nden1 and the edits would be reapplied, interactively, as changes were made to the 
dara. At this •lagt, the interviewu is advised of all ediJ violations. So, although the same edits are used, 
the behaviour surrounding their application is tailored to the mode at hand. II is even possible to build a 
generalized edit which uses different reference files (or some other variation) depending on the collec
tion/capture mode. 

• 

• 

This example, depicted in Figure I, illuStrates the Oexibility of the editing facilities in combination 
with the desirable feature of being able to reuse the edits across modes and various stages of the collec
tion and capture process. 

Figure 1.--Reusable Edits Across Modes and Processing Steps 

Paper 
QuestioruWre 

Telephone Interview 

Follow-up 
1-----"~ Computer-Assisted 

Telephone Interview 

Follow-Up 
~~~~--'"'-~~~~~~~~~~--'L-~ 

Intelligent 
Character 
Reco "tion 

Edit Specifications 

Batch Edit 

Many va.riations on the above theme are p0ssible: 

Electronic Data 

0 A survey in which initial collection is shared by mlll-outlmail-back and CATI. CATI is used 
for follow up. 
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0 A survey in which some respondenu repon on an electronic questionnaire and some by mail. 
The elecironic questionnaire data is treated as an electronic source. h is loaded into DC2 and 
edited in batch. 

0 A survey in which per~nnAI interviews are conducted mainly using lap1ops with some excep
tional personal interviews done with paper-and-penci l method. As in the previous example, the 
output from the Computer-Assisted Personal Interview (CAP!) is edited in batch. 

In the last two scenarios, DC2 can improve consistency of editing approach between the paper • 
questionnaire and the electronic rcpon by having the standard set of questionnaire edits applied 10 the 
electronic source. This would identify inconsistencies in the two setS of edits (the field edits and those 
applied using DC2) and would provide a centralized repository for any complex edits not included in the 
field ediu. 

DC2's mixed-mode suppon has, to a large degree, met the challenge of reusmg edit specifications 
across collection and capture modes. This is ccnainly true for the more popular modes (paper question
naire and CATI). The ability to process electronic data extends the rc.usabiliry of th~ c:Jit) l U other 
modes. if not at the point of capture, at least at the back-end as a centralized repositor)\ editing and 
follow-up facility. However, the potential exists to extend the mechanism. h is conceivable that the 
editins f:acilhies could be extracted from DC2 and made available to oth~r external cvlli;"aiun and cap· 
lure systems. Before exploring this possibility, it is worthwhile looking at the DC2 editing environment. 

II The DC2 Editing Environment 

The DC2 ed iting c>avironment (Stati>lic; C•n•ua, 1992), shown in Figure 2, includes the followmg 
three main components: 

0 A spo:;ification litllguage 

0 Acompiler 
0 A run-time engine. 

The specification languagt, known locally as the Edit Specification Language (ESL), is based on 
the Prolog programming language. Some extensions have been made to accommodate the special case 
or editing statistical data. For the following reasons . Prolog is an ideal paradigm on which to base an 
edi1ing language: 

0 IL is a rule-based language with buih-in pattem matching and backtracking. 

0 Prolog's concept of failure matches well with the concept of edit failure and exc•rrinn 
handing. 

0 With a small set of extensions, numeric edits can be easily expressed. 

0 Prolog code can be compiled using a technology known as the Warren Abstract Machine 
{Ait-Kaci, 1991) that is in the public domain. 
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Figure 2 .•• The DC2 Editing Environment 
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The compiler is a Prolog program. developed at Stati<tic< C.anarla. which i• cumently running under 
ALS Prolog from Applied Logic Systems. The compiler reads the ESL source code and generates code 
which can be executed by the run-time engine. 

The ru11-timt engine, also called the command interpreter. is an in-house program which is a close 
approximation of the Warren Abstract Machine. It functions as a virtual computer that reads, interprets 
and acts on the instructions in the form of assembled (and compiled) ESL. The program is written in 
ANSI C and is. therefore, potentially portable to any computing platform. Within the DC2 system. it 
operates in two ways: 

CJ As part of the overall production engine: receiving data via the capture instrument or the data· 
base. applying the specified rules, and reporting the results back to the calling program which 
subscquenrly st.Ort:,~ them (and the data) in the dotabase and/or displays them on the scrcc.n, and 

CJ As part of a testing/debugging tool: receiving data from a programmer via the command line. 
applyins the specified ni les~ and reporting the rcsuhs bac:k to the p1vgr111rnmct 

The ESL will, of course, execute anywhere the command interpreter is available. So it becomes a 
matter of making it available where needed. Could this editing facility be incorporated into other collec· 
tion and capture systems? This idea is visited next. 
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II Using the DC2 Editing Engine in Other Systems 

Naturally, the question of whether the DC2 editing facility can be incorporated into other collection 
and capture systems depends on the potential of the editing engine to interface with these systems plus 
the ability of these systems to incorporate a foreign editing mechanism. For this discussion. we will 
address systems running on laptops and those used to develop electronic: quc.stionnahc:1. 

Cou ld other systems dynamically access the command interpreter at run-time?The system in ques· 
tion would have 10 be designed to allow user ex.its or $Omc .similar mechanisn1 lo i1Hc:1 ra-.:c with t::Alcrn"I 
code. Most systems today allow some type of user exit •• this is commonly an interface to one or more 
established programming languages. Two scenarios for integrating the 0C2 editing environment into a 
commercial product come to mind. 

In the first instance. the system could communicate directly with the editing engine. This would 
require having 1hc third party produa ex.tended so tha1 it could intc:rfa.cc: with the OC2 command intCF

preter. This might not be attractive to the supplier of the product given that the applicability of the 
mechanism would be limited and of interest only to Statistics Canada. A second and more attractive 
opprooch would~ to have the third pany p1oducl f..0111111unit.:atc: with the command interpreter through a 
non-proprietary interface such as the C programming language or Visual Basic. Many software products 
offer user exits to C or some other equally suitable programming language. It would work something like 
rhis (see F igure 3). 

0 A collection and capture application form is developed for a laptop or electronic questionnaire 
using a commercial product. 

0 At certain points during the capture exercise (when a field value is entered or values for a 
collecuon ot fields are available) , the application issues a user call to an external routine. 

0 The external routine accepts the data value or values and passes them to the DC2 editing engine 
which applies the ESL code for the field or fields in question. 

0 The data is validated and the results are returned to the application via the external routine. 

An interesting variation to this approach is the idea of accessing the editing engine to perform checks 
on data entered into an HTML or Java electronic form. Data entered into the form are processed using a 
technique called Common Gateway Interface (CGI). A CGI program could call the DC2 editing engine 
(and the ESL code) and return any edit violations to the user. For reasons mentioned below, this is likely 
the most feasible use of the OC2 editing environment. 

The other side of this equation is the potential of the editing engine to be incorporated into or called 
from external systems. Some considerations are: 

0 The ESL can be executed wherever the command interpreter exists. 

0 The command interpreter is designed to be part of a system: that is, it is designed to be called 
(accessed dynamically at run-time). 
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Figure 3.··Accessing lhe OC2 Editin g Engine from External Systems 
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0 The interface requirements arc simple and well defined. Essentially, there are two types or etiit 
interfaces: one for single field editing and one for editing two or more fields. 

0 Data access methods (to an Oracle database) are restricted to discrete routines wh ich could be 
replaced if required to access some other data storage mechanism. 

0 The mn~r likely cnmputing platform for laptop applications and electronic quc$tionnoircs is 
Intel-based and running some navour of Microsoft Windows or Windows NT. Written in ANSI 
C, the command interpreter could be poned to these platforms. Howeve~ this should be con
sidered a non-trivial exercise. The interpreter was developed for UNIX and there are some; 
major differences which would require careful retooling. For example, the UNIX and Win· 
dows TIME routines operate differently. TIME is an imponant element in any statistical edit· 
ing mechanism. Byte ordering is also different on these two platforms. These types of restric
tions suggest that the DC2 editing facilities could be more easily and more cheaply adopted for 
wider use on UNIX platforms. 

II Conclusions 

For the majority of mixed-mode applications, the DC2 system offers a solution to the problem of 
having to write and maintain separate versions of edit specifications. Whether the method of collection/ 
c~pturc is by paper quc.stionnairc. tclepho11e inlc:rvicw or clecrronic data repon, an edit can be defined 
and maintained at the survey level and used seamlessly across reponing modes. 

The ability of reusing the edit specification does not restrict the possibilities for choosing relevant 
behaviour based on the mode or collection. For example, error messages can be reported to the user 
when appropriate. 
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It is technically feasible 10 use the DC2 editing engine in other external collection and capture 
systems. However, feasibility should nor be confused with desirability. The task of porting the engine 
to a non· UNIX platform may not be cost-justifiable. Commercial systems may not be sutficiently "open" 
10 incorporate DC2's editing facilities and the editing facilities may have plarform dependencies which 
make 1t difficult to move from the lJNIX environmen110 the Windows platform. Statistics Canada will 
be evaluarmg these possibilities and others in its pursuit of methods and 1echniques for reducing the • 
instances of edit specifications required by applica1ions. 
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CDC Edits: Tools for Writing Portable 
Edits 

/ . Tebbe/ and T. Rawson, 
U. S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 

Abstract 

The CDC EDITS Project has produced a system for writing collections of 
executable data edits, which can be distributed as part of a public standard. 
These collections of edits can be used by interactive data entry programs 

to achieve real-time field-by-field validation or in batch processes for data already 
collected. 

Edit Writer is a complete menu-driven development environment for creating, 
maintaining. testing, and documenting dataeditS. Individual edit checks are written 
in the EDITS language, a C-like language with simplifications and extensions 
for the editing task. 

EditWriter is capable of creating and manipulating all the structures needed 
to test data: code snippets, data dictionaries. record layouts, and reference tables. 
The output of Edit Writer is an object called the .. Metafile.'' 

The EDITS Engine is an interpreter that processes the Metafile when called 
by an application program to test a field OT record of data. It is supplied •• <:
language source code that can be compiled and linked on a variety of computing 
platforms or as a Dynamic Link Library (DLL) for use with most database 
packages in the Windows environmenL 

EDITS Mctafiles have been used since 1993 to improve the quality and 
efficiency of processing in CDC's national Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance 
System. National standard-setting organiutions for cancer registry data have 
adopted EDITS and are currently distributing Metafiles. 
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II Introduction 

CDC Edits: Tools for Writing 
Portable Edits 

f . Tebbel and T. Rnwson, U. S. Centers for Disease 
Conlrol unJ Pn:ventlon 

The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) created the EDITS system to improve the 
quality of data collected by cancer registries. CDC's Division of Cancer Prevention and Control ad
ministers the National Prnzrnm nf C•ncer Registries (NPCR.) authorized by Public L•w I 02-515, which 
was passed in 1992; the program's goal is to help establish new state cancer registries and to update 
existing ones. Some of the existing registries have collected many years of data in a variety of existing 
systems. but there i~ nn agrt'~d·-upon S-tandard for data checking. This shoncoming impairs tho use of the 
data, a real concern as researchers seek more information about cancer and bow to prevent or control it. 

C:DC:'~ F.nfTS is 1111 col1~ction of compult-r programs And d1ua objects. These softwl.\rc tools were 
intended to encourage independent authorities, who sometimes have competing interests. to contribute 
to and accept voluntary, shared public standards for darn quality. EDITS was a lso intended to provide 
the means for efficient development, testing. documentation, and publication of standard data checks in 
an executable form. The system is neither cancer- nor health-specific: it can be used for any type of 
data on a variety of hardware platforms and in diverse operating system environments . 

II Edits as Quality Assurance 

Even when data collectors intend to adhere to a standard, the details of field-by-field checking 
often vary according to the decisions made by individual programmers. The EDITS system eliminates 
this source of variability by producing a portable, executable version of data-check ing logic as speci
fied by the authority for a standard. The data object, which contains an expression of lhe validation 
rules, can then be distributed for direct execution upon files and records of data in a variety of process· 
ing scenarios. The same edits can be applied at different points in the flow of data through a system; 
data already collected can be checked in batch mode. and new data can be tested as they are being 
entered. This feature makes it easy to integrate EDITS into existing systems: processors can apply 
existing standards in batch mode with very little c.ost or di:t1uptiun to operdtions. When the correclion 

• 

I 

of errors will be costly. identical edit logic can be auached to data entry programs to catch mistakes • 
when they are most readily corrected. 

Setting and implementing data standards is not without potential problems, as detailed in Figure I . 
These problems are not necessarily completely solvable with software, but portable edits provide a 
good beginning. 
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Figutt l.··Somt Advantagts to th• EDITS System 

Problem How EDITS Addresses 

Muhiplc organiz.ation.s may set and revise conOict- Suppons consensus-building among standard setters and 
ing or overlapping .s~ndatds rut 1Jn: ltoUlll; OUlU item . enables collaboration by sho~·tng chlferences. 

Programmers Interpret each standard and render it Standards are directly executable and portable across Ian· 
into code rnr i nrlivirlual .;.ys:rf"m guts•• i:tnd plotfotms to ovoid reinterpretation. 

Data collected differently became differen1 data and Data checked by the same edits may be comparable. Dif· 
may not be comparable. rerence in cdils serves as documentation of how data dif· 

fer. 

Adopted standards are sometimes adapted for local Avai lability or standard in executable form may eliminate 
needs or case or processing. need for adaptation, 

Only simple edits implemented in interac1lve mode. Same edits can be used for 1n1cractive and batch mode. 
more complex. cross field chec;ka ••vcd for batc;h 
mode. 

Standard some1imes burled deep 1n source code. S111ndRrd c~pa.rated from application source code co it can 
Documentation $0metimes missing. or out-of-sync be developed, lested, and mainiaincd separate)~ Documen· 
with edit logic, ta1ion can be kept with logic. Can generate reports with 

logic and documentation. 

II Cancer Registry Specifics 

Cancer registries may repon data to one ot more or the following: the NCI SEER program. the 
Nonh American Association of Cen1ral Cancer Registries (NAACCR), or the National Cancer Data 
Ba~e (NCOR), The data are s:ubmiued in a standardized format~ but data 1.1scr1 need assurance thot c:ach 
field was collected uniformly across all data collection activities, Currently, cancer registry applications 
are in use on multiple platforms, including MS-DOS, Windows, UNIX, and VMS, As many of these 
applications implement (at least partially) existing standards. the solution is nol necessarily to have 
additional standards. As a user or data from all of these sources, CDC facili1a1ed lhe development of 
EDITS to provide a better means or expressing and using daia standards, with the ultimate goal or 
improving data qualiry . 

II Development of EDITS System 

The EDITS System was developed wi1h input from compe1ing cancer registry sor1ware providers. 

In 1991. development began al CDC with a rapid pro101ype of a linkable C language interpre1cr 
module. The concept or having ponable edits that could be used anywhere the C interpreter could be 
compiled was tested and proven with exploratory programming. Performance during this early test was 
adequate for interactive processing of a record or a few fields at a time bu1 required enhancement for 
batch processing or large files, Over time, lhe language evolved slightly from C to make the edit logic 
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more readable and add extensions specific to daia editing. The final design addresses performance 
issues by replacing the C interpreter with a compiler and p-code interpreter for faster edit execution and 
by adding indexes for faster lookup table access. 

II Components of EDITS System 

The EDITS Meiafile is a single file that encapsulates internal databases. There are tables for the 
data dictionary, record layouts. edits. and error message•: 1hn<' '"n also be any number of lookup tables 
for table-driven edits. The Metafile has both development and compiled run·time formats; the run -time 
Metafile is ponable across architecrures. 

The Edit Writer is an integrated development environment for maintaining a Me1afile that can cre
ate and maintain data dictionaries, define record layouts, wri1e and interactively 1es1 edits, and create 
and impon tables. The present ver.i;;inn nf F.tti1Writer is an MS.DOS application wrinen in C and Fox Pro. 

Edits are wriuen in the EDITS language, which is based loosely on C with a rich function library 
for editin2 data. It is compi led to p-codo 10 obtain a mix between speed and pori~bility. Edits m•y be 
thousands of lines in length, or just two or three. 

The EDITS Engine accr(~t!(. run~rime- Mttafile$ to execute edit$ and return error mc$soget. It is 
called via the EDITS Application Program Interface (AP!) and is callable from C for MS-DOS and 
other platforms and as a Windows DLL for use by any Windows language. There are options available 
for edit execution. including SKIPFAIL for skipping multi-field edits where any single field has failed 
and SKIPEMPTY. which skips edits where any field is blank. 

Development 
Metante (EMF) 

Runtime 
Metafile (RMF) 

Edit Writer 

GenEOITS 

lntendive 
Data CoUccrion 
Applications 

EDITS Engine 

This diaanim shows the relationship of the difercnt pans of tile EDITS system. 
EditWritcr is used to maintain a Me1.afile and eompile it 10 a run·timc Metafile.The 
EDITS Enaine 1s then called by batch and interactive applications to perform edits 
from the run-time Metafile. Multiple applications can use the same run-time Metafile. 
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II Driver Programs Incorporate the EDITS API 

An EDITS driver is any program lha1 incorporates lhe EDITSAPI. In ba1ch mode, a driver program 
can de1ec1 cxisung bad da1a. In 1n1erac1ive mode, edilS can prevent bad data. EDITS Drivers can be 
wrillen in C or in any Windows language 

GenEDITS is a generic EDITS driver tha1 works in ba1ch mode only. lt produces a repon of errors 
encoun1ered, including lhe name of the edit. error message. and a list of fields referenced in lhe edu 
vent:OITS also includes a summary repon of failure counl by edil. It can be used for recoding or 
reformatting daia and to calcula1e simple frequencies. 

II Current Uses 

Most EDITS users are using MS-DOS pla1form in balch mode. CDC's Behavioral Risk Fac1or Sur· 
veillance Sys1em has been using EDITS a1 bo1h the s1a1e level prior lo data submission and a1 CDC s ince 
1993. The NCI SEER program is now main1aining i1s edits both in the original COBOLand in F.l) JT'S, 
which gives ii a por1able solu1ion. The EDITS sys1em consistently gives lhe same results. NAACCR 
recenlly released a Metafile of cancer edits incorpora1ing standards from SEER, the American College 
of Surgeons, and 01hers. 

EDITS is available al no c harge and may be ob1ained by downloading via anonymous flp (address: 
ftp.cdc.gov, path: lpub/Soflwart/EDITS). World Wide Web (address: http://www.naaccr.org). or by 
contac1ing the authors. • 
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Skip Patterns and Response Bases: Graph 
Manipulation in Survey Processing 

Roberl F. Teitel, Abt Associates and George M&shington 
Unll'erslry 

Abstract 

B y incorporating explicit indications of skip instructions (or 0010s) in 
a survey description language (which also includes the usual fac ilities 
for the question identification, question text, response values, recodes. 

etc.), it is possible to build an acyclic directed GRAPH of the data collection 
inscrumcnt. 

The survey.derived graph - with questions as nodes and skips as edges·· 
may be manipuloted using graph algurithms 10 prepare the response bases ror 
each question for display in the printed codebook, and to prepare the control 
information for a skip pa11em editor for use while processing the actual data. 

This talk will describe these processes and illustrate some of the results. • 
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Software Demonstrations 
{Alphabetically, by first author] 

Editor$ Note: Many of the Wvrk.)hup prc~ntntions were accompanied by son ware 
demonstrations. Also. in some cases, the presenters chose to do only an exposuion. 
All of the demonstrations are listed below. I f a presentation was also included a.span 
o( the regular :iess1ons? l'lt:a:M:: )U tht: appropriiue chapter for the abstract or papec lf 
only a demonstration was given or if the presenters provided a separate paper to de· 
scribe the exposition. that material is included in this chapter 

Richard J. Benno/, M. Marge Machen, and Ronald L. Meeks ·· Data Editing Software for NSF 
Surveys 

Ronald s. Biggar .. Generic Editor Developed with Powerbuilder and a Relational Database 

Joel Bissonnette - Generalized Edit and lmputalion System for Numeric Data 

Dale Bodzer ·• PEDRO 

Richard Esposito and Kevin T.demann •• Extensions of ARIES at the BLS 

Glen Ft:rri and Tom Ondra - Towards a Unified Syslem of Editino lntemalional Dala 

Robert Hood -· Improving the Quality of Survey Data Through an Interactive Data Analysis 
System 

Michael Horrigan, ltllly Phipps, and Sharon Stang - On-Line Edits in the Survey of Employer
Provided Training 

Givol Israel .• Automatic Transferring from Paper to ASCII Code 

Mary Ktlly - Integrated Data Capture: A System for All Office of Compensation and Working 
Conditions Surveys 

Stanley E. Legum - A Computer-Assisted Coding and Editing System for Non-Numeric 
Educational Transcript Data 

Sharon Mowry and Jason Bulson - Distribuled EDDS Editing Project (DEEP) 

Mark Pierzchala, Roberta ~nu, and Arnie Wilcox •• The 1995 June Area Frame Instrument 
for CAPI and Interactive Editing 

Anne Rhodes, Kisltau Smith, and atu Goldstein - Electronic Data Collection: The Virginia 
Uniform Reporting Sytstem 
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Syl"le Rhtest and M ike Bankier-- Imputing Numeric and Qualitative \f.lriables Simultaneously 

Peter Saller, Teny N uriddin, and Gary 'llp<r - Editing Occupations from Income Tax Returns 

Janet Sear and htt:r C.antl!au -- PEROS (Personalized Electronic Reporting Ouectionnaire 
System) 

Linda Simpson - A Statistical E<iit for Livestock Slaughter Data 

/ . Tebbel and T. Rawson - CDC Edits: Tools for Writing Portable Edits 

Paula ™:ir -- Graphical Editing Analysis Query System (GEAQS) 
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Demonstration Abstracts 

0 Generic Editor Developed with Powerbuilder and a Relational Database - Ro,.,,ld S. Biggar, 
N4t ional Ce,11er for Tlc"lth 5 ,,., tlstic:• 

An interac11ve demonstration of both editing National Ambulatory Care Sun·ey data and imputation 
of nonresponse:. The. 3oftwa1e wo.) J~,c1upc(j (or use by statisticians and may be modified as survey 
requirements change. Powerbuilder wu chosen as the development tool so that stausucians could inte• 
act with the data from their PC"s. while the data are stored on a file scrvet ln addition, the Windows· 
based graphical user interface improves the user friendliness of the process. 

0 PEDRO •• Dale Bod:ur, U.S . Emrgy Information Administration 

PEDRO is an electronic data collection product that facilitates the fast, accurate. and efficient trans· 
mission of data from the respondent•s remote site to the ElAcomputer facility. Using a PC for data entry, 
PEDRO provides the user with an image of a printed survey form. Users can enter information through 
the keyboard or by importing data from another computer system. PEDRO performs numerous quality 
checks comparing the data entered with established ranges. lists of accepted values, or criteria derived 
from data entered In the past. PEDKU automatically transmits the information via modem to EIA' com· 
puter faci li ty. Security of the transmission is protected by passwords and all data are encrypted. Accu
racy is ensured by several levels of error detection. PEDRO is available to respondents. 

0 Improving the Qua lity of Survey Data Through an Interactive Data Analysis System ·· RobeN 
H ood, National Agricultural Statistics Service 

T he National Agricultural Statistics Service (NASS). an agency of the U.S. Department of Agricul· 
tu re, conducts surveys in order to provide accurate and reliable agricultural forecasts and estimates for a 
vanety ot commodities. NASS has recently begun the implementation of an interactive data analysis 
system based on SAS/AF and SAS/EIS software to ensure the quality of its survey data. 

Currently, a lot of time is spent editing incoming data with little time devoted to analysis before data 
are summarized. Present analysis tools arc limited to data listings and outlier printouts. While useful. 
they are somewhat limited in the problems they nag. and resolution of problems generally involves time· 
consuming review of paper questionnaires or data files. The time between data collection and summari· 
zatioo is very limited and must be used as efficiently as possible. 

The authors have developed a SAS-based application to interactively analyze survey data. This 
• system identifies potential "risky records" during the data collection period. Users are able to more 

efficiently analyze the data and resolve problems in a more timely maonct This Interactive Data Analy
sis System (JOAS) is an easy to use mouse-driven system that requires little knowledge of the SAS 
system. Pushbuttons, icons. list menus. and program entries provide easy selection of options. This 
paper gives an overview of JOAS and its development. 
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D On-Line Edits in the Survey of Employer-Provided Training -- Michael Horrigan, Polly 
Phipps, and Sharon S tang, U.S. Bureau of .lAbor Stadsd&s 

The Survey of Employer-Provided Trruning 2 (SEPT2) was conducted from May to October, 1995 
by the Division of Special Studies of the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS). The survey data were 
collected by BLS regional field economists using laptop computers during a personal visit to establish
ments. Employer and employee representatives were interviewed for SEPT2. and several insiruments 
were administered to each respondent. Due to muluple survey instruments. the decentralized nature of 
the survey and the desire to avoid telephone callbacks to respondents to clarify inconsistencies, on-line 
edits wuh edll-error messages and summaries were included in the SEPT2 instruments. In addition, the 
SEPT2 laptop system included real-time reports on the status of establishment cases, a function for 
leaving case notes. and it incorporated Windows standards, such as a graphical-user interface and help 
system. 

Edits involved logical. range or other consistency checks within an instrument. 

During an interview when an answer to a question triggered an edit erro~ a pop-up window appeared 
with a message describing the error. what quesuons it involved and how to resolve it. The field econo
mis1 could move on to 01her questions. but needed to resolve all errors before the establishment could 
be transmined as complete. To resolve an error in situations where data items were not available from 
the respondent (missing) or when the datum was correct, field economists could select a comment for 
the question, such as data not available, verified by respondent or employment growth and provide case 
notes to describe the inconsistencies. When exiting an instrument,an edit error summary was automati
cally displayed, listing the remaining edit errors by question and the respective comment code. The 
field economist cou ld s imply double click on the question to return to it and resolve the edit error before 
exiting the instrument. 

0 Distributed EDDS Ediling Project (DEEP) -· Sharon Mowry and /11son Bulson , li:dend 
Reserve Bo11rd 

A key resource supporting the monetary policy-making and open market operations of the Federal 
Reserve is data representing the druly balances of deposits, borrowings, and reserves for the laigest 
7,700 depository institutions in the United States. The data require a high level of confidence, and 
identifying and resolving errors in quality must be done under increasingly stringent deadlines. 

The Distributed EDDS Editing Project (DEEP) was initiated with the objective to improve the data 
analysis effort through the utilization of gnpbic.al user interface tools in conjunction with the presenta
tion of statistically significant data edits. The DEEP system is a Windows-based clientlserver applica
tion desi)Uled to provide analysts with a sophisticated tool 10 acr=< hoih raw d•t• •ntl ti••• that have 
fallen outside of the data model forecasts based upon five dilrerent types of data edits or forecam. Our 
presentation will detail the manner in which features of the DEEP application are employed for the 
editing and analysis of these critical data. 

0 Imp uting Num eric a nd Qualitative Varia bles Simultaneously •• Sy/,,ie R l ,,e•t and Mike 
Bankier, Statisllu Canada 

Al the Bureau of the Census 1996Annual Research Conference, a presentation entitled "Imputing 
Numeric and Qualitative Variables Simultaneously" will be given by Mike Bankiet It describes the 
New Imputation Methodology (NIM) that will be used in the 1996 Canadian Census to impu1e the basic 
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demographic variables: age. sex. marital status and relationship to person I. The NIM allows. for the 
first time. minimum change hot deck imputation or numeric and qualitative variables simultaneouSI)! 

As a follow-up to the presentation at the Annual Research Conference, it is proposed 10 give a 
software exhibit of the mainframe implementation or lhe NIM which will be used in the 1996 Canadian 
Census. Mike Bankier. the Senior Methodologist responsible for NIM and Sylvie Rivest, the System 
Analyst. who implemented it, will be present. They will give short presentations during the 3 hour slot 
given to demonstrate the software. A brief outline of the presentation is given below. 

A small slide show (PC-based) will explain the generalized nature or the NIM program and the 
input data required . The s lide show will also present the User Edit Interface used by NIM in the main
frame environment (3-5 minutes). 

A PC version of the NIM program will then be used to demonstcate the functionality of the imputa
tion engine (5-10 minutes). The methodology supporting NIM can be demonstrated interactively as the 
program Is being executed. 

Finally. a shorl (3-5 minutes) slide show will demonstrate the effort of applying the NIM method
ology on a large volume ot data. Statistics from the NIM testing done so far will be used to show the 
improvements in Data Quality that the NIM methodology offers on a large scale basis. These statistics 
will open informal discussions with the other participants at this Software Exhibit. 

0 Editing Occupations from Income Tax Returns ·- Peter Sailer and Terry Nuriddin, Inter• 
nal Revenue Se,.,,/ce, and Gary 'leper, Information Spectrum, Inc. 

Special tabulations. such as selected tax return data classified by Standard Occupational Classifica
tion (SOC) codes. are produced by the Statistics of income (SOI) Oiv1s1on of the Internal Revenue 
Service. To facilitate coding. a computerized occupation-coding dictionary has been developed . How
ever, because the manual updating process is time-consuming and increases errors. a computer utility 
program was created to automatically research and edit or replace the occupational entries. 

The program compares occupational titles (from tax returns) to similar occupational titles already 
used in the dictionary. If similar entries are suggested. the user can replace the original entry with the 
best suggested entry. If no entries are suggested, the user can edit the original entry and retry or 
determine the record uncodable and bypass. Display will include a computer with the editing software 
installed; hands-on experience will be possible . 
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Extensions of ARIES at the Bureau of 
Labor Statistics 

R lehard Esposito and I<evin Tidemann, 
U. S. Bureau of Labor Statistia 

Abstract: A PC-based demo of prototypes that build on and extend the existing ARIES 
graphical approach to editing Current Employment Statistics Data will be shown. These 
prototypes include an updated version of ARfF .. <;. which incorporates visual reprts:tnution.t 
of statistical measures of sample standard deviations to be used as aids to outlier detection 
and a DOS version of ARIES adapted to statistical exploration of universe data. 

AR IES (Automated Review of lndumy Employment Statistics) is a graphical and query PC-based 
~•<•review system which has significantly enhanced the sample screening and es1tmation review proce
dures in the Current Employment Statistics (CES) program of the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics. Dur 
ing the time that ARIES has been in use. a number of areas of possible improvement have been suggested 
by the industry analysts who arc responsible for reviewing the CCS sample data and resulting estimates. 
As a result of studying these areas of possible improvement, we have developed two further prototypes to 
extend the capabilities of ARIES, which were shown at the Data Editing Conference, and outline these 
prototypes in this paper. Fuller treatments of AJUc:> and the first prototype are given in the Journal of 
Computational and Graphical Statistics, June 1994, and in the ASA 1994 Procudings of the Section on 
Statistical Graphics. 

The prototypes have been designed to meet the specific needs of the CES data review process. As the 
prototypes move closer to production use, it is to be expected that their design and underlying principles 
may be suitably modified. Pemaps the most important principle evident in the prototypes is "put as 
much information on a single screen as reasonably possible.'' Figure I. on the following page -· in 
which ARIES has been adapted to simultaneously show all 6 data variables - shows the resultS of this 
Idea. 

Underlying this principle is the desire to have more layers of information immediately accessible, 
without having to page through an extensive hierarchy of screens. Jn Figure I, rather than s howing the 
scattergrams of the different variables on separate screens, all six variables arc shown simultaneously 
(the upper row and left and right center row boxes). In this way, cross-comparisons among data variables 
are facilitated. Additionally. in the option shown in Figure I, each scattergram has been subdivided by 
size of establishment (4 strata), so that the relative importance of sample establishments can be immedi
ately seen. The actual PC screen uses colors liberally. as indicators of various characteristics and mea
sures, including, somewhat redundantly. size of establishments. 

Just as in ARIES, when one selects pointS in the scanergrams using a mouse. the corresponding 
establishment information will appear (not shown here). overriding the center and bouom row screens. 

A second principle followed in this prototype is to make every element on the screens both informa
tive and interactive. That means that each object on the screen should be designed to provide statistical 
information, as well as be used as an index to further information or further actions. This is true of the 
scauergrams, which both show statistical movement of the sample, as well as allowing retrieval of de
tailed individual or groups of individual establishment information. 
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Figure 1.-·Scattergrams for 6 Variables, Daisy Variatlons, and Rough Tukey Box Plots 

l ·: :f ·~,· t' ·. 
... i: ~· . .. . • .. t .. ·.}-·. -~. .J. 

· '!· ·f. 

O.K .• what are the strange objects in the center of Figure I? First. each "daisy" of the array of 60 daisies 
in the center of the screen func1ions as an index 10 a specific SIC industry. When a specific daisy is 
selected by 1he mouse. 1he scattergrams corresponding 10 tha1 industry immediately appear. Jn addi· 
tion, rough tukey box plots corresponding to each of the six variables appear at the bottom row centet 
Each sequence of J 5 vertacal ban rerrt's~nts a monthly time·s:e.ries of 1be sa.mple standard devi~tionsi fo1 
that variable, with the current mon1h 's sample standard deviation represented by the rightmost bar with in 
each of the six sequences. In our review, we concenlrate on the new curren1 month sample data, since 
we presume lhat we've already don~ ~n 0 K job c leaning up b:.d dat;t for previous months. One po~· 
sible indica1or of ou1Jiel'$ in the current month might be an especially laige standard deviation for the 
current month as compared 10 previous months. Such a case is shown on Figure I for several of the 
variables. 

Following the 2nd principle above, besides using the daisies as indexes to select statistical informa
tion. we have also made the daisies statistically mforrnative: each of 1he 6 petals of each daisy repre
sents one of lhe six variables we produce monthly estimates for in the CES, and the shape of each daisy 



functions as an informative index to the rough tukey box plots j ust mentioned. If the size of a petal is 
larger than normal, that represents that the current month's standard deviation for that variable is larger 
than the average standard deviation of the previous 14 months. That average point is represented by the 
circle or "flowerpot" within each daisy. Each analyst will have approximately 250 industries to review, 
so by selecting those daisies that flop outside the circle, the analyst can pinpoint industries with unusu
ally lar2'.e standard deviations. and immedjarely .i;hnw thr. ;tSSociated scattergrams and box plots. 

The following prototype shows ARIES adapte.d for universe data and for sampling and estimation 
capabilities: 

Figure 2.··0ne Variable, ll Months, with Establishments Selected in Scattergrams and 
Corresponding Sample Establishment Time-series Shown in the Center 

2 
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Figure 2 represents a simple adaptation to handle 11 months of a s ingle data variable's sample change 
from month to month, rather than the six variables of Figure 1: we ' ' iew more months but viewer vari
ables. In this case. however. we show universe data rather than sample data, so this prototype is suitable 
for viewing and editing the frame. 

Figure 3 moves the whole process in the direction of sampling. editing and estimation research. 
Fiaure 3 is an op1ion nf Figurt- 1 Thr middle row contains reduced size 2-digit SJC daisies for the 12 
months of universe data for the industry employment variable, and the daisies work analogously to those 
of Figure I. The top window of the screen graphically represents the resultS of selecting 30 random 
samples from the univrrtr tlii.r~ for each 2~digit SIC industry. and computins the :30 independent time 
series of monthly estimates for each 2-dogit indus1ry. The actual universe time-series is shown as the 
solid black line, wuh each distinct sample-based time-series as a white line. One can immediately see 
how well the estimates fared for each 2-digot industry. The left-most column represents the sum (1.e., the 
I-d igit SIC estimates) of each row. 

Figure 3.--E>tirnMtu ror JO Random Samples as White Time-series, Universe as Solid Hlack 
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EsPOSrro ANO TrD£MANN •• 
This type of comparison between estimates and universe can of course only be done once one has uni
verse data. which in our program are fonunately available some months after we produce our sample· 
based estimates. However. with the capability to instantaneously select many samples, compute esti
mates a.nd visually (and also numerically) pomay the results, we can test dilferent editing practices. 
different sampling techniques. and ditrercnt stratification patterns. to determine an optimum combina
tion of techniquu to improve che estimates we produce. 

II Roforoncos 

Esposito. Richard: Fox, Lin: and Tidcmann. Kevin ( 1994). ARIES: A Visual Path in the Investigation 
of Statistical Data. Journal of Computational and Statistical Graphics, Volume 3, Number 2. 113-
125. 

Esp0•ito. Richard. Fo• . Lin. •n<l 1'idemann. Kevin (1994). ARIES: Visual Techniques for Stat1sucal 
Data Investigation at the Bureau of Labor Statistics, American Statistical Association. Proceed-
ings of the Section on Statistical Graphics, 7-10. • 
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DA TA EDITING WORKSHOP AND EXPOSITION 
BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS 

MARCH 22, 1996 

II"MCMOllJA/lf: MAJIJA EL£NA GONZALEZ (1932-1996) 
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CONFERENCE SESSION II: 
TIME: 10:4Sam-J2:00pm 

CENSUSES 

LQCATIOl'I: CQ,VFEllENCE ROOM 11 
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Supportlll& Componena in die 0.. ~ Process 
IS<psnta D&MOI 
GIWJI lmMI ond Olivia Bl- Q"'10J B""°" of 
StatWia, 1-1 

Edil1n1 and lmpulllion Racold> for lhe 2001 Census in 
lhe UnilOd Klnadotn 
Da .. ld Tltolofood, Off,,,. of Population Q_, and 
SU1W)•. Uniud KJ~d.om 

A Priority Index for Macro-Edilina 1he Nelhcrlltlds 
Foreign TJOde Swistics 
Frank wm d« Pol attd &rt Di1d«r1n., SlaJUlfCI 
N111Nrlandl 
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Graphical Ediling and Query System (GEAQS) 
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Paula Wtli'. U.S. Enugy lriforma1um Administration 

Integrated Data~: A S)'$ltm for All Office of 
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CONFERENCE SESSION Ill: 
TIME: 1:00pm-1:15pm 

CASE STUDIES 

L~ TION: CONFERE/>'CE ROOM 12 

Chuu A~ llunly. C:U-.for DtKon c-ol 

Thml·l'lll)' Doc:umcnlS: The LUie 8c<wca> Ediq 
IOd lmpuwioo 
Cliffon/ Ad<IMan. U.S. °"""""'"'of U-""' 

Sampling Design IOd ESllnwJoo Propcnics or a Sludy 
orPcrinml Suh<tance Fw~re in Califomia 
Jimmy Hwang, NaJIONJ/ U•lwnily (.San Dl<io) 

The Processing and Edllinc System of the National 
Hcillth lntavi1;w Survey: the Old and New 
Susan S. Joct /V<JtlONJI Ctn/tr for Hto.lth Statistics 
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io!om>aboo 
Pmr ~ ~ Unlwnllyo{N"" Ycri; Albany 

~ Om. R.cvM:w: Objcdnoc, Dc«'Ctioo of 
Uousual Pmmis oCDala 
"-s ~. U.S. - ofl.obor Slaristicr 



CONFERENCE SESSION IV: 
TIME: 2:45pm-4:00pm 

CASE STUDIES 

Ll>C.fTIOl'11 CONFER.E/VCE ROOJI #2 

Chmr: Charles Day. National AgricollWOI 
Suuistics ~1·w'ct1 

Time-Series Editing of Quanerl)' Deposi!S Data 
Anusha Fernando Dhmmase~ Fl<#ra/ Reserve Board 

Experiences in Re-engineering the App!03Ch to Editing 
and Imputing Canadian Imports Data 
Clm1t.')' Bu.rn:u und Fn,uv;rX:s Laflamme, Stal.i:stlcs 
Canada 

Data Editing in an Automated Environment; A Practical 
Re1r0$pective - The CPS Experience 
Grtgory D. Wr>•land. U.S. Bureau of111< Ce""" 

EDIT AUTHORING TECHNIQUES 

LOCATION: CONFERENCE ROOMll9 

Chair: Jim O'R&Uly, Rn•=h Tnmrgle l1Uti111Je 

Melhods of Reusing Edit Specifications Across 
Collcctlon and Capcure Modes and Sysums 
Shirley 0.14n. Sla1isrla Canada 

coc WITS: Toots tbr Writing PO<lablo Edi!S 
(Separate DEMO( 
J. Tebbe/ and r. Rawson. U.S. C.nun for Dis<as< 
CanJrol 

Skip Patterns and Rcspocue llases: Graph 
Manipulation in Survey Processing 
Ro«rt F. Ttilel, AbtAnociattsandGeorge 
Wo.sh;ngton Univenity 
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STATISTICAL TECHNIQUES 

LOCATION; COJVr£/t£1\'CEltOOM#7 

Chair: Sylvia Kay FIJhtr. BMnau qf Labor S1a1Utl~.o: 

SWJstical Analysis of Textual lnfonnation 
Thierry D<lbec'I"'· Sid laxs°"' NOJhai/1 Ml/JOI, 
INFOWAll.£. Inc. 

The Impact of Ratio Weighting 
Joi Choi, NOlionaJ Cen1er for Health Srotistk:• 

Fining Sciu-Tcxt into Round Computer Holes- An 
Approach to Categorizing Textual Responses Using 
Computer-Assisted Data Entr)' 
Richard WtJtdt, I. Hall, P. Price-Green. R. Dahtua, 
w. Kaye, U.S. CenJm fOt' Di#ou C""rro/ 

SOF7WARE DEMONSTRATIONS 
SESSION I: 

TIME: 9:00am-12:00pm 

SOFlWARE DEMONSTRA TlONS 

UJCllTION: CONFERENCEROOMIU 

Editing Oeeupations &om Income Tax Returns 
Pete Sailuand Tury Nllriddill. lrutn141 Rew,_ 
Servltt. and G,,,,, Trpu. l'l(°"""don !i/>tttrum. Inc. 

On-Lino Edits in the Survey of Employer·Pmvid<d 
Tnining 
Mkl.,.J llorngan. ro11y Ph/pp$. """SJ.won Suu.g. 
U.S. s.,_, of Labor SJatistics 



.. 

• 

SOFTWARE DEMONSTRATIONS 
SESSION I (Continued): 
TIME: 9:00am-12:00pm 

SOFlWARE OEMONSTIVITlONS 

LOCATION: CONFEREllCE ROO.lf #S 

o-nc £411« Developed "''11h l'owatluddcr Ind a 
RclllbOnll Dal>bosc 
RONJfd S. Bizgtv. NOlfONJI C-tr p Htahh Suwt/cs 

lmpro"illl Ille Quolity or Survey Dita Thtoogh 111 

lntc:racti\'c Dau Anal)'>lS SyllCm 
RDIN.n tfood. Na.rtona/ AVicldnuol Slatunc:s Strvrct 

A Computcr·ASJiStcd Codin.a and Editin& System 
for iNon-Nwneric EducationaJ Transcript Data• 
Stonlty £ l.Agum, lt'1.s1a1, /rte. 

CDC EDITS: Tools for Writin& Poruble EdltS' 
J. T1bb.I afltt/ T. R.o\t'IO" U..t c.,.,.,,. /lN' Di4t1ou 
C011trol 

'lnd1'cotu tha1 011 oral pt'flt.ntaJIOlt 
accompanies thU 1oftwart d1mons1,atl01t 

SOFTWARE DEMONSTRATIONS 

LOCATION: CONFEll/'OCE ROOMfU 

O.suibwd EDDS £4illnl l'n>jcct (DEEP) 
51oarm Al"'")' twl Jason - Fcdo-rtl 
R.<#Nts-d 

1mpu1i1>c Nwneric: ond Qmlimivc Vlrilbles 
Sunul-.ly 

s,m. Riwn and M.U -· Slotistia c....da 

PFDRO 
Dok &d:u. U.S. &ufY ln/iJnMllOllA~ 

Automllic Transf<nina &om Piper to A.SC!I Code' 
Gf\.oo/ /11"0tl C<nrral Bur<av ofSuulstics. Js-i 

0 /ndiCOJU thot an oral ,,,__Ion -.,.,,,.,U.t tJris 
so/fMWT dtJnoNlraJfqn 
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SOFTWARE DEMONSTRATIONS 
SESSION II: 

TIME: 1:00pm-4:00pm 

SOFTWARE DEMONSTRATIONS 

LOCAT10N: CONFERENCE ROOJf U 

The 1995 Juoe Atta Frame l""1Umall fO< CAPI 
and lntcrac:b\"C Ediling• 
.lfiri Pi=chola. ~Pc,,,.. and Anw W1ka.. 
NotU>nol Agriadnual Statima $cMa 

PERQS (Pmoraliwl Elcdronic Rcpo<ting 
Quesiiorw.ire Sy"'"')' 
Janet Sear and Pcw-Gamu.. 5""Urics Conado 

•fndJcatu that an ora/.pnuntallon occompanl1111t.t1 
so/rwars de.mon.rtraJi0tt 

SOFTWARE DEMONSTRATIONS 

LOCATION: CONFERENCE ROOM#$ 

lmqnilod oaa. capcur.: A SY*lll file All Olllcc or 
Coo~ and Wcxkiog Cooditiom Survey>' 
Mary hi/y. U.S. a,,,_ of Labor Slatistoa 

c...p.;.,,,i ~""" Queoy s,.,..,. (GEAQS)' 
PllMlo w.v. U.S. £n<rry ~AdmlNttotfon 

Om Editio& So"'"- file NSF Survt>'S' 
/UcJlaldJ. /JowJf. Marp MoclwA. ond lfDnoldL. 
Mttb. Nadonaf ~F-

Gcncnlizrd Edit 11111 lmpulllioo Systan far 
Numeric Dita" 
Jod Bisst!lwlU. 5""/stfa Canada 

• fndicates that an oral pnnnl.otiOll occomponJu this 
soft-tdtlllOlltlrOlion 



An£NotX 

SOFTWARE DEMONSTRAT!OHS 

ExlCNicns "'ARJES. die 81.S' 
/IJdtanl l°JpMloand K<VIA rwr....., U.S. -cf 
Labor Slaoith<t 

A Slaubcal E.dit b U-... S"""*' llm' 
u..i.~l'-dpAJSlatuda.l'cna 

T- a Uaified ~ olEdidq ln1<J1 -II 
ca.• 
Gl<n F.m and T°" ~ U..S: llwwM cf tJ. Cmna 

ElocO"ook OD CoUocdoo: die Virp.ia Uniform 
~s~· 
AMI llJlodu and Kil/tao SmJ11t. Jllriflflo 
0..-wollh Untwnliy, olld ,.,,.,. Goltbtlbt. 
NI-STAR Dolo Syl1«01 

•JndJcolu 1M1 on oroJ prutltlotion ~ lllb 
so/fwart dlm01tSO'a/Jon 

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS 

A coefttnnet1 of this~ ,.,,.il'u""""' 
<DMlblllfoN from"""'>' pcop/1 In addition 10 
llw .,.,..,,.,, of 1"4 orpil:brg commintt 
lisr.d"" this - Spclal l""1ib lo lire 
'P""'""i"8 orp11lzatlON oNJ opw:I#, mw:J 
to S/gtiJtiq Cqmdg cite Blvmt q(t!w Cmng. 
'1ltd cite £nmry lllfprmqtion Aal!rf!!bgprlqn fer 
oddilional Gii-br ~ dtls 0 ~ 
~ 

n-i, °"4> IO ihl SGJ!on clto;s. md-iolly ioin.,,..__. of tolks tnl~ ..... 
""shtrilr 11..v-t 

r-/Jy. kNntl in.-.,.._,,, otldiMrtal p«>plc------u ID--ihl-o{lhlJ- -tf 
- '"' John Borl<y. Monlt:d Dadtln. 
Ledo~ Deborolt--o.p... 
Van Bwa1, Bwa qf'&Slaftsdq: Mio 
.iolwOI< MtilsJo Wolsh tnl Nancy 17'oolar, 
f.Wq/ Rgryt Bogrd; JI'~ d/Ny. 
latmrq/RM!!f!f Sm/ct: ond Wot&"'"""' 
Nqtiqmf AvlgJW $1qt4tiq Stryks. 
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DATA EDmNGWORKSHOP 
AND EXPOSfTION: 

ORGANIZING COMMITTEE 

Mn Pmxmla. Co-Omr 
]..'~Ag ' .. vi~~ 

Fnoces 0..."lricy 
Nadonol<ANtr for Hu/JA Sla1Wk6 

OwodcsDoy 
."'1lioMI A~ Slaiutia S<M« 

Sylvia Kay Fisher 

U.S. - of Labor Slatislicl 

Laura Bauer Gillis 
F'4ual Fi..s...,,. Boon/ 

Maria Ela>a Oocmloz 
U.S. Offi« of M.,_.wn1 and Blldgrt 

Robert Gtovc::s 
JoiN ,.,..,,._ bt S"""Y Mft/oodo/OfY 

Ken Harris 
NorJcnol ~for /Ko/di SUWtia 

Dovid McDaocll 

Nadonol~-
Ra>o<Millcr 

U.S. Ltar;y 11'2 ; :ti .. .ftMiid ode: t 

Dmic< Md; wide"""' 
Nati.and 4>itvlbJal - Sava 

JdfOwiop 
Noliottal Cactr Jo, re . Silatimci 

Tcal"'*a U.S. ,_..,, __ 

LiDda Stiomo 
U.S. -cfl.aborSlatima 

hulaWdl 
U.S. £-rybifo .a ... A-

BillW'ricler 
U.S.-oftJ. C.-

• 
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List of Attendees at the 
Data Editing Workshop and Exposition 

M.lriJttAd.lms ~t1kc: Bankl(f Zdia Biancfaini 
Tbc Arb11ron Company Suuuics C ..Aft:ada IQGE-O.re1oru1 M Pttqulfft.8ruil 

Oiffcrd Adelman Pew Bitter Roould S. Biwr 
DcpMtment of Educaoon National Ceoltt for Haldi Sratislics :i\auonal CeNtt foe Haith Sw.111a 

t 
Yah,.Ahmcd Beuy Ballow Yvonne ~I. Bu.hop 
hucrna1 Revenue Scn-JCc Enuo lnfonntoon Admin. EoertY lnfomuoon Adm1n 

Juprccl Abu)& Oscar Barnhardt Joel 8i$$00ncUe 
Agriadlunl Research Service Federal R<1<1>-c Boan! Sta.ti.sties Canada 

Tony Alvara Clsncy B1rTeU Dan Blanch&u • 
Fedcnl Rc:xrvc Board of NY S tau sties Canada Uni\cr511y Nonb C'arOlina, 

Chapel Hilt 
OarrcU Ande~on Cul 8.,..ky 
Dure.au or tho Ccnw• Bureau of 1..abOr S1ausucs Uhv1a Htum 

Central Bureau or Swjslics., 
Gary Anderson Li11 B1s1ian Israel 
Feder.al Reserve Board Oefcns~ Manpower Data Ctr. 

Ray Board 
Craig Andcnon Stephanie Banles federal RC$CrvC Board 
National Asncuhural Statisoc5 ScrvJoc Enerey lnfonna1ion Admin. 

Janice E. Bodner 
Mark Apodaca Karen Btaurcgard Agriculturil Research Scrvic;c 
N;uionaJ Agticulturtl Staus1ics Service Agency for Health Care Policy and 

Research Dale Sodzcr 
M•iil,icl AJMUC: Eneray Information Admin. 
Bureau or the Ccn.sus Bernard Bell 

Bureau or Labor Scatistics Thomas P. Boncw 
Cathennc Ann1nglon Bureau o( Just1c Siati_, riec 
Consultant Mi<ha<I E. Bellow 

Na.dona! Agricultural Statistics Servi« Lisa 8radbum 
Maty Bnghtwdl Arnold Bureau of Economtc Analysis 

Miltie Bendl 
JoyAso Wesut. 1.nc Douglas Braddock 
Bureau or the Census Burau of Labor Sl<llistics 

Frank Benford 
Donna AWASOO N11eonat AgnculruraJ SWJstics Semce Bradley Brad<o • Birch &: Divis As.s«.. Inc. Health ~ Finux:ing AdmiD.. 

Rieb Benno( 
o.Jc AtktftlOa National ~ Nw:nv:boon RJ1ipha1I 8nncb 
N.._.i Apiculwnl Stattlll<S ~ICC &reau of Uhor Slatastic:> . 

Sunn Benz ~ 

R. amon Bailey N>tional Agri<ukunl SwiS<acs Savicc uura 8'>nd<A 
lffa.Jt.h Catt Financ'"' Admift. WCSQt. Inc. 

Laod.I M. Ball Sheny B<ri Ru$$ Br<dbeoncr 
Bureau of the Census Eners;y Information Adm1n. Bureau o( the Cenws 

D. Catherine 81.ltull Muth18ethea Gary Brcslau 
Genera.1 Aeoountana Office Federal Re$CtvC Board Aboaas Tcchnofoay 

Scott Banker Karil Bialo5'0$l(y Bedl Bridgeman 
The Arbitron Company National Center for Health Statistics V.'cs.t.al, Inc 
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Debra Brody 
Na1iona1 Center for Health Statistic;$ 

Thomas Broe.ne 
Energy Information Admin. 

Camilla A. Brooks 
CBQ 

S<cphen P. Broughman 
NationaJ Center for Education S1.a1isttcs 

Elizabeth R. Brown 
Colorado Dept. of Public Heahh 

and lhe Environment 

Prudy Brown 
National Re.search Council 

Janet A. Brunelle 
National lns.ti1utes of Hcahh 

Bill Brykczynsk.i 
lnstitute [Or Defense AnalyS¢S 

Linda Buckles 
National Agricultural Staristics Setvicc 

Paul Buckley 
Abt Associates. lne. 

Andrew Bullivan1 
Suui:n.it$ New Zealand 

Jason Bulson 
Federal Reserve Board 

Eugene M. Bums 
Energy information Admin. 

Jim Burt 
National Agri<:uhuraJ Statistics Sel'\lice 

Henry R. Sun 
The World Bank 

Gerald Bushee 
American College of Radiology 

Michael Suso 
Bureau of U.bor Stati~i~ 

Shail Butani 
Bureau of Labor Statiscics 

John K. Butler,Jr 
Bureau of the Census 

FcCaces 
CSR.ln<:Q!j>Oroted 

Karen Campbell 
CSR, Inc. 

Brian S. Canham 
U.S. Departmenl of Labor 

John C. Cannon 
Bureau of the Census 

Susan Capella 
Sta1istics Canada 

(>.1argarc1 Carroll 
National Center for Heahh Statistics 

Wi11iam Chan 
American College of Radiology 

Chen-nini Chan 
New Jcrscry Dept of Agricuhu.re 

Fran«S Cbcvarley 
National C~n1cr for Health SwiMi~ 

Henry Chiang 
National Agricultural Statistic.s Service 

Pei Lu Chiu 
National Center for Hcahh Statistics 

Jai Choi 
National Center for Health Statistics 

Pv.u1 Cichel.lu 
Bureau of labor Statiscics 

Cynlhia Z. F. Clart 
NatiooaJ Agricultural Swistics Service 

Nicole Close-Zimmerman 

~1ichacl P. Cohen 
National Center for Education Statistics 

MasyColben 
National Center for Hcallh Statistics 

Gloria Colclough 
Centers for Disease CoolrOI 

Richard Cotes 
National ~ter for Mcolth St.o.ti$tics 

Elizabeth Cologer 
Bureau of Economic Analysis 

Nancy Connelly 
Cornell Universi1y 

Dan Conti 
Bu=u of Labor Swistics 
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Timo1hy M. Copeland 
Ccnlers for Oi$C3S<' Control 

Rosalee Copeland 
Aspen SyS1ems Cotp. 

Jim Cotter 
National Agricuhural Statistics Service 

Barbara Cox 
Buieau of Labor Stalistics 

R. Dahara 
Ccriten. for Disease Control 

Donald R. Dalzell 
Bure-.au of the Census 

Lance Daughcny 
Burtau of Economic Analysis 

Jeaneue Davis 
Bu1c11u uf WW1 SUlli:stic.::s 

Jeannie Davis 
Westat, Inc. 

Joelle Davis 
DOE 

Trcnita R. Davi.s 
National ln.stituteofDental Research 

Jenntrct Day 
Bureau of the Ccn$U$ 

Charlc.s D.a y 
National Agricuhural Stali$tics S<:rvice 

Ron DeCarto 
Bureau of Labor Stati$tics 

Thierry Oclbccque 
INFOWARE. Inc. 

Maria Deloria 
Na1ional Institute for Allegy 

and Infectious Diseases 

Sonia Demers 
Staci a.tics Co.nadti 

Raoul Oepoutot 
Eurosta.l. Luxembourg 

Oeftnis DcRyc.ke 
Vlestat, Inc. 

Anusha Oharrna.se11a 
Federal Rc$Cf'Vc Board 



r , 

t 

Dave Dickerson 
Bureau of the Census 

Bert Oicdcrcn 
SlahSllCS Netherlands 

Richard Dietl 
Rlltt*• Mt ... hnr '\1M1llw:-t. 

Gregg J O.ffendal 
Buravo(lhc~ruus 

Catluyn 0.ppo 
Bureau of l..abot Sw1tt1c.s 

Barban N. 015k1n 
Bu .... u of Ille ~-• 

Shirle-y Dola.n 
Statisucs Clnada 

Kevin Oooacy 
Oenera.1 Accounting Office 

Pat Ooy1c 
Agency for Health Care Policy 

and Rcsea.rc:h 

Wanda Orc-.illn 
Federal Rcstt'\'c Board 

Patricia W. Dunham 
N11ional Cerucr rot Health S111ntic1 

Linnea Efncr 
Wcsw. l.nc. 

Bruce: Eklund 
NaliooaJ Aa:ncuhural Suu1s1ics Servi« 

Nabol EJ-Kiw<uaty 
Research Tnana:lc Institute 

Bob Emory 
SAJC 

Rieb upooiio 
Bu....u ol Lol>or S...U.a 

James T. Fapn 
Buruu of the Ccnsu~ 

Kenneth H. Fa.lier 
Centers foc Di.Kase Control 

Tracy E. Fanner 
Bureau of Labor St.a1i11ics 

Ron fcao 
National Agricullural StitJstiQ Service 

Sara Fein 
Food .t ONg Admirustruicn 

Dania Ferguson 
U.S. C>c-p:attrMnt of A.gricuhute 

Glenn Fem 
Burca" of the Census 

GM}' F<uerl>trg 
Or:fcnsc t.1anpowcr Data Center 

S)·lvla Fis.her 
Bureau of Labor S1a11sdcs 

Tom l=lood 
Bureau of 1.hc Census 

Cri'11 na Ford 
t-OOd &. Orua Adminisu:uion 

Ann Forquer 
Bureau of Labor Slatisucs 

Henry Foster 
N:uion11l Agticullural Statiitics Service 

Oabrit l B. Fos.u 
Univ. of Maryland, BaltJmorc 

Jt2n Fowler 
Aa:ricvhural Rtsearch Service 

Alan Fox 
U.S. Department or Housing and 
Urban Development 

Howard 8. frednck 
Eftergy lnfomution Adm1n. 

Fftdfmne 
EncfJY ln(om'lacion Admin. 

Carol French 
F.-rgy lt1(rwmauon Admin.. 

M>deleooe Friedlander 
Burwi of Labor Sllli.sties 

Guhard Fries 
Federal Reserve Soard 

Nancy~ 
N11ional Center for Health Swiitic:s 

I>avk1 Cailer 
Bureau of Economic Analys.is 
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John S. Gotdenier 
Nauonal Ccnlcr foc Heallh Statist1q 

Pdc:i- Garneau 
Swislics CAftada 

Uun 8.wer Gilli:s 
Federal RcseF"C 8o&rd 

lsraelGiYOI 
Ceaual Bureau of St.atiSlics. 

Israel 

Edmund Glad 
Burea.u of Labor S1ai,tic1 

~1argarct E. Ciold$nuth 
Bureau of the Cttlsus 

Pt1cr Goldstein 
NiStar Data Systems Inc. 

Z..f Gossdin 
Bureau of Labor Staii.sucs 

Phil Graffunder 
0::,ntcn; foc Disease Control 

Richard w. Graham 
Bureau o( the Census 

Leopold GranquiM 
Sw.is1ics Swed~ 

Dono.a.Gray 
Food and Drug Adsnini.stralion 

Amy Grtco 
WC$W. Inc. 

Dennis Griffin 
Bwmi of Ube< Statillia 

James Grounds 
Bureau of labor St.al1Stics 

Sioux Groves 
Bureau of Labor Sta11sticJ 



Robert Crovu 
J'PSM - Vn1vcrsJty of Maryland 

Kerry J. CNbcr 
Narion~I Center for Educauon S1.1ust1ca 

Patricia t.1 Guenthc11 
A,gricuttunl Rcsuteh Scmcc 

~LyuCucu 

R....ro> TnansJe IMlllW 

LOIJIS< Cuey.UC 
E.nc:tu" lnfOfm.ICtOC'I Adm1n 

Tany~ J Guthnc 
Defense Manpower Om ~olcr 

Etta SU»nnc Haucny 
U.S. Ocpan.mc.nt of A11cullu.rc 

I. Hall 
Ag•My for Toxic Sub1tt.noc1 •net 
Disease Registry 

Thcrc5a HallquiSl 
t:nera.y Information Admin. 

Gcor&~ Hanuschak 
National Agricuhural Statijtics Service 

Llod• H•rdy 
National Science r01.1nd•1ton 

Ann Hardy 
National Center for Health Stai.sties 

Clcn.n Harke 
Wcstat. Inc. 

Jane L Harman 
Natloml Ceattr for HcaJih Stat1111cs 

Ken lia.Jris 
Naoonal C...IU (or Heald> Swl<UCI 

Mohammad Hagn 
UTA 

B..wn Haul" 
Nadonal Center for Health S1.&L1arict 

M1iy Sue Hay 
Defense P..1anpowcr 0111 Center 

Katherine Heck 
National Center (or Hcah.h Sl.atislics 

Kelly Heilman 
MD Health Rctou«a Planniog 

Comml.ssion 

Robctt I. Hcmmiftf 
Bureau of the Census 

Julie Htnt:btrry 
The ArbilJOn U>mpany 

TommyHeppna 
Energy lnformatton Adm1n. 

Doug Herold 
Fcdel'll Reserve Board 

fl.1ary O. llerr 
C)(lawarc Div. o(J\iblic Health 

John S. Hihon 
Bureau of the Ccn$U5 

Joey Y. Hobson 
Federal Re.serve Board 

AnMi K. Hocgnifioh 
IPA.lot. 

Sandra Holfenll 
lnsuwrc for Soc11I RescMCh 

Wilham Holman 
Wcm1. IAC. 

Ann Marit K. Holmoy 
S1aosbcs No.way 

Robctt Hood 
Nat.anal A,gricukunl Smistics Sc:rvice 

Mldlacl Hotripn 
BUTUV of Labor Swlslia 

Easley Hoy 
Burau of 1.ht: Census 

PaulLHJCn 
8urc1u of Labor Sta1.1Slic:$ 

Kevin J. Hudson 
Equal Employmeo1 Opporumi1y 
Commission 

Cheiyl Hun 
WeSLAL. Inc. 
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Wenke Hwa.ng 
Johns Hopkins University 

Jimmy Hw-ang 
University olCalifonlia. San Dieao 

Hn.l ..:1 ng M"-'Mt• 

oat Ridge Natioa•I LaborauJry 

Lloohlnr·....., 
u.s. [)qJ.wuncnt of Agncunure 

Calhl=o lnolo 
Consumer Produa Safeiy Comm1u1on 

Bill r~·ig 
Nauonal AgricuJtural Sta11st1cs ScrvKlt 

Susan S. Jack 
National Center for Health St1ti&.1ics 

KA Jagannalhan 
Admin, for Children & Familie$ 

R. Jamieson 
Statistic$ Canada 

\Viii is Jefferson 
Bureau of the Ccn.sus 

Donna M. Jewell 
Kesearcb ·rnanglc lr»t11utc 

Fabian Jimcne2 
Bureau of Labor Swishes 

Mia.Johnson 
Federal Resetve Board 

Gcr1.1d A. Joiranu 
U.S. Ocpanme1H of Agriculture 

Sam Yong K.ns 
61.an:w of Labcw- S1&i.sda 

Roy Kass 
Energy lnfonn.ation Ad.min. 

Devi Katikincni 
Social & Scientific Sy1tems. Inc. 

SK Kaui 
UnivcrJity ofMissovri 

' 

0 
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> 

Irvin Kaa 
Bureau ot Labor Suitisuc• 

W. Ka)c 
Aaency '°' TOAic SubS&MCCS and 
Oisea.sc Registry 

Yool\b Kcnc 
Bureau of Labor S11111bC$ 

Wouter J. Keller 
Sm1AiCS Ne&hcrland 

Mary Kelly 
Bure.au of Labor Stat11t.1cs 

J.amel Kennedy 
Bureau of Labor Sttti•llc• 

Arthur B. Kcnniokcll 
Federal Re><rvc Board 

Ei1cc.n Kesslu 
Consumer Product Sarcty Commi$SK>tl 

Rick Kc..slk 
National Agricuhural Sw.1iaiicsScrv1ce 

Mcena Khare 
National C.enter for Health Statis.tic.s 

Kay Lee Khuu 
ln1.ern3I Rrvr:nu" s,rviee 

Nancy Kieffer 
Social & Sctcncific Systems. Inc. 

Nora K1nci1td 
Bt.areau of Labor St11i1t1cs 

Carol S. Km1 
Bureau of the: Census 

Jim Kn.aub 
Energy 1nfonnat.KIG Adnun. 

Dave Knop( 
NluonaJ J\gJieulCural S&1t1JbCS ~I« 

CoreyK-1g 
Federal ReKNC B<Wd, Kansas City 

Michi.el Kornbau 
Bureau of the Ccnsu.s 

John G. Kovar 
Statistics Ctnad.a 

Robcn S. Kraiowsk1 
Nat1onaJ Center for Heahh Su.ti.sties 

NucyA. K11.,. 
ACOO 

~tary KUb. 
H1gl'l~ay l..OSs Oat! lnsllwtc 

FrlnCOI' Laflamme 
Su1t1u.ts (.an.ti 

U..chlllld We 
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